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To SRC
A Galloway long gone
A Galloway of the imagination
This is my love story to Galloway.
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You cannot steal that which is freely given.
This book is available for you to read for free. Why?

A non-copyright statement of intent.
1. The value of this work to you is for you to decide.
2. The value of this work for me lies primarily in process
not product.
3. I believe in the co-creation of meaning, placing value in
its potential for interactional communication. The
relationship between writer and reader in a text is, I
believe, flexible.
4. I write with intention and there is meaning (on many
levels) contained in the codex(es) I have written. You
the reader also create meaning as you read. It is
therefore not just a question of how closely you
understand my intention, but of how your
interpretation motivates, captivates and challenges
your experience as part of your own thought world.
5. These are values far beyond money. They are the values
which I believe the capitalist market-driven has
corrupted.
6. I believe there comes a point where letting go of their
work is essential for a writer, under any value system.
In the capitalist system labour is turned into product
which someone (else) then makes capital from. As a
non-capitalist, I have resisted this my whole writing life.
Since I place no value on money, it has always sat
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uncomfortably with me that the only way to share my
process is as a product.
7. I have tried, over several decades, to write outside of
the capitalist value paradigm, both in the content of my
writing and the way in which I turn process into
product. By offering my writing as a gift rather than
selling it, I am upholding my belief system. More than
that, I believe this action achieves coherence between
process and purpose. I mark it as an act of revolutionary
resistance. Capitalists may interpret this as an act of
stupidity. But I have long since accepted that capitalists
do not value my work – which tells me I’ve been doing
something right all along.
There is another reason for my ‘free’ gift to you. It is
encapsulated in the philosophy I have developed over (and
during) my writing life.

There is Now and There are Stories.
I believe our stories form part of our identity. This has been an
underlying theme in many of my works. It’s something I’ve tried
to explore and explain and share conceptually. In 2022 I have
reached the stage in my life where the thoughts and words
contained in this book (and many others) exist relationally to
my identity as ‘stories’ in/of/from my own life. Put more
simply: they are from my past (lives/identities) and I have let go
of my embodiment of them.
Letting them go is an acceptance of change not an ending.
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The stories come from my heart/mind but they are not part of
my ‘now’ and so they are free to wander cyberspace. Outside of
the now, their value for me lay largely in the creation. The
relationship I had to them was part of my identity – at times I
clung to them, at times I hoped they might show who I was, or
speak my truth. Sometimes I hoped they might help me make
sense of myself and my world and that in the process they
might find homes in other heart/minds and make sense in a
shared space. Sometimes they have, sometimes they haven’t. I
have now moved from that space, so I can let them go and let
them grow. I have grown past them. I have moved beyond their
process as they have moved beyond the constraint of being
product(s). Their value, for you, is for you to decide. I’m always
happy to talk about the stories and the ideas they contain. My
change of perspective allows me to set them free and you are
free to make of them what you will.
Finally, I hope you will understand that in offering my writing to
you as a free gift, I do not undervalue either myself or my
stories. Instead this gift invites you to engage with a different
way of seeing creativity – and perhaps move towards a fuller
appreciation of the true value (beyond price or product) of
stories in all our lives.
Cally Phillips
2202 2022

p.s. Due to the many times this work has been converted in and out
of formats, there are some residual formatting slips and a less than
‘friendly’ screen font. Hopefully this won’t spoil reading pleasure too
much. They will be corrected when time allows!
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PART ONE
THE BIRTH OF THE HERO
‘It is difficult to pin-point the origins of a people, either in space or time, for
throughout the story of man there are certain threads of continuity. These
threads reach backwards through the millennia of the pre-literate past in
such a manner that significant transitions are rarely perceptible.’
(J.X.W.P.Corcoran)
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CHAPTER ONE
THE BIRTH OF THE HERO
‘But often in the world's most crowded streets,
But often in the din of strife,
There rises an unspeakable desire
After the knowledge of our buried life.’
(Matthew Arnold)
Rain. Constant, thin, drizzling rain. Dripping down the inside of
waterproof sleeves, off the bottom of his jacket, leaving a
widening patch of wetness on his dirty, porous jeans. Paul stood
up to his knees in muddy water. Looking down, it was hard to
recognise where the mud ended and he began. He could taste
the mud in his mouth, from where, too irritated to stand the
dripping from the peak of his cap onto his face any longer, he
had removed his glove and wiped a finger over his cheek.
Juggling the dirty gloves he had only succeeded in getting wet
mud inside them, smearing it over his face and into his mouth
for good measure.
Mud everywhere. A muddy hole. Standing in a muddy
hole in the ground. Asking himself what he was doing here. Ah
- that was it! He was here precisely because, on a larger scale, he
wanted to know what he, what we all, were and are doing here.
Why man? Why here? Why history?
At twenty five, Paul felt he was rather too old to be
playing a glorified game of mud pies and today like seven wet
days previously he was questioning the wisdom of his career
choice. He had come late to the idea of archaeology. His first
love had been history. He had been good at history. He had
sailed through university with a first - and that was when the
questioning began. People were tripping over themselves to
fund his further studies; in itself an unusual state of affairs for
an arts graduate. Paul had a freedom of choice that seemed
unbelievably daunting and he decided it was time to go for the
unknown, to try something difficult. So he signed up for a
doctorate in Archaeology at Edinburgh University.
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His mother always said, as she embarrassed him at
Christmases and family gatherings by ruffling his overlong dirty
blonde hair, that Paul had a ‘passion for the past.’ But Paul
knew she was wrong. He wanted answers. He believed that the
past, having already happened, might be able to provide him
with answers for an uncertain present or the yet unshaped
future. That was his rationale for history. But in four years of
history at St. Andrews University he had learned many things
about many periods of history, about economic and social
development, about military expediency and the role of ‘great
leaders’ yet had gone no further along the lines of discovering
answers to his basic questions. He had even taken a course in
Philosophy but all this did was convince him that some
questions: ‘What do we mean by mean?’ ‘What do we mean by
mean by mean?’ and ‘What do we mean by carrot?’ were not
meant to be asked, never mind answered. He toyed for a while
with the notion of ‘between good and yellow’ but after a
disappointed year, gave it up, ethically as impoverished and
mentally as confused as he had been at the outset. From that
point on he stuck to various history options, apart from a foray
into English Language and Literature, which gave him an
interest in Anglo-Saxon, Celtic and Norse languages.
World history moved Paul little; the discovery that
Scotland existed only as a concept, never as a nation, had a
more profound effect. With his tall, slender, handsome
blondness, Paul had never really thought about his Scottishness,
never questioned his racial identity beyond singing ‘Flower of
Scotland’ at Rugby Internationals at Murrayfield. He had always
been somewhat embarrassed by his appearance. He had been
surrounded through school by shorter, darker boys. He had
been looked up to by short, dark girls to whom his blue eyes
and blond hair had a magnetic appeal, the appeal of the
outsider. He had assumed he was the progeny of Viking raiders
and nobody in the small dark town that is Edinburgh
questioned his assumption. He was different. He was
outstanding. He had got used to this early in life. But it still left
him feeling uncomfortable. When he discovered that Scotland
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itself was not a small dark nation but a constantly turbulent
cacophony of warring factions, he wondered if there might not
be a place for him after all. And it was then that he discovered
the truth about the Celts: that they were; like him; tall, blonde,
handsome warriors. What nineteen year old outcast would reject
such ancestry?
Looking back, an interest in the Celts was the main thing
that led Paul into archaeology. He wanted to find out more than
history could tell him. He wanted answers. He wanted an
identity. He had not imagined he would find this identity by
standing in the drizzling rain of rural Galloway, that forgotten
corner of Scotland; in the middle of a muddy hole digging up
interminable broken Celtic brooches.
He sighed as he turned over the muddy artefact in his
hand. He knew that upon plunging it into water it would be
revealed as something more than the blob of peaty earth he
currently held; the same earth which covered him from head to
foot and whose taste was becoming invasive, threatening to
engulf him totally. Yet somehow after a month of finding
nothing but peaty blobs which became brooches, the
excitement of ‘the find’ was wearing thin. Still, it was a way out
of the trenches he thought, as he scrambled out and walked,
hunched against the rain, towards the finds hut.
Inside the hut, a rickety wooden structure only really
good for keeping rain off and for maintaining a trivial level of
security by dint of the padlock which could be fastened on the
door, he washed the brooch. It turned out to be a particularly
fine specimen. He spent far too long washing it, trying to really
clean it - a job which should be left to those in offices who had
realised that field archaeology was more about fields, and
digging therein, than ‘real’ archaeology.
Paul had been bored by ‘real’ archaeology as dished out
at University. By constant tests in classification, by statistics and
the monotony of labelling and sorting items, or bits of items
which were either virtually identical, or unrecognisable. He
found it difficult to take the leap of faith from a centimetre
square shard of pottery to a whole tribe of people, living
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meaningful lives in the Iron age; or to accept that a sliver of flint
really represented the cunning wiles of a mesolithic hunting
party out for the kill. If that was ‘real’ archaeology, Paul soon
reckoned he had made a mistake. So he looked for another way
out. He went into the field. The sharp edge of archaeology. The
digging. The rain.
Holding his find up to make a judgement over the
pattern, Paul noticed a shaft of light which burst through the
gloom, hit the face of the dull brooch, and set it glimmering
gold. Preoccupied, he wandered out of the tent. The rain had
stopped and he was surprised, as he always was, by the rich,
bright greenness of the Galloway countryside. Surrounded by
beauty, Paul was generally oblivious to it. He tended to take the
smell and sight of the tall pine trees for granted. The sound of
the wind whistling through the branches and the distant roar of
the river in spate touched him only on a subconscious level. He
moved the brooch around idly, watching it glitter as it caught
the weakly shining late spring sun.
‘Good specimen?’ A rich, deep, rather husky woman's
voice drew Paul out of his reverie.
He looked round and saw a sight he would forfeit all the
gold Celtic brooches so far discovered on the dig for. Diane. An
archaeologist with fifteen years experience under her belt and a
string of challenging and ground-breaking publications to her
credit. And her body. What a body! From the instant of
weighing up Paul had given her when he first arrived at the site
(the microsecond before he realised this woman was way out of
his class) he calculated that she was about thirty five. Paul had
never really thought about ‘older’ women. His needs had always
been served by the adoring young. But Diane changed all that.
Diane was desirable, Diane was out of reach. Diane was woman
whereas Paul had to date only experience with ‘girl.’ Diane had a
confidence, an aura of self-respect. And she told the dirtiest
jokes on the dig. She was no mother figure, no aunt, no older
sister. She was a conundrum, a question without answer, an
uncharted territory for which Paul now craved.
He smiled, feeling himself redden the way he always did
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when she directly addressed him. It was annoying, Paul was
normally so in control of himself in the face of women, uh girls.
‘Just another type 3,’ he said insubstantially. ‘But rather a
nice one all the same. With the sun coming out and ...’ he found
his tongue beginning to trivially run away with him in a
desperate attempt to prolong the contact.
She smiled. She smiled at him. Looked him straight in the
eyes.
‘Yes. When the sun comes out, it makes it all worth it.’
She reached forwards and wiped away the muddy smear from
his cheek.
He felt his face respond to the touch. Some muscles
pulled away in retreat, others gave way in relief. He tried to
cover the confusion by arranging his face into what he hoped
was a grateful smile.
‘I haven't got the hang of this mud yet,’ he confessed.
‘It's getting everywhere,’ he added, hoping he sounded friendly
but in control. His feeling the first was swamped by the lack of
feeling the second in her presence.
‘You need a nice hot bath and a good scrub,’ she said in
that appealing chocolaty voice.
That was Diane all over. Gave you the come on, well what you would have thought to be the come on if it was
anyone else. The sort of comment you would respond to
without thinking, by saying ‘why don't you come and scrub my
back?’ The sort of comment which demanded that kind of a
response, which challenged you to play the game too. But he
couldn't. Paul couldn't do that with Diane, precisely because she
seemed to be testing him, pushing him to see how far she could
draw him and he knew that when he overstepped the mark he
would be the subject of ridicule in her mind. He didn't want that
to happen. He wanted her to - well, he wanted her to respect
him. Confidentially, he wanted her to want him, but that
seemed like an impossibility. Women like Diane didn't ‘want’
men. They toyed with them, entertained themselves with them,
even fulfilled their own urges and desires once in a while, but
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they didn't ‘want’ them with a gnawing hunger. At least not men
like Paul. Not Paul, for whom a gnawing hunger was becoming
a way of life, a reality greater than the cold and damp of muddy
trench E, in the wilds of the remote Galloway Forest Park. His
spirits were at odds with the peaceful tranquility all around. Paul
felt the rawness of nature but not its comfort.
‘Do you have a hot bath in your billet? We only have a
tepid shower, and that's temperamentally challenged.’
The line Paul wished he had spoken came from Callum.
Callum was the small, dark Scot with whom he had been
bunking for the past month. Paul liked Callum. It was hard not
to like Callum. But right at that moment he could have wished
him dead.
Calllum stood with his hand casually resting on Diane's
shoulder. He had given the desired response. What would be
the next step?
‘In Italy four of us had to share a shower that only ran
hot for five minutes in twenty four hours. We all used to line up
at a prearranged time and dive in and out in turns.’ She laughed
at the private memory.
Paul formed the picture in his mind - four gorgeous
naked women, like Diane, dancing in and out of showers.
Classical goddesses romping nakedly carefree under the
scorching Italian sun. He had to do something about this, get
this back under control. Find a girl, anyone to take his mind off
Diane. His father had always banged into his skull the
importance of keeping business and pleasure separate.
Becoming obsessed by his boss would not aid his career
prospects - if he had any. And he was seriously beginning to
doubt that.
‘I can't imagine Harry sharing a shower with you and
Laurent,’ laughed Callum.
‘Do you think Harry knows what a shower is?’ she
giggled conspiratorially, referring to but one of the many
aggravating personal habits of the senior archaeologist.
Paul frowned. Laurent. That was Diane's partner, lover well potentially her ex-partner, ex-lover. The position was
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unclear. But the picture of naked frolicking goddesses was
shattered and gave way to a less appealing one. That kind of
voyeurism struck Paul as simple torture. He was not a natural
spectator.
Diane shrugged Callum's shoulder off, casually. ‘Well,
I've had enough for the day.’ She winked at Paul. ‘Funny how
the sun always comes out when it's knocking off time.’
‘Have a good bath,’ was all Paul could think of to shout
after her slowly sensual retreating form.
Callum laughed. ‘Out of your league, boy.’
‘You think I don't know that?’ Paul responded with a
tinge of bitterness.
‘Still, there's no harm in dreaming.’
As he agreed, ‘No, there's no harm in dreaming,’ Paul
wondered if he really believed it. Dreaming was what had got
him into this muddy puddle of a life in the first place. A first
rate doctorate at twenty five was pretty unusual and he could
have been tucked up in a cosy history department somewhere in
Scotland - or even Oxford, maybe Cambridge. A history
department with a constant supply of impressionable young
girls, all hanging off his every word, all laughing as they heard
the ‘I'm a doctor you can trust me’ line for the first time.
Instead he was freezing both his brains and his balls in a muddy
field in rainy Galloway. Dreaming.
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CHAPTER TWO
FLOOD
‘White foam brown crested russet soil..
On roars the flood - all restless to be free.
Like trouble wandering to eternity.’
(John Clare)
Sitting in the pub that night, Paul talked amiably with Callum,
but he was looking out for Diane. He didn't know what he
intended to do when she showed up, but he felt he had to do
something. He realised that, like all the other nights, he would
probably just smile, offer to buy her a drink and retire to his
‘group’ while she sat looking bored, listening to Harry
pontificate. But tonight Harry wasn't there either. There was
hope.
‘The old man's off to Cardiff for a symposium,’ Callum
said, as if reading Paul's mind.
Paul sipped his pint. ‘How long for?’ he asked, while his
eyes stayed firmly on the door.
‘Oh a couple of days - might make a weekend of it.
Depends how many dark Welsh widows find him irresistible, I
suppose.’ Callum laughed at his own joke. ‘Talking of irresistible
- where's Diane?’ He added, ‘I think she's got her eye on you.’
Paul tried to look disinterested but felt he only succeeded
in looking unbelieving - or perhaps embarrassed.
‘Why would she be interested in me? What about that
Frenchman - Laurent?’
Callum laughed. ‘Ha, ha - so you do fancy her. The trick
never fails.’
‘Who in their right mind wouldn't fancy her,’ replied
Paul. ‘Especially given the competition.’
Paul had found early on in his archaeological studies that
the profession did not seem overburdened with beautiful
women. Granted, working in a muddy field on your hands and
knees all day was not conducive to glamour for either sex, but
that aside, Paul's experience was that the women tended to be
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more macho than the men - caused, he feared by a
misunderstanding of feminism which made some women feel
that only by becoming manual labourers could they set their
hormones free. There was a lack of appreciation of the
aesthetic, spiritual element of archaeology amongst the women,
Paul felt. They seemed to be on some moral crusade,
determined to exert their right to get as dirty as men and down
pints as fast. The result was that Paul found working with
archaeologists of either sex rather like working on a building
site. But not Diane. Diane was different. She managed to exude,
if not glamour, then at least immense sensuality even when her
dark brown hair was falling in messy wisps about her face. Even
in jeans and wellingtons. Even with mud (which seemed to cling
less furiously to her than to the others) but inevitably clung
nevertheless; even then she looked at worst waiflike and in need
of protection. It was a lie, for Paul knew Diane would never
need, far less ever call on him for protection.
‘What about Laurent?’ Paul repeated his earlier question.
He wanted to know, just to put his mind at rest, what Diane's
personal situation was. Not that he was going to or would do
anything about it. Not that he could. But just because he'd like
to know.
‘He's in Tuscany,’ Callum replied. ‘In the sunshine in
Tuscany. The man's got brains at any rate.’
Callum peered out of the pub window, wiping away the
condensation from the beery atmosphere to get a clearer view.
‘Here, the rain's set in for the night. Floods. There, sunshine
and naked women. Do you think he's missing her?’
‘I'm more interested in whether she's missing him,’ Paul
replied.
‘There's something I've noticed about you, Paul.
Observed. Over our all too brief acquaintance in our luxurious
and spacious accommodation. Apart from your untidiness that
is.’ Callum was mocking him. As usual.
‘Oh yes,’ said Paul, finishing off his pint. ‘What have you
noticed, Callum eagle eyes?’
‘That you need a good shag,’ Callum laughed. ‘And that
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you'd better set your sights a hell of a lot lower than the acting
senior archaeologist.’
Of course, with Harry out of the way, Diane would be in
charge. Paul realised that probably explained her absence
tonight. Paperwork, paperwork and more paperwork. Another
of the fun elements of archaeology, he mused - endless bloody
paperwork.
Paul picked up his glass, motioned to Callum, who
nodded, and picked his way through the crowded stools to the
bar. He must have been leaning over it, wondering if there was
any way he could find the barmaid attractive when Diane
entered, because he didn’t notice her arrival.
‘Good shower?’ she whispered in his ear, making him
jump.
He turned round. No. He could not find the barmaid
attractive, even though she seemed a very suitable early twenties
and sporting no ring, finger or nose, and probably with no
French lover either. Even though he might stand a chance,
given the way she made a point of bending over low in her
short skirt to get him the crisps he'd ordered. No. It was Diane
or nothing. So it looked like nothing.
‘It's my round. Can I...?’ he began, feeling the redness
play around his ears. He had never been so grateful for having
what his mother called ‘unacceptably long hair’, even though it
only played around his collar. But his mother thought that men
should have sideboards. Paul's hair could by no stretch of the
contemporary imagination (or reality) be considered long. Many
archaeologists favoured ponytails. Paul assumed it was some
latent male submission to the pint drinking feminists. By these
standards Paul's hair hardly warranted a mention, but it did
cover his ears and that was enough for his mother to consider
him ‘artistic’ and therefore a source, though of pride, also of
permanent worry.
‘Thanks. I'll have a white wine. I'm celebrating,’ Diane
replied.
Paul wasn't listening. He’d asked the question he
expected to have to ask. His preoccupation with Diane's body
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and his lightening comparison between her and the bar maid, on
a sixty four point check worthy of a full car service, prevented
him from paying her words the attention they merited.
‘Half, or pint?’ he queried, before his brain caught up
with her request. It did so just as she laughed. He cursed himself
silently.
‘I know I said celebrating, but I think a pint of wine's a
bit much,’ she joked.
‘What are you celebrating?’ Paul interrupted, determined
to regain control of the conversation - well, establish control,
because he didn't feel he'd ever had control of a conversation
with Diane, and didn't look likely to at this rate.
‘Harry being away.’
She smiled, a mischievous knowing smile. ‘We can break
a few rules now and get some real work done.’
Paul nodded, paid for the drinks and escorted Diane back
to the table.
Harry was, to compound all his other annoying habits, a
stickler for rules. Things had to be done right on his dig. He had
made this clear to Paul at interview. Paul mustn't think that just
because he was a whizz-kid, a doctor at twenty five and all that,
that Harry would countenance cutting corners. Harry did things
thoroughly, and people working for Harry realised that he had
forty years’ experience in the field and they did things Harry's
way or looked for another job. Not that they would find a job
half as prestigious as working with Harry Falconer.
Paul hadn't really listened to the warning signs. He hadn't
really paid attention to anything much except that here he was,
after four months on the dole, being offered a job as an
archaeologist, on a potentially ground-breaking dig. He hadn't
realised for instance that the ground-breaking for him would be
literal rather than academic. That Harry was out to reinforce
ideas already formulated twenty years ago - to add an up to date
addendum to one of his text books which would ensure it
another five reprints. Nothing more.
Working for Harry, Paul soon came to find out, was akin
to living in a mental straightjacket. And this was a state of affairs
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he was bound to resist. Paul suspected that Harry thought (if he
bothered to think about him at all) that Paul's hair was too long
- that it represented a worrying tendency to ‘artistic pretension.’
Harry was a short back and sides kind of man. No wonder he
kept himself so aloof from the ‘diggers’ as he called his team of
field archaeologists. He probably thought women belonged in
the home, barefoot and pregnant. Paul wondered then, what
Harry thought about Diane.
Ah, but Diane was different. Diane was like Aphrodite,
Boudicca, or Amy Johnson. Diane was a woman who had to be
taken seriously. Who had to be allowed to compete on equal
terms in a man’s world. She had to be kept ‘on side’ because she
was so damned prolific that if the feminist ‘enemy’ co-opted
her, she would become a serious threat.
As he made space amidst the pile of jackets for Diane to
sit, Paul wondered just what rules she intended to break in
Harry's absence. For now, sitting with ‘the diggers’ seemed to
be the first, he hoped perhaps, of many.
‘Not gone to the valleys with our leader?’ Callum
questioned, a wicked intonation in his voice.
‘Someone's got to stay here and keep the rabble in order,’
she replied, sharp as a knife.
‘You see us as rabble then,’ Callum retorted in mock
chagrin.
‘I see what you are.’
There was no response to that. Callum, never one to
admit defeat, changed tack.
‘Are you happier here in the rain than being flooded with
sunlight in Tuscany?’ It was, Paul felt, below the belt, and he
desperately tried to think of something to say to avoid having to
listen to the response he was most interested to hear. It didn't
seem fair, not like this. As if he needed to worry. Diane was
more than capable of handling Callum.
‘Tuscany wasn't an option Callum. I go where the work
is.’
A clever response, Paul thought. Terse, perhaps
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unfriendly and certainly firing a warning shot that should
Callum know, or think he knew, anything about the fiery
relationship between Diane and the French stud Laurent (which
had been common gossip amongst the ‘diggers’ since the job
began) then he could just mind his own business. Diane was still
very much in control.
‘Looks like we'll be flooded out here if this rain
continues,’ Diane added, smiling as if to show that she had no
need to be terse or unfriendly to people as insignificant as
Callum and Paul. ‘What do you suggest we do tomorrow?’
‘Well. We could spend all day bailing out the trenches. Or
sit around telling each other our life stories,’ Callum laughed.
‘We could form pairs. You could pair up with Paul. His life
story is fascinating. If you've got a spare six hours. I never knew
anyone with so long a life story and so short a life. I mean, a
doctor at twenty five, would you credit it?’
Diane turned to Paul, evincing an interest.
‘I didn't know you had a doctorate,’ she said. ‘That
explains why Harry's hidden you away down in the midden!’
Paul laughed, as casually as he felt able to, at her joke.
‘Oh yes,’ Callum continued, ‘a first from St Andrews in,
what was it?... social history and fornication? and then a Ph.D
from Edinburgh in the record time of three years and two
months. Obviously laid off the fornication there. What was it
Paul? The city girls too racy for you - or frightened mummy
wouldn't let you bring girls back home?’
‘I have noticed,’ Diane said, turning from Callum and
giving Paul an encouraging smile, ‘that Callum is a terrible thug.
I've worked with him before and I find that he always manages
to sink to the level of the lowest common denominator. I
believe his roots are in the steeltowns of mid Fife. It must be
disheartening to have a family history which reduces to certain
peasantry only a hundred years ago.’
Paul laughed. It seemed to be the expected response,
though he felt that perhaps Diane was overplaying her hand.
‘Whereas you remind me of a Celtic warrior. All that
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blonde hair, and your haughty carriage.’
‘My haughty what?’ Paul choked on his beer, not so
much at the ridiculous mock compliment, but more because he
had never considered that Diane might have even noticed the
way he walked - however that might be.
‘Ah, yes,’ said Callum, unrepressed by his own knockback. ‘That's part of his fascinating life story. When he was a
teenager. His mother made him take deportment classes. Said if
she was going to have a tall son she wanted one who would
carry his height, not hunch over like he was ashamed of it.’
‘She made me walk around with books on my head for a
while,’ Paul confessed light-heartedly, secretly wanting to
strangle Callum. ‘Till I kept knocking them off every time I
walked through the door.’ He laughed. He tried to mean it.
Diane laughed too. And he meant it. She meant it. They
shared laughter for the first time. The beginning of intimacy.
Only the planting of seeds, but planting nonetheless. Once you
have laughed together you begin to grow something; something
unique from every other thing that exists in the universe.
She said, ‘If that's an example, then I'm sure I'd like to
hear more of your life history Paul. But sometime when we can
be alone.’ She stood up. ‘We'll have dinner some time.’
She moved away from the table. Paul wasn't sure if she
really floated, or if that was his perception, or if the drink was
getting the better of him and he'd imagined it all. He watched
her sit at another table of ‘diggers’ and join in their presumably
inane conversation with seemingly as much interest as she had
just shown in him.
Paul didn't really understand the intimacy of laughter. His
knowledge of planting seeds was general. But he felt something
happening between him and Diane. He thought it was like a
stream, the first trickles of a stream in which they were now
thrown. It was a long way from the floodgates, but he felt they
were part of the same stream, the same water, pushing
relentlessly towards the torrents.
‘Ah, what a woman. Making sure she's got the workers
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on her side before she effects her coup,’ Callum observed.
‘What do you mean?’ Callum's comment brought Paul
back from the stream, into the present surroundings of the local
pub. From flights of fancy to grim reality.
Paul hadn't thought about it before, but it stood to
reason that there would be no love lost between Diane and
Harry. In fact, now he thought about it, it was remarkable they
were on the same team. Their views were definitely in different
camps and he supposed it was only because Diane did not claim
to be an expert on things Celtic that Harry allowed her there.
He would probably tap her for ideas and use them in his
addendum. And she wouldn't be able to publish anything
without a debt of gratitude to him for running the dig. It was,
Paul reasoned, very unfair.
The rain continued to fall as they made their way back to
their lodgings, not drizzle now but a full scale downpour. It
seemed inevitable that the dig would be flooded out for the next
day at least.
‘Damn shame,’ thought Paul. There wouldn't be any time
to find out what rules Diane was willing to break, before Harry
came back.
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CHAPTER THREE
A NEW MORNING
‘She was a Goddess of the infant world
She would have ta'en
Achilles by the hair and bent his neck....
There was a listening fear in her regard
As if calamity had but begun.’
(John Keats)
At the site meeting next morning, Diane suggested a day out in
Glasgow. There was nothing that could be done in the field
while the rain continued, and the idea of squatting in huts doing
paperwork seemed a poor second best to the luxury of the
libraries and museums of relative urban civilisation.
‘The rule is,’ she said, ‘that half the day has to be spent
on work related things, the other half on relaxation.’
The volunteers had been given the whole day off of
course, so there were only five people who had to worry about
how broad ‘related things’ could be. Callum suggested that if
talking archaeology while drinking was good enough to count
for work, then drinking while not talking archaeology would be
relaxation. He was prepared to compromise though and talk
archaeology while drinking for relaxation - thus showing his
commitment to his career.
Of the others, Sam came from Glasgow and decided to
use the opportunity to visit his wife and children, and Steve was
roped into Callum's scheme by dint of having a car and being
willing to let Sam drive it back. That left Paul and Diane. To be
more precise it left Paul in a challenging position. He could
think of nothing worse than sitting in a Glasgow pub with
Callum and Steve all day, getting progressively bleary and
maudlin about women, then getting progressively hopeful and
incapable about pulling one. But could he tag along with Diane,
or should he go his own way?
Diane had her own car, and was unlikely to want a lift in
Paul's rust bucket. So it looked like he was stuck with ‘the lads’.
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‘I might just stay here,’ he said. ‘Catch up on some...’
‘Paperwork!’ Callum, Steve and Sam chanted, ridiculing him.
‘Why don't you travel up with me?’ Diane offered. ‘You
can do your own thing once we get there - I'm going to the
Mitchell library anyway. Then we could meet up at the end of
the day and drive back. I'd be glad of the company, these
windey roads in the dark rather bother me I'm ashamed to say.’
Paul now felt he couldn't refuse. Here was Diane, as
close as she ever would be to asking him for help. Or of course
she could be just trying to be polite. That was more like it. What
was the chance that Diane was bothered by dark, windey roads?
No, she was trying to buck him up. Why? Oh, to keep team
morale up, he supposed. Anyway, what did it matter? He had
the chance of two drives of two hours, with no one else to
interfere, and nothing else to do but talk. If he couldn't impress
her, at least he could get to know something about her. Form
some kind of a relationship.
Before his mind carried him too far down that track, he
realised they were waiting for a response.
‘I'll go with Diane,’ he said. ‘I'd kind of like to have a
look in Kelvingrove, anyway.’
‘Culture and sex,’ Callum whispered at him as he
followed Diane out to her car. ‘Who wouldn't go for that option
over drinking with the lads?’
Paul gave him a frozen stare.
‘Make sure you start on his life history on the way up,’
Callum shouted after Diane. ‘There's enough for the round trip!’
Paul looked at his scruffy jeans as he got into the car with
Diane.
‘Do you mind if I change before we go?’ he asked. ‘Dressing up
for the big city?’ she laughed. ‘Of course,
just tell me where your digs are and I'll wait in the car.’
‘Not really dressing up,’ he replied, embarrassed. ‘I'd just
like to have a day without a trace of mud on me,’ he laughed.
Trying to mean it. ‘My mother would be shocked at the thought
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of me going to a museum without a tie on. She's very particular.
Thinks you need to show respect to the building. Like a church.’
He reflected, ‘she has a point. Not about the tie, but the
respect.’
Diane turned slightly and caught his eye.
‘Is this part of the famous life history starting already?’
‘Sorry,’ he replied.
‘Don't worry,’ she said. ‘It's nice to have something to
talk about that isn't archaeology. Your first degree was in history
wasn't it?’
Paul nodded. ‘Here will do. It's just here.’
He pointed to the rather grim grey stone terraced house
in which he and Callum were lodging at for the duration of the
dig. Cheap but definitely not cheerful.
‘It looks okay’ she said. ‘I'm at the Bruce Hotel. It's a
bit... well... inhospitable, rattling around in there with only Harry
for company.’
‘I wish I could afford it,’ Paul said. ‘Sharing a room with
Callum has its drawbacks.’
He got out of the car, wondering what she thought he
meant by that. He hoped she thought that Callum snored, or
that he had smelly feet. He hoped she didn't think he meant that
he was deprived of sex because he had to share a room.
He changed quickly. There wasn't time to think of what
to wear, it was simply a case of pulling on some of the few clean
clothes he had left. He must go and do some laundry soon, he
realised. He should have spent the day doing that instead of
flitting up to Glasgow. But Paul had never been keen on
domestic chores. He'd always had a mother to do that, or failing
that one of the chain of adoring girls. Even though they
complained, they usually piled his dirty washing in a bag and did
it when they did their own. Girls liked that, he reflected. Sitting
in the launderette chatting, talking about how they were helping,
or being put upon by, their respective men.
Girls liked that. But what did women like? He looked at
himself in the mirror, ran a quick brush through his hair and
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determined to get a haircut in Glasgow. It was getting beyond a
point. He reasoned that, apart from the hair, he looked more or
less respectable. As respectable as one could be without wearing
a tie. Women probably liked that. Well, Diane probably... he
broke his train of thought. Diane probably didn't like being kept
waiting.
He hurried down the stairs, taking them three at a time in
a manner that annoyed his landlady. Clattering, she called it.
Luckily, she wasn't around. She didn't much like him and
Callum being in during the day. She didn't much like them being
around at all, in matter of fact. She liked the off season money
though.
Back at the car, Diane watched Paul's approach. As he
slammed the door behind him, shutting out the gusting wind
and driving rain, she wolf-whistled.
‘Very smart. But where's the tie?’
Paul zipped his jacket up in an attempt to conceal what
he now felt was his overly smart jumper and shirt (bought at
Marks and Spencer’s by his mother as a celebration of his new
job). It represented a vindication of what she thought an
archaeologist should wear. However, Paul felt like a fraud,
dressed in his concept of what a country doctor wore. His
mother didn't really understand archaeology. He worried Diane
might think he was putting it on rather, though he had no reason
to suppose what she might think.
‘All I had clean,’ he replied, trying to shrug it off. ‘You're
lucky, by next week I'll be down to the dinner jacket.’
She laughed. A break in the rain. The sun shone. It
looked like it was going to be all right.
Paul relaxed back into his seat, pulling the belt over his
waist, clicking it into place just at the same time as Diane did.
Their hands brushed together and he kept his eyes to the front,
trying to pretend he hadn't felt anything. But contact like that,
unexpected, unintentional contact was, he found, excessively
sensual. At least in the early stages of a relationship. It was
what... what was he thinking of? What relationship? A trip to
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Glasgow in a car hardly constituted the burgeoning of a
relationship. This wasn't ‘Brief Encounter’ after all. But then...
They drove for a while in silence. Paul deliberately kept
his eyes fixed firmly on the winding road. It was Diane who
finally broke the silence.
‘What are you planning to do?’
Paul wondered what she meant. With his life? With her?
Or in Glasgow that day?
Of course she meant Glasgow that day.
‘Umm, I thought I'd hang around Kelvingrove. And
maybe, well, I hadn't thought much about it really. I thought I'd
take it as it comes.’
He didn't feel that he wanted to tell her about the haircut.
It seemed rather pedestrian, and a bit private. A bit
uncomfortable, like asking someone whose house you were
visiting for the first time where the toilet was, when they hadn't
told you and you'd been sitting there drinking tea for two and a
half hours. They should have told you and you didn't like to ask
in case they thought they'd been rude, or failed in their hostly
duties somehow; which of course they had, but you didn't want
to tell them that. Paul thought about such things a lot. Worried
about them. His ‘artistic temperament’ would be his mother's
explanation if he'd ever told her. But that was the point. You
couldn't tell people you thought these things. Need was
embarrassing to Paul. To have to tell someone you needed
something, especially something they should have thought to
offer or provide.
Like going into a room, for an interview or something.
They should offer you a seat. You should be able to sit down
without being offered, but politeness dictated that you wait till
asked. Then they didn't ask you, because they didn't remember
about the politeness convention. They were fraught, hassled by
having too many interviewees all turning up fifteen minutes
early. They were getting a backlog when they'd planned it all out
so carefully.
They didn't have time to remember to ask each
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fashionably early person to sit down. So you stood there.
Feeling stupid. Thinking you should just sit down because you
were looking rude standing up. But if you sat down before
being asked, they might be testing you and judge you as too
aggressive, or just plain impolite. But if you kept standing there,
you were telling them that you thought they were rude. No one,
in the whole field of education, from nursery school to
postgraduate level, ever taught you how to properly respond in
these circumstances, Paul mused. Society was built on a
mountain of ever changing conventions, and you never knew
who was going to observe, or require you to observe, which of
them at any given time. Surely it couldn't always have been like
this? Surely there was a time when society was simple? When
people acted reasonably instead of being hidebound by
conventions none of them understood or respected. Surely...
These were the kind of questions Paul really wanted
answers to. Maybe he should have studied anthropology. But
whatever he studied, he realised that no one today seemed to
know the answers. They lay hidden in the past. And that was his
justification for choosing archaeology. The chance to dig these
answers up from the past and interpret them in a sensible
manner.
‘I'm going to spend a couple of hours in the library.’
Diane broke the silence.
‘But how about we meet up after lunch, at Kelvingrove. I
can give you the benefit of my experience.’
She smiled. A really pleasant, self-deprecating smile. A
smile that said, ‘I don't mind if you turn me down, if you want
to be alone. I'm not pulling rank on you, I just thought some
company would be fun.’
‘I'd love to,’ Paul replied, feeling grateful for the boon
granted him.
Contrary to Callum's suggestion, they did not spend the
rest of the journey talking about Paul's life story. Or anything
else for that matter. The assignation made, the decision that
they would spend the afternoon exclusively in each other's
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company, it seemed like they were both afraid of running out of
things to say, of becoming bored with the decision they'd made.
So the journey was passed in relative silence.
Paul asked a few polite questions about the dig, about
Diane's role as second in command to Harry. She gave him a
few polite answers, which didn't sound quite like the truth, but
rather like the sort of answers you give a young archaeologist
who is asking somewhat fatuous general questions about the
relative duties along the chain of command. Which was exactly
what Paul was doing.
The road twisted on. Then they hit the motorway and
picked up speed. Cars flashed by, each one peopled by
individuals leading their own lives, thinking their own thoughts;
but the mass result was one of communal purpose. To get to B,
wherever B was, from A, wherever A was, in the shortest
possible time without getting a ticket for speeding.
Diane pulled up right outside the door of the imposing,
red sandstone museum - a tribute to the best of Glaswegian
Victorian architecture. Paul looked at its paradoxical form.
Utilitarian blocks of stone capped by verdigris minarets, sitting
proudly on top like so many nipples in amongst phallic turrets.
Diane broke into his private thoughts.
‘I'll meet you by the marble statue at two o'clock,’ she
said.
‘The lounging one?’ he asked in confirmation. She
laughed. ‘Yes - Isaac and Esau.’
That, Paul thought, was the true archaeologist.
Observant. To him, the statue was one to be passed on the way
in or out, not really something to be observed. It simply went
down in his mind as ‘the lounging statue.’ Not something of
note or interest. Not something which deserved a proper name
all of its own. He had always been more interested in the door
attendant who held a clicker, which he clicked surreptitiously
every time someone entered. Paul had always wondered about
the clicking. In the first place, what if you went in and out
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having arranged to meet someone and then forgotten if the
agreed spot was inside or out. You could go in three or four
times in a space of ten minutes. Would the attendant
remember? Did he click you every time? And what use was such
a method for recording anything more than feet passing in and
out? It didn't really give an indication of people ‘using’ the
museum. Paul also wondered about the surreptitiousness of the
clicking. Why? Because it was an invasion of privacy? Was there
a requirement to be polite while counting people like the
statistics which were obviously fiscally more important than the
actual education, enlightenment or enjoyment derived by
visitors? Or was it simply that the clicker gave the attendant
power? In some way his click actually indicated that you existed.
Not as a person, only as a click. But if he decided not to click
you, then you might as well not have been there that day. On
records you wouldn't be.
Paul shut the car door, trying not to slam it, and bent
down to wave goodbye. Then he went off to do battle with the
clicker.
Diane roared off, smiling.
She did a lot of smiling, Paul noticed. Not for any reason,
most of the time. Just smiling. To herself. Reliving things which
had made her smile before, thinking of the things which made
her smile now. Self contained. In control. It was nice all the
same. And it was especially nice when he felt he had contributed
to making her smile.
His first task was to ‘case the joint.’ He did a quick run
round the museum reminding himself of things of interest, as if
he was going to be given a test after lunch. He'd applied, rather
half-heartedly for museum jobs after leaving Edinburgh and
they often featured tests where you were dragged round an
obscure room and asked to talk knowledgeably about items in
cases you'd never have seen before if you weren't a really
committed visitor to the less inspiring galleries of museums.
Galleries that were filled with items that had been ‘donated’ to
museums without the museums having the option of saying:
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‘No, we don't want your poxy rubbish. It might have
sentimental value for you as a record of your life denuding the
world of its supposed treasures, but it is of no interest to any
sane minded person interested in culture.’
And then you found that you did have something to say
about the piece and the examiners scorned you, which seemed
rich given that their labelling of items usually left a lot to be
desired.
Exhausted in his attempt to notice everything of interest,
Paul looked at his watch. Twelve thirty five. He would just have
time for a quick haircut, if he could find such a thing in the
vicinity. He set out, past the lounging statue, in search of one.
Luckily for him he found a men’s barber. It was empty as
most men’s barbers seem to be these days, now that all but the
most hardened, or those with least hair, favour unisex salons.
And why not? Paul was not ashamed to admit a preference to
having his hair cut by an attractive young woman instead of the
surly old men who frequented men’s barbers and whom you
were always afraid were going to ask you if you ‘wanted
something for the weekend,’ seemingly unaware that there were
attractive young women in Boots who would furnish you with
the same item, and strangely enough from whom the purchase
was marginally less embarrassing.
This barber was no exception to the surly old man rule.
As Paul took his seat and the man ran his fingers through Paul's
hair, he also got the distinct impression that this man shared his
mother and Harry's views on hairstyling. For an instant Paul
considered getting up, getting out. He had visions of meeting
Diane in an hour’s time with a short back and sides like the one
his mother made him have the day before his first day at
secondary school. But politeness, convention, or lack of time
meant that he stayed in his chair and when challenged simply
requested a trim.
The barber looked at him as if to say, how can I trim
this? This needs cutting young man. But the scissors started to
work, and Paul was relieved to see that not too much was
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coming off. As long as he didn't end up with sideboards he'd be
relatively content.
A nail-biting fifteen minutes later, Paul dared to look at
the back of his head in the mirror provided. He was actually
rather pleased with what he saw. More than could be said for
the barber who carried the stalwart grimness of a man who felt
he'd done what he'd been asked, against his better judgement.
‘I could always take some more off there, sir,’ he offered.
‘No. Thanks. That's perfect.’
Paul stood up, watching the wet hair fall from the gown
onto the floor and mingle with much shorter strands of dark
brown hair from the seat's previous occupant.
‘Do you go to the art college?’ the barber ventured, as
Paul tipped him.
‘No,’ Paul replied, ‘I'm an archaeologist.’
That was completely beyond the ken of the gentleman's
barber. He looked at the coin in his hand, wondering what
portion of an archaeologist's wages this was, and was he being
praised or insulted.
‘I dig up old metal and bones.’
‘Ah, like a treasure hunter?’ the barber ventured,
obviously deciding that digging up old metal and bones couldn't
be too lucrative a venture.
‘A bit.’
Paul's watch read one twenty. He was pushed for time if
he wanted to have something to eat and be back at Kelvingrove
before two. He could do without the barber evincing this late
interest in him and his career.
‘Aye, I've seen them on the television,’ the man
continued. ‘Like Annika Rice. Time team or some such.’ He
paused. ‘The wife watches it. And the soaps.’ He clucked his
teeth. ‘Women.’
Paul felt that this was either leading to the embarrassing
horror of ‘something for the weekend, sir?’ or more likely,
looking round the empty salon, the man was now officially on
his lunch break and wanted someone to talk to. Either way, Paul
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had to get out of there, and fast.
‘Yes. Women.’
He pointedly looked at his watch. ‘I'm late to meet one,
so, you know...’
He made his retreat from the shop, glancing back only to
see the man reach for a broom and somewhat pathetically
begins sweeping the various paltry strands of hair which had
gathered over a somewhat ‘slow’ morning. Slow mornings were
probably the norm for that barber, Paul thought.
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CHAPTER FOUR
AWAKENING INNOCENCE
‘I shut my eyes and turned them on my heart.’
(Robert Browning.)
When Paul met Diane by the lounging statue he now recognised
as an Edwin Mullins, she didn't say, ‘You've had a haircut’ in the
annoyingly ‘polite’ way that people generally do when making
such an inane observation. As if you wouldn't know, having just
spent half an hour and four pounds fifty achieving the hideous
result. Instead she smiled, again that smile, and said simply,
‘I like it.’
She followed this by ruffling the top of his hair. He
couldn't decide whether this was a sensual gesture, a patronising
gesture or simply a motherly one. He favoured the sensual,
feared the patronising, but expected the motherly.
They walked down the long vestibule of the museum.
Her shoes clicked and his squeaked as they crossed the check
tiles. The sense of space, interior space, was phenomenal. It was
heightened by the emptiness of the place. There were odd
bodies vaguely traversing to and fro; mostly fathers with small
children and elderly couples looking for somewhere to pass the
time until they could settle down with a cup of tea and a cake;
but the atmosphere was that of a library - silence - reverence.
Paul's mother would have felt vindicated.
To turn right would take them to the arms and armour,
left to the natural history. Upstairs led to the art gallery. Diane
favoured wiggling her way through the galleries to the pots.
Predictable, thought Paul. What was an archaeologist without a
pot fixation? As they entered the gallery the clicking and
squeaking stopped. The floor here was wooden. A shift towards
the utilitarian after the gayness of the black and white, which
represented the opulence of Victoriana.
‘I've never found pots that interesting,’ he ventured,
daringly. ‘I always find it rather a leap of faith to go from a pot
to a fully fledged civilisation. And I sometimes wonder whether
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when we jigsaw the pieces together we don't end up with a
completely different construction than we should.’
No sooner were the words out of his mouth than he felt
embarrassed. It was the kind of stupid comment she doubtless
received ten times a term when she taught undergraduate
archaeology at Bath University. The kind of stupid comment
she had taken a sabbatical year in muddy Galloway fields to
avoid.
‘You're right of course,’ she said, surprising him with her
candour. ‘We can't really tell anything. The fossils are even
worse. And carbon dating.’ She raised her eyes to the ceiling.
‘But what can we do? It's all guesswork really, the past.
Wouldn't you say?’
‘I really don't know. I can't answer that one. It's precisely
my present dilemma.’
‘Can I take it that practical archaeology is not turning out
to be as rewarding as you hoped?’
She smiled again. Not patronising, not the smile of
experience in the face of innocence, just the smile of someone
who knew. Who knew how he felt.
‘How about we go look at the armour?’ he suggested. ‘I
prefer the armour. I feel like I know the stories behind it.’
‘That's interesting,’ she said.
‘What?’
‘The stories. You're interested in the stories. That's the
point, the real start point. The real connection between us and
the past, don't you think?’
He shrugged. ‘Maybe, but that kind of leaves us high and
dry. With the Celts I mean, being an oral society. The stories we
have brought down to us as Celtic are about as reliable as the
broken shards of pots.’
They stood outside a case of gleaming armour. Ornate,
high Gothic metal which just oozed history, which could not
fail but to inspire a romantic nostalgia for a long lost age of
chivalry - an acceptably appealing myth for modern times.
‘Perhaps I should have been a medievalist,’ he sighed.
He found the afternoon much easier than he had been
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expecting. Diane was a person with whom, once you stopped
wanting to drag her into a corner and kiss her passionately every
five minutes, it was comfortable to spend time. He even gave up
worrying about whether he was saying really foolish things.
Diane seemed to be the kind of woman who would accept
challenges and if her books were anything to go by she seemed
to have pretty radical views herself. He only wished he could
remember them more clearly - wished he had bought copies of
her work rather than read snippets in the library. Wished he had
them with him in his lodgings, so that he could pore over them
and learn something more about her.
They spent what turned out to be a fascinating hour in
the ‘pots’ gallery - looking at a plethora of artefacts from Bronze
and Iron Age Scotland - and round the world. Diane pointed
things out to him that he had only vaguely glimpsed at before.
She had fairly strong views on the terracotta animals that were
labelled as religious artefacts but looked more like the children's
toys she claimed them to be. There was a pig and an owl from
Cyprus as well as many humanoid dolls. Paul found the local
prehistory rather more instructive. He stared at the torcs (the
traditional Iron Age neck jewellery) found in Stoneykirk and
Glenluce, not far from their own dig. Harry had no problem
with such artefacts. He could date them precisely and he
intended the dates at his own site to match these previous finds.
His task was adding to the body of knowledge rather than
challenging accepted norms.
Diane and Paul stood arguing over the map of the area,
debating how much trade could go on from the west coast in
prehistory, how isolated or not the communities living there
were- and finally agreeing that all we could really know is that
we know next to nothing.
As they prepared to leave the museum at closing time,
Paul congratulated himself that he had not only had a good
time, but made some kind of impression and hopefully, he
reflected, if not a good one, then at least an interesting one.
Beside the exit they stopped at a case with an American
Indian Shirt on display. It was labelled ‘The Ghost Dance Shirt’
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and there was a note on the case asking the public whether they
felt this ceremonial robe should be returned to the native tribe
from which it was taken. There was, however, no suggestion
box, paper or pencils to allow one to voice one's opinion.
Paul chuckled, rather cynically. ‘If we gave back all the
things other people can lay claim to the museums in this
country would be empty.’
Diane was standing transfixed by the case. He felt he'd
said the wrong thing.
‘But of course, if it has a special significance to them...’
he tried to dig himself out of his potential faux pas.
‘It's amazing,’ she said.
‘It...?’ he floundered.
She turned to look at him. That smile again. That
indescribable, unforgettable smile which seemed to say so many
different things.
‘Shall I treat you to a bit of my life history?’ she asked.
He nodded enthusiastically.
‘When I was a child,’ she said, ‘about four or five, I can't
remember exactly, my mother took me to Harrods to dance
with a real red Indian chief.’
‘What?’ he asked, bemused.
‘I know,’ she continued, ‘It is weird. In fact I don't know
what they were doing there, or what it was all about. I asked my
mother recently, but all she could remember was what I was
wearing. A blue wool coat with a velvet collar. She had no more
idea than I about the importance of the event. Anyway, it was
one of those significant moments of childhood, you know?’
But it was not really a question. So he nodded,
encouraging her, trying to stick with the present and resist the
idea of her as a child, the perfect, cute child who was to become
the perfect, beautiful woman now standing before him
remembering her cute childhood.
‘I remember myself as being quite a shy child,’ she said.
‘My brother came too. He was older than me, and scared of
nothing. But it was me who went and danced with them. It was
strange. I remember the moment of them asking who wanted to
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dance with an Indian, quite clearly. It was my first real moral
dilemma. I wanted to, but I was scared. I didn't know why I was
scared; maybe I was embarrassed, yes, certainly I would be
embarrassed to stand up and dance in front of all the crowd of
people who were gazing at the Red Indians as if they'd come
from another planet, not another continent. But I only had a
split second to make up my mind. And I had a desire, so strong,
to face this unknown challenge, that the fear of embarrassment
was pushed right back, out of my consciousness. I remember
walking up to the circle of Indians. I remember the moment the
Indian chief, who looked like he was about eight feet tall in his
full head-dress, the exact moment he put his hand in mine,
covered my hand with his. I can feel it today. Whenever I think
about it, I can actually feel the touch of his skin on my skin. It's
phenomenal. And then the dancing. The chanting. The moving
round in a circle. It was an experience I can never forget, and
one I don't think I've ever bettered since. It was the unknown,
meeting with the unknown and dancing with it. Harmony with
the unknown. A powerful feeling for a five year old girl.’
‘Wow,’ said Paul, ‘it must have been like meeting with
someone from history. You know, like time travel. That's real
archaeology.’
‘Yes,’ she nodded, ‘and that shirt just brings it all back.
I've never really had much interest in American Indians before
or since, it just sticks out in my mind as one of my, shall we say,
formative experiences.’
Paul wondered, and then couldn't help but despise
himself for his triviality, whether she would ever let him cover
her hand with his, and if so, what it would feel like. A surge of
erotic energy threatened for a moment to overpower him. He
resisted.
‘Umm, I had a sort of similar experience once,’ he
ventured. As long as they were trading childhoods, he could at
least prolong some kind of intimacy. It wasn't everyone to
whom you told your childhood feelings after all. He knew this
was the way to prolong things. Express an interest. Find
common ground.
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She looked interested and he feared she would be
disappointed. But he’d gone too far now, he had to press on. So
he did.
‘We went to a joust. You know one of these summer
tournament things. I was about eight. Only it was better than
these things usually are. The men were dressed in proper
armour, not fibreglass. They actually bothered to get things
right. I don't know if I appreciated it at the time; I mean I don't
know if I would have known the difference, but I know I was
damned impressed. And my mother asked one of them if she
could take a picture of me. So she stood there, trying to focus
up her automatic camera, while I stood there in my jeans, next
to a man in a harness of full plate armour. He put his arm round
me and I thought somehow I had been transported back to the
fifteenth century.’
He laughed, carrying on, ‘I was on at my mother for
weeks after that to buy me a real harness of armour.’
He paused, then tried again. ‘Maybe we should have tried
Harrods!’
There was still no response from Diane.
‘I still have the picture,’ he said weakly, hoping he hadn't
ruined her incredible memory by his somewhat trivial boys own
one. He barely had time to curse himself for his misreading of
the situation when she spoke.
‘How about?’ she said, ‘making an evening of it here?’
He nodded, ‘Whatever.’ He still felt like he’d failed a test.
‘Unless you really want to go back and spend another
dreary evening in that dreary pub’
‘With those dreary diggers,’ he added. Were they
communicating?
‘You said it,’ she said. They were. Game on.
‘You're the driver.’
The ball was back in her court.
‘I fancy the cinema,’ she said. ‘I hear you're a bit of a
movie buff?’
Paul wanted to ask her where she heard that? Where she
had been asking about him? He decided just to be silently
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honoured that she had. She certainly was a mystery.
‘I do like watching films,’ he admitted. ‘It's another form
of time-travel isn't it. A more complex one. A sort of reality
travel, into different dimensions.’
Outside the museum they bought an evening paper to see
what was on. There didn't seem much of interest, so they agreed
to go to along to the largest cinema and take their pick guided
by which was starting soonest. It was not a method guaranteed
to give pleasurable results, but luckily there was a passably good
thriller that neither of them had seen before.
Paul was somewhat overwhelmed by the whole turn of
events anyway. Here he was, in a cinema, in the dark, sitting
next to Diane when only this morning he'd contemplated
staying down at the dig doing paperwork. He couldn't help but
feel like a fourteen year old sneaking into an X rated film with a
girlfriend with the sole purpose of kissing and fumbling in the
back row.
They were not sitting in the back row however, and Paul
noticed that cinemas didn't seem to be quite as dark as they
used to be in the old days of teenage petting. He could quite
clearly see Diane's face in his peripheral vision and he spent
more of the film watching her reactions to the action on the
screen, than the action itself.
While watching her, he made a decision. Well, he made it
and unmade it about four times and it finished up unmade after
all. It was a decision about asking her ‘out’. He didn't know how
to go about it, since patently they were ‘out’ together. His worry
was that he might put the proposition indelicately and it would
seem as if all he was interested in was getting her into bed.
Which he was. But that wasn't the whole thing. He wanted to
‘go out’ with her. To be ‘going out’ with her. To be a
replacement for Laurent. A partner. A lover. Was it possible?
Looking at her mouth turning up at the corners during a
humorous part of the film, he thought it was. Looking at the
same mouth, pensive and concentrating as the dénouement was
being set up, he thought not.
Reality, which hit him in the face in the form of neon
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lighting at the end of the film, told him he was dreaming again.
She had simply been passing some spare time, instead of being
bored at the Bruce Hotel. It meant nothing. It could mean
nothing. He resigned himself to disappointment. Then she
dropped a bombshell.
‘How about some dinner? I'm famished.’
‘Sure.’
He tried to sound casual, to cover up the pounding
which had started afresh in his chest.
‘I wouldn't say that Glasgow is exactly a City of Culture,’
she mused as they passed a sign claiming the same, ‘ Not like
Rome, or Athens. But after four weeks on a dig, it certainly
seems like it.’
They had a very nice meal at a very nice Italian
restaurant, where Paul tried not to drink too much wine and
Diane drank no wine at all because she was driving. The
conversation was like all conversations between people with
something in common but who had been ultimately thrown
together by that commonality rather than by an actual desire for
each other's company. It ebbed and flowed. The moments of
silence were slightly awkward, and the flowing conversation
occasionally went awry, Paul felt this was usually because he'd
committed some unforeseen faux pas. But then he always felt
like that. He somehow couldn't quite bring himself to believe
she was enjoying herself, though she looked like she was, and
she said she was. He supposed she was just a polite person.
Someone who evidently had fewer problems with the curiosities
of social convention that always tied him up in knots. Someone
comfortable with herself.
Of course Paul really knew nothing of Diane. He was
creating her into his life as surely as archaeologists create
history; from shards of information, from muddy slivers of this
and that which covered sometimes gold, sometimes silver,
sometimes base metal - and usually just mundane domestic
pottery. She shone like gold and he wanted her to be gold but
he had no way of knowing if the real Diane was a treasure trove
or a smashed pot. Who would believe they were as insignificant
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as a cooking vessel? We all, when contemplating ‘past lives’
believe we would have been important people, living important
lives - believe that our present lives have such significance
though everyday reality threatens to tell us we are wrong. We
hide from this reality, (this is our interest in history) placing
ourselves into a scheme of things, making our lives valuable;
making ourselves valuable. Creating ourselves. Transforming
base metal into shining gold. We are all magicians in the face of
reality. History is our magic wand.
There was the usual contretemps over paying the bill.
The usual scene where there was obviously a rule or protocol to
be followed, but it turned out that there were several rules or
protocols and they conflicted. Paul should pay because he was
the man, and that was chivalry. Diane should pay because she
was the boss and she had suggested it, and she earned more
money than him. They should split the bill because they were
both consenting adults in a rule and protocol free late twentieth
century. Diane paid.
Paul was pleased that he'd ordered cheaply. He'd done
that because it hadn't been clear at the start who would pay and
because he didn't know if he was paying for her too. If he'd
have known he was paying for himself he would have got
something better than the bog standard lasagne he’d settled for,
and he might have had a pudding. But he was pleased he'd been
frugal. Then she wouldn't think he was taking her for granted.
That he'd ordered expensively because he knew he wouldn't be
picking up the bill.
He wished you could talk about such things. It all seemed
so convoluted and ridiculous. He'd rather have paid himself and
had a better meal. But Diane had insisted on paying, and since
the passable meal was over anyway, it seemed futile to worry
about it further. He did just allow himself a moment of
wondering whether, by paying, Diane was impressing on him
that in no way was this a date, it was simply a work thing which
she would claim on expenses. But that thought didn't appeal though it did of course still leave him free to ‘ask her out’ as this
‘date’ obviously didn't count. His quandary remained
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unresolved.
Despite all these anxieties, Paul had generally found
himself remarkably at ease with Diane, at least while she was
speaking. As they crossed the busy road in the dark, he found to
his surprise, a greater ease in silence. He found that quite
spontaneously he had taken her arm. He let it drop at the other
side, but the moment had been there. It had been spontaneous.
It had been accepted spontaneously. And in silence. The silence
excited and frightened him. She began to exist as an
independent entity - outside his idea of her.
‘Helping an old lady across the road,’ she laughed,
breaking the ponderous silence that had engulfed his stream of
being.
‘I wasn't helping... it was just...’ he floundered.
‘Don't be silly, I take it as chivalry. The medievalist in
you,’ she replied. ‘Well, actually I thought maybe all the traffic
scared you and you needed someone to hang onto.’
She laughed, this time the husky, knowing laugh she
usually reserved for the punchline of a particularly dirty joke.
At that moment Paul came as close as he ever felt he
would that day to asking her out. But he didn't. He didn't know
if he was ‘playing it slowly’ or ‘missing his chance’. He couldn’t
tell if he was reading or misreading signals, so he erred on the
side of caution and decided to leave things to take their course.
But in the car all the way back, he wished he hadn't. He wished
he was driving back in the certain knowledge that Diane would
invite him back to her room and they would make mad
passionate love all night. Real, hard love. Sex. Not romantic
stuff, the real thing. The sort of scene that followed ripping off
of clothes; that usually in Paul's experience followed a case of
rather too much to drink on the part of the other party and that
he was always slightly embarrassed about the next morning,
though he carried the memory as a sort of revel in his mind for
days afterwards.
Paul imagined that making love to Diane would
somehow be free of embarrassment, would be adult and
forthright and real. The trick was to get her in a situation where
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she would agree to this; knowingly, knowing exactly what she
was letting herself in for. Letting her be in full control.
Of course the reality of Diane being in full control meant
that she dropped him, slightly after midnight, at the door of his
lodgings with a beautiful smile but a rather perfunctory,
‘I'll see you in the morning.’
‘Yes. Thanks,’ he replied, wondering if he dared try to
kiss her on the cheek. He decided against it. ‘I had a good time.
Thank you.’
‘That's my pleasure. We must break some more rules
together sometime.’
She laughed. He slammed the door. She drove off. He
went to bed, to face Callum who thankfully was sparked out,
fully clothed and snoring manfully.
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CHAPTER FIVE
GREEN AND GOLD
‘Henceforth I shall know
That Nature ne'er deserts the wise and pure.’
(Samuel Taylor Coleridge.)
The next morning was one of those days when, apart from the
squelching underfoot, it was impossible to believe it had ever
rained in the history of eternity. In Galloway such days
inevitably follow a heavy downpour. Paul drove to the site with
a feeling of growing optimism. The trees, struggling into bud,
and the clouds drifting wispishly around the sky, appeared to be
backlit; as if someone had spent a long time lighting a film set;
lighting Paul's life in green and gold. The hillsides, making the
most of their recent long draught of nourishing rain, positively
burgeoned green and the sun shone in shafts over the hills,
through branches of trees, teasing and warming the earth and
the spirit. It was going to be a good day. And no Harry.
Even Callum, huddled up against the window of Paul's
charabang; complaining about each undulation in the road,
blaming it for his hangover; could not dampen Paul's spirits. He
felt as if progress had been made. He realised, of course, that he
had not ‘succeeded’ with Diane, but he questioned whether
such diction was relevant to such a woman. The game was a
new one, the rules unknown, and this in itself gave him a warm
feeling - a challenge, a quest, the chance of failure and the
accepted difficulty of the path were somehow comforting to a
man who was bored with sailing through life.
As they dragged the tarpaulins from trench E, Paul
experienced a strange feeling, as if seeing it all for the first time.
He suddenly felt privileged to be here. In a clearing in the forest
with a river steadily flowing on one side, boggy marshland on
the other, and framed by tall trees, (trees which had stood there
through lifetimes) silent observers of the comings and goings of
man. The mud, the monotony, the focus on the miniscule; all
those things which only two days ago had been leading Paul to
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regret his choice, now seemed part of the whole, part of the
glory of life - and he was happy. Happy in a simple, pure way he
found hard to comprehend, and certainly would not be able to
explain.
‘What's the matter with you?’ growled Callum, not
sharing Paul's feeling of unity with Nature. ‘Anyone would think
you're in love.’
Callum paused, straightened his back and rubbed his
hands into the small of it, trying to get himself going, to
convince himself that eight hours bent double focussing all his
energies on scraping earth with a small trowel, would be a
possibility. ‘It makes me nauseous.’
Fortunately it seemed Callum was in too ill a state to put
two and two together and make anything and so he missed the
opportunity to torment Paul over his potential success or failure
with Diane. Callum’s own yesterday had been so noxious he had
totally forgotten the significance to Paul of the same day. He
was concentrating on keeping alive, on not freezing to death in
a Galloway trench, while Paul was experiencing an awakening
on a par with the discovery of the new world, or of first love.
Today, Paul was Columbus stepping onto American soil,
Lancelot at his first meeting with Guinevere, Young Werther
shaking hands with Lotte - and Paul Mackie, waiting for a
glimpse of the acting head of site.
She came. Inevitably she came, appearing over the
horizon like La Belle Dame sans Merci; exuding a beauty even the
dirty jeans and flannel shirt could not conceal. Paul smiled.
Diane smiled. They both smiled. The stream became a river. A
bud grew. Callum, uninvolved in this mutual spring, groaned.
‘What hideous task have you found for us now,’ he
complained, able only to see travail in the working day which
spread ahead like an endless tunnel of pain.
‘Did you imbibe too heavily yesterday?’ Diane asked,
delicately, Paul thought.
‘The curry. Somebody poisoned my curry,’ Callum
groaned back. ‘I don't know if I'll make it through the day,
boss.’
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He looked up, catching her eye, hoping to glean
sympathy there. He was unlucky.
‘Professionalism, Callum,’ was all she replied.
Paul detected the sternness in her eye. It said - don't toy
with me. Don't think you can take advantage just because
miserable old Harry isn't here to keep you in line. I'm not
sacrificing my reputation just because you can't hold your drink.
We're here to work, so get on with it.
She turned to Paul and her aspect changed. He was to be
the focus of a boon, even if it was just to set her attitude to
Callum into relief.
‘Sleep well?’ she asked.
‘Like a top,’ he replied, and that irritating reddening crept
up his neck once more. He was half way through wondering
why he'd felt compelled to lie. She didn't care anyway. He could
have said he'd slept badly, thinking of her until the small hours
and then belatedly falling into a deep sleep whose dream must
have been pleasant but was unremembered. It didn't matter, for
she was gone. Passing onto the other trenches, inspecting the
troops whom she would command for such a brief period, but
whom she would command nevertheless, unconcerned whether
they had really slept well, slept badly, or slept at all.
Paul spent the morning in a quandary. He wanted to
work hard, to prove to Diane that he respected her leadership,
that he was ‘her’ man. But he also wanted to watch her, to
follow her every move. He found himself continually looking up
from his work, constantly surprised by the continuing
brightness and verdancy around him, and perpetually hanging
on an emotional thread whose elastic tightened or relaxed by
how quickly he saw her - even her back. It was ridiculous. He
bent down each time, determined that he would put his whole
mind on digging, but within five minutes he would find some
excuse to raise his eyes to the heavens again and the whole
process, the whole emotional turmoil would start again. It was
as if he was a door, which however many times it is pulled to,
blows open again. He felt air flowing through him,
uncontrollable air; a powerful wind blowing through his body,
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his mind, his soul. He fought it, but knew that ultimately he
could only succumb to it. It was all you could do with air. You
couldn't control it, gauge it, or direct it, you just had to accept
that it went where it pleased; Nature with a mind of its own.
It was lunchtime before he finally cracked, and searched
her out.
‘How's it going?’ she asked, managing to speak through
mouthfuls of sandwich and still remain irresistible.
He shrugged. ‘You know, seen one brooch, seen them
all.’
‘Harry is terrified of finding anything.’
It seemed a strange thing to say, and all he could do was
wait for her to complete the statement. There was a prolonged
pause, while she smiled a secret smile, and the curiosity burned
within him. As it seared his flesh, he dropped it and was forced
to ask,
‘What do you mean?’
She looked around, to make sure that they were not
being overheard.
‘Harry gets money. Harry has a bankable name. Harry
also knows the results before he ever sets foot on a site. That's
how he gets the money. He's a dead cert. You know what you
get with Harry. Good archaeology, huh?’
He thought, but remained confused, rather than certain
that he detected a hint of irony. He was being tested. He had to
come up with the right answer. If so, he may have cracked it, he
might be about to find out something significant about Diane,
about his own situation, about everything. And then again, he
could be misreading the situation. She might have nothing to
say to him. She might be leading him on. It was certainly a test,
a significant test, but it was not like finals, or a driving test, or
even the tests he had succumbed to on ‘the milk round’ before he
determined on a life of academia. This test was too uncertain,
the parameters unclear. It was a moral test. And the one thing
Paul knew for certain was that morality consisted of a
frightening array of unknown quantifiers. ‘What do we mean by
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mean?’
‘Let me get this straight,’ he said at last.
He had remained there, in obvious thought, long enough.
Now he could only hope to gain a few extra seconds by using
language to its greatest advantage; speaking his way into his
point while he was still working it out, cranking up to it like a
propeller plane or a Mark One Silver Shadow. Hoping that
there would be a connection and his thoughts would burst into
life before he ran out of semi-meaningful phrases.
‘You mean,’ he continued (this was going better than
expected), ‘that Harry isn't really interested in what we dig up?’
He breathed a mental sigh of relief. He hadn't committed
himself. He had thrown the ball back in her court - but had he
appeared stupid, or naive? Had he fallen into a trap he didn't
even know existed?
She let him off the hook, motioning him to follow her
into the site office. Not total privacy, not sturdy walls, but not
overlooked by volunteers in muddy boots; away from potential
betrayers to the enemy camp. For Paul was becoming more
convinced that Harry was the enemy, and that in this thought at
least, he was in agreement with Diane.
‘What is it that annoys you most about archaeology apart from the monotony of digging?’ she asked.
‘The uncertainty,’ he replied without hesitation. He had
thought that archaeology was going to give him answers and it
was one of his greatest disappointments to find that even
questions were uncertain in this discipline. ‘The uncertainty of
never knowing what you're going to find where, and what
significance it will have,’ he added, to clarify.
‘Well,’ she replied. ‘Harry hates uncertainty too. And so
do the funding bodies. I mean, they want a return for their
investment. They don't want to waste money on a bunch of airy
fairy people who can't guarantee results. So Harry has
developed a method of getting results.’
This was it. This was the point of no return. The
uncertainty would be over with her next utterance. Paul couldn't
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believe what he felt he must now be about to hear - it couldn't
be anything else. It wasn't.
‘He makes them up. He manipulates his evidence. He
only looks at what he wants to see, records what is in
accordance with his current theories - which are usually well out
of date, and god forbid he should let reality get in the way.
Harry's worst nightmare is the chance find - the Snettisham
hoard, Sutton Hoo, the tomb of Tutankhamun. It would ruin
him.’
She looked around. ‘Still, no chance of that here,’ she
said.
Paul had been getting there. He had been one step
behind all the way, but he had been anticipating this ending, yet
he couldn't help feeling incensed. The green and gold in his
morning spirit had turned to a fierce burning red as his own
personal quest appeared to be going up in a pall of acrid smoke.
He had been cheated. He was a pawn. He was here not to find
anything - a labourer not an explorer. He couldn't bear it.
‘So what do we do?’
She smiled. Now he had given himself away as naive.
‘What do you suggest, Paul?’
His bubble burst. It had happened. Maybe it had
happened. She had asked for his help, she was not just
canvassing his opinion - it was too important for that - she was
asking for his help and he had no answer. He had no solution.
He had no idea. He just felt angry, unutterably angry, and
useless.
‘Something. We've got to do something.’
‘Expose him? I don't think so.’
She paused, rolling the thought round her mouth, seeing
how it fitted in with her life, as she had obviously done many
times before.
But this was the first time for Paul. He had a choice. He
must have a choice. He could make a decision, and if he was
smart it would make him, not break him. He could fight the
dragon, free the lady and retire home to triumphant acclaim. Or
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not.

‘It's not right, Diane.’
He used her name almost casually; the current situation
throwing every other worry into the background. Even the
expected redness was absent. The burning redness he had
become used to feeling on his neck, creeping up to the tips of
his ears was now burning in his guts, in his spleen, like the fires
of hell. He would right this wrong. He would... he didn't know,
but he'd have to do something. He looked at her. So beautiful,
so desirable. And for a moment, for just one split second, he
wished she hadn't told him. That she'd stayed part of the green
and gold; that she hadn't forced him from that awakening into
the burning red that now coloured his entire future.
‘The question is,’ she said, pre-empting his next thought,
‘how can we break the rules without getting caught?’
It seemed masterful. It seemed like a challenge. It didn't
seem cheap, or cheating, or even very dangerous. It seemed
right. Being smart enough to change things, to put things right
and change direction without letting anyone know your hand
was on the tiller. It would take some thinking about. It would
take some talking about. It would take hours holed up in rooms
together, plotting. Paul began to lose the purpose in the picture
of him and Diane snuggled up together in front of an open fire,
working Harry's downfall.
No. It couldn't be like that. He must do it. Alone. This
quest was individual. It was dangerous but she had asked and he
would deliver. He just needed a few more facts.
A tapping on the door prevented any further discussion.
A volunteer had found a brooch. Nothing special, but her first
brooch. She, living her own life, following her own instinct, had
made a discovery which would set her unfailingly on the path;
the quest for knowledge. There would be no turning back. As a
result of this find she would consider, would take, would selffinance extra mural classes. Eventually, after seven years of hard
work, of discouragement from her family and resentment from
her husband and children, she would graduate and would ‘be’ an
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archaeologist. A better person. Educated. All this would happen
as a direct result of the grimy brooch she now held in her hand,
the muddy object that to her was a direct link with the past,
which gave her a life of greater worth, of more dimensions than
she had woken up with that morning.
Looking at her plain face, lit up with eagerness, Paul felt
an overwhelming desire to cry. She was unaware, as he had been
unaware, that she was being cheated. That it was all a con. That
she, and her life of hopes and dreams, were being used by a
cynical, cheap old man. Her soul was being raped and left for
dead, yet her spirit would soar upwards, unaware that in
choosing her destiny she was being sucked into the
deterministic machinations of the man she held to be most
worthy - the only man to date who had ‘given her a chance’ to
discover. To discover herself and her history. To whom she
would dedicate her past and her future. Who wasn't even there
in her present when she made her first find.
Unable to bear it, Paul stumbled from the office, choking
on the taste of mud which no longer hung around his palette
but which he had ingested and which now lay in the pit of his
stomach, interacting with his bile, forming a solid mass in the
core of his being. He couldn't tell this plain, eager woman what
he knew. He couldn't burst her bubble. He felt weak, and
cheating and unutterably sad. But his quest also reached a new
height. Now he was going to do something to vindicate not just
the woman he loved, but all women; all people who had hopes
and dreams that sat waiting to be shattered by the cynical
controllers. He would find a way. He would find an answer.
Whatever the cost.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE PERILOUS JOURNEY
‘What matters it, that all around
Danger, and guilt, and darkness lie,
If but within our bosom's bound
We hold a bright, untroubled sky,
Warm with ten thousand mingled rays
Of suns that know no winter days?’
(Emily Bronte.)
Harry was back, the drizzle was back, the feeling of futility was
back. Paul ran his fingers over the edge of his trowel, wanting to
press its sharpness into the palm of his hand, wanting to draw
blood; to feel something. To make a covenant with himself that
things would change. He hadn't talked to Diane for days and
nothing seemed to be going anywhere. The next four months
stretched endlessly ahead with nothing to look forward to but
midges, from whom the only relief would be a winter spent
poring over classification tables in a dreary purpose built office
complex.
Even the intimacy of her laughter was fading from his
memory; being worn out by the constant drip, drip of water on
his head. And as for their conversation in the site office, she
probably talked to everyone like that. It was probably her way
of testing out the suitability of the person to the task. Had she
not smiled with the plain, eager woman, had she not pressed her
hand on the woman's excited shoulder; made her feel she was
special. That she had contributed somehow to the sum of
knowledge. All the while knowing it was just another brooch,
just another thing to be scraped clean, put in a see-though bag,
itemised, classified and forgotten in a drawer.
Paul was nothing special to her just because he was
stupid enough to believe in the intimacy of laughter, that once a
couple had laughed together, it could easily lead to something
more. No. Facing reality, the whole situation was a washout. He
was left with a feeling of anger, which dispersed into a feeling of
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disappointment and lingered on as a sense of depression. On
reflection, a museum job wouldn't have been much worse.
All the same; to break the rules without getting caught
still held a peculiar fascination. If that was what she wanted. If it
was all real and not some game Diane was playing with him. If
only he could get her alone to find out.
In the end he didn't need to. He was wandering
purposelessly towards the site office when he overheard,
(couldn't help but overhear) a row between Harry and Diane.
The conversation was being carried out at the decibel level
usually employed by married couples who had finally got to
breaking point. Who, although they knew they lived in a built
up area, although they knew all the neighbours would settle
down gleefully to listen to their private problems, nevertheless
had reached the point at which they just could not keep up the
pretence any longer. The kind of arguments Paul had heard
many times in his childhood, when he had hung around at the
top of the stairs, amazed only that his mother was ‘answering
back’ when the whole family knew that dad was always right.
Dad after all was a psychologist - surely a psychologist must be
right in any dispute with an ex-nurse, turned housewife? Or
what was the point of psychology? Of education? Of life?
This argument, like all arguments between the sexes, had
an alarmingly anarchic tone and pace to it. It swirled round like
a tornado, it had no obvious structure. It was like the wind in
the trees on a stormy day. He listened. It was hard to derive
sense from the over-layered voices; like listening to the radio
and the television at the same time, you could only focus on one
part of the argument at any particular moment, probably when
the other speaker was the one actually making the important
point.
What was clear, however, was that neither of the
participants was spending too much time listening to their
adversary. Harry was certainly not listening to Diane. Of all the
half-heard phrases and the adrenalin-forming, constantly
increasing noise, the one thing that set Paul going was the
realisation (call it fact if you like) that Harry was not listening to
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Diane. That he was not listening. That man was not listening.
And that whatever she was saying, he should.
With no time to consider why Harry should listen to
Diane when it was so clear his father should not have listened
to his mother, Paul took the only action possible. He broke
things up. The action as a child he had been unable to effect, as
an adult he took without a moment's hesitation. And of course
this very action ensured that he would never know what the
argument was all about.
They looked at him, both startled, both guilty, as if
caught in adultery. Paul realised that for all his forward motion,
he had no idea why he was there.
‘Diane,’ he said, somewhat desperately. ‘Could you come
and have a look at something...’
‘That's exactly what I mean...’ began Harry, ‘playing
nursemaid to...’
She cut him off with a curt ‘I don't think this is the time
or the place Harry,’ then turned on her heel and regally led Paul
from the office.
‘I just...’ Paul began, once outside, on terra firma.
‘Don't ever do that again,’ she snapped.
‘I thought... I heard him and I thought...’
‘You didn't think, Paul. You didn't know and you didn't
think.’
She relaxed slightly and her pace slowed. No longer a fast
stride, Paul adjusted his pace to suit hers. ‘It doesn't matter,’ she
said.
‘I wish you would trust me,’ he replied.
She looked at him, strangely. Her eyes seemed to bore
into his head. Trust. Him. She trust him? As if the concept was
alien, unthinkable.
‘Look,’ she said, ‘We talked before. About Harry.’
He nodded.
‘You know the situation. There's nothing to be done.
Believe me. I've tried.’
Harry's intransigence became the focus of Paul's hatred,
even without knowing what that intransigence really consisted
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of.
‘He's upset you though.’
Stating the obvious seemed even more trivial now
uttered, than the thought of the comforting sentence had
appeared the moment before speech. He was so useless.
‘It's a difference of professional opinion,’ she said. And
smiled. That smile. Followed by a laugh. A reminder of the
intimate laughter on the drive back from Glasgow. Of the look
in her eyes when she talked about dancing with the Red Indian.
The facet of her personality which made him feel faint with
desire.
‘I was trying to make life a bit more interesting for you
all,’ she continued, oblivious to the effect she was having. ‘To
get him to extend the dig site.’
She shrugged her shoulders, her beautifully sloping
shoulders. ‘But no go.’
‘He's a pig,’ Paul blurted out, his descriptive rawness
reflecting his emotional state.
She snorted.
‘Sorry.’ Paul got his emotions back under a semblance of
control. ‘There must be something we can do. I can't stand
another four months of this.’
‘I don't intend to.’
She dropped an atomic bomb with the calmness of a
breeze rippling a pond, with the tenderness of a lover stroking a
cheek. ‘I'm going to resign.’
Resign. She was going to give in. To go away. To
pastures new, maybe back to Laurent. It was all turning sour, his
emotion curdling in the pit of his stomach. He had to prevent
this. How? How could he? What could he possibly do?
‘I don't think you should be hasty,’ he said. ‘We'd miss
you. We need you here. Fighting our corner.’
He wound the key to the last possible turn, the
mechanism reaching its critical point of tension before springs
burst out everywhere.
‘Surely you wouldn't get onto another dig at this stage of
the game. Not as assistant director?’ He needed to believe his
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own words.
She sighed. An expression of pure weariness. She was
unaware of the significance of her decisions on him, bored by
the importance given to her by those who could not bear to
confront Harry, insulted by the fact that she was the line of least
resistance. Surely it was time all these people learned to stand on
their own two feet. To deal with Harry as she had had to. And
failed.
She shrugged the thought of failure out of her mind. It
always brought back the picture of Laurent, of a sunny day by
the Seine -and a decision that nothing was really working
anymore.
For Diane, in her own mind, was anything but the golden
object Paul had created. She, like most of us, was sure
somewhere deep down, that she was only a shattered pot in the
history of humanity. She had a life, a past, a reality which Paul
could not see (which she hid from herself for most of the time)
but which was there nonetheless. Behind the competent, open,
exciting woman was the little girl in the blue coat. She existed
both before and after dancing with the Red Indian chief. She
was both courage and fear. If she managed to rise to dizzy
heights in the eyes of others it was only because she had come
from such paltry depths. She had dragged herself out of her
inner life, created herself in the fiction she wanted to believe.
And now at thirty five she did believe it. She was a whole,
rounded person - she had reconstructed a perfect vessel. Only
she knew that it was constructed from thousands of shattered
pieces.
‘What was it you wanted to show me?’ she asked, forcing
her own life failures into the recesses of her subconscious,
looking for something to smile about again.
He took her by the hand, led her round to the back of
the office. Standing close to Harry's window, but a spit away
from where he would now be sitting, hands in greasy hair,
congratulating himself on another pyrrhic victory; he pressed
her to the wall, and he kissed her.
It was a gesture of desperation, of spontaneity; a gesture
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after which nothing could be the same, but nothing significant
might be changed. But he had done it. He had embarked on the
perilous journey. Her response to his kiss told him that he
would be taking her with him.
Immediately of course, nothing changed. The kiss lasted
a fraction of a minute. They parted, walked separately to Trench
E, in case Harry should be watching. And Paul went through a
charade of showing her a particularly uninteresting jagged edge
which almost certainly would turn out to be yet another
remarkably uninteresting piece of Celtic jewellery. Callum had,
only that morning, renamed the trench ‘The jewellery midden.’
As a result of the kiss however, both Paul and Diane
made life-altering decisions. She did not resign. He determined
that he was going to do something to stop Harry. To stop men
like Harry stealing from people's lives.
So Diane did not resign. She ate humble pie and gave
Harry the deference he expected to be able to demand. But she
moved out of The Bruce Hotel. She took a little cottage, renting
it for the duration of the dig. Allowing herself some space. A
life. A life outside of mud and brooches and professional
backbiting.
The cottage was a sign to Paul that the kiss was going to
lead to something. But what? He daydreamed about pastoral
bliss, about coming home after a hard day's work, stripping off
the muddy clothes and stepping into a hot shower with Diane;
making love in the streaming jet, rivulets of warm water running
down their entwined bodies. Then he came to his senses. Site
ethics, while not preventing relationships, would not encourage
this one. Diane, not only a good ten years his senior, was also
his boss. This was a different situation to him, or any of the
lads, having a fling, or a thing, or anything, with the young
volunteers. This would break all the rules. Harry would be
delighted. It would put him firmly in charge once more.
Paul’s reaction was therefore more surprise than
anything, when Diane finally invited him over for dinner.
Having talked himself out of any possible relationship, it came
as a shock that she wanted to formalise things in some way. Or
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maybe she wanted to get him on his own and lay it on the line.
Be straight. That he must not kiss her, or interfere with her in
any way again. She hadn't told him to keep the date a secret, but
he felt nevertheless that he ought to. He made some pitiful
excuse to Callum, by now well enough recovered from
Glaswegian curry poisoning to be spending every free hour in
the pub chancing his arm with the short-skirted barmaid.
As Paul smart casually climbed into his car, he reflected
that at least this time he had a choice in clothing, having done
his laundry the Sunday before. Not that his wardrobe was
extensive, but a clean pair of jeans and a sports shirt seemed
innocuous enough. He had spent fifteen minutes in the wine
shop, choosing, rejecting and reselecting a bottle. Not too
expensive as he knew nothing about wine and might look
foolish, not too cheap - in case it tasted like vinegar. In the end
he couldn't decide over red or white, so at risk of looking either
indecisive or greedy, he took one of each.
The small whitewashed cottage was well off the beaten
track, down a long dark so-called pathway, used mainly by farm
vehicles. Paul negotiated the potholes and then stood on the
doorstep, bottles clanking in the plastic bag, looking for the
doorbell. There was none. He banged on the wooden door avoiding the glass panel. It might have made a better sound, but
he was so nervous that it was equally likely he would put his
hand right through the pane with his knocking and spend the
evening in casualty. He hoped he was not banging too loud.
That inside, she was not approaching the door, saying to herself
under her breath ‘Okay, don't break it down, I can hear you.’ Or
maybe she couldn't hear him at all.
Thankfully the door opened before he had time to get
too far down his list of possibilities. She didn't look as if she had
made a special effort - and that was what made her look
stunning. She was dressed casually in a large flannel shirt and a
tight pair of jeans, with a silk scarf draped inconclusively around
her neck. Encouragingly. Asking him to draw it off slowly,
sensually and to kiss the long, pale neck it concealed.
He thrust the bag at her.
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‘I didn't know what we were eating, so I brought one of each.’
She should have said ‘You shouldn't,’ or ‘Thank you so
much,’ and kissed him on the cheek, or something. But she
didn't. She held no truck with the conventions of politeness
which had held Paul in thrall during his civilised upbringing.
And that was why he loved her. She didn't say things just
because you were supposed to, or because you thought you
ought to - to break the ice or be polite, or...
She just smiled and led him into the cottage. Her
apparent casualness, though appealing, did not really rub off on
Paul, however. It was something he coveted, something he
wished he could develop or even pretend to possess. But he was
too much of a mass of unanswered questions to be at ease
enough to deal with the situation casually. He sweated mentally,
relieved only that he was not one of those people whose mind
invades the body in situations of tension, making the unease
obvious to all around by uncontrollable physical sweating.
She was a good cook. It didn't surprise him. The beef
olives and pommes dauphinoise slipped down almost
unnoticed. The creme bruille might have been an inspired
choice but Paul was too preoccupied to pay attention to the
signals of pleasure passed out by his taste buds. He was
overdosing on visual pleasure, on the pleasure of simply being
there, sitting across the table from Diane; sipping wine, eating
food and talking.
Talking. About what? He wasn't really aware of the
conversation as an entity. It seemed to wash over him, like a
good wine seducing his uneducated palette. Yet nothing was
really said. She told him things about herself, about her life; but
they came out in an inconsequential way - just something to talk
about. She questioned him about his own life, about St.
Andrews, Edinburgh, school, hobbies. It could, he thought,
almost be an out of touch relative, bringing themselves up to
date about what had happened to you since you were ‘this high.’
Throughout the meal Paul worried continually if he were getting
or giving the wrong signals. He was frozen in his inability to be
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spontaneous.
It wasn't until coffee, until they curled up on the one sofa
in front of the fire, close but not touching, that they spoke of
work.
‘I'm glad you didn't resign,’ he said, uselessly. What did
that mean? What would she take that as meaning? She who paid
no heed to the banality of ‘politeness’ of ‘making conversation’
and yet who had managed to pass the last few hours seemingly
doing just that - telling all and giving nothing away. He was out
of his depth.
‘How could I resign after such a compelling argument to
stay?’ She smiled, leaned over and kissed him. It was as like the
kiss by the site office as porcelain is like Beakerware and it
seemed to bypass as many centuries. He didn't know what it
meant. He didn't have time to know what it meant. He stopped
wondering what it meant and surrendered himself to the feeling.
When at last it was over, he sat back, pressing himself
into the arm of the sofa, looking at her - drinking her in at last,
finally tasting the bouquet with a new maturity.
‘I thought,’ he began, ‘I never thought we'd do that again.
I thought I'd blown it.’
She stretched her legs over his lap.
‘You think too much.’
It was true. It had always been true. How strange that he
should finally come to accept this reality from a woman who
seemed to keep her physical sensuality in the same box as her
mental acuity. He suddenly wondered whether the real turn on
was her body, or whether it was her mind - or indeed if she had
packaged them so intricately together that they were
inseparable. Then he realised he was thinking again. And he had
no way to answer his thoughts.
‘It was a lovely meal.’
He had reduced himself to politeness again. Would he
never learn? He felt so limited in her presence. So in awe and so
gauche at the same time. Yet she could give him a strange sense
of ease, simply by smiling.
She did. ‘I hoped you would enjoy it,’ she teased.
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‘Now, down to business. Rules.’
‘Rules?’ he was confused.
‘Rules of engagement. How we carry on with this affair,’
she said.
The words seemed to travel to his brain directly through
his retina, blinding him with brightness. They were having, or
were certainly about to have, an affair.
‘Affair?’ he thought his brain must have blown a fuse.
‘You do want an affair?’
‘I... I just want- you,’ he choked.
She took his hands in hers, looked at him very deeply,
her dark brown eyes melting through his own blue ones, boring
into his very skull.
‘This has got nothing to do with anyone else,’ she said.
‘It's not something to keep quiet because either one of us is
embarrassed or protective or worried about what Harry will
say.’
She paused. ‘It is secret because it is private. Because
what we do here is no one else’s business. I don't want other
people interfering. Spoiling things by thinking they have a right
to comment, or interfere, or know. Does that suit you?’
He nodded. ‘Of course it suits me. It would be
awkward...’
‘For them. It isn't awkward for us,’ she said. ‘This is
about us, not them. Here, in this room, only we exist. Outside
time, outside society or convention - or politeness. Here it is
real.’
He was in uncharted water. He had been paddling so
hard to reach a shore he had forgotten to notice that when you
stopped, you just floated deliciously on gentle ripples. He
abandoned his paddles. He abandoned thought of past or
future. He gave himself up to the present.
That present tumbled him off the sofa, into her bed.
Clothing removed, not by passionate fumbling, but by a deeper
passion, a kind of silky magic that transformed everything into
passion and moved everything into its right place. The right
place for them then was bed. A large bed. In a room with an
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open fire playing in the grate. The warm glow of her skin
against the firelight as he roved over her body with his
exploring hands. True exploration. The tenderness of holding
an infinitely delicate object, but one which had a practical
purpose nevertheless. A tenderness beyond words, a passion
beyond the physical.
For the first time in his life as they made love he did not
think, even for an instant, about his performance. This was no
performance. This was love, making love, creation - the mutual
creation of a beautiful moment. A moment outside time and
place and space. A shared moment. The antithesis of the
orgasmic isolation he had felt before. Something was happening
here. Something beyond explanation and experience. Beyond
thought and sense and reason. And it wasn't over even when it
was over.
They lay in bed together, he wondering if he had perhaps
had too much wine. Wondering if he was making something out
of this that wasn't there. If perhaps he felt like this because he
had been so obsessed, so possessed with desire, so certain it was
never going to happen. If it would never be like this again. He
wanted (and didn't want) to try again to find out. So he reverted
to type and did what he'd always done when faced with a
dilemma. He changed the subject.
‘I really want to know more about what Harry's up to.’
It seemed a potentially crass non sequitor, but he knew
she understood him. He no longer worried about seeming
stupid or naive to her.
She leant up on her elbow, breast exposed above the
covers, nipple still hard from her own passion. She played with
his hair, brushing it from his forehead, changing the parting,
looking at him from different angles.
‘His brief is to add to the store of knowledge of Celtic
life,’ she explained. ‘No more than that. So he dug trial trenches.
He found some things of small-scale interest. But he restricted
himself to an area where he's only likely to find cast-offs, throwaways, rubbish. Whereas if he'd gone further north - just a few
metres - on the flat ground, or east to the boggy ground - to
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where the peat might have preserved something - then we'd
stand a chance of finding something of real interest.’
‘Show me,’ he said, ‘on a map.’
It stood to reason that she would have a map of the area
somewhere around.
She got out of bed, fully naked, and walked casually out
of the room. This was a first for Paul. He was used to girls
being reticent to take off their clothes and then, after the sex
act, fumbling around, (even if they had spent the whole night
naked together in the same bed) trying to dress without
exposing too much of themselves, without giving up their
whole nakedness to him. Giving him only snatches. Only as
much as he needed to see at any one time. You can touch but
you'd better not look. Not with Diane. She was confident in her
body. Her mind fitted comfortably within her skin. He rose
after her, also naked, making (he hoped) a similar gesture;
although his was to her naked back and therefore lost except to
himself.
He knelt in front of the fire, putting more logs on,
prodding it to more vigorous life. She came up behind him,
curving her body round his, warming herself on his heat. She
wound herself round him, covered him and he felt her melting
into him. He knew their magical union had not been a one off
and as he gently turned, lowering her to the ground, he knew
that it was all about to start over again. He would lose himself in
her at the very moment he truly found himself. And then it
would be over, but he knew now he had the promise of
reaching this ecstasy again and again and again.
The moon hung full overhead as she spread the map out
on the bed, over his legs now covered by blankets. Afterglow
was no longer a word, but in that room at that time, a total
experience. Yet she was practical. As if lecturing. She could talk
to him, having made love to him twice in as many hours, sitting
up in bed, totally naked - and talk to him as if she was giving a
lecture. But a lecture solely for him. The combination of
intimacy and instruction was mind blowing.
‘We might find some artefacts in the bog. Preserved by
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the peat. That'd be a long shot’
‘And a lot of muddy digging,’ he interposed, laughing.
She nodded. ‘Yes, although here, behind this boulder...’
She shrugged. ‘Anyway, the bit that interests me is this
flat part here.’
She pointed to it with her slender forefinger, unharmed
by a life of digging for she always wore hide gloves on site.
‘You see, it's pretty obvious that where we are was the
edge of any possible settlement. A dumping ground. But here,
this is where we could find some buildings, foundations,
something concrete.’
‘Didn't know they used concrete,’ he quipped. ‘Surely
though, there'd be some sign of them - from the air?’
She leaped, gazelle-like out of the bed. Returning, she
brought an aerial photograph that clearly showed, to the trained
eye, an area of great interest precisely where she had pointed.
‘But this is crazy,’ he said. ‘Harry is just wasting resources
piddling around on nothing, when we could be digging for a
whole settlement.’
She nodded. ‘But a settlement here might upset the
applecart horribly. Harry's thesis is that these people were
itinerant peasant types until at least the first century B.C. What
if we discovered something that put our people as civilised,
settled and much, much earlier. Look at that ridge.’
He did.
‘I think there's evidence of stone buildings, which have
been covered over by the centuries of land change, sweeping
down from here. Before the land was boggy, it was forested and
then a change of temperature and...’
He knew the argument. He could see the likelihood. His
frustration was what they could do about it? He voiced it.
‘So what can we do? Dig for some post holes? Or what?’
‘Dig,’ she replied, ‘Off-site?’ Her intonation betrayed the
question.
The moment froze. Like an icicle it hung in the air, fragile
yet seemingly permanent. It was impossible. He knew that. To
dig off-site. You couldn't do it. No way. You had to get
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clearance and then there was Harry, and - oh it was just
impossible.
‘In full sight of Harry's office?’ That intonation again.
It wasn't the sentence he had expected to follow. It
sounded like a challenge to ‘break the rules without getting
caught.’ He knew, in the silence that followed, what he had to
do. What his quest would be. The danger was irrelevant. His
career was irrelevant. His life was irrelevant. What was
important was that she, this woman, wanted an answer. She
wanted to prove herself right and to prove Harry wrong. She
wanted to make history. And he would help her. He knew he
would help her. He knew he would give up everything to make
sure that she was right. But not on the flat land. Not right in
front of Harry's office. No. He would do better than that.
‘Do you think I should go now?’
He spoke, breaking the lengthy silence during which it
seemed that lives had been lived, sacrificed and transformed;
dreams made and broken and achieved, battles fought and lost
and won.
‘Whatever for?’ she responded.
‘So that no one knows.’
‘No one will know. As long as we act normally. We've
nothing to hide. We just don't choose to share.’
He was astounded by her confidence. He felt like he had
plenty to hide, plenty he didn't choose to share. Not about love,
not about her, not about an ‘affair’. About something greater
than that, more universal. About the universalisation of his
feelings for her at that moment. About how he was going to
find truth, to finally get an answer.
The next morning, as they lay in bed, gazing at the sun
rising through the curtain-less window, he expressed a sorrow at
having to rise and lose the beauty of the moment.
She stroked his hair, comfortingly. ‘There will be plenty
more mornings like this,’ she said.
‘Yes,’ he agreed. ‘But not this morning - never again this
morning.’
He kissed her and rose from the bed.
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Leaving half an hour before her, they arrived at the site
separately. She went straight into a site meeting with Harry. No
one would be any the wiser.
He was twitchy all morning, like a criminal casing the
joint. He had made his decision and now he must carry it out.
But he hadn't had time last night to work out all the
practicalities. To plan the intricate details. He had allowed
himself to get carried away with universals and to forget that in
the effecting of his plan he would be very much on his own.
Just before lunchtime, he excused himself by claiming he
was going to ‘take a leak.’ No one seemed to notice that he left
with spade in hand. He walked, as nonchalantly as was possible
with his heart threatening to burst at every step, towards the
boulder. He relaxed against its cold surface, secure in the
knowledge that it would shelter even his large frame from the
site. He looked out over the peat-bogs, watched the clouds swirl
round in the blue, blue sky. And he waited. He didn't know
what for. He just waited.
After a time he realised that he had to do something. To
do what he had come here for. He wandered around over the
peat-bog, like a diviner in a trance. At first he thought he was
just fooling himself, then he really thought he felt something.
He began to dig, furiously, throwing the earth up in huge
spadefuls. He had no time to think about the wisdom of his
actions, only time to dig. And then it happened. Incredible.
Only a couple of feet down. He saw something sticking out of
the hole he had dug. He dropped to his knees. On closer
inspection he proved himself right. It was a head. A human
head complete with strands of hair clearly visible.
He dug more cautiously now, scraping earth off from
round the face. It looked peaceful. A man caught in the act of
sleeping. It didn't look like death. It looked like sleeping. Paul
was so entranced by the man's perfect face, by the hair and the
eyebrows, and the stubble on his chin, that he didn't have time
to think. He should have been thinking, had been trained to
think ‘Get someone, get help and dig this out properly.’ But he
wasn't thinking, he was fighting with the feeling, deeper than
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thought that told him ‘You have to do this alone. Harry will
hide the evidence. You have to complete this, get this body out.’
As he exposed the head and neck and the first shoulder
became clear, he began to realise that this was not a task he
could undertake alone. This was too important. It couldn't be
kept a secret any more. He had to get help. Things started to
move very quickly.
He ran to find Callum. He had to get this body dealt with
properly quickly, before it began the inevitable decaying on
exposure to the air.
‘Bloody hell,’ said Callum as he stood over the head,
poking incongruously out of the ground. ‘What the bloody hell
were you doing digging over here? Harry's going to kill you.’
There was no time to worry about Harry killing him, or
anything else. For the next hour all hands were on deck digging
round the body, preparing to bring it out in one huge peaty
lump, thus preserving as much of the body as might be there.
All the initial signs suggested that it would be a virtually
complete entity. A whole man; perfectly preserved by the
properties of the bog. Sphagnum moss had done its work.
Paul experienced time in duality. It seemed to take for
ever to free the body and yet he had no time to think, to engage
with the process as an archaeologist should. He just was. In the
moment. A long moment. Reflecting later, he realised he had no
clear recollection of what had happened. It was more than
adrenaline. But what more? He couldn’t tell.
It was no easy task to lift the body from the ground onto
a tarpaulin. Speed was of the essence, but care had to be taken.
The body could disintegrate there before their eyes if great care
was not taken. Everyone was sweating. Everyone realised that
this was an amazing discovery. And everyone was too
preoccupied to worry about the position of the find. Everyone
that is except Harry.
Harry sauntered over when he could no longer avoid
hearing the disruption, the excited voices raised to fever pitch.
He almost measured his paces, working out how far off his
allotted ground this desecration had occurred.
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It was thus that Paul, on his knees beside the laid out
body, found himself looking up at the angry face of Harry, who
was smoking his customary foul-smelling cigar.
‘Seventeenth or eighteenth century,’ he pronounced.
Paul saw red. ‘We're in the middle of perhaps the most
significant Celtic settlement in Scotland and you say it's
seventeenth or eighteenth century,’ he blurted out.
‘But that's precisely the point young man,’ Harry added
icily. ‘We're not on the Celtic site. That's the point I wish to
discuss with you when you return from taking this body to
Edinburgh for identification.’
Paul thought he saw Diane smiling at him over Harry's
shoulder. But it might not have been a smile at all. He didn't
have time to worry about it. Things kept moving so fast.
The next thing he knew, he was driving frantically towards
Edinburgh, with a body in the boot of his car. He imagined
being stopped by the police. What would he say? What would
they say? He laughed almost hysterically as he pictured them
opening the boot to be confronted by the leather like face of his
find. What would they make of it? What would anyone make of
it?
He was treated like a VIP at the lab in Edinburgh. No
one here was asking awkward questions about where he had dug
the body from, though some concern was expressed as he
detailed the somewhat unorthodox method of recovery from
the bog. His explanation was less than clear. Less than the
clinical approach required of a professional archaeologist. He
was ushered out to wait in a corridor while Kieran Patterson,
the man in charge, looked the body over.
It was late at night, hours later, and he was playing with
his third cup of tea like a non-smoking expectant father when
Kieran emerged from the office. Peeling the regulation gloves
from his hands, he tapped Paul on the shoulder.
‘You still here?’
‘Yes. I...’ Paul stumbled. He didn't really know why he
was still there. Except that he didn't want to leave his precious
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find alone in this place. Not until...
‘Want to kiss him goodnight?’ Kieran laughed. Well for
Kieran the sound was a laugh, to anyone else it approximated a
jackass in distress.
Paul nodded.
‘I'll leave you alone for a moment,’ Kieran added. ‘You
seem to have broken plenty rules already today, why should I
stop you from being alone for a moment. Don't tell anyone
though. I'm supposed to be in attendance at all times - until the
body's properly stabilised.’
Paul nodded as Kieran began to move swiftly down the
corridor with the aim of a man deprived of a smoke for too
long. As Paul's hand reached the handle of the door, Kieran
turned round and called out after him
‘There are gloves on the desk, just inside the door.’
Perhaps if Kieran hadn't mentioned gloves, Paul would
never have thought of breaking yet another rule. Of breaking
the cardinal rule without being caught. Wearing gloves was
drummed into archaeology students so rigorously he might
never have even questioned it. But then again, maybe it was the
historian in him, or the human, but he knew at that moment
that he had to go against everything he had been taught. He had
to touch the bog-body.
Then, on entering the room, Paul received another
shock. The body lay there, stripped of his peaty grave, complete
in almost all aspects. And as he looked at the face, now so
familiar in his mind, he realised the difference. The man's
eyelids were drawn back and the eyeballs were still in the
sockets.
The eyes. He was looking in the eyes of a man from
another time. The eyes of a man from a world quite different
from his, were looking at him, gazing deep into his very soul. It
was time-travel. Almost. Those eyes had seen things he could
never know, could never imagine. It was incredible.
Standing over the man, Paul looked at the mysterious,
peaceful face. The body did not yet reek of the chemicals which
would preserve him indefinitely, and he realised he was facing
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his one and only chance. To touch the past. He leant over and
traced the path of a tattoo on the man's arm. It was a sensuality
even greater than that he had experienced touching Diane for
the first time. The skin was leathery, but supple. It was a direct
link with the past. It was time-travel. It was incredible. His
hands trembled with intense sensuality, and he couldn't stop
himself from gently caressing the man's face, his hair, the
stubble on his beard.
‘Thank you,’ Paul whispered. ‘Welcome to the twentieth
century.’
He didn't know what he was thanking the man for at that
moment, but he felt closer to an answer. He had no real
question, just a sense of something vitally important, that his life
would never be the same thanks to this intimate encounter.
The eyes gazed back at him, soft, watery, jellylike but
frighteningly human. Frighteningly real.
Paul knew that he would never forget that moment, the
feel of the skin from a different lifetime. At that moment he was
not worried about his future, his career, his life. He had touched
the past and that was enough for him. No one knew. No one
would find out. He had broken a rule and got away without
being caught. He was on the perilous quest, and all things
considered, it seemed to be going very well.
Somehow Paul was not ready to face the music straight away.
He wanted to savour his moment of glory for just a little bit
longer. Besides, it was getting late, so he decided to spend the
night in Edinburgh, at his parent’s house. Indeed they might
want him back at the lab tomorrow. Tomorrow - it seemed a
lifetime away. Far less real than the centuries he had jumped
over through the momentary eye-contact with a long-dead man,
who appeared to be only sleeping. By touching the skin of a
man whose life was now irrevocably linked with his own. He
deserved an evening of personal triumph before the inevitable
fireworks with Harry tomorrow.
Triumph was somewhat difficult with no one to explain
it to. His mother, love him though she did; simply could not
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understand the significance of digging up a dead body however well preserved. She thought it was rather unsavoury.
Like grave robbing. She fed him all the same, and assured him
that his bed was, as always, aired and waiting for him.
As he lay in his bed that night, Paul thought back on the
day. He had no proof that the bog-body was Celtic yet. There
were still extensive tests to be carried out. But he knew. He had
touched it, felt the connection. He didn't need proof. Yet proof
was sure to come. Those eyes were so well preserved that the
internal organs must be equally so, and the body would surely
be able to answer a multitude of questions. And more than it all,
Paul had looked into the past. Through those eyes, into a life
long vanished, a culture long past. He knew. He closed his eyes
and drifted off to sleep.
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PART TWO
THE CRUCIAL STRUGGLE
‘I am a part of all that I have met
Yet all experience is an arch, wherethrough Gleams
that untravelled world, whose margin fades For ever
and for ever when I move.’
(Alfred, Lord Tennyson)
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CHAPTER SEVEN
A LONG LOST EVENING
‘I have news for you; the stag bells ,winter snows, summer has gone.
Wind high and cold, the sun low, short its course, the sea running high.
Deep red the bracken, its shape is lost; the wild goose has raised his
accustomed cry.
Cold has seized the birds wings; season of ice, this is my news.’
(Anon)
I run, I run. Upstream along the banks of the swiftly flowing
river, past fish which leap in the dancing water, I run. Above is
the fiery sun, burning in the evening sky; the sky a bright
cloudless blue. Under my feet is the green, green grass. Lush
and verdant, wild grasses blowing their life-giving pollen in the
gentle breeze, clinging to my clothing as I brush them in my
passing.
Ever on, upstream, running, running. Knowing as I reach
the turn in the bend what I will see. Who will be waiting for me.
I stand for a moment at the head of the river, looking at my
home; our home. Knowing they will be waiting for me. That
nothing will start without me.
Unobserved, they go about their business. Through the
branches of the trees I view them, see their life as it is without
me. Knowing they will welcome my return, my news, my
stories. There is Maedbh, my woman. She blows the glass well,
making beautiful shapes, vessels of pure blue and green, vessels
for the feasting and for trading. Her quick skill is evident even
from a distance. Her love of working the glass shines through in
her eyes. She sings as she works.
My eyes turn to Donnan; master of bronze. He strikes
the brooch fair and true. He watches the pattern take shape. He
stands beside a pile of brooches. Behind him grows a pile of
unacceptable work - good only for melting down when we have
a big fire. He accepts only perfection in his craft. The stalls of
my village, the bustle and the life. Everywhere is colour.
Everywhere is sound.
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My heart beats fast in my chest. It is there I want to be.
Back with my people, talking, drinking, laughing and loving. It is
to them I run after my time by the sea; my time waiting for
signs of the sailors return.
Through the village I walk. Greetings on all sides. I am
home. The children and dogs gather round me, crying out for
news of the departed ones. It will be a great night at the
feasting, in three nights from now, I say. When the sailors
return. The children clamour to know what the sailors will bring
back with them. Silk, I say. Perhaps silk and we will all have new
clothes for the winter. Skins they will bring - treated skins from
the land beyond the foam. What will our brooches and pottery
bring, they ask? What will be our reward for the hours we spent
gathering wood for fires and keeping out of the way of the
workmen? Toys, I say. Dolls from far away. Strange looking
dolls, which the people of the lands over the foam prize most
highly. We shall give them to our children, for their amusement.
And what else, they beg me? What else will the sailors bring?
They will bring stories, I say. Stories of strange lands, of strange
people and of things beyond your imagination. Of lives unlike
ours and of people who do not live in great round houses like
us. Of people who do not wear fine linen clothing. Of people
who carry swords and are fierce and who worry of things which
do not exist. People who have to have a name for everything
under the sun. Who call us the Keltoi. The children laugh. Why
do they name us, they ask? Why the Keltoi? Why a name for us?
We know who we are.
I tell them that in the world beyond the foam - and even
maybe in this land, beyond the forest and the high mountains,
people live a different life, less peaceful, less happy. These
people have to give names to everything. Give everything a
name and a place in the world. From highest to lowest. The
children laugh. The sun is highest they say - except in the
winter. I also laugh. Yes, the sun is a god for many of them;
because they think it is the highest not only in the sky. And also
in winter, they ask? How can the sun be a god? What is a god?
Why do these people need a god?
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I have no answer to that question. I do not know these
people. Once only I have travelled in the boat, over the sea,
through the pounding foam to the lands beyond. Once when I
was little more than a boy - a boy trying to be a man. Limbs
were strong but somehow the inside of my being revolted
against travelling and all I remember is the swell of the sea,
making me sick. My inside being, telling me not to travel. To
stay at home and to find my stories from the rocks and the
rivers of my homeland. So I have no answer. The sailors have
no answer. None of us can understand why these people need a
god. A being to look up to. To explain things and to worship
and to blame. We laugh, me and the children. Perhaps, I say, it
is because they are not happy, like us. They need a god to make
them happy.
How will a god make them happy? The children ask and
I have no answer. Maybe, I say, they need to feel that they
understand everything. What is to understand, they ask? Why
the sun is higher in the summer time, why the snow falls in the
bitter cold of winter. Why people die and fall in love and where
do we go when we leave our bodies behind in old age. One boy,
a tall boy and fair - next year's sailor- standing a head above the
rest, looks me clear in the eye. How will such knowledge make
them happy? I shrug my shoulders. I do not know. Caeradh
speaks. She is a slender girl, but strong. She will be a great
woman one day soon. She says that such knowledge is
impossible. And that thinking about such things will only make
these people unhappy, not happy. Why question the sun? she
says. Why ask meaning of the snow? What does it matter where
our bodies lie in the future. We feel in the present. We exist in
the present. We are here, among love and laughter. What more
can make us happy?
I leave the children and I am happy with the thoughts of
the future. Long after I lie in the ground, after I no more run
beside the river, they will be here, talking and laughing and
wondering about the world.
‘Who can question the wind?’ Caeradh calls after me. ‘It
goes where it will, in us and round us and through us. It is
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unseen power. But this is not a god. This is the wind. It is free.
It does not belong to us. We do not have to give it a name for it
to exist. It will blow on our valleys long after we have moved
from this place. It blew across our forest before we came here,
before we were cut from our mothers flesh. If we give the wind
a name it is wind. Not god’.
Her voice carries to me on the very air she speaks of. She
is going to be a wise woman one day, that Caeradh. I reach
Maedbh. She is Caeradh's sister and they share a feeling for the
world and the way things are. A way beyond understanding.
Maedbh is beautiful to me. She is the one I knew it would be
worth giving of myself for. And soon I will plant a seed in her.
A seed which will grow into a fine girl or boy- a fine example of
the truth of our love. Soon I will work for her, giving of myself
until I can do no more. And we will see if that is enough. If I
can match her. For now, she blows the glass. She smiles at me
and shows me her work. Will the people of the land beyond the
foam like this glass, she asks me? I pick it up, feeling its smooth
shape, looking through its opaqueness. They will like it, I say.
They will wonder who is the skilful craftsman who made this.
And they will think it is a man? She laughs. They do not think a
woman can blow glass, across the foam? Women across the
foam may not do such tasks, I say. In the lands where the
people who need gods live, everything must be done in a
pattern unlike ours. It is not who is best, but what is proper that
matters to them.
But what is proper, she asks? How can they know what is
proper to do? Only to do what you can must be proper. They
live by names not by doing, she says. That must be why they
want our vessels. We breathe life into the glass and let it form a
shape. We do not give it a name and ask it to be a certain way.
We make it as it wants to be. And that is proper to us.
As the sun falls behind the trees, we prepare for the
evening. Tonight we will all meet in the large round house, to
share our food, to talk of the return of the sailors. To imagine
what they will bring back with them. To speak of the work we
have done in preparation for next season's trading. Of where we
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will store our glass and our gold through the long winter
months so that it will be ready for the sailors when they leave in
the spring. But most of all we will be waiting with our hearts,
for them, our loved ones, to return. Then we will have a
feasting. Tonight we will decide how to prepare this feasting.
Who will go after the boar? Who will make the bread? Who will
decorate the walls?
Already as I enter the hall, it is splendid. Rich cloth from
earlier tradings, and beautiful patterns made by our own
weavers, hang from the walls. Inside this hall is our own world.
Our creation as a mirror to the world outside, created of nature.
If Nature were a god, then here in our own hall, we too would
be gods. But we have no need of gods. We have family. We
have each other. We have no need of names and of
explanations. It is enough that we are here.
The fire burns fiercely in the hall. Many children have
gathered wood for this blaze. It will stay alight now until the
return of our sailors. We will feed it day and night because we
want to welcome them home, to let them know we have been
thinking of them, missing them, wanting their return. They will
return to our brightness, from the variance of the world over
the wild waves. They will find that we are unchanged. Despite
the strange things they have encountered, they will know that
here, all is as it was. Here is home. Here they are not strangers,
but welcome, our family. Here they are not the Keltoi - here
they are part of us.
I rest by the fire. Tomorrow, I will be part of the hunting
party. We will chase the boar through the forest until we catch
him. We will catch many boars and we will bring them home to
roast. The air will hang sweet with the smell of their cooking.
Others will catch fish, yet others will stay at home and cook,
preparing our feasting. Grain and leaf and bird and beast. All
things from our land will be used in the feasting. All things we
can eat and drink will be there. Gathered, hunted, garnered - it
will be the big feasting before the sun goes low in the sky and
the days become shorter. We will fill our bellies for days - with
food and drink and laughter. And then we will prepare for the
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oncoming of the snow. I know I am happy. I have no answers
to the past and no questions for the future, I am of my time and
I am complete.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
WAKING DREAM
‘But cannot I create?
Cannot I form? Cannot I fashion forth
Another world, another universe
To overbear and crumble this to nought?’
(John Keats)
‘It was so real,’ said Paul. ‘I felt I was there, in the middle of it
all.’ He paused, wondering what Diane would make of his
revelation. ‘Have you ever had dreams like that, where you
thought it was reality, and even on waking were unsure which
was the dream?’
‘Do you dream in colour?’ she asked.
‘The colour was the most amazing thing,’ he replied. ‘It
was so vibrant. Everything seemed heightened, smell, touch,
texture.’
‘You touched things?’ she queried ‘You didn't just float
through it?’
‘It was real,’ he said. ‘There is no way to distinguish it
from here and now. Except that it must have been a dream.’
He sighed. In a way he was just pleased to be able to sit
with Diane, in front of her fire, drinking wine and talking of his
dream. After the roasting he'd received from Harry earlier that
day, he'd seriously considered chucking the whole thing in. Well,
first he'd thought Harry was going to sack him, then he thought
he would not be able to bear the humiliation any longer and
would have to resign. And the thing that kept him going was
not Diane, not the thought of losing her, but the dream. It
somehow kept nagging away in his mind, drawing him back to
the site. He wanted to walk the area, go down to the river and
retrace what he supposed were his steps in the dream. He
wanted to see if he would feel anything, if he could somehow
see in wakefulness the elegant village that had seemed home in
his dream. It was like an invisible tie, and it bound him tightly.
Even as Harry was upbraiding him, Paul knew he would do
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anything, take any abuse or recrimination, put up with anything
in order to stay on the site. Everything now seemed to have a
clearer purpose. Since he had touched the bog- body, he felt he
had begun a process of reaching back into the past, a process he
was not in control of, but which held him in thrall, which would
command him. And so he had to stay. No matter what.
It had taken some courage to tell Diane of the dream.
You never know how other people are going to react to the
goings on of your subconscious. He had not told her that he
touched the body. That would be unprofessional, and he knew
that some secrets had to be kept even from Diane. After all, he
was not sure of her. Their relative positions were still unclear.
That they were lovers was one thing, but how they would work
together - who they were in relation to each other outside the
walls of her cottage - was an unchartered territory. And at the
moment, Paul was more interested in the past than the future.
‘It's rather fanciful,’ he admitted. ‘But how have I built up
all these details, little details of a place that cannot possibly have
existed.? It was so... so civilised. So advanced. So...’
‘Was it what you wanted the site to be perhaps?’ she
suggested.
‘That's what's so strange,’ he said, rolling the rich red
wine round in his mouth as he thought how to put the next
sentence. ‘It wasn't anything I'd ever expected. It's not how I
imagine a Celtic village at all.’
‘So let's analyse it,’ she said. ‘Let's work out exactly what
you saw, and what explanation there can be.’
She curled up beside him on the couch, and for the
briefest of moments his thoughts moved far away from the
Celtic village of his dream, onto a much more immediate
sensation. He reached over to kiss her.
The kiss over, the analysis began in earnest.
‘The structures themselves for one thing,’ he said. ‘They
were much more advanced than I would have imagined.’
‘What were they made of?’
‘Wooden, with thatched roofs. Circular of course, and in
the middle of the village was a large hall - the meeting place.’
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‘Nothing so surprising there,’ she interposed.
‘No, but the decorations. The luxury of the wall
hangings, the colour of it all. Especially in the big hall. It wasn't
smoky and dank, difficult to see; it was full of light and the wall
hangings were red and green and yellow, no, gold, and the
patterns and shapes and textures were all rich and luxurious. It
was like a palace.
‘And the clothes?’ she asked. ‘What were they wearing?
What were you wearing?’
‘Me?’ he shrugged. It was difficult to explain his own
persona in this dream. It was one of those dreams when you
weren't really sure that you were the same as your waking self,
when you didn't consider yourself - just like in real life, you
don't go walking about ‘feeling’ that you are yourself, you are
inside it. It was like that. But who he was inside was another
matter. It hadn't been important in the scheme of things at the
time. But he didn't know how to explain it.
‘I don't really know. I was focussing on the exterior. And
I didn't really notice myself.’ He paused, trying to mentally relive
the experience. ‘I must have been wearing shoes, because I ran
through grass and didn't feel it.’
He laughed. ‘But I didn't look down at them. I mean,
who looks at their shoes all the time -you know what your shoes
are like- you don't think of them from the moment you put
them on, till the moment you take them off; unless you need to
lace them up, or they pinch or something. These shoes - no
problem.’
‘So what were other people wearing?’ she asked, trying to
keep him to the point.
‘That's what is really surprising,’ he said. ‘I thought they'd
be wearing wool or homespun type stuff. I even would half
have expected them to be naked and painted blue. But they
were all very well dressed. Linen, silk, that kind of stuff. And
there didn't seem to be any difference between the sexes.’
Diane sat up at that point. Her interest was now aroused.
‘They didn't all dress the same,’ he continued ‘But girls
and boys had the same garments on. Some had hair in pigtails,
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some wore it short. They mostly seemed to be wearing trousers
- kind of like Red-Indian gear- but patterned and colourful.
Most of them had some kind of jewellery on - thin bands round their arms and ankles. They all seemed to be wearing
torcs round their necks. And they weren't all wearing shoes. But
some were.’
‘What kind of shoes?’ she asked.
He blew out his cheeks, trying to remember. ‘Pity I'm not
fetishistic about shoes,’ he said, ‘I might have been able to
remember. ‘Just shoes. Leather shoes. They just looked normal.
No heels probably, just soft leather, lacing shoes.’
‘And the women?’ she asked, ‘What did the women
wear?’
‘I remember one woman,’ he said. ‘She was a glassblower.
She was dressed the same as the man - the same as me.’
He smiled. He had placed himself. Through knowing
what she wore he had explained to himself what he was
wearing. Who he was. He blushed slightly as he remembered
that the beautiful Maedbh had been his woman. He recalled his
desire to impregnate her. It felt unfaithful to be thinking such a
thought while his modern, shoeless legs were wrapped around
Diane's limbs. Was Maedbh just a transference, a wishfulfilment of Diane? The mind played funny tricks on one in
sleep, but he found that possibility somewhat disheartening,
somewhat cheapening of the whole experience, past and
present. Trying to limit it all to some pathetic subconscious
desire. His father would have had a field day. He shrugged the
thought off.
‘A colourful shirt. With a shawl, fastened by a brooch,’ he
laughed, ‘like one of the hundreds of bloody brooches we've
been digging up. And trousers. Dressed for comfort, I'd say, not
for glamour. But beautiful all the same.’
Diane raised an eyebrow.
‘What was most interesting though,’ he continued,
hoping to leave questions of beauty aside, ‘was the
conversation, the feeling that they were all equal, that they were
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complete.’
‘Well,’ she said, ‘It's no secret that the Celts considered
women more highly that the classical world.’ She laughed, ‘or
the contemporary world for that matter. Is your dream world a
feminist haven?’
‘No,’ he replied. ‘It was a place of peace, of equality, of
belonging. Where people did things because they wanted to,
because they were good at it, not because society expected them
to fulfil role models. And then, they laughed at the idea of god.’
He scratched his eyebrow, trying desperately to rekindle the
actuality of the conversation.
‘It was as real as sitting here talking to you,’ he said. ‘I
can't explain it any better than before, because it was mainly a
feeling, and it's beginning to fade. But they certainly thought
that the people beyond the foam were stupid for believing in
gods. They didn't need gods. They didn't understand the
concept.’ He sighed, ‘I wish I could get back to it.’
‘That's always the way with good dreams,’ she said. ‘You
spend night after night trying to recreate the conditions: your
sleeping position, your state of mind. It all goes on and on until
you have a nightmare. Then you stop trying to go to sleep and
do anything to keep awake. It's crazy really. The mind.’
He nodded. His frustration was complete. But he didn't
want to impose it on Diane. And it was late.
‘I'd better get back anyway,’ he said. ‘I don't want to be
late to work tomorrow - seeing that I do still have a job. Better
keep Harry on side.’
‘Stay here.’
It wasn't a command, a request or a plea. Just a
statement. Accompanied with a smile. Easy. Sensible. So he
stayed.
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CHAPTER NINE
BURIED TREASURE
‘I always knew what I desired before
Nor ever found delight to wish in vain.
But now I cannot tell thee what I seek.
I know not, something sweet.’
(P.B.Shelley)
Back at the site, the media circus had begun. Of course it had
been naive to hope that finding a perfectly preserved body in
the middle of nowhere could be ‘hushed up.’ Harry was,
understandably, furious. His dig was literally swarming with
hack reporters, looking for a story. And there was quite a story
to uncover if they scratched the soggy surface. With the body
itself long gone, languishing in its preservative solution in the
laboratory, the journalists were impatient, looking for trouble.
Harry was pretty sure it wouldn't be long before they found it.
Some ridiculous story was made up about an
inexperienced archaeologist dumping earth on what he thought
was a spoil heap, and seeing a head sticking up out of the
ground. It wouldn't fool a child, Paul thought, but he was not in
a position to comment. Any comment on his part might have
jeopardised Harry's whole dig - and while on the one hand Paul
felt this might have been justice of a sort- on the other if he was
responsible for the funders pulling out, he would have to take
the blame for a whole range of consequences more significant
than the discrediting of Harry. Consequences which might ruin
the careers of all around him. So he bit his lip and played the
naive fool, umming and erring his way through interviews. It
would all die down soon.
And it did. Rather too soon, Paul thought; even though,
in the absence of the body, he was the victim of the piece. No
body meant no gory pictures, no real human interest, just
speculation. Pictures were what the public wanted, or what the
journo's wanted the public to want. Hypothesis and fact were
not their brief. Archaeology didn't sell papers. And no one was
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even prepared to put a date on the body. Not much to go on.
Paul couldn't help but feel cheated - that potentially the
most significant find of ancient humanity to be discovered
during his lifetime had been unearthed and no one was
interested. He felt cheated and impotent. Impotent to know that
the body was lying in the lab and that without money it would
stay there. Without money it might never even be authenticated
as Celtic. It might stay in cryogenic splendour for an eternity
until all its innards were so pickled that they were of no use to
future biologists or archaeologists - people who could uncover
its secrets. Something had to be done. Paul was not prepared to
leave it there. He felt a responsibility. To himself, to the past
and most of all to the man he had dug up - the man whose hair
and skin he had touched, bridging the gap of the centuries - the
man who had looked into his eyes across the greatest divide of
all - time.
The decision was the easy part. How to effect some
action was hard. Harry held him in a tourniquet, restricting his
every move. He felt like a prisoner on a chain gang; every
movement of spade or trowel was being observed. He couldn't
even take a leak without drawing attention to himself. As for
getting off site again, it was impossible.
He would have to ask for help. Who from? Diane was
the obvious answer. But getting help from Diane was risky. Not
only did it put her into an awkward position as regarded their
‘relationship’ - asking a boon from someone whom you felt had
no option but to agree, who would agree, but may curse you for
it later - but it potentially put her career on the line. Harry
would relish the chance to throw Diane off the dig and if he
could get rid of both thorns in his side in one fell swoop, he
would be triumphant. There were plenty more diggers in the
mud as far as Harry was concerned and what did it matter to
Harry if they were any good? All that mattered to Harry was
that they followed his orders, however mundane. Played the
game according to the rules. Diane and Paul were already on the
subs bench, waiting for the transfer list to be drawn up. While
Paul didn't really mind for himself, he knew that Diane deserved
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to be a first team player, and he didn't want to scotch her
chances of a career with a Cup winning side.
The other option was Callum. How could he get Callum
interested? Callum was a cynical bugger who appeared to be
disinterested in anything apart from getting his pay and
spending it on drink as soon as he could - without changing out
of his dirty work clothes if possible. Getting laid was the only
justification he could see for peeling off his clothes before
bedtime. Paul wished he'd spent more energy trying to
understand Callum, getting to know him properly rather than
just laughing at his jokes, satisfying himself by soaking up
Callum's amiable dissolution; so that he could call upon his help
when he now needed it most. Surely Callum could not be totally
disinterested in archaeology? Surely he must despise Harry as
much as the next man? It was surely just a matter of finding the
right approach.
Meanwhile, the main dig continued on its trivial path.
Shards of pottery and grimy broken brooches kept rising to the
surface with astounding monotony. And then a piece of glass - a
sliver of bluey, greeny glass - was found in Trench B by the
same plain, eager woman who had come to Paul's attention for
the first time only a few weeks ago. A few weeks which seemed
like a lifetime. The day he had first kissed Diane. The woman
held up the piece of glass triumphantly, rising out of the trench
like the lady from Tennyson's poem ‘clothed in samite, mystic,
wonderful.’ To Paul it was a revelation. He recognised the glass.
He knew it was one of the vessels that the woman in his dream
had been blowing. Maedbh. How could this be? It was a dream,
his dream; his life. And now, here was part of his dream
glinting, winking at him from across a muddy field.
He joined the throngs round the excited woman, praising
her keen sightedness. New volunteers like her often missed such
things. They spent hours over every little pebble, convinced it
was a find, and then threw the real stuff on the spoil heap. They
could be a real liability and needed close watching. The ‘real’
archaeologists got over to the woman before she had a chance
to mess things up, before she ruined some evidence. She was
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hauled out of the trench and detailed to take her piece to Steve
the finds assistant. Someone with experience would now sift
through for the rest of the glass. That someone was Callum - he
was closest; hanging around chatting up the women, hoping
they'd be modern enough to offer to buy him a pint at
lunchtime.
As the woman trotted off to the finds office, Paul took
off after her. He had to see the glass close to. He had to.
‘That's a beautiful piece,’ he volunteered, catching up
with her. ‘Can I have a look at it?’
‘Of course.’ The woman smiled her naive, excited, plain,
eager smile. For a moment she was someone important.
Someone people wanted to speak to. Worthy of notice because
of a small piece of bluey green glass. When she handed it over
to the finds assistant she would once more become
uninteresting, unnoticed. She would make the most of her
opportunity. She handed the piece of glass to Paul.
As he rubbed his fingers over the last vestiges of dirt that
clung to the glass like a memory, Paul felt something akin to an
electric shock pass through his body. It was Maedbh's vessel.
He knew it. It gave him hope - and the conception of a plan
through which he would prove his point, save the body from
oblivion and win the day after all.
He smiled at the woman, his mind whirring faster than a
spinning CD, his thoughts searing into the surface like the laser,
playing a new and unfamiliar tune. She could be useful to him.
She had nothing to lose. It would be exciting for her and it
wouldn't hurt anyone. No one need lose anything. It would
work.
‘You've got a good eye for finds,’ he flattered her.
She blushed. He was amazed. He thought blushing had
become his province. It was strange to see someone else going
through the same agonies of embarrassment at human contact
he himself endured. Someone challenging his private domain.
For a moment he considered aborting his plan. But no, he must
go on. And she would be vital.
‘Thank you,’ she blurted into the uncomfortable silence.
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‘You're the one who found the body aren't you?’
He put his fingers to his lips, conspiratorially. ‘Sshhh,’ he
said. ‘We're all trying to forget about that.’
‘Why?’ She didn't understand - and missed the irony.
Then catching it, through Paul's sparkling eyes, she blushed
again.
He squirmed. Here was a woman old enough to be his
mother, blushing like a schoolgirl because she thought he was
‘someone’ and she was ‘nothing.’ It was not right. He would
make her ‘someone.’ He would enable her. And it would serve
his purpose too.
‘There's lots of other things we could find,’ he whispered,
confidentially. ‘I'd like to talk to you about it sometime - in
private - if you're interested, that is?’
‘Of course,’ she whispered back, taking her cue from
him. ‘I thought it couldn't just be a fluke. That you knew what
you were looking for.’ She looked him in the eyes, nervous, but
holding his gaze earnestly. ‘I'd like to help.’
That was enough. Her fate was sealed from that moment.
She was an accomplice. A willing accomplice. So Paul didn't
have to feel he was coercing anyone against their own best
interests. Diane was safely ignorant of his intentions and he
could hurt no one. He would do it.
He left her to log in her find, and returned to the trench
where Callum was already revealing more fragments of the glass
drinking vessel. Paul found that his interest was somewhat
tempered by his certainty of what the vessel would eventually
look like. Archaeology was like a jigsaw puzzle, and this time he
knew what the picture would look like in advance. It gave him a
strange sensation - like somehow he'd been caught cheating on
a test.
Later on that day, as everyone left the site, Paul caught up
with the woman again.
‘Are you in a hurry?’ he asked.
‘No,’ she lied. Husband and children would have to wait
for their dinner. This was more important. This was a chance
for her to exist, to be important.
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‘Well, listen…’ he faltered, not knowing her name. It had
not been important enough to think about until today.
‘Jessie.’ She provided him nervously with the missing
information.
‘Yes, Jessie,’ he continued brusquely, afraid of showing
his internal thoughts, of revealing his unease with his apparent
arrogance, and thereby revealing only his failure and inadequacy
when what he wanted to show her was strength, intrigue, a
challenge she could not refuse.
‘I can't tell you how I know, but I've got a sort of plan of
this Celtic settlement which I believe to be accurate, and I
hoped that you might help me find some of the things.’
She took it all in her stride. She didn't need to ask where
Paul had got his information; she was a lowly volunteer, he a
graduate with two degrees. He stood on a pinnacle to which she
aspired but never dreamed of attaining. She simply nodded; a
plain, eager nod.
‘The thing is,’ he continued, testing his baited line and
carefully reeling it in, hoping the pull he felt was not a figment
of his hopeful imagination. ‘Some of these things aren't in the
trenches Harry's got us digging in. Some of them are in more
awkward places.’
‘Off site like the body?’ she queried, unable to keep the
nervousness out of her voice. ‘Will Harry not..?’
‘Don't worry.’ He smiled a lying smile. ‘I'll make sure it's
safe. We'll go for the stuff that's around the trenches first. Then
once we're onto a winner, they'll be happy to follow our lead.’
It sounded so simple. So plausible. But he didn't for a
moment really believe it was going to work. Not with only Jessie
as his accomplice. Jessie. He couldn't help but laugh at the
name. She looked as her name sounded, like some poor
unfortunate woman from the Walter Scott romances he had
read so avidly as a teenager. A woman who never quite got to
be the heroine, but stayed on in the background as a dependable
sort. Jessie. Yes, this Jessie was going to be a background,
dependable character to him. He would be the hero of the hour,
but Jessie would do the dangerous work. Plain, eager Jessie was
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about to go on the ride of her life and she would get off at the
other end never fully aware of what she had done. She would
stand in the background cheering the hero as all the others did,
never fully aware that she had been the facilitator - that she was
an integral part of the heroism. Jessie. Jessie was to be the
temptress; without even knowing it, without meaning it she
came into Paul's life and threatened to change him from a hero
to an adventurer.
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CHAPTER TEN
WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
‘And just as far as ever from the end.
Nought in the distance but the evening , nought
To point my footstep further.’
(Alfred, Lord Tennyson.)
That night, Paul drew a map as best he could from his shaky
memory, of the Celtic settlement as it had appeared in his
dream. He was alone in his digs. Diane was due to spend all
evening in a crisis meeting with Harry deciding what to do
about the bog-body site, and Callum was out with the barmaid
he hoped he had finally succeeded in charming into bed preferably hers. There was nothing then to distract Paul from
his task. But he found it impossible to remember exactly where
things had been. On a couple of occasions he nearly gave up,
wondering if he would be able to use Jessie as a sort of
archaeological diviner, scraping away at odd parts of the site
without causing even more of a rumpus. There must be a way.
He closed his eyes to try to picture the scene more
clearly. Then he realised. Trench B, where Jessie was digging,
must be right where Maedbh's workshop was - but they hadn't
dug far enough along yet. Or deep enough. Harry favoured
horizontal digging - it was the best way of avoiding unpleasant
surprises from earlier times. This settlement was dated as first
century BC by Harry and nothing was going to change that. He
didn't want to find anything earlier. Of course the bog-body in
itself needn't be older than this comfortable Iron Age date, but
Paul had a feeling, an irrational sensation, that none of this was
going to fit in with Harry's preordained theses; or anyone else's
for that matter.
He was proved right when his landlady slopped upstairs
in her overlarge mules, telling him in a grumpy voice that a lady
was on the phone - at ten thirty at night. She hoped it wasn't
going to become a habit because she liked to get to bed by ten
o'clock and didn't appreciate being disturbed.
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Paul had hoped but not really expected it would be Diane
on the other end of the phone. She told him, in a voice
unusually excited for a woman who was generally so calm, that
Harry had a big problem with the bog-body. Preliminary reports
from the lab suggested its date to be around sixth century BC.
‘Of course these tests are notoriously unreliable,’ she
continued, still unable to contain the excitement in her voice.
‘But the discrepancy is so great they're sending some scientists
over, to take samples for Carbon 14 dating and to check over
the environs of the site.’
Paul felt like cheering. ‘I'll be right over to your cottage,’
he said.
‘No,’ came the voice from the other end of the phone. ‘I
don't think that'd be a good idea. I've a lot of work to do before
tomorrow. I want to get things sorted to try and get them
interested enough to push for some proper funding for this
site.’
‘I could help,’ said Paul, helplessly, feeling everything
slipping out of his grasp. ‘I could...’ he trailed off into thought.
What could he do? Say that he'd show her where things were.
Encourage her to dig deeper, further afield and expose her to
potential ridicule because his memory wasn't perfect. No, he'd
better keep quiet for a while on that one, keep his map secret
until he could remember more. Surely he should be happy
enough that for the moment it looked like things were on the
move again; without him having to put anyone in jeopardy. And
if they were all busy tomorrow looking over the bog-body site,
something Harry would feel obliged to oversee despite his own
distaste for the discovery, then the main site would be clear
enough for him and Jessie to get down to some serious digging.
And he knew now what they had to discover - something which
was indisputably sixth century BC.
‘I'll see you in the morning then,’ he said weakly, ending
the conversation so that he could go back to his room and
wrack his brains for anything that seemed likely to fit the bill.
The next morning the site held a general air of
excitement and tension. Harry was like a cat on hot tiles,
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snapping at everyone until the moment the carload of two
scientists and an archaeologist from Edinburgh rolled up to the
site. Then he was all smiles. Chameleon Harry was out of his
depth, but he'd find a way to make this turn round and vindicate
himself, if it was the last thing he did.
‘So, not a seventeenth century traveller?’ Paul asked with
the slightest hint of irony, as Harry walked past him, towards
the three men from Edinburgh.
‘It's hard enough to date finds which have been dug in an
orthodox manner,’ Harry growled back at him, ‘never mind
things which have been wrecked by overenthusiastic,
inexperienced...’
His venom trailed off as he changed his colours to a
smile for the visitors but Paul felt, for the first time, that Harry
was vulnerable, that perhaps he had him on the run after all. He
forgot the first rule of engagement, never underestimate the
enemy - a youthful failing which would come back to haunt him
in the months ahead. For the moment however, he felt sunny,
especially as Diane brushed past him, smiling and whispering,
‘Tonight - come over about eleven.’
He watched her appealingly curvaceous rear casually
cross the site towards the boulder and thanked his lucky stars.
Now it was time for him and Jessie to get to work. The generals
were busy. It was time for the infantry to do the hard slog.
Jessie was already in Trench B, smeared with dirt and in
her element.
‘Jessie,’ Paul said ‘remembering his father's instructions
that if you wanted to make a person feel important you should
call them by their name as often as possible. It made them feel
that you cared.
Jessie looked up, and blushed.
‘Yes, Paul.’
‘Do you remember what I was talking about yesterday?’
‘Yes, the...’
He shushed her before she blurted out the whole thing in
a voice loud enough to disturb other diggers nearby.
‘Well, today's the day we have a big find.’
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He hoped his confidence would pay off. He didn't feel
totally sure of himself. Last night, after the phone call from
Diane it had all seemed so easy, but today, amongst the mud
and debris of the twentieth century dig, it was harder to imagine
himself back in an early Celtic settlement. Still, he could not
afford to lose confidence now, it was his confidence which
would keep Jessie with him. He must keep his secret fears to
himself. And surely, he knew this was where Maedbh's
workshop was. Hadn't Jessie found one of her pieces already? It
was just a matter of working fast enough and clever enough.
‘We've got to dig a bit deeper,’ he said, in what he hoped
was a matter of fact way.
‘But Harry has said we've not to go deeper than this
level.’
She queried him in an inevitably confused way.
‘It doesn't matter,’ he replied, trying to keep the edge of
desperation from his voice. ‘Once we make this find, he'll just
be so pleased with the result that it won't matter. An inch or
two.’
She didn't seem convinced, but following Paul's
instruction, she began to dig that bit deeper. He felt like a child
keeping watch, the adrenalin pumping in excessive proportions
to the juvenile misdemeanour - except that in this instance the
adrenalin was pumping in precisely the right proportions
because once more he was breaking every rule in the book.
Digging through potentially important archaeological matter in
order to reach something he hoped would be there. Following
the hunch of a dream. It wouldn't really stand up to scrutiny.
It was a cold day, but Paul found himself constantly
wiping sweat from his brow, despite the fact that Jessie was
doing all the work, and that it was painstakingly slow scraping.
‘Don't worry about that level,’ he hissed. ‘You can go
down at least a couple of inches.’
She did so. She was, he felt, remarkably placid about the
whole event. Her excitement was in the constant attention she
was receiving but, like all such things, the edge wore off it as
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time wore on. Then it happened. They found it. She shrieked.
‘Shh,’ he begged her, clambering down into the trench.
Luckily no-one was paying attention. Anyone who was anyone
was over behind the boulder with the scientists, and those left
behind were taking the opportunity to slack off - to enjoy
gleaning what warmth they could from the weak late spring sun.
He felt like shouting himself. He felt like screaming and
shouting, like rising out of the trench and indulging in a war
dance of glee. Because what they had uncovered was the top of
a bronze flagon; enough of it to show that it was unmistakably
of the period known as Hallstatt, which placed it unmistakably
before the third century BC - and also provided an
anachronistic headache as regarded the area, which according to
Harry's much reprinted academic tome, had not been inhabited
before the second century BC and then only by primitives who
were certainly not up to travelling or being influenced by the
exclusively European Hallstatt culture.
They carefully dug up the rest of the flagon. It was
complete. Paul was confused. He was over the moon because
they'd found what he had thought he wanted, an artefact which
could credibly date the site as being of importance some two
hundred years earlier than Harry wanted to admit, bringing it
more in line with his own theory regarding the Celtic bog-body;
but he didn't know why they had found a Hallstatt bronze
flagon in Maedbh's glass-blowing workshop. It didn't add up.
He reminded himself that the way it didn't add up to him was
different from the way it wouldn't add up to anyone else, and he
wanted to clear paths not muddy waters. He must keep his own
confusion to himself.
He pondered what to do. The options were A) play down
the find. Get it casually logged in without anyone important
noticing it yet and leave the shit to hit the fan when they finally
did; or B) to go rushing over to Harry with the find, claiming
that this proved an older settlement. Plan A was definitely the
safer option. But Paul didn't know how things were going on
behind the boulder, and he didn't know if he could afford
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safety. ‘Fortune favours the bold’ he told himself as he walked
towards the bog-site, clutching the bronze flagon triumphantly
aloft.
‘Harry,’ he called out. ‘One of the diggers had found
something really interesting. I thought you'd want to know.’
Harry glowered at him from beside the pit where the
bog-body had lain. Things were obviously not going to well for
him. The other archaeologist also looked up, with interest.
Diane showed no emotion at all.
Paul passed the flagon to Harry. He turned it over in his
hands, puzzled, scratching his head in bewilderment. This was
not his day. The other archaeologist took the flagon from him
and while Harry was forming the words ‘Where the... ? Where
did you find this?’ the other archaeologist said in awed tones;
‘I don't believe it. It looks like a classic Hallstatt flagon.’
Diane took the flagon from him and gave it the once
over. She added her assent to the archaeologist's view.
‘I don't believe anything on this site anymore,’ said Harry.
‘Looks like you've got a much more interesting area here
than we all thought,’ the archaeologist ventured. ‘I'd give
anything to have a clear picture of how this place looked two
and a half thousand years ago.’
Paul smiled a secret smile. Maybe, just maybe he would
be able, in time, to produce that picture; for this incredulous
archaeologist and for all the other incredulous people who
thought that Scotland BC was the abode of skin clad
neanderthals.
It was agreed that Harry would give the archaeologist a
tour of the whole dig after they'd finished collecting samples
from the peat bog. Meantime, Harry tried to keep his temper as
he told Paul to take the flagon for labelling. His looks somewhat
betrayed him however. There was intense anger in his eyes, but
Paul was sure that behind that anger there also lurked fear - a
deep emotional fear. Fear not just of his authority being
questioned, his views ridiculed, his methods exposed; but a deep
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preternatural fear of the unknown.
‘Gotcha,’ Paul thought rather prematurely as he
sauntered towards the site office.
Later on, Harry took the archaeologist round the site and
congratulated Jessie publicly on her find. She blushed, and in
her mind, in her own life, she thanked Paul. She didn't know
how he'd done it; she didn't really want to know at that
moment, but he had helped her to shine. For that he earned
both her gratitude and her respect. So that when Harry privately
admonished her for digging deeper than the allowed level, she
didn't feel the cut of his words. She was convinced that he was
telling her off for the sake of form, as part of her training; and
was confident that really, as Paul had said, Harry was pleased as
punch that she'd made this discovery. It would add to his body
of knowledge. She might get a place in an addendum in Harry's
new book. She was on her way. No more the plain, eager
woman; the dull, downtrodden wife and mother. She felt herself
donning the garb of a much more exciting, a much more
romantic figure. She was pleased with herself. Happy in the
ignorance that she was not the heroine of the piece, but simply
a pawn whose square was currently the focus of the main
contenders.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
THE QUEST CONTINUES
‘Is it then evening
So soon? I see, the night dews,
Clustered in thick beads, dim
The agate brooch-stones
On thy white shoulder.’
(Matthew Arnold.)
As he got into his car at ten thirty that night, Jessie was the last
thing on Paul's mind. It had been too long since he had had
time alone with Diane, too long since he had felt her warm
body pressed against his; since he had run his hands through
her soft hair and smelt her sweet smell. Too long since he had
been able to respond to those enchanting smiles that promised
and then duly delivered paradise.
As he pulled up outside her door at ten to eleven, having
driven far too fast down dark, winding lanes, peering between
his erratic windscreen wipers through the all too familiar driving
rain; he had almost forgotten Harry. Almost forgotten Maedbh.
Almost, but not quite.
Diane appeared at the door, a vision of loveliness - as
usual. She welcomed him in. The fire roared in the grate, the
room was cosy and a bottle of red wine sat open beside the
hearth. It was already half empty.
‘Sorry I'm late.’ The absence of their intimacy seemed to
have made things go backwards between them, or maybe it was
the lurking thought of that woman from another time, another
place. Anyway, he felt the slightest rising of red around his
collar, that old and unpleasantly familiar feeling. She didn't seem
to notice.
‘To you!’ She raised her glass in triumph at him then,
crossing to the fireplace, filled him a glass.
‘Why to me?’ he asked, surprised.
‘You don't know? I thought talk spread like the plague on
the dig,’ she continued. ‘You've got Harry on the run.’
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‘I guessed as much.’ He smiled slightly. It was obvious
there was business to be discussed before pleasure tonight. He
didn't mind. He could do with a bit of intellectual stroking
before they moved on to the bedroom for more physical
pleasures. ‘But I don't know any details. What's up?’
‘Well, for one thing he's fizzing you found that Hallstatt
flagon. That's really put the cat among the pigeons. Simon was
just saying that he thought the bog-body was Celtic when you
came over. Now you've got them all intrigued. By tomorrow
there'll be a widespread baying to extend the dig. How did you
do it?’
Paul wondered what to say. No answer would be easy
and he suspected no answer could be really truthful. He was
enjoying being lauded so he went with the easiest lie, the one
he'd spent the day convincing himself was the truth.
‘It was my dream.’
‘What?’
‘My dream. I sat down and drew up a map of the
settlement as I saw it in my dream. And then I got one of the
volunteers to dig in the spot where I remembered seeing that
flagon. In the glass-blowing workshop. It was easy, it just meant
digging a few inches below the level we're already on.’
‘You've drawn a map of the settlement?’ She sounded
genuinely excited.
‘Yes. I've erm, left it back at my digs.’
He apologised, wondering if this would mean the end of
the plaudits. How stupid of him, he should have known she
would want to see it. He shouldn't have tried to keep it from her
in the first place. He would work with her. They would work
together. It was meant to be.
‘That doesn't matter,’ she said. ‘As long as you've got
one. Are you sure it's accurate?’
His bubble burst silently. That of course was his
problem. He couldn't be sure it was accurate. He hadn't known
that the flagon would be there. He felt his lies pushing him into
a pit, sucking him into the peat as surely as the body of the
Celtic man had been sucked under all those years ago. It wasn't
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going to be that easy after all. He was going to have to watch
himself or he could lose everything.
‘Well. It was only a dream. I mean. How accurate can it
be? It's not the truth after all. How could it be?’ He paused,
sipping his wine thoughtfully, ‘I mean, it was just luck really, just
a lucky hunch I suppose.’
‘Are you sure it was only a dream?’
The question came like a bolt from the blue. Diane, for
all she was unique, had also always struck Paul as intellectually
conservative. Not the sort of woman to be taken in by fortune
tellers, by ‘alternative’ theorists or occultist ravings. Now, here
she was, genuinely, seriously suggesting that his dream had been
something more than a dream.
‘What more could it be?’ He had to find out more. He
had to keep the ball flying around on her side of the net while
he got himself back together and tried to work out what was
going on.
‘Some sort of other dimensional experience.’
‘I don't know what you mean,’ he said defensively. ‘It was
just a dream.’
‘How do you know?’ she asked, challenging his grip on
reality.
‘It... well... I was in bed at my mother's house for one
thing,’ he ventured. ‘For another thing I don't believe in what
you call 'other dimensional experiences'.’
‘Do they frighten you?’ she interrupted.
‘And for a third thing,’ he continued, ‘I understood what
they were saying. ‘That proves it was a dream. If it had been real
they would have been speaking some ancient Celtic dialect and I
wouldn't have understood more than the odd word.’
She raised an eyebrow.
‘Maybe,’ was all she said.
She lay back on the couch, sipping her wine, totally in
control of herself and her perceptions. Paul crossed to the fire
and stood in front of it, needing to give himself the emotional
stability of being in the centre, the central force of the room.
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Needing to boost up his flailing mind, his impending fear, his
total confusion.
‘I admit,’ she said, breaking a painful silence during which
he had stood still for just longer than seemed possible to
maintain the smokescreen that he was simply warming himself
in front of her fire, not seeking deep emotional solace.
‘I admit the burden of proof is the other way. But don't
you think it's just possible?’
‘What's just possible?’
He made a determined effort to change the tack of this
questioning. He would answer her impossible questions with
the best ripostes he could muster. On reflection, ‘What's just
possible?’ didn't seem too strong a challenger.
‘That it's more than a dream. That you have some link, I
don't know, emotional or spiritual, with this particular place,
this particular past, this particular man.’
She had voiced the feelings that had been running
through his head for days. The thoughts he had been
desperately trying to avoid. She said them and they didn't sound
at all irrational. They didn't sound crazy once spoken from her
mouth whereas in his churning mind they had felt like the onset
of real, certifiable madness.
‘I admit, of course,’ he said, ‘that it could be an
intellectual possibility. I mean, there's plenty of things in the
world that we still don't understand, and the human mind is a
very complex organ.’
He thought of his father, of what the eminent
psychologist would say to this. He didn't think that his father
would be remotely convinced by any of this. Nightmares and
dreams had a function for his father, but they were like out of
body experiences, they had a rational explanation within the
drug influenced psyche. They were not experiences of ‘other
dimensions’ invading one's own dormant consciousness.
‘Anyway,’ he said, ‘whatever kind of experience it is, I'd
rather talk about practicalities. What's going to happen on the
dig now? Now that we've got them interested?’
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She allowed him to draw her away for the time being.
‘They'll carry out some proper tests at the lab to begin
with,’ she said. ‘To try and get some kind of date for the body.
Then nothing.’
‘What do you mean nothing?’ He was shocked. Surely
this hadn't all been for nothing.
‘There's no money. There's not much to go on. And
Harry will do his damnedest to make sure that no one finds
anything else that goes against his first century theory.’
‘And just how will he do that?’ Paul challenged her.
‘He might get rid of you to begin with,’ she retorted.
‘He won't. He can't. He knows that I know.’ Paul felt his
strength return, he felt his confidence rise as he remembered
the mingled anger and fear in Harry's eyes. ‘He wants to get rid
of me, but he knows that if I go I could cause real trouble for
him,’ he added, hoping he didn’t sound arrogant.
‘He knows you're trouble if you go or if you stay,’ she
replied simply.
‘Does he know about us?’ Paul hoped she didn't think it
was the non sequitur it seemed.
‘No, thank goodness. We've got to keep that quiet for a
while now,’ she said.
He felt a little disappointed. Here he was, going out on a
limb, trying to protect her and to win through for her; risking
everything for her and she casually stated that they had to ‘keep
things quiet.’ He knew it was the sensible option. He knew it
was the option he would choose himself, had chosen himself
when he sought out Jessie, but his ego couldn't help but feel
bruised by the matter of fact nature of her speech.
‘Do you want to end it?’ he asked.
She kissed him. ‘Don't be stupid,’ she said, ‘you
remember what I said. Here, in these rooms we exist for us
alone. I'm just saying that outside it will be better all round if no
one knows. Callum doesn't know does he?’
‘No.’ Paul laughed. Callum's only interest in Paul's
whereabouts that night was because he had found out that the
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barmaid still lived with her mother and was reluctant to lose
herself in sexual frenzy in the next room to the sleeping
matriarch. So Callum was planning to sneak the girl in past the
sleeping slippered landlady. And for that he needed Paul out of
the way.
‘Callum's got his own complications,’ he assured her.
‘We're the last thing on his mind at the moment.
‘Good.’
She stood up and led him towards the bedroom. He
knocked over the wine bottle as he stumbled past the arm of
the couch, thrown off guard by her sudden taking of control. It
rolled around the floor, empty.
‘We can talk about practicalities tomorrow,’ she said. ‘For
now... I've missed you’
She began removing his shirt, slowly, sensually, oh so
sensually that Paul forgot both his anger over the potential dead
end situation on the dig and his fear over the possibility that his
dream might not be a dream. He even forgot the vision of
Maedbh's face, which had haunted him since the night he first
saw it. He lost himself in passion, in Diane, in love.
~~~
The bright evening sun fell casually behind the treeline. Behind
it, the ripples on the river still danced and played like liquid
crystal. Above them, the sky shocked the eye with a vivid
pinkness; changing to a lilac, then a violet wash in front of the
clouds. People began to gather at the round house. Bringing
with them food and drink and laughter - the first of the feasts to
celebrate a successful harvest.
Apart from the sailors, only one man was not there. He
was finishing his task of filling the underground grain store,
sealing it with clay and straw against the winter weather so that
the grain would provide food in the cold months of the New
Year. Many years on, upon finding such large holes in the
ground, archaeologists would wonder at the ‘caves’ lived in by
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people of a harsher, more primitive age. But there was nothing
primitive about the grain store. It was a classic invention - a
good idea, suited to its time. While a certain amount of the food
cultivated on the land could be dry stored in the granaries; these
proved somewhat unsatisfactory in particularly harsh, cold
winters. Salting and smoking provided other methods of
storage, but the deep pit had a valuable function also. The grain
was shovelled into the damp pit and then the airtight seal was
placed over the top. This is what the man was now finishing;
had to finish before he joined the feasting if his grain was not to
be ruined. Provided an airtight seal was maintained, the grain in
contact with the damp walls would germinate using available
oxygen and releasing carbon dioxide. This put the bulk of the
grain into a sort of suspended animation. It would keep
perfectly for months, until the seal was broken.
The man smiled to himself as he finished. He pulled
himself upright and gloried in the final flashing brilliance of
sunset. A sunset which he felt, as he stood there alone in the
settlement, might only be observed by him in the whole world.
The others were already inside, warming themselves in front of
the fire, waiting for him to join them. They would enjoy the
fruits of this labour in February or March of next year, when
they had become tired of smoked this and salted that, when
they wanted some fresh bread. For the spring feasting.
He did not understand terms such as oxygen, carbon
dioxide; he was no scientist. Suspended animation was not even
a concept to him. Yet he provided for his grain a scenario very
similar in many ways to the bog which would hold his own
body in suspended animation for thousands of years before
another man would dig him out and hand him over to those for
whom scientific terms enabled explanation of events which they
could not control. Events which, however much they tried to
retain a sense of wonder over, they reduced to scientific data
and analysis tables; as if this in some way explained or justified
the magic.
The autumn feasting, which would run for several days
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and nights, culminating in the return of the sailors and the
viewing of the traded goods, was beginning tonight. The wattle
and daub walls of the great hall were painted freshly for the
event with scenes of the season. Brightly coloured woven
tapestries added to the aura of opulence. Sailors coming home
from the sea laden with traded goods; hunters returning from
the hills and forest with deer and boar, meat for the feasting and
skins for clothing and decoration. Heads to adorn the walls
through the winter, horn to whittle into beautiful objects for
next seasons trading and toys for the children. Bristle for
brushes and sundry other purposes. Inside, the hall buzzed with
the chatter of over seventy excited people. All had worked hard
for this event and all intended to enjoy it. Even the children
were restrained in their play, each wanting to demonstrate his
adulthood in the feasting - each determined not to disgrace
himself when the effects of the strong wine passed round in the
bronze flagons felt like it was fermenting in his brain.
The people were dressed in their finery. It was a sight
that put to shame the colourful sunset which was fading
unnoticed outside. Bright silk and linen clothing was the order
of the day. Woollens and hide were not needed here, for as the
huge fire burnt bright in the centre of the hut, fed constantly
from the huge pile of chopped wood and cut peat, the heat of
all those excited bodies was great. Gold and silver abounded.
The children, those not yet married, wore single bands round
arms and ankles. The adults, those with families to support,
wore two or three bands round their arms and the same number
round their ankles. All wore torcs round their necks of varying
thickness and intricacy of design. The burnished gold shone in
the light of the fire and the hundreds of candles, which burnt in
bronze and silver holders, suspended all round the inner
wooden supports of the huge hall.
The most amazing vision of all, should an outsider have
gazed on the scene, was the coiffure of the people themselves.
They all had beautiful blonde hair which shone like gold in the
firelight, some wore it short and some loose and long, save for a
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pigtail. Styles were not designed by sex but by choice. And those
who had been out hunting, who had provided meat for the
feasting, wore their hair, stiffened with egg white and limewash,
in a central spike, like the hackles of the boar which was the
most choice of their feasting meats. Those of the hunters with
longer hair (women as well as men) managed to get a spike of
nearly a foot in height; and much laughter occasioned when any
such tried to get in or out of the main door to the feasting hall.
They were forced to bend double through necessity as well as
their laughter.
The strong wine flowed freely from the flagons. The
smaller children served huge platters of cooked meat and barley
bread to the adults sitting on skins around large raised tables.
Everywhere was laughter and chatter. It was a community bent
on enjoyment, on celebration. Sweet cakes followed and then
singing, dancing and storytelling. This was to be the pattern for
many days to come.
Tonight the stories were of the days gone by. As a people
they were little interested by the past, in the ordinary way of
things but tonight, the first night of feasting, was an exception.
When the sailors returned they would tell tales of a different
land and it was good to know where one had been in the days
before one was here. In generations gone by, it was said, before
our people settled on this land, they were sailors from another
land and this was the foreign shore. This shore was not
inhabited and our people came here looking for land and food
and comfort. Maybe there was unhappiness at home, maybe
they were looking for a new way to live in peace - for people
away from this land use weapons not songs to solve their
disputes. As a result they have many more disputes and many
people die unnecessarily. People did not die from singing. Well,
only Creachd, two feastings ago, who had drunk himself into a
frenzy and then singing furiously at the top of his voice,
mounted a table and fell off it, banging his head. His eyes
remained closed and his voice was then silent. They had tried to
relieve the pressure on his head, boring into his skull with a
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trepanning saw (a trick that oftentimes worked) but on this
occasion nothing could be done. Creachd had died as he lived,
wild with song; and many felt as they watched his body taken
into the flames, that it was not only the way he would want it,
but the way that it should be.
Those were the stories from the past, which the people
enjoyed. Stories of people they remembered, they loved; not
stories of a life which had no relevance, which seemed distant
and dark and unpleasant. Songs of rejoicing, of a harvest well
gathered, a river well fished, of the dance of man and beast in
the hunt. Stories of the minutiae of life, of the funny
happenings days or months ago, events which still brought
laughter rising in the throat and a tear to the eye.
Of little Eachen, named for his father's great skill with
the horses; a boy who when standing no higher than the belly of
a pony, hooked up his father's best chariot (the four wheeled
chariot used for racing at the end of the Autumn feasting) and
drove the horses through the door of the great hall, smashing
the chariot into pieces with the force of their impact on the
stone lintels. Oh, the laughter was great that day - the day he
nearly brought the great hall down.
‘I only wanted the horses to come to the feasting,’ the
little boy roared, as his father temporarily lost his own sense of
humour and could only see all the repair work to come. That
same little Eachen was now one of the greatest charioteers - and
wagon repairers in the village. He had had plenty of practice at
the repairing. The consequence of his high spirits was that he
helped his father to repair every broken wagon until his head
surpassed the height of a horse's head. By which time he had
learned his lesson well and was a first class craftsman to boot.
The story of Cuchull and Daebhan, sister and brother
who ran races round the village on the backs of their dogs. Until
this proved too tame and they tried the same game with a
captured boar and a domesticated sow which their father had
been trying to mate. Cuchull, always the braver, climbed up the
pen and taking the boar by surprised, jumped off the wooden
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railing onto its back. The boar, wild with the little girl hanging
onto his hair, chased Daebhan and the sow in a frenzy, unable
to decide whether to mate or to gore. The twenty paces that
Cuchull stayed on the mad boar seemed to the onlookers like
many minutes and to the little girl like a lifetime. Soon she lay,
stabbed through the leg for her pains, left with a limp, which
would always remind her that play was not always the choice of
the wise. Still, that same Cuchull had hunted the very boar they
ate at the feasting that night, despite dragging a leg. And she
proudly wore her hair in the hackle spike.
The man who had been late in arriving, who had seen the
sun finally give up its struggle with the horizon, who had been
truly pleased with his sealing of the grain, who would lie in a
bog for over two thousand years and therefore had no need to
hurry, listened to the stories. Then as the fire grew dimmer, the
night darker, he told his own well known, well loved story. A
story of the fusion of past and present. Of how the present was
different in different lands. Of how there was no place like
home.
He told of the sickness that came upon him with the
heaving boards of the ship, of the joy of putting his feet on dry
land. Of how that joy was short lived when he could not
understand either the words or the demeanour of those he
encountered. Of how he dreamed at night, always dreamed of
home. Of how, when far away, his dreams were of destruction,
of these furious, frenzied people he could not understand and
the havoc they wracked on his own village when, in his dreams,
they and not he were the travellers. Of the repetition of these
dreams till every sinew in his being cried to be home, desperate
to know that the dreams were not a reality, that the woman he
loved was still waiting for him in his house. That his love waited
securely for him. He told of sickness on the sea once more, this
time worse than before because it was a sickness of spirit and of
body. Of the joy of seeing the river of his homeland; of jumping
from the boat into the river chest high and wading his way
home. Of the exquisite pleasure of holding his woman in his
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arms and promising never to leave her again.
‘I am not a sailor,’ he told her. ‘I am not a traveller. I do
not want to see distant lands. I do not want the past or the
future, other places and other worlds. I want to remain here,
always in the present with you.’ And it was so. He stayed at
home now when the boats departed, when those for whom the
sailing and the travelling was a game and a pleasure had gone on
their way to the lands across the foam. He stayed and worked
on the field, his contribution of body being in the fields and his
contribution of mind being in stories observed from his own
heart, the sun and rain which beat over his own homestead.
Happiness in the hearth and the heath.
On this night, the people liked to hear his story. It
reminded them of the sailors; that the sailors would be missing
them, would be dreaming of home and would be bringing them
treasures and comforts. The sailors were gone for so much of
the year that many of the children forgot what they looked like,
what they sounded like, who they were. It was good to be
reminded that the sailors were always looking over the sea
towards their own sun, their own river. That they worked for
the good of all on the distant shore, trading and heckling over
goods and that their great joy was the autumn feasting, when
they were welcomed back into the fold. The sailors came back
like heroes, but the people knew that even the most hardened
traveller dreamed of his own bed, his loved ones and the
feasting in the great hall. And that while they brought back their
own exotic stories of life beyond the foam, the stories they
wanted to listen to most were those of the goings on in their
own village while they had been working away. Of children
riding boars and crashing chariots and jumping rivers. Of home.
As the fire faded, the stories dried up and people dozed
where they fell, exhausted with the night's activities. Some
stumbled home to their own beds, carrying weary children;
others lay close together, enjoying the warmth of their loved
ones, and knowing that before long the sun would once more
be on the rise and the last of their gathering tasks would lie
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ahead of them. Another day to wait for the sailors. Another day
to wait for the onset of winter. Another night of feasting, to
intoxicate the waiting.
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CHAPTER TWELVE
FROM CRADLE TO GRAVE
‘A ram goes bleating; Winder of the horn
When snouted wild boars routing tender corn
Anger our huntsmen.
Dread opener of the mysterious doors
Leading to universal knowledge.’
(John Keats)
Had life always been this way? Would it always remain so?
Where was the place where the past and the future met? What
strange country and who were the inhabitants of that land?
Could they be happy, knowing everything that had been and
everything that was to be?
If this knowledge makes a god, who would want to be a
god? Who would want to lose the sense of the present, the
immediate happiness, for a knowledge that could only bring
pain? To feel as the present, always as the present, life and
death; the passing of loved ones, the years of famine as well as
the times of plenty. Why did a man seek to know things that
could not be explained? Why did he strive to lose the sense of
utter joy, of unspeakable, incommunicable joy at the sight of
things?
‘Some men,’ he told the children, ‘some men, in foreign
lands across the foam, try to hold onto the past by writing it
down.’
The children were bemused. ‘By writing? What is
writing?’
He showed them a few scrawls.
‘These signs,’ he said. ‘Each of these signs is remembered
in the mind as a word and all the words together make a
memory that will last as long as the wood or stone it is written
on.’
‘But the mind has to do the remembering,’ Caeradh
pointed out. ‘My mind can remember all I need to remember.
Why do I want to have to look at such symbols and remember
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that way?’
‘It is for other people to remember, even long after you
are dead,’ he replied.
‘Other people remember my memories?’ she laughed,
‘how can that be? They cannot know what I think now, how I
feel at this moment. Whatever I write down about this will not
be how I think, how I feel; it will be something aside from that.
It will be a struggle for explanation and I do not want to explain
away my life, I just want to live it.’
Caeradh could always talk everyone round in circles. If
anyone was to be able to express themselves in writing it would
be her. But she, like them all, just couldn't see the point.
‘You can keep records with writing,’ he ventured, trying
to retain the importance of his special knowledge; not wanting
the children to reduce it to a piece of useless information
churned from the stomach wrenching trip over the foam.
Caeradh laughed long at that. ‘Why do we need records?
What does it profit us to know how many cows we killed last
winter, how much grain we will eat before the spring? How
many babies are born and how much glass we have traded? Can
we alter the amounts by writing them down? Can we change the
nature of things by recording them?’
Eerana, always less subtle than the rest, brought the
conversation to an end. He picked up the piece of wood on
which the writing sat and threw it into the fire.
‘What use are records now? he said.
The man shook his head. ‘I did not say it was useful to
us. I did not say… I only meant to tell you that there are
different ways among different people.’
The children scoffed at these ‘different people.’ They
knew that the people in the land across the foam lived a very
different life to theirs, from cradle to grave. It was not a life that
made sense.
‘To waste all your time,’ they said, ‘praying to gods,
fighting with men, seeking the unknowable and trying to hold
onto your memories after your body is gone by scribbling on
tablets. This is surely a waste of life? We live. We laugh. We
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love.’
The conversation inevitably turned to love with these
children. They were the adults of tomorrow. They were
reaching the age when love was what mattered. When they
would build houses of their own and pair off with the boy or
girl who had bested them at jumping the river only a few years
ago. They loved to talk of love. And so they crowded into the
workshop, where the man worked his fine silver when the
mood took him. At home, in the long evenings he carved
patterns into supple leather - goods to be sold and admired
across the foam. But silverwork was his passion. It was into the
silver that he put his deepest emotion. Silver was the three
dimensional expression of his love. The torc he had given to
Maedbh on the day they plighted their troth was proof enough
of that. She had not removed it from her neck for a moment
since that day. He smiled, thinking of his love. Of the love that
was in store for each one of the eager faces crowded in front of
him, wanting answers. They were lucky. Today his mood was
for stories rather than silversmithing and for minds rather than
materials.
‘How do you know when it is love?’ one of the quieter
boys asked.
Some of the others laughed at him.
‘You know when your body tells you it is time to...’ began
Eerana.
‘But how do you know when she is the one,’ the boy
persisted, undaunted by the brash Eerana, even in his shyness.
This was a problem that had troubled him long and hard.
‘It is a good question,’ said the man. ‘Love has many
guises and you will feel love for many people.’
He looked around. ‘Already,’ he said, ‘I see many of you
standing in front of me who have tried love and who realise that
this love was not going to last through two feastings, never
mind until their feeling is no more and the air blows over their
empty body. It is the lasting love which you seek. It is the
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lasting love which you do not yet know, but which you will
know when you have found it.’
‘So how will we know?’
‘You will know,’ he said, ‘when your first thought on
waking and your last thought on going to sleep are no longer of
yourself. When you are prepared to be bested by the woman, or
man that you love. When, if you are a man, you will see the
woman who is better than you at everything you do be brought
to her knees in the pangs of childbirth - and know that it is you
who caused this pain. That you are responsible for bringing her
the suffering. And that it is for you, for you who is inferior to
her in every way, to try to serve her; to do her work as well as
your own until your child is of an age. When you are prepared
to make the best you can of your feeble abilities in order not to
make her wish she had never agreed to lie with you.
And if you are a woman, it is when you feel, despite
knowing that you can be better at riding and working in the
forge and feasting, that you will give all this up for a time;
relying on a man whom you believe will be up to the task of
taking care of you (you who needs no taking care of), who can
care for herself and for anyone else in need. When you will
humble yourself in front of this man by relying on him to cut
the cord of your child, trusting him to bring it into the world.
Allowing him to start and finish the birth and never feel
unfulfilled as you carry the burden of the child, never feeling
jealous as you see him capably taking over from the life you
believed was yours.
For men and for women, this love is when you know that
you will humble your pride in the face of another and that you
will still be able to look that person full in the eye - that together
you will be stronger than apart. Then you know that you are
ready for the responsibility of love.
Eerana laughed. ‘Caeradh is better than me at everything,’
he said. ‘But I could not love her. She is too much for me.’
‘That is my point,’ the man said. ‘You have to match
yourself. Caeradh is so strong, so wise, so able that it will take
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quite a man to match up to her.’
He looked at Caeradh and smiled. ‘And it will take quite
some man to convince you that he can best you. That you will
want to best you in every way.’
‘Love is confusion,’ Caeradh stated simply, and left.
The quiet, shy boy followed her.
‘They are fighting against it now,’ said the man. ‘But the
love is stronger. They are a well matched pair and they know it.’
He shooed the rest of the children from his hut. ‘Like
you all,’ he said, ‘they want to remain children for a little time
longer. They want to savour love without responsibility, without
the giving and the losing and the gaining. But soon, all too soon,
they will think of nothing else but each other, and they will
know it has to be so.’
A voice cried out from down by the river.
‘The sailors are coming. The sailors are coming.’
The village sprung into action. Thoughts of love, of
work, of writing and gods forgotten in favour of the welcome
they had all waited so long for. The sailors swaggered from the
river, rolling as they tried to remember the gait needed for dry
land after so long on sea. They drank in the sights and sounds
of the village; those sights and sounds they had been dreaming
of for many a night. The children rushed downstream to where
the boats were grounded, eager in their allotted task of carrying
the precious traded items. What unusual things would they find?
Caeradh and the quiet boy engaged in a ferocious
competition to see who could carry the most of the heaviest
items the fastest. It was neck and neck all the way. Chariots
were brought to the waterside and filled with boxes then driven
back to the centre of the village. Bustle and noise was
everywhere. Soon the real feasting would begin.
That night gifts were distributed amongst the villagers;
recompense for the months of work they had each put in
making produce to be traded. Each chose what he willed and
each was satisfied. Dolls of all kinds for the children, clothing
and metalwork for the adults. Tools for the workshops and
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foodstuffs for the palate. Many beautiful glasses and flagons and
platters and belts. Although amongst all the booty the man
noticed nothing which they did not have the skill to make at
home, he lost himself in the enjoyment of a gift. The making of
the leather belts seemed so long ago that the receiving of leather
shoes made by another hand, where another person in another
land had pricked his fingers and cured the skin and done the
work, this receiving was a pleasure for the present - the sense of
something for nothing. And inside was a pride that somewhere
someone else was wearing his belt, feeling the same sense of
achievement, marvelling at his own handiwork.
‘Was it a good trip?’ he asked one of the sailors.
‘It is my last time away,’ came the reply. ‘They are too
fierce over there. Even on the way back we found that some
boats chased us, wanting to have our goods without exchange.
We had to hide up a stream for a day and a night to lose them.
The world out there is too dangerous for me. I want to stay at
home with my woman and my children now. Maybe I will work
at the leather and the wood carving alongside you.’
‘It would be good,’ the man replied. ‘Maedbh is ready to
have a baby now and I would work the glassblowing again for
next year.’
‘Ach.’ Maedbh, who sat close to him scoffed. ‘You want
time to run the chariots, to sit by the river and to think of the
sun. To fill the children's heads with nonsense about writing
and love. To tell your stories.’
He handed her a bronze flagon, one of the finest from
the trading party. He had chosen it from the pile of bronze
goods heaped in the centre of the hall.
‘Maedbh,’ he said. ‘Take this flagon. It is mine and I give
it to you. Like my life. And my seed.’
Maedbh took the flagon and filled it with wine from a
large jar a few paces away. She returned and drank the contents
without so much as a breath.
‘When you can do this,’ she laughed, ‘ I will be ready to
bear us a child.’
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He filled the flagon but could only drain three quarters of
it before he was forced to admit defeat. She took the flagon
from him.
‘I will keep it in the workshop,’ she said. ‘When you think
you are man enough for the job, come there and show me.’
They laughed. They all laughed. Maedbh, and the man,
and the sailor. This was truly a great feasting.
That night the feasting went on well after sunrise. There
was no work to be done, the preparations for winter were
complete, the store of goods to be traded next spring was
largely filled and they could afford to feast for days. Tomorrow
would surely bring a chariot race, a time to let their hair down
and enjoy the fruits of their labours. Enjoy being together once
again. The winter would come soon enough. For now, as the
man rose from the arms of the sleeping Maedbh and slipped
down to the river to marvel at the sights and sounds of the
moving water, moving yet all the time staying still, for now they
could give themselves wholly up to the present.
He walked through his village, comfortable in the
knowledge of every step, the familiarity of every structure. All
was silent, the workshops, the fields, the houses. Everywhere
was peace. He stood at the bank of the river, suspended in time,
in a moment which had no beginning and no end yet would
pass him by unnoticed into another moment, a time of action.
He breathed deeply and in that moment he felt his spirit truly
live.
~~~
‘It's happened again.’
Paul shook the sleeping Diane. When he had gone to
sleep the night before, heavy in the afterglow of lovemaking, he
remembered promising himself a moment when he woke, a
moment alone, to look at her beautiful face, made more
beautiful by its sleeping otherness, but the shock of his waking
hit him like unsuspected drips of cold water from an
overhanging branch and he had to communicate with her
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immediately.
‘What?’
She was uncharacteristically out of control, dozy, not in
command.
‘I've dreamed about it again,’ he said. ‘This time I
remember it all so clearly. There was feasting, and sailors
returning; bringing all sorts of things. So many things.’
She pushed him from the bed.
‘Write it all down,’ she said. ‘Tell me what you remember
and write it all down at the same time. Try not to lose any of it.’
Writing seemed so inadequate a method of expressing his
incredible subconscious experiences but he knew no other way.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
RAIDERS IN THE NIGHT
‘'Is there anybody there?' said the Traveller.’
(Walter De La Mare.)
This time, with Diane's help, Paul managed to construct a fairly
detailed map of the Celtic settlement through which he had
moved in his dream. Strangely, if Paul was excited about his
return visit to the spaceless, timeless, unreality peopled by vivid,
down to earth men, women and children then Diane was even
more so. She pumped him unmercifully for more and more
detail. This helped to fix the dream firmly in Paul's mind.
What were they going to do with the information? The
question hung round Paul's head like a hangover, constantly
nagging and preventing him from getting on with anything else.
What could they do with the information?
Paul still remained to be convinced that the dreams had
any value over and above being manifestations of his inner
turmoil. Diane, however, had other justifications.
‘It is possible,’ she said, without a hint of jocularity, ‘in a
quantum environment, it is quite possible that we exist and they
exist all at the same time, so to speak, but simply on a different
timeline. You have managed somehow to cross that timeline.’
He put down his coffee on the breakfast table.
‘You mean I'm a time traveller?’ he asked, wanting to be
sure that he understood the full import of the statement she was
making as calmly as if these things could happen to anyone at
any time.
‘I suppose so, yes,’ she shrugged. ‘There are more things
in heaven and earth, Horatio.’
‘But... I don't feel comfortable with all this,’ he said. ‘It's
all too weird for me. How did it all happen? I mean, I've never
had premonitions or... or any of those things. The odd deja vu,
but nothing serious.’
She laughed. ‘You're such a baby. Needing to question all
the time. Why can't you just accept the possibility?’
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‘I can't do much else but accept it,’ he replied, finishing
off a soggy piece of toast.
They were very likely to be late to work that day, he
thought. And Diane didn't seem bothered. She had grilled him
like a Nazi general, sucking out every last piece of information
until he felt mentally and spiritually drained. And now, while it
was still only seven forty eight in the morning, he felt like he
had been up for days. One thing about vivid dreams was that
they really took it out of you. He knew he would walk around all
day unable to concentrate, in some way confused about where
he was and who he was. The dream reality kept creeping in,
threatening his everyday life, and it made him feel uneasy; even
though the prospect of returning to the dream was something
he found he craved like an alcoholic craved drink, or a reformed
smoker that first cigarette.
They were going to be late and in a gesture not so much
of defiance, more of expediency they travelled together to the
site in Paul's car. It would be a minor lie to say she'd phoned
him because her car was playing up, got him to pick her up and
take her there. No one was that interested, and it meant they
had more time to talk. It also meant, Paul thought with a secret
pleasure, that they would have to travel back to hers that night
and... he didn't get any further than that in the thought process.
‘Then let's try to make some sense of this,’ she said as he
swung round a bend, the car rattling for all it was worth. ‘What
do you think started this all off?’
He hummed and haahed. He didn't really want to tell her
what he thought was the beginning. His desire to help her out,
to discredit Harry, to be the hero. It seemed so childish, so
incredible. And he didn't really want to tell her about touching
the bog-body. That would seem unprofessional and perhaps a
tad too weird. He remembered the strong sensual pleasure he
had derived from the supple leathery skin and shivered slightly.
It was not something to be talked about. Not even to the
woman you loved. Especially not to the woman you loved.
Women were likely to be funny about that sort of thing, he
imagined. Anyone would be. If he abstracted himself from the
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situation, he too felt a slight disgust; the action seemed to be
something between voyeurism and necrophilia. Yet the desire
had been so strong, the touch so sensual, the whole experience
so compelling.
‘It was when I looked in his eyes, I suppose,’ he said,
getting as near to the truth as he felt he dared. ‘It seemed like he
was looking back at me. Like he was communicating with me,
him in control, not me.’
‘Were you scared?’
‘Not at all, it was beautiful,’ he said.
She accepted this with a remarkable calmness, he felt.
‘Do you feel you want to go back there?’ she asked.
‘Back where?’ he said, negotiating a particularly tricky
bend.
‘To the settlement.’
‘We are, now,’ he replied.
She laughed. ‘Don't be fatuous, Paul. I mean, to the
dream. Don't you want to go back to the dream? Isn't it the one
thing on your mind? Isn't everything else; work, you, me,
everything; painted in dull hues compared to the
vivid
brightness of your secret life.’
He was surprised. She talked as if she knew something of
these kind of feelings. As if she might have had dreams like this
too.
‘Well…’ he reached his hand over and caressed hers.
‘Not everything is dull hues - the memory of you last night is
still pretty vivid,’ he lied.
He lied. He had lied to her. To her. He could remember
nothing clearly before sealing the grain pit. To disguise his lie he
smiled, catching her eye briefly before clamping his eyes once
more firmly on the road. His hand returned to the gear lever.
‘But,’ he confessed. ‘It is disturbing. I mean, I almost
don't want to get to the site, because I'm expecting it to be like
it was in my dream, and I know I'm going to be disappointed.’
‘We'll bring your site back to life,’ she said. It was one of
her bold, effortless statements.
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‘How?’ His eyes now wavered from road to her as he
watched the growing excitement which transformed both her
face and voice. In front of his very eyes she was becoming the
girl who dared to dance with a real Red Indian.
‘We'll excavate your settlement. We know where
everything is...’
He noticed she said is, not was. He specially noticed that.
‘...and we'll dig it up. We'll get as close to recreating it in
this world as is possible to get. Imagine it - the greatest Celtic
settlement ever recovered in this country. Years before Harry
says it's humanly possible.’
She had that edge too. She wanted glory. She wanted
revenge on Harry. Sure, she wanted to uncover the past, to find
out, get answers to difficult questions about people from
another time. She also hoped that the past would give her a clue
to the present. That there was a lesson to be learned. But like
him, he realised she was out for adventure. She wanted results.
Neither of them was truly altruistic about the quest. That made
him feel more comfortable, in a funny way. Like they had an
unspoken bond, a commonality which would justify whatever
they were about to do.
‘How are we going to do that under Harry's nose?’ he
asked.
She came up with an answer which he had toyed with
himself, which was part of his priming process of Jessie, but
which he had more or less discarded as too difficult, too
dangerous, and too unlikely to succeed. Now, coming from her,
it seemed not just possible, but the only way to go.
‘First we need more finds,’ she said. ‘More evidence, so
that we can pinpoint the whole settlement more specifically and
get people interested in its potential significance.’
‘Won't the body itself do that?’ he asked.
‘No. That's a kind of separate thing,’ she answered. ‘We
need to get them working on the body because that'll help with
dating. But we need to pursue our own parallel line too. We've
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got to expose the site.’
‘And Harry too?’ he queried.
‘Harry will have to take what's coming to him. But he'll
play dirty, so we need to box clever,’ she continued, and
listening to her speak, he felt like she had a direct line into the
thoughts he had been thinking over the last week or so; like she
had connected straight into his plans without them ever having
been spoken. He was not sure whether to feel comforted or
scared by this.
‘We can't dig the areas during the day, so we'll have to
pinpoint them and come at night, dig quickly and specifically,
without disturbing too much or causing too much mess,’ she
finished, no flourish, just matter of fact.
He saw a flaw in the plan.
‘Once we've got the items, what will we do with them?
We don't want to be exposed as robbers.’
‘We'll move them into our trenches and uncover them
during daytime digging,’ she said calmly.
‘It's a small lie, an expediency. But we'll record their
original find site and then at the end of the day we'll mark them
as finds there. Once we've got money to dig properly.’
So that was it. She hoped, by finding enough significant
artefacts, to raise interest strongly enough to fund a dig. To get
Harry thrown off his dig and to run her own, infinitely superior
outfit; discovering something of real value not just adding prethought out addendums to tawdry academic texts. To be
ground-breaking - to commit real archaeology.
He did not question her ability to convince those with
money to fund her dig. Odd that, since this was the single most
unlikely part of the whole plan. He had confidence that she
could do it, once they'd got the right artefacts, the right package
to offer. He was slightly uneasy about the method though, but
couldn't think of a better one. This had proved his own sticking
point - how to get people to notice the finds without losing
credibility. Maybe there was another way.
‘Couldn't you persuade Harry to let you dig another
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trench?’ he asked.
‘On what justification?’
‘Well,’ he said, thoughts tumbling over each other to
reach expression, ‘say we do a night raid, uncover some stuff of
real interest, don't take anything - leave it there exposed. Then
you could point out the interest to Harry and he'd find it very
hard to refuse. Half the work would have been done, and we
wouldn't have to move things around.’
She nodded. It seemed she approved the plan.
‘I mean,’ he continued, not wanting to stop now the plan
was spilling out, ‘we probably wouldn't get more than one
chance on a night raid anyway. Imagine getting caught the
second time out, that would bugger up everything. But this way
we only take the risk once - we have the element of surprise and
then we can work properly.’
They pulled up at the site. Although the conversation was
essentially unfinished, the decision had very definitely been
made. Paul spent the day ‘casing the joint.’ Callum assumed that
he was recovering from a particularly heavy night's drinking and
gave him leave to wander around seemingly aimlessly.
Callum was feeling beneficent. He had achieved his own
immediate goal last night and was grateful to Paul for not being
there to spoil things. It hadn't occurred to him to wonder whose
bed Paul had slept in. He had satisfied his own carnal lust with
the barmaid and now would be able to get back to his first
leisure priority - drinking.
It was up to Diane to find other people to interest in
extending the dig. Paul expected that she would be able to pull a
few strings, drum up some interest and that all he had to do was
to provide her with something really special to show them all.
This was the sticking point. This was where he was really being
tested. He had to come up with the goods. But what - and
where? He walked the site, as he remembered it from the night
before. He was pretty sure now he knew where all the buildings
were, the workshops, the homes, the great hall and grain stores
and animal enclosures. But how could he be sure of a really
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interesting artefact. Something to top the bronze flagon. That
had been a fluke. Was he going to have to rely on luck again? If
so, he was terrified he would fail, and failure would surely mean
the end of things between him and Diane.
She believed in him. She believed in his dreams in a way
he wasn't even sure he did himself. And now she did more than
believe in them, she relied on them. Their future was bound up
with his dreams, contingent upon his dreams, practical reality
tottered about uncomfortably on insubstantial nothingness. He
panicked.
He had to see the body again. The site was all very well
for sparking memories, but he felt that the real spiritual
connection, if such a thing there was, came from the body. His
only chance of getting a proper answer came from the eyes of
the man who lay on a slab in a lab two hundred miles away. He
had to see him again. How?
Luckily for him, Harry, who had been on the telephone
most of the morning, was required by one of the scientists to
provide them with further samples from the area surrounding
the bog-body find. It was a tedious matter of sphagnum moss
and a waste of anyone's valuable time to drive a four hundred
mile round trip to dump some soggy organic matter on the desk
of a white coated lab assistant. It was an annoying waste of
effort and resources. So the task fell to Paul. He had caused all
this trouble in the first place and he was the one member of the
team Harry would most happily be without for a day. Harry
was, of course, unaware that his plan would backfire; that his
punishment was Paul's greatest pleasure.
Paul had only the briefest of chances to talk to Diane
before he left.
‘I'll come straight back to the site,’ he said. ‘Pick you up
to go home. Wait here for me.’
She agreed to do so. No one noticed their conversation,
the intimacy of their glances, the briefest brushing together of
their bodies as if by accident. Everyone was too busy with lives
of their own. Everyone except Jessie. Plain, eager Jessie, used to
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being unnoticed by all around nevertheless herself noticed more
than anyone.
Paul's heart was strangely light as he drove to Edinburgh
with his samples of sphagnum moss. He felt like he was going
home. Not in the sense that he was returning to the town of his
birth, but because he was going to see the bog-body again. He
hoped. He had to. He rehearsed a number of scenarios in his
head, none of them providing him with totally compelling
reasons why they had to let him see the body. In the end he
knew he would rely on unabashed enthusiasm. They could not
prevent him from seeing his find once more. They must not
prevent him.
Later, he sat drinking coffee in an antiseptic- feeling lab,
waiting. The scientists were in conference with Kieran and
Simon. General cross-disciplinary scratching of heads was going
on all over the building. All because of him. Yet he didn't feel
he was being accorded any sort of requisite importance. He was
shoved away beside the test-tubes. Left until he was needed. If
he would be needed.
He looked around the room. There was nothing of
interest to him. Science had come a poor third to him at school
after history and pursuing girls. Physics had always been a
mystery to him. Force and magnetism were cultural entities to
him, not rigorous scientific truths. He had always been wary of
the notion of scientific truth. Chemistry had been slightly more
interesting, but only because of the way in which the teacher
would confidently predict a result: Today we'll mix this with that
and it will turn a bright orange. Fifteen pairs of obedient
students dutifully mixed this with that in the given proportions
and all of their test tubes turned vivid blue. Enough, one would
have thought to daunt the most confident of men. Enough to
make them all doubt the truth of the situation. But the teacher
remained unflappable – ‘imagine it has turned orange,’ he would
say and then continue, regardless of the fact that fifteen piercing
blue test tubes glared back at him. No explanation as to why
they were blue instead of orange, and no longer any interest
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from the students as to why things should go blue or orange
anyway.
Where the laws of physics were deeply suspicious, the
ways of chemistry were like a bad magician - one who knew the
tricks but had not bothered to perfect his ‘patter.’ Biology was
the only one of the sciences in which Paul had expressed any
interest. And that mainly because the hands on element made
girls squirm - cutting up rats or bulls eyes. People fainting at the
sight of blood or becoming ecologically aware and claiming
allegiance to a variety of radical animal rights activist cells in
order to avoid getting their hands dirty appealed to his anarchic
sense of humour. And biology held the secret key to sex. Well,
it promised that it might, but never seemed to deliver - at least
not in the classroom. At least not to Paul.
He smiled as the row of test tubes stared back at him,
their see-through viscosity preventing him from gleaning the
transparent secrets contained therein. They looked like water.
They probably were water for all he knew. But they could be
something vitally important. They could be...
His thoughts were disturbed as Simon, the archaeologist
who had evinced most interest in the bog-body, entered the
room.
‘Ah, you're still here, good.’ Simon said.
Paul took this as a hopeful sign.
‘Can I be of any help?’ he asked, hoping for a grilling of
the whys and wherefores of his miraculous find.
‘I'd like you to take a note to Diane,’ was the less than
pleasing response.
‘Okay.’
Paul did not like the feeling of being the messenger of
the gods. Surely he had a greater function than that. Surely he
had something to contribute.
‘The body?’ he inquired. ‘How are things going with the
body?’
Simon gave him a cynically knowing smile. ‘He's still
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hanging around waiting customs clearance.’
‘Sorry?’ Paul had expected something more forthcoming
than that. After all, he and the man from the bog had a special...
did no one realise...?’
‘We're kind of tied up with the scientists worrying about
dating of samples at the moment,’ Simon replied, his
demeanour melting somewhat. ‘You know what these test tube
bashers are like. Statistical data is king and all that. Until we can
ascertain whether there's a fault in the samples - which are most
awkwardly showing the body as a few hundred years older than
the surrounding material - nothing will happen.’
‘Why the dating problem?’
Paul was genuinely unknowledgeable about anything to
do with bio-archaeology - as were most archaeologists. Cross
disciplinary activity was not something to be encouraged in the
circles of academia. It reeked of the jack of all trades, master of
none syndrome. Specialisation was the name of the game,
especially where funding was concerned.
‘It's pretty simple really,’ said Simon. ‘But no one wants
to see it. The carbon 14 dating on the body samples are
different from the materials around because of the level of
anaerobic bacteria and such like. So, it doesn't mean the body is
dated inaccurately, it just means we've got to do more complex
scientific sums. But it’s easier to put it all down to an error of
dating on our part - it raises less complex questions. It's
considerably more comfortable all round to accept that the
body is first century BC and some scientist has made a mistake,
rather than admit the possibility that its sixth century BC. That
causes problems all round. For scientists and archaeologists. It
doesn't give Harry the results he's expecting. And Harry doesn't
like surprises.’
Paul thought he noted the slightest tone of disdain in
Simon's voice. He decided to capitalise on it.
‘Can I see the body?’ he asked. ‘It was me who dug it up,
and I've not really had a chance to look at it properly.’
He decided to play the naive enthusiasm card. ‘It's my
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first real find.’
It worked. Of course it worked. A kind of flattery.
Asking the experienced archaeologist to let you lick the crumbs
from under his table. Who could resist such youthful
enthusiasm?
‘You might as well see it,’ Simon grumbled as he led Paul
through the deserted, clinical corridors. ‘No one else seems to
have much interest in the poor old fellow.’
Paul wondered why the phrase ‘poor old fellow’ struck in
his mind so clearly. When the body was brought out and Simon
gave him a bio-archaeological run-down, he realised.
It was clear that he wasn't going to be left alone with his
body this time. That there would be no chance to touch or to
talk to the man from another age, who lay in such unfamiliar
surroundings but whose familiarity seemed to transcend all such
anachronism. As Paul gazed at the glistening body, he felt the
briefest of pangs of guilt that he had brought this man here, that
this was his responsibility. That here, far from the comfort of
the great hall, the love of his woman and the inquisitive
questioning of the local children, lay a man who was somehow
bigger than all this. A man who should be living and loving and
enjoying life in his own time. He pushed the thought from his
mind, trying to concentrate on the invaluable lesson in bioarchaeology that Simon was giving him for free. Information
which might come in very handy somewhere along the line.
‘Here you can clearly see the rope, where he's been
garrotted, poor old fellow.’
The simple, straightforward manner of delivery of the
cause of the man's death hit Paul with the force of a ten tonne
truck. He'd never thought of it before. Never wondered how
the man had ended up in the bog. He'd been so captivated by
the man's life, he had missed the most important known fact
about him - his death. The one certainty.
‘Probably a ritual sacrifice,’ Simon continued. ‘It's similar
to many other finds, especially those in Scandinavia.’
Paul couldn't believe his man had been ritually sacrificed.
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The community he had experience of, he was sure, didn't
believe in such things. They were peaceful, laughter loving.
What need had they of ghastly ritual slaughter? But the facts lay
in front of him. Beneath the peaceful seeming demeanour of the
man's face, squashed slightly flat by the pressure of thousands
of years of peat build up, were the unmistakable signs of a
throat which had been cut clean across, and a knotted rope
which had worked as a vicious garrotte. It made Paul feel sick.
Nothing in his life before had made him feel queasy in the way
this did. He felt himself turning a pale shade of green, and
reached behind him for a chair to sit down on.
‘Yes, it's a shock the first time,’ Simon agreed. ‘They look
so human in so many ways. So peaceful, so complete, so alive.
It's the natural tanning process on the skin, keeps it supple. Of
course you know that the epidermis is lost. This is a layer of
skin far below that.’
Paul nodded sagely, trying to contain his rebellious
stomach.
‘And the hair. A beautiful rusty red,’ Simon went on, ‘but
it would have been blonde,’ he laughed, ‘your sort of colour. It's
been tanned as well in a manner of speaking. We'll never know
enough about him,’ Simon continued, feeling obliged to keep
talking until the enthusiastic, naive young man in front of him
returned to his natural colour. ‘He's an excellent specimen.
Virtually no bone left of course, so DNA testing is out. But his
internal organs are pretty much intact and I hope we'll get the
money to work on them. He deserves us to find out all we can
about him.’
An ally, Paul thought. This man could be a real ally. He
was right - the least they owed the man was that they find out
the truth about him as far as was possible. He looked in the
watery blue eyes of the bog-body, captivated by their gentleness.
‘Ah.’ Simon saw Paul looking in the eyes. ‘You won't see
that for long. It's unique. We've never had one complete with
eyes before. We'll have to take them out to preserve them.’
Paul went pale again. Take out the man's eyes. The
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windows of his soul. The link between past and present. The
man had looked at him with those eyes, he was sure. Even after
death, the man could still see.
Simon shrugged. ‘I know it seems harsh,’ he went on,
‘but there's no other way. At least he's dead before we inflict
such indignities. If only his own people had been so
considerate.’
Simon's gloved fingers played over the wound on the
man's throat, but Paul remained captivated by the eyes. He
looked at them long and hard, knowing that he would never see
them like this again.
‘Can I have a photograph?’ he asked weakly. ‘Before the
eyes are removed.’
‘I should think we can manage that,’ Simon assented.
‘Something to show the grandchildren eh?’
Paul could not conceive of future generations at that
moment. The idea seemed completely alien to him. He was
locked up with the past - a past that every moment seemed to
grow more linked with his own present. A fusion of different
realities. The existence of the quantum conundrum in his own
mind.
‘Thanks,’ he said shortly, trying to disguise his turmoil.
Paul gave the bog-body one more long, hard look,
drinking in the details of the contours of the body that seemed
so perfect. He tried to memorise the patterns of the tattoos on
the man's arm, the delicacy of the fingernails and the perfect
toenails. He even focussed on the raw, torn ligature of the neck.
‘You know they found a medieval knight once,’ Simon
said as he led Paul to his car, ‘in a lead lined coffin. He was so
perfectly preserved that when they cut into his veins at the
autopsy, blood flowed. Seven hundred year old blood.’
Strangely, Paul was not in the least surprised. He was,
however, extremely disturbed about the thought of an autopsy
being carried out on the poor defenceless man lying on the slab.
It didn't seem right. It didn't seem dignified or respectful. But
he knew it was the only way to find out the truth about the
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man. To get answers. Or was it? Had he not, in his own way,
found out more about the reality of this man than science or
archaeology ever could? It all came down to the centrally
nagging question - what was the value of his dreams?
He drove back to the site in the thickening darkness, arguing
with himself as to whether he should read the note he was
carrying to Diane or not. He decided on not, but it had been
quite a struggle so that he felt as guilty as if he had read it by the
time his car pulled up on the nearly deserted site.
He jumped out of the car and went to find Diane. A light
burned in the site office and he decided to risk running into
Harry and spoiling his day.
He was somewhat taken aback to discover, upon
venturing inside, that instead of Harry, Diane was sitting
resplendently behind Harry's desk, and that Jessie and Callum
were also there, paying court. It looked rather too cosy. He felt
like an outsider.
‘I've got some new recruits to the cause,’ Diane quipped,
in a manner he found rather too light-hearted, given the
espionage they were involved in.
‘We're hanging on your every word. Where shall we dig?’
She asked him.
He had been so caught up in his thoughts of the body
that he had completely forgotten his major responsibility was to
find something worthy of a find. And now, suddenly, he was
confronted by a convocation of conspirators, eagerly awaiting
his say so.
‘What?’ he said, ‘you don't mean...?’
‘Tonight's the perfect chance,’ Diane smiled. ‘Harry's
been called away - something to do with his wife - an accident.
We've got to take our chance while it's here. There's four of us,
so we should be able to shift some earth. Where do we start?’
There were so many things Paul felt needed talking
about. The situation was out of his control and looked like it
would stay so. He wanted to discuss with Diane the risk of
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implicating Callum and Jessie, their trustworthiness, the wisdom
of the whole scheme. After seeing the body on the slab he had
almost got to wondering whether the best thing to do would be
to leave well alone, to leave the past buried rather than exposing
it to the tawdry cheap thrills of the present - the careless rapine
of the spirit which seemed to be the stock in trade of the
scientist. Now he was confronted with a ready made situation no chance to discuss anything.
Three pairs of eyes looked expectantly at him like the
eyes of those students at the failed Chemistry magician before
the trick went so badly wrong. He felt like the goose that was
expected to lay the golden egg.
‘I need a moment,’ he said, ‘I hadn't expected it to be so
soon.’
Playing for time he passed Simon's note to Diane. She
read it. Callum looked into the aperture of his beer can,
inspecting it as if it contained the secrets of the universe. Jessie's
eyes, though averted, seemed to bore into Paul's head. He tried
to disregard them all and think.
His mind was blank for what seemed like an eternity. He
closed his eyes and pictured the man in the laboratory. What
clues could he give them? The grain store? No. Inconclusive
and not of enough interest. He flailed around desperately. Then,
the mysterious blue eyes did their work. He didn't know where
it came from, but he was transported back to the fire in the
great hall - to the stories at the feasting - the story of little
Eachen smashing his father's chariot into the doors of the hall
and storing himself up a lifetime of penance in return. A
penance which would turn him into a master craftsman.
‘I've got it,’ he said. ‘A chariot. A Celtic chariot.’
Callum raised his head from his can. ‘That'll do, he said
simply.
It only remained for Paul to remember where the
chariots had been kept. Only he seemed to worry that although
he had seen chariots standing on the ground in his dreams they
might not still be there, in the same place, under the ground two
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and a half thousand years on. The others seemed to have
perfect blind faith in him. They believed in him. It did not fill
him with confidence. He only wished he believed in himself.
They walked across the darkened site, away from the
trenches. Paul had laughed earlier that day as he had wandered
round the site and realised that for all their efforts, every trench
that had been sunk just missed something of real interest. The
lottery factor of it all had seemed amusing to him then. It did
not seem so now. Now that he was responsible for sinking a
spade into the ground and coming up with the past.
They walked south, past the workshop area, skirting
where the great hall had stood. Past the enclosure where the
horses where kept to where Paul thought he remembered seeing
a number of large four wheeled chariots, that looked uncannily
like wagons. He realised it was time for him to take control.
That once again he had to exude the confidence he lacked, and
hope for the best. Make or break time.
‘Here.’ He pointed to an unremarkable piece of land.
They began to dig.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN
THE RIVER OF DREAMS
‘Thus against the wall they went
Thus the first were backward bent;
Many a bosom, sheathed in brass
Strewed the earth like broken glass.’
( Lord Byron)
Rattling. Bone-crunching, nerve-shattering vibration. Hard
wood against uncompromising, uneven earth. The very sense of
yourself almost knocked out of your head, the breath of your
body uncontrollable; pulse racing as you jolt inconceivably, the
earth rushing up to meet you at ever more alarming angles;
hanging on for grim death. Speed, ever increasing speed -faster,
faster, faster - panting, wind knocked out of your spirit, victim
of beast and circumstance. The chariot racing.
The sun sinking low in the sky behind the treeline.
Another danger. For now the ground ahead cannot be seen.
Too far and the horses will career screeching into the river.
There is no way to stop them. No brakes. Only courage. The
leaves and the branches of the trees rattle in sympathy with the
fashioned wood of the chariot, the planed boards and wheels
which jolt and shudder fearfully fast towards the river. The wind
in the trees buffets and howls - a storm is brewing. Nothing will
challenge the courage and skill of the racers as they hurtle
towards certain disaster.
The two leading chariots crash together, steel rims
catching, wood splintering, horses frantic neighing. The men
laugh. Look at each other and laugh. Who will be the first to
turn aside; to take the easy route - if any routes in this death
defying course can be said to be easy - and force the horses up
the hill towards the thickening forest, bringing them to their
senses; to a comfortable speed and at last a victorious halt. Who
will turn first? This is a personal challenge. The winner will be
the man who arrives back at the great hall with chariot still
intact, horses under control. But the hero will be the man who
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braves the fast flowing river, who runs his horses closest to the
steep bank without plunging over the side and crashing to his
destruction below in a mass of wood and metal and blood and
horseflesh.
The roar of the onlookers is great. They know the
danger. They sense it. They see it. Not as the men on the
chariots see it or sense it - not as adrenalin pumping through
every vein- as a manifestation, for an eternal instant, of the spirit
- the heart in the mouth and the spirit in the mind, seeing
clearly, seeing all life past and future clearly in the heat and the
sweat and the grinding noise of the present. No, for the
spectators the thrill is of a different fear, an imagining, an
observance, an inability to influence. Except by shouting.
‘Turn. Turn. You must turn now.’
‘The river. You are too close.’
‘Hold them back. You've proved your point. Head for
the trees.’
The men fix each other once again with their laughing
eyes, their triumphant, laughing eyes. Drunk on courage, more
than the thick wine from the feasting. And they continue to
head, neck and neck, for the river.
‘Daddy. Turn from the river!’
A plaintive child's voice, heard in the distance, carried on
the wind. It is enough. The split second indecision forces his
hand to flick the rein, to turn the horses just that slightest
amount. The foam flecks out of their nostrils and they charge
across the face of the other chariot, cutting it off, heading for
the trees.
No time to think of the child. To curse her or to praise
her for bringing the sense back into an overcharged body and
mind. For preserving life. Only time to hang onto the chariot, to
bear the crunching and screeching and screaming of cart hitting
cart; of hooves sliding on the mud and stumbling flank to flank
with fellow creature.
The two lead chariots head up for the hill, still neck and
neck, still the focus of attention. The chariot behind is still on
course for the river, unobserved. It holds course, an error of
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judgement at the final minute and its wheel rims teeter on the
muddy ground, the ground churned up by the battle in front.
The chariot upturns. The man jumps clear, rolls clear of the
river. The wood is not so lucky. It rolls and crashes and
splinters down the bank until it lies at rest in the river. The
horses have broken free from the yoke in the panic, but stumble
and slither and roll around alarmingly. The chariots behind have
a task to avoid the debris as they flash past up the hill. The man
picks himself up, calms the horses and walks back to the great
hall, to greet the victor - the man with more skill, more
judgement, more luck.
Later in the evening, chariots abandoned as the fire roars
in the great hall, feasting in full swing. Dancing and laughter and
praising of skill. Songs and stories of bravery and wonder. The
sailors have told their tales of the lands beyond the foam and
the storm rages unnoticed outside. Soon enough will be the
time to batten down for winter, to accept the death of one year
and face the harshness of winter which will hold sway until
spring is almost forgotten and the underground grain store is
plundered to provide a meal which is not salted or pickled.
Fresh food to welcome the return of the sun, of the growing
season.
All that is far from the mind now. Now is the time for
pleasure, for companionship, for drinking and eating one's fill;
sleeping late and rising late, taking stock and enjoying the fruits
of one's labours.
There is talk now of the future. Of what will happen
when the settlement becomes too small to provide food for the
companions. No one alive remembers where we lived before
here, but some of the old ones remember there was another
place. There was a time before here, a village before here. What
will we do? We will cut the trees first. A large party in the spring
to cut the trees on the edge of the forest, to give more arable
land and more wood for new houses. Many of the young people
will be starting families of their own in the next year. You can
see it in their eyes, in the hunger with which they look at each
other across the blazing fire. A hunger which food and wine
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cannot satisfy. Next year there will be less trading and more
consolidation. Luxuries from abroad will have to wait until the
expansion is complete. Everyone will be needed at home to
work on improvements. Not that many will be sad. Most of the
sailors are tired of the sea. And only a few will be hankering
after it again in the spring. They can go. To fish, to travel, to
keep contact with the outside world. If they wish.
For now, the sailors have no wish to travel. They are
happy to be back with their families. But also the tales this year
are of fierce men - chasing and fighting. Our sailors are peaceful
traders, they carry no weapons and are not inclined to fight.
This year they have avoided the armed men of the sea but they
are not willing to launch themselves back out onto the churning
waves at the mercy of such men. Better to lay low for a season
or two. Consolidate at home. No need for the trade items, we
are skilled enough to provide all we need to survive. Not only
survive. To live well. Leave the world of fighting and fierceness
to find its own way to peace. Stay at home and build instead of
going abroad to destroy.
But what of when we get too many to live off the land
here? Some limitations are set - the bog on one side, the river
on the other and the thick impenetrable forest which cannot all
be turned to arable lands or homesteads.
That day is far off. No need to worry of a future that is
so uncertain. Let us think of the winter and our plans for the
spring. That is far enough to look ahead. The rest will take care
of itself, if we take care of ourselves. Enjoy the feasting.
The wind howls round the great hall, cold, bitter and
challenging. Inside the company are warm in the glow of the
fire, faces beaming red with the heat and the strong sweet wine.
Inside is harmony and happiness, people joined together with a
common bond of family, a shared purpose, a joint life - bound
to each other with love and peace. Complete. As the singing
becomes more intoxicating and they huddle together, more for
companionship than warmth, they sink into dreams of the land,
the sky, the trees and the river. They float upstream on the river
of dreams. Above them the wind carries their destiny where it
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will.
~~~
The diggers set to with gusto. Speed was of the essence, for
despite the full moon they were using enough additional lighting
that should anyone happen to pass by, they would immediately
be exposed. Site robbers were the lowest form of criminal to the
archaeological fraternity, and repercussion could be expected to
be swift and probably painful. Callum himself had regaled Paul
with tales of how he had camped out a few nights on one
particular site that had become the prey of robbers and how he,
helped by a rather vicious Doberman, had given a good scare to
the vermin. Paul couldn't begin to contemplate the furore that
would arise if they were found robbing their own site.
While the others frenzied digging seemed to have the air
of excitement, Paul's own rhythmic spade movements seemed
more like grave digging than anything else. He was digging the
grave of his own reputation, his sanity.
‘Hey,’ Callum shouted, ‘I've got something.
They rushed over to see. Sure enough, there was the trace
of something. The wet ground had in some way managed to
preserve some of the wood and there was the clear outline of a
tracer, the wooden pole to which a pair of horses had been
harnessed centuries before. It looked like nothing, yet
potentially signified so much. They gingerly dug round it, time
now standing still, until they exposed a bronze yoke and the
iron rims of four large wheels. There was no mistaking it. It was
a chariot.
They covered over the find with plastic sheeting. Callum
agreed to be on site first thing in the morning, so that when
Harry arrived he would be able to tell him that on his early
inspection he had seen the disturbance and covered it over. The
rest would be up to Harry and fate. They had done all they
could. It was certainly a discovery worthy of further exploration.
A discovery even Harry would be incapable of ignoring.
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Another anachronism for Harry's comfortable first century
settlement. A well preserved four-wheeled Celtic chariot. It was
evidence of an earlier civilisation staring him right in the face.
Paul drove Diane back to the cottage. He knew that he
would not be able to stay the night. Now that Diane had drawn
attention to them, Callum might well want to know what was
happening if Paul did not return till morning. Callum would no
doubt want to talk to Paul himself, to quiz him on how he'd
known they would find a four wheeled Celtic chariot there,
when according to Harry's expert opinion, such a thing couldn't
possibly have existed in that particular place at that particular
time. Paul wasn't fully sure that he knew how to handle Callum's
questions. He didn't know what Diane had already told him. But
he didn't want to spend his few precious minutes in her
company by finding out.
He followed her into the darkened cottage. She lit the
fire, took off her coat, smiling - all the time smiling that
wonderful smile. He had put it there. It was because of him.
And he couldn't even hang around to derive the benefit of her
gratitude.
‘I can't stay,’ he said, stating what he felt was obvious.
‘Callum will be wondering...’
She nodded. But did not seem convinced.
‘What did you tell him?’ he began, but she stopped his
question with a kiss.
‘It doesn't matter now,’ she said. ‘Now is a time for
celebration. Enjoy the moment.’
As the fire began to crackle in the grate, he took full
advantage of the moment, making love passionately with Diane
in front of its gaping warmth.
A bare half hour later he stood again on her doorstep,
loath to leave, to commit himself to the dark night, to loneliness
and isolation. But there was no choice. Tomorrow, after all,
would be a hell of a day.
‘Sleep well,’ she said and smiled knowingly.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN
WIND THE HORN
‘There they stood, ranged along the hillsides - met
To view the last of me, a living frame
For one more picture; in a sheet of flame
I saw them and I knew them all. And yet
Dauntless the slug-horn to my lips I set
And blew ‘Childe Roland to the Dark Tower came.’
(Robert Browning).
As planned, the next morning Callum was first on site. The
subterfuge was largely unnecessary however, as Harry did not
roll up until after nine, looking decidedly the worse for wear.
Whatever his wife had demanded from him had not improved
his mood. He was not ready for this.
Callum took him to the place where the ‘robbers’ had
dug. Harry was furious.
‘Thank God you had the foresight to cover it over,’ he
growled. He lit a cigarette.
‘That's what happens when people start digging off-site.
Discipline breaks down and anyone and everyone thinks they've
got a right to go sticking spades in the ground to find a miracle.
Bastards.’
Callum pointed out that though the ground had been
severely disturbed, nothing seemed to have been taken but what
was left was potentially of great interest.
Great interest to the world at large meant more of a
headache for Harry. An early Celtic four wheeled chariot was
not one of the items he intended to put into to his addendum.
This whole fiasco was getting out of control. He wished he'd
never bothered starting on this dig. He'd rather have lost the
extra sales, because at this rate it looked like he'd have to do
more than write addendums. It looked like there was a whole
other book in this poxy dig. But it wouldn't be his book. It
would be a book countering all his arguments. Brought about
by his own actions. He felt sick.
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Even Harry couldn't cover this one up. He was in the lap
of the Gods, had to blow with the wind of chance, at least for
the time being. So he detailed Diane, Callum and Jessie to work
on the new find. Not Paul. Paul was more trouble than he was
worth. Harry couldn't help but blame Paul for all this. He
turned his mind to finding a way of getting rid of this mammoth
aggravation.
Nothing immediately sprung to mind. But he would
think of something.
Paul meantime, despite his chagrin at Harry's obvious
snub of him, was in his element. Things were going right. He
believed it was all going to work out. It certainly seemed that
way for the time being. Diane was impressed with him which
was one of the most important things and he spent more and
more time in her company - out of hours of course. While they
were working he hardly saw her. He reasoned that this was the
best way; it would prevent tongues from wagging.
While Callum and the others spent the night in the pub,
Paul and Diane would eat together, sit together watching the
fire until the embers burnt low and invariably make love before
Paul got back into his car and returned to his digs ‘for
appearances sake.’ Returning to his lodgings every night was the
one part Paul could have done without, but he understood that
now most of all they ought to be careful, now most of all they
could become cause of gossip and rumour and that gossip and
rumour could hurt their joint fortunes. Besides, Paul usually had
company while he slept these nights, in the form of the people
from the Celtic settlement. He was becoming quite attached to
this ‘other’ life, and it was easier for him to have such dreams
alone.
In fact, the night he woke calling Maedbh's name proved
to be useful. It made Callum think that Paul was a dark horse
who had met a local girl and was keeping it quiet. After the first
ribbing, Paul was happy for Callum to think so. It meant that on
the odd occasion he could stay over at Diane's. He never said
so, but Callum always implied that he thought Paul was going to
be with Maedbh.
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‘I wish I could meet this girl who's so special you don't
want us to see her.’
‘I wish you could meet her too,’ thought Paul, but said,
‘Can you blame me? What girl in her right mind would want to
get mixed up with a bunch of reprobates like this lot?’
Callum took the bait. Besides, personal affairs were not
the most interesting news of the day. Digging the new trench
took up a lot of time and evoked a lot of excitement, and
Callum and Diane were getting quite pally. Diane was looking
for reliable people, hoping that she might soon have need for
them. Callum could be most useful if he decided to hang his
colours with Diane. She was working hard on getting funding. It
was a subterfuge that had to be dealt with carefully to avoid
Harry finding out. The world of archaeological funding was not
that large and the wrong word here or there could mean that
Harry would get a nasty surprise. The prospect and
consequences of Harry getting a nasty surprise were daunting all
round. So Diane kept her own counsel, though she spent a lot
of time on the phone to Simon in Edinburgh and to various
other people Paul had not met but most of whom he had heard
of as big cheeses in the field. He was impressed by her
commitment and enthusiasm. He was also pleased by the fact
that she seemed to regard him and his dreams as central to the
whole endeavour. Life was definitely on the up.
One Sunday morning when Paul woke up in Diane's bed
having left Callum thinking that he was spending the weekend
with the fictional ‘Maedbh’, he was shocked to discover he had
an erection, and that the cause had little to do with the sleeping
body of Diane beside him. For Paul had been making love in
his sleep to Maedbh - or at least the man in his dream had been.
Paul found all this slightly disturbing. He couldn't work out who
he was in this dream. Sometimes he was convinced that he was
the man but this implied a vital connection with the bog-body
now lying cryogenically in a freezer in the lab. Paul couldn't, and
didn't want to begin to comprehend the significance of this. It
was too strange to be comfortable. But he had so enjoyed
making love to Maedbh.
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So much so that when Diane awoke and, fumbling gently
under the covers, noticed his aroused state and did the only
thing he would have expected of her, he found himself making
love to her but thinking of Maedbh. He carried this worry with
him through the day. Surely this was wrong. He loved Diane.
He had assumed that what he felt was love, true love. So why
was he fantasising about a woman who didn't exist, perhaps
hadn't ever existed. He was in a quandary as to whether to talk
to Diane about this or not. He decided against it. However free
thinking and straightforward Diane was, he was sure that mental
infidelity was something that didn't go down well with anyone
on the deepest level. Even if they acted as though it didn't
matter, it was sure to change things, subtly and only for the
worse. And Diane held quite a belief in these dreams, so her
reaction might be even more extreme. He decided to keep his
feelings to himself. To lie to her. A case of ends justifying
means. But he didn't feel good about it.
She noticed his quietness. Asked him what was wrong.
‘I'm just tired,’ he said.
‘More dreams?’ she asked.
‘Yes,’ he said, hoping he wouldn't have to elaborate.
She obviously took in his stated tiredness and let him off
with, ‘anything more of interest to the dig?’
‘Not really,’ he replied half-heartedly. ‘I'm just getting
more used to the surroundings there.’
‘You really must keep a diary of things which happen,’
she said. ‘You'll lose so much which might be vital. About
textiles and decorations and animal husbandry.’
He smiled weakly and thought of what he had learned
about sexual practices. He resolved not to spend the night at
Diane's for a while, till he got over this phase of dreaming. It
would be easier all round.
The decision made, he settled himself down to the
relaxed rigours of a traditional Sunday. It was restful in the
cottage, removed from the dig with all its problems and
excitements - removed from reality - locked in a timeless other
world with Diane. A world in which they could be anything,
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they could have been anything. A world in which nothing of
what they were mattered. Where only they existed.
But even this was changing, as he supposed inevitably it
would. Like any relationship, the passage of time had an effect.
However much you felt you were ‘out of time’ it still trotted on
relentlessly round you, and ‘things changed.’ Generally speaking,
being with Diane made him feel comfortable. He knew that this
sense of comfort was a sign that he was losing the first flood of
passion, losing the feeling that he couldn't stop himself from
kissing her at every possible and sometimes impossible
moments. He had never been this far in a relationship before
and he tried not to worry about it. He knew, as everyone knows
deep in their hearts, that love is a balance between passion and
familiarity.
They had time now to talk. They had important things to
talk about and they never seemed to have enough time. So sex
had to be rationed, it had to find a place within all the other
exciting elements of their life. Paul was learning a lot from
Diane, though he wasn't sure he could have said what. He was
enjoying being with her, her maturity, her experience - and her
cooking. He hoped it would go on for a long time. He saw no
reason why it shouldn't - if they were careful. Despite Harry, the
summer now seemed to stretch beckoningly ahead, unlike his
projections of the same period some few weeks ago. Now he
couldn't get enough of it. Even being reduced to digging in the
least interesting trenches he couldn't help but enjoy himself.
There was a strange irony about knowing that you were digging
some two feet away from something really interesting - and that
one day you would be able to dig it up without Harry getting the
credit.
The weather had taken a turn for the better and there had
been no rain for days. It was indeed unusually warm for the
time of year and Paul felt that everything was moving towards a
predestined point, a point at which he would gain recognition,
would make a discovery, would find an answer. His days and
nights had a fulfilment which he had never experienced before
and he started carrying himself straighter, smiling more at
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everyone and generally began to rejoice in the fact that he was
on a lucky streak and that his happiness was untouchable. He
put the horn to his lips and winded it triumphantly. He felt that
he was on the right path at last. It was only a matter of time
now.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN
THE BELEAGUERED CASTLE
‘Where are the songs of Spring? Ay, where are they?’
( John Keats.)
It was yet another fine sunny day as Paul sauntered amiably
towards Harry's office following a request to ‘talk to him.’ Even
miserable old Harry wouldn't get him down today, Paul
reasoned. Digging was going well, for Diane at least, and he
himself had found a belt buckle today, which he recognised as
being one of the trophies from the trading party. He derived a
great pleasure from his secret knowledge of the site, enough to
keep him generally good humoured even though Harry seemed
to be going out of his way to give him the most boring jobs. He
smiled to himself. No doubt that was what the call was for now.
Harry had thought of something even more tedious than usual
for him to do. A morning indoors writing meaningless numbers
on even more meaningless forms, perhaps. Whatever, it wasn't
going to break his spirit.
‘Sit down Mr Mackie.’
Harry showed Paul to a chair. In the classic style of the
power-crazed, Harry made sure that Paul's chair was lower than
his, so that sitting in it in a relaxed manner made him look
sloppy and he was forced to perch on the edge of it, looking
uncomfortable. Harry took full advantage of his extra seat
height and the security of his desk, and leered over at Paul.
‘What can I help you with?’ Paul asked cheerfully,
resolved not to let Harry get to him. He had seen Harry's fear.
He knew the man was only human, was a mess - something to
be pitied. He knew one day soon Harry would have lost all
credibility, would find it difficult even to retain a teaching
position. Harry and men like Harry were on the way out. It was
adventurers like Paul, men who took risks and went with their
hunches, men who wanted to get questions answered; these
were the men, and women, who would populate archaeology in
the future.
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He was so carried away with his reverie that he didn't
notice Harry had spoken. Had to ask him to repeat himself.
Which in the circumstances was about the worst thing he could
have done. It made him seem shocked. It made it seem like
Harry had achieved his aim. It made it seem like he couldn't
believe it. Which he couldn't.
‘It's not working out Mr. Mackie. I'm sending you back
to the office.’
After what should have been his second time of hearing
it, Paul reeled in the shock of the unexpected. Harry couldn't
mean it. He couldn't do this. Could he?
‘What? Why?’
He tried to contain himself but had been caught so off
balance he was incapable of making sense. His mind started
racing. He wouldn't be able to make love to Diane any more, he
wouldn't be able to walk round the site anymore, to relive his
dreams in daylight. He wouldn't...
‘Your work is just not up to standard on the dig, I'm
afraid,’ Harry continued in an horrific parody of politeness.
‘You aren't careful enough, you aren't disciplined enough. You
should be grateful I'm offering you the chance of work back at
base. I was in half a mind to simply terminate your contract. Of
course, if you would prefer that…’
Tailing off in mid-sentence, Paul still saw clearly where it
was leading. Harry wanted rid of him. The only way to be rid of
him was to back him into a corner. To spring something so
unfair on him so cunningly that he would rise to the bait and
resign on the spot. It was the one thing he must not do. But the
one thing he was sure he must do was stay on the site. How was
that to be possible? Clearly it wasn't.
‘Do you need time to think?’ Harry wheedled.
‘No. No, not at all,’ Paul replied, trying to remain
positive. Don't let him know he's got to you. ‘Of course, it's a
surprise. I didn't know you were unhappy with my work,’ he
continued.
Harry laughed. ‘Oh, come on Mr. Mackie. Ever since the
off-site incident, you've been the source of trouble all round. I
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can't condone your slack attitude to working practices. And I
believe you've been encouraging volunteers to dig vertically
against specific instruction. God knows what you'll be up to
next.’
Paul found the repeated phrase Mr. Mackie intensely
insulting, as no doubt it was intended to be. It reeked of a lack
of trust, a lack of respect. It was the equivalent of your parents
refusing to get angry at a misdemeanour and instead fixing you
with painful stares, telling you they were disappointed. He felt
himself in a vortex, spinning out of control. He knew he had to
play this right, but he was so shocked he was pretty sure that he
was going to play it wrong. Then he thought; the bog- body. If
he went back to Edinburgh he might be able to spend some
time with it. That would be time well spent, surely. Perhaps it
wouldn't be so bad after all. He looked for some glimmer of
hope in the darkness that engulfed him. He would carry on,
fight through this, never letting Harry know how deeply his
actions were hurting.
‘Of course if you are unhappy,’ Paul bit his lip and
carried on, ‘I admit I lack experience, but I had hoped to gain
this in the field. However, if you feel there's valuable work for
me to do back in Edinburgh, you can rest assured I'll do my
best.’
‘I hope so,’ Harry replied, sardonically. ‘You need to have
a long, hard think about your career young man. You won't find
many as tolerant as I have been of your maverick ways. I feel
bound to say that you need to get your act together. I've asked
them to keep a strict eye on you back in Edinburgh and if you
put one foot out of line...’ he trailed off, saving up the best bit
till last, ‘well, take this as a written warning. There won't be
another chance.’
Paul almost could not stop himself from laughing. A
verbal written warning seemed so ridiculous a concept. But he
also found himself trying not to cry. Harry had done his job
well. Primed his gun, taken aim and fired into the spot where
the shot would do maximum damage but leave minimum visible
scar. Paul felt that he had to get out of there. As quickly as
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possible. With as much dignity as possible. Harry took
advantage and turned the screws.
‘It's Thursday today,’ he pointed out, as if Paul would be
unaware of such a thing. ‘You can work the rest of the day, but
I want you back in Edinburgh ready for work on Monday. You
can stop by tomorrow morning and pick up some files I want
taken back there. Have the travelling day on me.’
‘I think my landlady will want a week's notice at least.’
Paul thought it was worth a try. Anything to buy time.
‘I'm sorry, I can't help you there.’ Harry smiled his
irritatingly triumphant smile again. ‘They're expecting you in
Edinburgh at 9 am Monday morning.’
Paul realised he was not going to win this. He stood up,
struggling his way out of the victim's chair and attempted to
leave the room with an air of dignity.
He passed Diane on his way out. His eyes signalled
desperately to her, but she had no idea what he was trying to say
and she entered the office, leaving him standing on the outside
of the door, broken. All he could think of was Icarus. The boy
who flew too close to the sun and whose feathers melted,
sending him plummeting into the sea. He was furious with
Harry, but mainly with himself. For not seeing this coming. For
under estimating Harry's cunning and guile and unpleasantness.
For not having the guts to resign. For not knowing what to do.
For being taken by surprise. For being so tied up in his own
glory that he hadn't taken the enemy into account. For losing
Diane. He was convinced that he was going to lose Diane. If
Harry could act in such a high-handed way with him, the others
would realise that there were no lengths to which the man
would not stoop. Everyone would have to be on their guard.
And Diane would have to ditch Paul as a bad risk, whether she
wanted to or not. In fact, if he were any kind of a man he'd
make it easy on her and break it off himself. He suspected
however, that he wasn't going to be ‘any kind of a man’ about
this.
He crossed the site, subconsciously taking the paths he
followed in his dream. It made his journey look bizarre to the
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modern diggers, but he paid no attention to them. He reached
Callum at the chariot trench.
‘How you doing pal?’ Callum chirruped not waiting for a
reply. ‘Look at this. It's really coming along great now. Diane's
off to the head man, to tell him we've got ourselves a virtually
complete chariot here. Decorated and everything.’
Paul wanted to say, ‘Of course it's decorated. It's the best
chariot you'll find. Made by Eachen, a man with a lifetime's
experience of the craft. And a love for it, a passionate love for
it. Of course he decorated it with carving and fine cloth and...’
Instead he blurted out ‘Harry's got rid of me.’
‘What?’ Surprised, Callum straightened up. ‘Sacked you?’
‘Good as,’ Paul replied. ‘He's sending me back to the
office with a mountain of paperwork.’
‘So Maedbh will be getting no more of your charms,’
Callum laughed. ‘Mummy won't want you out late will she?’
‘It's not funny,’ Paul said impatiently. ‘I've got to leave
tomorrow. Mrs MacMurray is going to be fuming over the rent
and…’
‘Look at it this way,’ Callum said, trying to make Paul feel
better. ‘You'll have a room to yourself and a hot shower when
you want it. And you'll be closer to your precious bog-body.
You'll be able to keep an eye on things that end. Maybe even
cause more trouble for Harry than by being under his nose.
There could be a lot of mileage in this if you play it cleverly.’
Paul tried to nod his head in a convincing manner. He
couldn't tell Callum of his anguish at leaving Diane, of the fact
that he felt his life would fall apart without her. He hadn't
realised it seemed until this moment, quite how much he had
fallen for her. How much he loved her. How much he relied on
her. She gave him strength and comfort and a sense of purpose.
Without her... but he couldn't talk to Callum about this. He
couldn't talk to anyone except Diane. And that would have to
wait till this evening. And by this evening it would all be rather
too late.
By evening, Paul had still not had a chance to talk to
Diane. She left the site without seeing him and he sat in his
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room amidst his packing, wondering if she had done it
deliberately. If it was her way of telling him it was all over. That
they should call it a day right there. It seemed the sensible
course of action. But Paul couldn't leave it there. He drove
through the dusk towards Diane's remote cottage. He seriously
contemplated not taking one of the bends and testing his
chances of survival against a tree-trunk, but he arrived there,
with the setting sun, in one piece.
He hammered on the door and couldn't help but feel a
wave of emotion wash over him as she opened the door, hair
hanging unkempt over her face; jeans and shirt rumpled and
casual. She was beautiful.
‘Dinner's in the oven,’ she said as she took him by the
hand and led him in.
He was amazed, as ever, by her calmness; her prescience.
How could she know? He asked.
‘How did you know?’
‘You weren't going to leave without saying goodbye?’ She
kissed him. Held him tight to her breast in a gesture that said
nothing about leaving.
‘I didn't know what you'd want to do,’ he struggled,
converting painful thoughts to insubstantial words.
She laughed. Intimacy restored. Problem solved.
Temporarily. She smiled and the sun rose again from its bed.
The world stopped spinning, or revolved at a speed determined
by her. Nothing else mattered for a moment.
‘What is there ‘to do?’
‘Well. You and me. I mean. If I'm in Edinburgh,’ he
paused. ‘If you knew, why didn't you come and see me on the
dig today?’
‘I thought it would be more politic not to,’ she replied. ‘I
thought you'd want comforting - and that didn't seem the place.’
‘I just can't believe it,’ Paul continued, feeling a rush of
anger, confusion, words come to his mouth and pass over his
lips unchallenged, unstoppable. ‘How can he do this to me? To
us? What's going to...’
She stopped his jabbering with a kiss. Another long, dark,
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passionate kiss.
‘The casserole will keep,’ she said enigmatically and led
him through to the bedroom.
He watched her remove her clothes, as if it were for the
last time. He drank in her body, the sense of her body, the
touch of her body. He gently caressed her, lay her down under
him on the bed. He felt he would never get enough of this
body. The dark, hardening nipples, the soft, smooth large
breasts which seemed just to be on the verge of giving way to
the dictates of age and gravity. But which were more appealing
than all the pert young breasts he had ever sunk his face into.
He kissed her all over, gently then with an increasing vigour.
She let him drink his fill. Let him savour the experience, capture
the memory.
Then she turned him over. She sat astride him, pinning
his arms down with her knees and stroking his hair away from
his eyes, his blue eyes that he could not prevent from watering
slightly.
‘It isn't the last time,’ she said.
‘I know,’ he said. He didn't.
She made love to him then. Made him pay attention to all
the pleasures she could bestow on him, without him having to
do anything other than be there, appreciating it. And after the
strange combination of gentle sensuality and raw passion was
over, they lay side by side for a moment. Only one moment
before she began to get up and put her clothes on. But it was a
significant moment.
‘This means we can spend much more time together without needing to hide anything from anyone.’
He didn't know how she figured this out, how it would
be possible. But he did know that it wasn't all over. That there
was a way they could carry on a relationship, develop a
relationship and that she had the answer. He could relax. She
wanted him. It would work somehow. He knew that with Diane
anything was possible. He would do anything for her. He was
lost once more in the impracticalities of romanticism. In danger,
like many before and since, of mistaking romance for Romance.
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Of blurring the boundaries between the individual and the
universal.
They sat over dinner talking. He drank too much wine,
hoping she'd ask him to stay the night, or at least recommend
that he didn't drive back. She didn't do either. They talked late
about the site, about the body, about the future plans for her
dig. But they didn't go into personal details at all. He
remembered that first time of making love, when she had given
him a lecture afterwards without so much as changing gear. She
really was an extraordinary woman. Then they went to bed and
made love again.
‘I told you it wouldn't be the last time,’ she said.
‘It's always like the last time,’ he said. It seemed a stupid
thing to say, but he knew what he meant and he was sure she
would too.
The next morning she cooked him an early breakfast,
very early, to give him time to go back and remove his things
from the understandably poker-faced Mrs. MacMurray before
going to the dig in good time to get his paperwork from Harry.
He had almost had enough of looking at her for the last time.
Almost had enough of trying to commit her to his memory.
‘I'll come over next weekend,’ he volunteered.
‘I'll expect you Friday night,’ she replied.
It all seemed so easy for her, he marvelled as he drove
back to his digs. To him everything was important, immediate
and infinitely fragile. To her it was all part of a larger scheme, to
be taken at a slower pace. She had that much more experience
of life, was that much more confident in herself and didn't feel
the need to be constantly challenging her position in the day to
day run of things. It was a trait he admired, but suspected would
only come with age. He felt young beside her. But growing
older all the time. What was a week after all? It wasn't as if they
slept together every night. The distance might be good for both
of them, make them appreciate each other, make each meeting
special, force them to consider how much they disliked being
apart. He sighed to himself. Perhaps this would be the
beginning of a phase which would end up with him asking her
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to marry him. He couldn't do that while they were both on the
dig together. That would have been an impossibility. No,
perhaps every cloud had a silver lining after all.
He was still treading the fine line between fantasy and
reality when he stopped off at the site. It was not yet six o'clock
and the dig was deserted. Last night, somewhere between sleep
and wakefulness, he had seen, or imagined, or touched,
something now drawing him to the site. He knew this would be
his last chance and he couldn't bear to leave without following
his hunch. He had to find something, something playing heavily
on his mind - an image that would not leave his waking brain.
He pulled his trowel from his jeans pocket and jumped
lightly down into the trench Jessie had been working on
recently. He began to scrape. Almost immediately metal
touched metal. It was without surprise, but rather with a feeling
of familiarity that he released the object from the earth. He held
it up to the light. A beautiful silver neck torc; three strands of
purest metal woven together. He brushed the dirt from it,
tenderly stroking the cool metal.
It was a gift. From the past to the present. As he returned
to his car, he had no qualms about his action. He did not for a
moment consider the import of what he had done. That would
come later. At that moment he was not stealing. He was
accepting a gift. He was also creating a secret, ensuring an
isolation - and breaking a rule without being caught.
Nine o'clock, scrubbed and brushed he arrived at Harry's
office. Sauntered onto the site as if nothing had happened. He
picked up the files from Harry, grunted a goodbye and carefully
shut the door. It was a door which was inclined to slam itself
shut without provocation and he did not want Harry to imagine
that he was leaving with chagrin.
He looked around the site, trying to drink in the pictures
for a last time, to imprint them in his memory. But the dull,
ordinary images of long-haired, grubby jean clad diggers was not
the picture he wanted to remember. The settlement he had in
mind was altogether more active, more colourful, more ‘alive.’
And it would stay in his head regardless of location. There was
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nothing he could do about it. His mind was a fortress in which
was locked a past so interesting that the present paled by
comparison. The enemy outside his fortress
seemed
insignificant because there was no way in across the time
dimension. He was safe, even if he was alone.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
KNIGHT ERRANT
‘It is not now as it hath been of yore
Turn whereso'er I may
By night or day
The things which I have seen I now can see no more...
But yet I know where'er I go,
That there hath past away a glory from the earth.’
(William Wordsworth.)
Back in Edinburgh, enjoying the home comforts provided by
his doting mother, Paul settled down to his new life. On
reflection he was not sorry to be away from Harry; though the
method of his effective dismissal wounded him deeply and his
distance from Diane left him with a continual gnawing ache. Yet
he had already decided that it was important he got what he
could from the experience, performed well while under
supervision and didn't get into any more trouble.
The immensity of what he had done in stealing the torc
had finally hit him. He knew no one could guess his secret, but
he carried it with him all the same. He carried with him the fear
of discovery. He became obsessed with the need to act
normally; to not give the game away.
Thus on Monday morning, he fronted up to the office in
a shirt and tie, loaded down with Harry's paperwork and on
being shown his desk, got down to it without complaint. He
held his nerves inside, clutching them close to him as if to
prevent the outside world from getting a glimpse despite the
fact that his presence evoked no interest, no comment, nothing.
The department was empty, the summer holidays having begun.
The empty building rung with his hollow footsteps. In the void,
where he could find no root, no crumb of humanity, it was as if
he did not even exist. It was ten thirty, which already felt like
three thirty, before the phone rang; breaking the silence with a
comforting high pitched dissonance. It was Diane.
‘Just wishing you good luck,’ she said.
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It was a brief and inconsequential phone call, but it had
made him feel better. He hoped that he might be of some use to
Diane here, as a mole or subversive or whatever, keeping his ear
to the ground to find out what Harry was up to, and what
chances there were of extending the dig under Diane's
leadership. He knew, in truth though, that he was of little
practical use, that he had been neutralised. His thoughts turned
to the bog-body. At least he might make some progress there.
He asked Sue, the administrator who held things together
that end while the rest were out in the field (and not a woman
to be totally trusted, having worked with Harry for nearly fifteen
years), whether it would be possible for him to go to the lab
where the bog-body was lying.
‘You'll have to ask Harry,’ came the stock reply.
Paul decided it would be important to try and get Sue on
side, so over the next few days he put some effort into
charming her. He manned the phones while she went for long
lunch-breaks, he bought her little cakes and fizzy drinks in the
afternoons and he kept out of the way while she talked for
hours to friends on the phone. After a week or so their
relationship was on a much happier footing, though Paul was
wise enough to know that he shouldn't give anything away. Sue
was still in the enemy camp, but she was not averse to a bit of
wooing from any quarter.
During the long lunch-breaks on his own, Paul used his
time to search for interesting information. He didn't know what
he was looking for, but it passed the time and he felt that the
more background knowledge he had of Harry, his methods and
potential weaknesses, the better. It was all rather petty however,
and too much of his time was spent inputting data into a
computer or reading illegible scribble of numbers and names,
things written in haste on the site which he now had to translate
at his leisure. It made him feel homesick for the dig.
His mother was in her element at having her little boy
home. Paul was the youngest of three and his two elder sisters
had long ago left home to have children of their own. His
reappearance had coincided, thankfully for him, with his father's
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being away on a conference, so he did not have to explain
himself to a man who might see through his ill thought out
excuses for his sudden removal from the dig. It would be much
easier in a week or so, once he was established back in the
office, to give his father a reason why he had been sent back to
complete a task which only he was up to. His mother wouldn't
question his sudden reappearance, wouldn't imagine any wrongdoing. Her boy was above reproach. He told her some story
about the bog-body and she, not understanding the first thing
about bio-archaeology, accepted his feeble line. He wondered
why this made him feel even worse. He wanted someone to tell
about his mistreatment, someone who would sympathise, would
boost him up. He was missing Diane. No amount of caring
mothers could make up for how Diane made him feel.
On Wednesday night he returned home to find that his
mother had ‘cleaned up his room.’ In doing so she had
discovered his secret. He felt again the shame and anger which
he had experienced at fourteen, when she had found his secret
supply of Playboy magazines. He acted with a similar
desperation. He told her that the silver torc was a present for a
girlfriend. She remarked that it looked old, was it an antique?
He pooh poohed her - of course not. It had cost him good
money, was a replica, where would he find such an antique? He
was rough with his mother because he was afraid she would see
through him. She only wondered why he was still so afraid to
bring girls back home. She suspected he was ashamed of her, of
his father, of his background. She did not know why, but
assumed that the mistake was hers. That he might have cause to
feel ashamed. He was clever, creative, artistic after all. She went
back to her cooking, her discrete cleaning and her ironing, with
a sigh; reminding herself once more of the inevitable trouble
which her ‘artistic’ son would always bring her. But he was a
son. Girls were less trouble, more predictable, but a son was a
son.
On Friday night he headed straight back to Diane's
cottage, as arranged. He told his mother that this would be the
pattern from now on; the dig had turned out to be more
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important than they had expected and he would be working
seven days a week from now on until the end of the digging
season. She applauded his stamina and assumed he must have
been promoted. She did not mention his girlfriend, hoping that
silence would bring its own reward.
Driving out of Edinburgh, Paul's thoughts immediately
turned to Diane and the weekend ahead. He drove along paying
little or no attention to the flashing countryside, an elation
growing inside him as he anticipated making love by the fire,
eating and drinking and simply being with Diane once more.
The five days had seemed like an eternity. An eternity during
which he had neither seen the bog-body, nor dreamed of the
settlement. He had been universally deprived and he had
confidence that on seeing Diane's smile once more, his
deprivation would be at an end. He was driving far too fast and
only the blow out of a tyre prevented him from driving into a
speed trap from which he would have emerged poorer in points
and pounds.
As it was, he swerved across what was thankfully an
empty road, cursing himself and his car. He pulled up on the
verge and got out. The back tyre was flat. He would be late to
Diane's. He tried to regard it as a minor inconvenience as he
struggled to change the tyre. On opening the boot, he
remembered how, not long ago he had been carrying that
special cargo in it and how he had imagined what would happen
if the police should stop him. A police car pulled up alongside
him now. For no reason, his first thought was relief that he had
left the torc in Edinburgh. It was safer there, although it did not
feel safe anywhere. Although no one knew he was a thief, no
one was looking for stolen goods, he was still glad that he could
not be caught red handed at that moment in time.
The officers had more mundane thoughts however as
they got out, made sure he was okay, breathalysed him, found
him clear and left him to get on with his repairs. A mere forty
minutes later he was on the road again, wishing he'd gone to car
maintenance classes, or had the money to buy a more reliable
vehicle.
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This time he drove within the speed limit, contenting
himself with the knowledge that soon enough he would be
wrapped in Diane's arms. Better to get there late than not at all,
he told himself. And sure enough, as he pulled up outside her
door, it proved to be so.
He was surprised, as they talked over dinner, at how little
had changed over what seemed to him a very long time. No real
progress had been made on the dig. Nothing mind-blowing had
been discovered.
‘Not surprising that,’ he ventured as he drained his wine
glass, banging it on the table just a little too hard. ‘If you had
tried to sink the trenches away from the interesting stuff you
couldn't have made a better job of it.’
That led to talk of his dreams, the settlement and where
there might be anything of interest. Paul's appetite was not so
much whetted by retrospectives of the settlement; he wanted to
get back there, to dream of it, to be in it when it existed. He
found anything else dissatisfying. But Diane wanted more
information.
‘I'm in contact with Simon at Edinburgh,’ she said. ‘He
could be useful. You should make contact with him. He's trying
to hurry things along with the body. And I've got him putting
out feelers for available funds. I think we might get some
money you know. This season.’
‘This season?’ Paul was amazed. Surely things couldn't
work that quickly. He had imagined that perhaps once Harry
had left the site in September, it would lie undisturbed through
the winter and then they would open it up again the next spring.
He hadn't anticipated that things would be able to move faster
than this; funding was a notoriously long-winded process.
Maybe more had been happening than he imagined.
Diane had broken free. He came to a jolt with the
realisation that, unlike the people in his dreams Diane not only
existed without him but seemed to be doing very well. Was in
control of it all without him. It was wrong somehow. Surely the
hero was supposed to rescue the heroine. He wished, for a
moment that he had brought the torc - was able to lay it down
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at her feet, present it to her in a grand gesture. Prove he was still
worth something. That he had a special gift to offer her - a
direct link with the past. But jealousy flashed through his mind.
The torc was his. The gift was to him. It was his link to
Maedbh.
It was his secret. A secret waiting for its moment to
come. The moment when it would express its significance, sing
out its worth, attain a meaning above the aesthetic, the
archaeological, the actual. It was an answer. He had only to find
out the question.
Diane spoke. Brought him back to reality.
‘I'm able to call in a few favours and I hope, if everything
goes well, we'll be digging alongside Harry by August. We won't
have much time. That's why it's important that we know exactly
where to dig. That's why your dreams are so important.’
Flattered at her recognition of his importance to her
now, Paul did not stop to wonder if he was only important
because of his dreams. No, surely he was more than that to
Diane. He knew he was.
They made love long into the night and when Paul fell
asleep, he slept heavily, without dreaming. The next day they
spent mostly in bed, not rising till three o'clock, except to bring
food and drink from the kitchen to the bedroom for sustenance
between lovemaking. It was a magical feeling, that feeling that
nothing else mattered, that the world outside did not exist, that
time had stopped still. It was broken, of course, by a phone call.
Simon. Wondering if Diane had any more solid information for
him. She gave Paul some photo's to take to Simon. Paul realised
this meant he would be back in the same building as the bog
man once more and this raised his spirits even further.
Getting dressed they went out for a walk prior to his
leaving. He didn't want to leave, didn't know how to, didn't
want to get used to saying goodbye, to this being the pattern.
Diane took it much more in her stride. But then she had much
more to look forward to in the week ahead. Except Harry of
course. He felt guilty. Things weren't that great for Diane either
after all; he should stop belly aching and get on with his lot.
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They kissed goodbye and he left around five thirty, back to his
mother and a dinner kept hot in the oven.
It was Wednesday before Paul got the chance to go and
see Simon at the lab. It had lingered in his consciousness for
what seemed like an eternity, a high point in life seemingly
eternally out of reach. But then it came. And with it came the
inevitable disappointment. On request, Simon took him to see
the body; hauled it out of its freezer compartment. It lay there,
eyes removed, looking sadly inhuman, smaller and sadder than
before.
‘Is nobody doing anything with him?’ Paul asked.
‘Been left there to rot – metaphorically,’ came Simon's
unwelcome reply. ‘Maybe we'll get some interest soon. If
Diane's plan works.’
Simon didn't seem to want to divulge Diane's plan to
Paul. He obviously didn't have the faintest idea that there was
anything ‘going on’ between them and regarded Paul with a
polite suspicion. Simon had a job to do, he and Diane had
obviously made some plans together and Paul was not
important enough to be privy to them. For one moment,
standing beside Simon in the hallway, Paul thought of Jessie; felt
a kindred spiritual bonding with her. Then he forgot she even
existed.
‘I think it's quite likely we'll get funding for the site from
the University, and a couple of private funders Diane has
charmed,’ said Simon. ‘I believe she wants to get a small team
up and ready for digging from August through to October.
Would you be interested? I know she thinks highly of you.’
Paul was stunned. Here was Simon offering him a job.
Simon telling him that Diane thought highly of him. He was not
sure whether to laugh or be offended.
‘Is it really likely?’ he asked.
‘Between you and me.’ Simon said conspiratorially, ‘Yes,
I think it is.’
‘What about Harry?’
‘Ah. There's the rub. It could get a bit dirty.’ Simon
voiced the opinion Paul had already formed. ‘There's not going
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to be a nice way of doing it. Inevitably our dig will show up
Harry as being ill-informed if not deliberately obstructive to
finding out the truth. We'll have to be very careful. Harry could
make a lot of trouble for us.’
Paul nodded. He was amazed. Simon talked of ‘our dig’
of ‘Harry making trouble’ as if he hadn't already made trouble.
‘He's already tried to side-line me,’ Paul pointed out.
‘Because I found the body. I'm the one who's made him look
stupid so far.’
Simon nodded. He obviously saw Paul as a rather
arrogant, inexperienced young man on his first job, a man
without the integrity to realise that there were far wider games
being played than those of which he seemed central. To Paul,
Simon's attitude was verging on the patronising. Simon knew it
would seem that way, but he had been a young archaeologist
once. He had lived through many of Paul's experiences and...
Paul cursed himself for letting his emotions show. He
knew how it must look, but he couldn't help himself. He knew
that he had much more input into the proposed dig than Simon
could ever know. A man like Simon would not be swayed or
convinced by the dreams of an overenthusiastic youngster. A
man like Simon wanted evidence that could be justified in a
more traditional way. Not, Paul thought, that the traditional
ways were actually any more justifiable. It was all guesswork
really, but the archaeologists seemed to want to keep that a
secret. Especially from the funders. Not surprising really, he
reflected.
Despite Simon's rather patronising nature, he did offer to
go out for a drink with Paul. They went to a busy pub on the
Lothian Road, and talked inconsequentially about this and that.
Simon was interested to discover that Paul had been brought up
in Edinburgh, pumped him for information of good pubs,
restaurants and places to meet women. Paul reflected upon
how, though he was the complete opposite of Callum, Simon
nevertheless seemed to be fitting into the space left by him.
Simon came from Hampshire and found Edinburgh windy and
rather inhospitable, though it was getting better as the tourists
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began to pour in. He was looking forward to the prospect of
getting down to Galloway and working on a dig. He'd been
stuck in labs for too long.
The glances from the women in the pub put the idea in
Paul's head that Simon was not unattractive to women. He
looked at Simon, trying to think what women would see in the
lean, clean shaven face, the slightly wavy mousy hair, the full
lips, Romanesque nose and aquiline features. Was this attractive
to women? To Diane? He dismissed the idea as his own
paranoia.
Simon's advice to Paul after a couple of pints, when
discussing his next trip to Galloway, was simple.
‘You'd better make sure you keep out of Harry's way,’
was all he said.
‘Don't worry,’ Paul replied. ‘I've no intention of going
anywhere near him.’
He wondered what Simon would say if he knew Paul's
real reason for going down the site, if he could see Paul and
Diane together. It gave him a warm glow to know that at least
here he had the advantage over Simon. There were things Paul
knew of which Simon had no inkling. More important things
than the cloak and dagger undercover machinations of Simon to
help Diane get funding for her dig. As it drew late into the
evening and they reached their fifth pint, Paul thought of asking
Simon how he knew Diane, how far they went back but he
decided against it. His mind still held the nagging doubt that
there might be something he didn't want to hear.
Paul was so busy leading his double life, smiling and
obliging at the office then rushing to Diane's cottage for
weekends of subversive passion that he was unaware of what
was going on around him. He fell into the trap of thinking
himself the centre of all that was happening - the trap Simon
had silently accused him of. Harry no longer became a real
person to him, just a name to be ousted, an inconvenience to be
worked round. He no longer seemed a real threat. He was just a
manifestation of ‘them’ who always made life difficult, whatever
it was you were trying to do.
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In the chaos of his daily life he lost sight of questions
which had formerly been central. They lay in the bottom drawer
of his mind, under the socks that didn't fit comfortably but were
not shabby enough to be thrown away, and whose purpose now
seemed to be cradling the slowly tarnishing silver torc.
Busy days were accompanied by busy nights. They
tended to occur when at Diane's and invariably led him into a
world of peace, calm and happiness. Through the frequent
dreams he built up a pretty exhaustive picture of exactly where
things were in the Celtic settlement. By mid-June he felt he
knew the settlement as well as he knew the streets of Edinburgh
he had walked all his life.
He remembered how quickly he had got used to the
layout of St Andrews, a town with three main streets: North,
Market and South bisected by numerous streets all of which
seemed to be called Bell Street. Of how all roads led to the
Union building, or to Kate's bar. Of how the beaches lay either
side of the town as if to remind one that there were more
important things in life than study. Of the ruined castle, the
cathedral and the pier which clung to the rocks, jutting out into
the heavy North Sea.
The Celtic settlement was even easier to master than the
town plan of St Andrews, and infinitely more exciting. The
people had become as real to him, more real in many cases, than
the undergraduates with whom he had shared his life. He found
himself existing in the present - Monday to Friday was an
existence, not a life; he played a part, fulfilled a role but didn't
really live. Then at the weekends life was breathed back into
him; first by Diane's lovemaking but more all embracingly by
dreaming of the settlement. It became so much a part of his
everyday experience - the unusual became so commonplace
over time that he never even questioned whether it was taking
over his life.
He drove the roads from Edinburgh to Galloway
regularly, like a knight errant on a cyclical quest. Whichever path
he took it could not lead him to his destination; not in
wakefulness. He came upon his destination when he gave
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himself up to sleep, ceasing to take control of his journey,
allowing himself to succumb to his subconscious - or to another
kind of world entirely.
The summer days grew longer. The sun lit up the sky late
into the night and darkness seemed like a thing of the past. He
felt the joy of the sun on his face as he drove across the
country, window wound down, radio blaring, anticipating the
love of a good woman. He was enjoying being able to take it all
for granted. And soon, he hoped all too soon, he would be back
in Galloway full time. Back to give Harry a run for his money.
Unsuspecting Harry, who didn't know that his stable grip on his
methodical world was about to be kicked from under him at any
moment.
While the relationship with Diane seemed to go from
strength to strength, Paul still found her an enigma. He
supposed she would always be so. She was a woman. She would
always hold mystery for him, even as Maedbh held mystery for
him in his dreams. They had so much in common Maedbh and
Diane, despite being separated by the years, by cultures and by
consciousness. Paul often wondered whether, if they met, they
would get on; or, in the way that was common of people who
were so alike, they would snarl at each other and refuse to see
the similarities which were so glaringly obvious to everyone
around them. He spent a lot of time wondering what would
happen if he could meld the two worlds, if there could be a way
of bringing the Celts forward in time or his contemporaries
back in time - a way other than archaeology. The worlds were so
different. He knew, somewhere deep in him, that an
understanding of one by the other was completely impossible,
that his ultimate quest was unachievable. But he cast such
thoughts from his mind. Surely he could come up with an
answer - the answer - if only he could think about it hard
enough. If only he could experience enough. If only he could
dig deep enough. Meanwhile he kept pounding up and down
the roads in his modern chariot, thinking only of the chariot
races of the earlier time, missing everything that was racing
around him in the present. Whether it is possible to live in two
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times remains to be proved, but it is certainly impossible to live
two different lives contemporaneously without reaching a crisis
point. Riding a horse facing two different directions is not only
a logical impossibility.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
SETTING SAIL FOR FOREIGN SHORES
‘'Courage!' he said, and pointed toward the land,
This mounting wave will roll us shoreward soon.’
(Alfred, Lord Tennyson.)
Paul's one real regret during that summer was the fact that
nothing was happening to the bog-man. That he appeared to
have been forgotten, that matters on the site seemed to be so
much more interesting. People appeared to have more interest
in shattered splinters of inanimate substance than in a real
human being. A man who had lived a real life, whose perfect
remains could surely tell a story - give some real answers.
He made it a kind of pilgrimage to go to see the body
from time to time. He became rather a pain for Kieran and
Simon, who had better things to do than indulge him. After the
first few visits he had to pretend he was there for another
reason, to feed a burgeoning interest in bio-archaeology, and
then, when he had got them on side, got them to bore him with
intricate details about pollen content and faecal remains, only
then would he ask if there was any news on the bog- body.
There never was. Nothing ever happened. The man lay in the
freezer as inert as he had lain in the bog for two and a half
thousand years. Paul began to wonder if there had been any
purpose in digging him up at all.
Then, one muggy day in the middle of July, Paul paid a
visit to the lab, taking some samples from the dig that had been
sent over with Callum earlier in the week. It had been good to
see Callum again, to get the perspective of someone who knew
nothing about the sub-plot. Although it turned out that Callum
had been approached by Diane and had declared his hand. He
was prepared to give up the security of a job with Harry for the
excitement of a dig with Diane. For a dig where the results were
not known in advance. Paul was happy that Callum had pulled
through, had evinced an interest beyond drinking and
womanising and cynicism. So his heart was relatively light as he
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entered Simon's office. It was empty.
He wandered off down the corridor and eventually found
Kieran's office. He knocked on the door and entered in
response to the short, gruff ‘Come in.’
‘I was looking for Simon,’ he said.
He didn't feel like expanding the statement. It was none
of Kieran's business. Paul had grown to dislike Kieran since
their first meeting. While then he had found it most useful that
Kieran was slapdash and half-hearted in his approach to work,
this facet had become increasingly irritating as they attempted to
‘get things done’ in preparation for the great battle of the digs.
Kieran was kept in the dark, his allegiance to Harry was an
unknown quantity. It was generally suspected that Kieran was
on Harry's side but it wasn't possible to ask him without
revealing one's own hand. So they had to put up with his lack of
speed, lack of interest and incredible capacity to temporarily
‘lose’ just the piece of information you needed at any given
time.
‘He's not here.’
Two could play at that game. Paul stood for a moment,
uncertain which tack to take.
‘Do you know when he'll be back?’
‘No.’
‘Shall I come back later?’
‘What do you want? Have you got something to leave for
him? If so, I'll take it. He'll be away for a couple of days
anyway.’
Paul had to think quickly. The information he had was
for Simon's eyes only. Yet Kieran could become unpleasantly
suspicious if he didn't give him some reason for his visit. He
resorted to the naïve youthful pain in the butt routine.
‘I was reading up about the process of decay due to
unusual bacterial activity,’ he said. ‘I got a bit stuck. I thought he
might be able to explain...’ he tailed off under Kieran's critical
gaze, ‘well,’ he continued, willing to give it a try, ‘as long as I'm
here, do you think I could just...’
‘See the body?’ Kieran cut him off and broke into his
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hyena like laughter. ‘I'm afraid not. It's not here any more.’
‘What?’ Paul recoiled as if he had taken the full blast of a
shotgun.
‘Simon's gone over to Scandinavia with it.’ Kieran had no
reason not to let the information out now. Now Paul could do
nothing about it. ‘Harry's been in consultation with some
experts over there. They're in a much better position to do the
work than us. Got more experience.’
‘Harry did what?’ Paul couldn't contain himself. Here was
Harry, the man who had scorned the whole thing, going behind
his back and getting information on ‘his’ bog-body.
Kieran looked at Paul, a hint of sarcasm in his eyes.
‘It is his dig after all,’ he pointed out.
‘Bastard,’ Paul thought. He vocalised his thoughts
somewhat less radically. ‘I just wish I could have gone too.’
‘They took the ferry yesterday,’ Kieran volunteered.
‘Simon's just delivering the body, staying around to see the
initial autopsy and then coming back. It'll be ages before there's
any real results. That's archaeology. Not for those of us who like
an instant fix.’
This comment seemed to be directed at Paul. Kieran
definitely knew something. He was definitely in cahoots with
Harry. And Harry just had to be up to something behind the
scenes. Did he suspect anything, or was he just getting his
counter attack in early, warning anyone off against challenging
his authority. Paul needed time to think.
He made his excuses and left the lab. Instead of going
home, he got into his car and found himself driving towards
Galloway, towards Diane. He was drawn towards her on an
impulse, but what impulse? There was important stuff to be
discussed. But most of all he wanted to vent his spleen, express
his anger to someone who would understand and, he hoped,
sympathise. He couldn't work out what he was most annoyed
about. Initially he thought it was because he hadn't been
informed. But he knew he had no rights over the body. Then he
thought it was because this was another obvious snub from
Harry, when he'd been working so hard to be the model
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employee. He needn't have bothered. Finally he realised that he
was mostly upset because he knew the bog-man didn't like sea
voyages. He hadn't wanted to leave his settlement again, not
travel to the land beyond the foam. He, Paul, had displaced the
man; he'd taken him out of his time and space and was
ultimately responsible for shipping him in a crate over the sea to
a foreign place where he would most likely be accorded no
respect, would be treated like so much scientific data. It was all
Paul's fault. It made Paul feel sick to his stomach, to think of
what he had done to a man who had never done any harm to
him. To the man who had opened up his mind, expanded his
horizons, given him answers he could never have found in his
present life. Then he realised. In displacing the man he had also
displaced himself.
He was a wreck by the time he arrived at Diane's. She
wasn't there. He looked at his watch. It was seven thirty. Surely
she should be there by now. He waited. Eight o'clock passed,
then nine o'clock. He thought about going to the pub, to see if
she was there. He decided against it. He thought about going to
the dig. Maybe she was in a meeting with Harry. He decided
against that too. He wasn't supposed to be there. It was
Wednesday. He had to be back in Edinburgh in the morning.
Where the hell was she?
He tried the door. It was locked. He went round the
back, determined to break in if necessary. Luckily the back door
was not locked, so he let himself in and paced the cottage floor
for a while. Ten o'clock came and no Diane. He lay down on
the bed. He was tired. The emotional turmoil he had been
bottling up had made him unutterably weary. He fell asleep.
~~~
Alone. In a dark place. A strange dark place which is not my
home. I am far away from home; the home I swore I would
never leave again. The place where I was happy. How have I got
here? What am I doing here? It is dark and I cannot see. I open
my eyes but I cannot see. I cannot feel properly. I am
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constricted. I know I have travelled a great distance against my
will and I know I am no longer in control of my destiny. I do
not know when all this happened. I fell asleep. The last thing I
remember is sleep. I do not recall what disturbed me, I do not
know how I got here but it is wrong. It feels wrong. I am
scared. Am I alive? I am not even certain of that. The darkness
is profound. I cannot feel my eyes, my body. I cannot feel at all.
I cannot cry out, though I want to shout at the top of my voice.
I cannot communicate. Can I be dead?
Turning over in the darkness, I feel the warmth of her
skin beside me. The woman I love will comfort me, will make
things better. I cannot see her, but I know she is there. My
senses respond to her presence. I feel her skin, her soft skin; its
smell and texture are as a familiar memory to me. It is not clear
if she is awake, if I am awake; we hover somewhere between the
lands of dream and reality, clinging to each other.
I tenderly hold her breast, run my fingers over it, caress
her. We kiss. Lost in her kiss I do not care where I am, who I
am, what I am; I only care that I am and that I am with her. She
strokes my hair, she kisses my face, whispering softly to me:
‘The flagon is empty.’
She calls for my strength. I kiss her neck, the soft smooth
skin which surrounds the shining cold silver of the torc I have
taken such care in fashioning for her - given to her as a
memento of this most special of nights. I take her buttocks in
my hands and hold her close to me. As I enter her, she cries out
but quietly - a cry of joy, of fulfilment. Tonight we make our
child. Tonight, here alone together, nothing else exists, no one
else matters, everything is lost in our act of creation. The world
is nothing to us. The past and the future have no sway over our
present act of love.
Who knows how long the lovemaking lasts? Who can put
such experience into mere time? We are out of time, hovering
above the world we inhabit, far away from the life that begins
with the daybreak and ends with the nightfall. But when it is
over, we lie silently, side by side, aware of the universality of the
experience we have partaken of. Knowing that we have lost our
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separate beings in oneness. That somehow for a short space of
time we have left life as we know it and moved somewhere else.
We lie quietly, returning to our individuality, to our own lives
and hopes and cares. To the inevitable isolation even of those in
love.
‘Maedbh.’
~~~
Waking in the semi darkness, Paul called out the name of the
woman he had just made love to. He turned on his side and
looked into the eyes of Diane, the woman he slept beside.
His confusion overtook him. He struggled to re-enter his
own present, to inhabit his own life. He hoped she might not
have heard his whisper. She had.
‘Who's Maedbh?’ she asked, rather inevitably.
He didn't know the length of a dream. He didn't know if
he had made love to Diane, or Maedbh, or Diane thinking it
was Maedbh, or what?
‘I was dreaming,’ he stuttered sleepily.
‘I can tell that,’ she said. ‘I've been lying here watching
you.’
That spooked him. He had been somewhere else entirely,
in a different world, with a different woman and she had been
watching him. Even though she couldn't see where he had been,
couldn't be where he was, it felt frighteningly intrusive. It was
like being a child and believing that when you told a lie
somehow your mother, it was always your mother, could look
right through your eyes into your soul, into the blackboard that
was your mind and written in chalk letters a foot high, she could
read the truth.
‘When did you get in?’
He played for time. The more he could find out about
her movements, the more chance there was of making sense of
his own.
‘About half eleven,’ she replied. ‘I wasn't expecting you.
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We had a meeting that went on and on - you know Harry. I was
going to phone you. He told me about the bog-body being
taken to Denmark. I thought you'd want to know.’
‘I do know,’ he replied. ‘That's why I'm here.’
‘Anyway,’ she smiled, ‘I'm glad you did come. You gave
me quite a welcome.’
So he had made love to Diane. Last night. After she got
into bed beside him. He tried to remember. Surely he must have
been awake enough to remember that, however dimly. But the
only memory he held clearly in his mind was making love to
Maedbh. He felt it, he could trace the folds of her body, feel his
hands clenching her buttocks. Instinctively his hand stroked
Diane's slender neck, expecting to find it encapsulated in silver.
With a shock he remembered this could not be so. Diane knew
nothing about the torc. But he knew. Now he knew the
significance of those three interwoven strands of pure silver, so
gentle, so aesthetically simple. It was a shining symbol of love.
Of the creation of life. Another life, another love, another
woman.
Diane looked at the clock.
‘It's five thirty,’ she said. ‘Shouldn't you be getting back
to Edinburgh.’
Of course he should. He had to get out of this situation
before it engulfed him, before she found out his unfaithfulness.
His confusion.
He stumbled out of bed, into his clothes. He didn't
remember taking them off. He didn't remember... It was
strange, he thought, how time passed. He had made love to
Diane in his sleep at around midnight he supposed, thinking it
was Maedbh. And yet he woke at around five fifteen with a
fresh memory and an even fresher sensation of having made
love to Maedbh right then and there. What could it mean? If
only one could pin one's dreams down into time - know how
long one spent in the other world and how it related to this
waking world. If only...
‘I'll be coming through to Edinburgh on Thursday,’ she
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said as he put on his jacket and yawned his way out of the front
door. ‘We need to talk.’
With that she kissed him and he left.
As he drove back to Edinburgh into the rising sun, he
wondered what she meant. The further away from her he drove,
the more convinced he was that this all had something to do
with the dream - with her watching him - with him making love
to Maedbh. She knew something. Which was more than he did,
he mused. He was pretty much a gibbering wreck by the time he
turned up at work, having had no time to go home and change.
‘You look rough,’ said Sue, observant as ever.
‘I feel it,’ he said.
‘Not enough sleep last night I expect.’
She smiled. For Sue this was a risqué comment. Over
familiarity brought on by the attentions Paul had paid to her,
the flattery he had heaped on her.
‘Too much sleep,’ he muttered enigmatically and turned
on his computer.
By chance and too late he found the correspondence
between Harry and the Danish laboratory lurking in a misnamed
file. He read his way through it. He had underestimated Harry.
The man wanted a fight. His dull brain tried to imagine what
was actually going on, whether Harry had an inkling that Diane
was approaching funders for a chance to undermine his dig, to
make her name by discovering the Celtic settlement. Harry was
not ignorant - he was dangerous. He would not flee like a deer,
he would turn and fight if cornered, like a wild boar. However
much he tried to keep his mind on the present, Paul found
himself slipping back to the past. He wondered whether
Maedbh's child was a boy or a girl, what future there would be,
what it was like to be a father. What did such a responsibility
feel like?
These thoughts inevitably pulled him back to his own
personal present dilemma. His relationship with Diane. He was
totally unclear about it. He felt awful for having cheated her,
making love to her without knowing it; enjoying making love to
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a woman who was not her. But the guilt could only penetrate so
far. He didn't know whether it was because he knew it had only
been a dream, and one was not responsible for one's dreams or whether it was because he could not, would never be able to
feel guilty for making love to Maedbh. She had been so perfect,
their union so unique, so amazing - besides her even Diane
paled into insignificance. He had not believed it would be
possible, but now his experiences with Diane felt like a rehearsal
for the real love he had experienced with Maedbh. For the
feeling of creating a new life. He was certain he had planted his
seed in Maedbh's womb. He knew she was with child. And
besides this certainty, all the facts of the present seemed dull
shades of the colours he had experienced in the darkness of the
Celtic settlement. He was worried by the fact that he did feel
responsible for his dreams; they were more a part of his life
than the waking hours of logging and smiling and superficiality
he trudged through from day to day. The present was fleeting,
momentary and of little consequence. It was the past which
carried a responsibility.
Into his mind flashed the eyes of the bog-man; urgent,
appealing. ‘Bring me home,’ they seemed to say. ‘Why have you
taken me away from home? My inner being is sick of being
away from the people I love. Let me come home.’
He picked up the phone. Dialled Harry's number without
even thinking about it.
‘You've got to bring him back,’ he said.
‘What are you talking about? Who is this?’ Harry was, of
course, taken completely by surprise.
Paul tried to pull himself together. He had thrown
himself into a ridiculous situation. He had to try to retrieve it
somehow. He made himself known to Harry.
‘It's about the bog-body,’ he said, trying to keep the edge
of desperation from his voice.
‘I thought you would be pleased,’ said Harry. ‘At last
someone is paying attention to your find. Don't worry, you'll be
credited for digging him up, despite the unorthodox manner...’
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‘He has to come back,’ Paul broke in.
‘I don't think you understand,’ Harry carried on. ‘I think
we should stop this conversation. Sue said you were overtired
today - a shame, you seemed to be getting on so well there. I
wouldn't like to have to reprimand you again.’
Having established his power once more, making it clear
to Paul that despite his best endeavours with Sue, she was still
the eyes and ears of the enemy; Harry decided to humour his
adversary, play with his prey.
‘And just why should we bring him back here?’ he asked.
‘There they have the expertise, the experience to finally tell us
all we need to know about the man and his life. We'll know if
your fantasy of sixth century Celts is credible or not.’
‘He gets sea sick,’ was Paul's feeble response.
That was just the cue Harry needed to launch into the
attack he had been waiting so long to deliver.
‘Haven't you learned anything?’ Sarcasm and disgust were
carried crystal clear down the telephone wires. ‘This is not an
emotional business - we are not in the job of romanticising the
past. We gather solid technical information - scientifically,
meticulously. And then we make careful, informed judgements,
based on hard fact, mountains of data and years of experience.
You had better take a serious look at yourself and your aims in
life, Mr. Mackie. I suspect they are those of the metal detector
rather than the archaeologist. You are after the quick romantic
thrill of ethereal times past rather than the academic rigour and
eternal disappointment of archaeological discovery. We are here
to record the past, not to recreate it and definitely not to
romanticise it beyond all hopes of recognition.’
Harry experienced a moment of elation, of triumph as he
put down the phone. He turned to Diane, sitting across from
his desk.
‘That boy's strength is in mythology,’ he said. ‘He's a
liability as far as archaeology is concerned.’
Her face remained unchanged.
‘Now, what did you want to tell me?’ Harry asked.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN
THE DANGER WITHOUT
‘My heart aches and a drowsy numbness pains
My sense as though of hemlock I had drunk....
Was it a vision or a waking dream?
Fled is that music - do I wake or sleep?’
(John Keats.)
The bomb went up. The peace of a gloriously sunny July day
was shattered by Diane's announcement that she had, on the
strength of the chariot, managed to raise funding for a dig to
run in tandem, but separate from Harry's. She certainly wiped
the smile off his greasy face.
‘Of course I hope we'll be able to co-operate,’ she said
sweetly, knowing this was less likely than the day ending with a
snowstorm. ‘I'm looking for stuff much earlier than you and...’
Harry rose from his chair, pulled himself up to his full
five feet eight and a half inches and roared at her
uncontrollably.
‘And you hope to discredit all my work. You Judas. Don't
expect any help from me. I... I gave you a job and...’
Diane was up to this challenge.
‘You didn't give me a job, you allowed me to join in your
pathetic game for a time,’ she replied, undaunted by his anger.
‘I don't need to discredit you by my dig, you've
discredited yourself by your close mindedness and your lack of
interest in what's there rather than what you want to be there.’
She turned on her heel and stormed out of the office,
banging the rickety door on her way out. It resonated across the
site, and a number of diggers looked up casually from their
trenches, eager to know what all the fuss was about.
‘You won't get away with this,’ Harry growled at the
closed door.
He was fuming. Diane of all people. A woman. Playing
Boudicca when she should have realised how lucky she was to
have her position. Should have been grateful to be raised from
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obscurity, from the hinterland of experimental archaeology,
allowed into the world of true academia, which did not rely on
tricks, gags or media hype. The calm certainty with which he
had smashed Paul was now itself totally shattered. Splintered
into a million tiny pieces, pieces that not even the most
meticulous archaeologist would ever be able to make sense of,
let alone fit together in a meaningful way. He was forced to
consider how many of the others were on her side, how many
had she dragged down with her, set plotting against him. He
knew quick action was required. He decided to call them in,
individually. If this was the night of the long knives, he would
find out who he could trust. His mind turned to Paul - the cause
of all his problems. That little sod was sitting in comfort in
Edinburgh with access to a whole load of information. He had
to be stopped immediately. He phoned Sue.
‘You can't sack him, I'm afraid,’ was her response to his
fevered speech. ‘He's already resigned.’
Damn. Diane had got there first. He would make them
sorry about this. He would... But he would have to play it
cautiously. He didn't know who had funded Diane yet. He
didn't want to make himself look bad. Somehow he had to
discredit her without affecting himself. The best thing to do
would be to seem to rescind, to appear to go along with her,
help her and all the while build up a dossier on her which he
could use against her when the time was right. If only he had
known that Diane's whole dig was based on Paul's dreams, he
would have had cause for celebration. How easily Harry would
discredit such a thing. Fortunately for Paul and Diane, they had
managed so far to keep that secret well enough. With Harry on
the warpath they would have to be incredibly careful in future.
When Paul had received the phone call from Diane telling him
that funding had been approved, his immediate reaction was
intense pleasure. Now he could go back to the dig, back to his
beloved Celtic settlement and be with Diane. It was one in the
eye for Harry. As the evening dragged on and he waited for her
promised update call, the one that could be made at leisure, he
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began to have conflicting thoughts. Now he realised that the
pressure was on him. This had all come about because he had
dreams of a Celtic settlement. He knew where to find things. He
had better be right or... He dismissed the thought from his
mind. This must be a moment of glory. It had all worked. He
should be celebrating. He hoped. He couldn't wait any longer
and picked up the phone to speak to Diane.
‘Of course it’s a celebration,’ she said. ‘It's coming up for
silly season so we should get some interest from the press, and
Simon's preparing a launch party for us. A night of backslapping
and smiling and promises and then we've got to knuckle down.
We've only got funding till the end of September and there's a
lot to do. We don't have all the advantages dished out to the
likes of Harry, plus we'll probably be working against him all the
way. We have to keep things under our hat.’
‘You and me,’ he asked, ‘Do we have to keep that under
our hat?’
‘No,’ she replied, and he could sense her smiling over the
phone. ‘But I don't think this is the time to go shouting out
about it. It's nobody's business and there are more immediate
things to think about.’
He noticed she had said more immediate things, not
more important things. It was a small word but it made all the
difference to him.
‘How soon can you get over here?’ she asked him
‘Tonight. I'll come tonight,’ he replied. He looked at his
watch. It read ten thirty. He wouldn't get there before one in the
morning now, not if he had to pack a few things and give some
kind of explanation to his mother. But it would be worth it.
‘Don't be silly,’ she said. ‘I mean tomorrow. We may be
working against the clock, but we don't have to lose sleep in the
process. Sleep's important, especially for you.’
He knew she meant dreams, not sleep. It was a reminder,
just when he didn't need it, of how important his dreams were.
He wavered slightly.
‘Okay, tomorrow it is then,’ he said. ‘Should I come to
the dig?’
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‘No. I don't want to give Harry a heart attack on day
one,’ she replied. ‘We'll all meet up at mine and make a plan out,
what exploratory trenches to start with and all that. Work out
how to use our resources most efficiently. I'll call them for three
o'clock.’
‘I'll be there for one,’ he answered. He needed some time
with Diane alone to make sure they were working along the
same lines. To ascertain what her approach was going to be.
How much she was going to be guided by his map and what she
was going to tell the others.
‘Bring your best suit,’ she said. ‘For the press.’
That night Paul once more visited the Celtic settlement in his
dreams. This time, however, his involvement seemed less direct.
He felt like a ghost at the feast. He wasn't part of it any more.
He was an observer. It was odd and slightly disappointing. Just
at the moment when he should be most fully integrated, he felt
it all slipping away. The matter in hand appeared to be that of
storing trading goods and ‘treasure.’ A decision had been made
that next year no trading would occur. There was too much
danger all around and too many things to be done at home.
Sailing would have a fallow year until the outsiders forgot to
bother about this little band of traders who could not defend
themselves, who went peaceably about their business and thus
were subject to any threat of force that a more warlike mentality
thought profitable.
All hands had been turned to building a large store house
underground. As Paul watched the people work he was amazed
by the skill and effort they put into their endeavour. The ground
had been dug and he found himself within the constricting
environment of a passageway where stones were being piled on
stones and without mortar or any form of support other than
their own weight, a cavern was built. Paul wondered where the
storeroom was. He wished himself above ground, so that he
could work out its position and at that point he realised he was
dreaming. It came upon him while he was still within the dream
and he didn't wake, but it was disconcerting. All his contact with
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the Celtic settlement before had been immediate, real. This now
had an air of unreality. But he hung on in there.
The souterrain finished; for that was what Paul's
conscious mind, still working through his subconscious,
recognised it to be; the Celts began to load it with treasure. Paul
watched, mentally labelling and typifying everything as it went
in. Gold, bronze, glass, ironwork, leatherwork, carved wood,
glass, textiles - it was the most amazing treasure chest.
‘What a spectacular find,’ he found himself saying as he
woke.
He lay in his bed, reacclimatising himself to the twentieth
century, waiting for things to take on a proper perspective again
in the manner of the inexperienced teenage drinker lying down
on his bed waiting for the room to stop spinning. Surely he now
had the answer to all the problems. He had found the most
amazing cache of early Celtic goods ever to be discovered in
this country. It would rock the academic world. Thinking of
Snettisham and Sutton Hoo he realised it would have a far more
profound impact. His career was made. Then he realised. He
didn't have a clue where the souterrain was. In his dream he had
been inside it, or looking into it from the mouth. He hadn't
placed it in context of the settlement at all. He spent the next
half hour trying in vain to get back to his somnambulant state.
He only succeeded in thinking disconnected, disaffected
thoughts about Maedbh and his wish to get back to sleep turned
itself into a wish to be with her. This then brought his
conscious mind back to play and the forced realisation that he
had to get up and get ready to face Diane.
All the drive down to Galloway, his mind was
preoccupied with why the souterrain had been built. He tried to
remember the fragments of conversation he had overheard in
his dream. It seemed that the people were fearful of some
warlike outsiders. Pirates who perhaps had threatened the
sailors. There had been talk of arming themselves. Of breaking
with tradition and forging weapons. He recalled that this idea
had been dismissed. The people did not want to have to waste
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time or materials preparing themselves for a threat they did not
really believe even existed. If they stayed where they were for a
while, a year or so; who would be bothered with them? Who
was interested in them? They could just go on with their lives as
before. A season of building, of making more space for the
increasing population. Thinking about themselves, not worrying
about potential danger from the strange people with odd ideas
and incomprehensible motivations.
Paul was struck by the feeling of the helplessness of these
people. Their complete inability to face and recognise the
danger he was sure must be lurking just round the corner. He
felt worried, in a genuine, immediate way and helpless because
there was nothing he could do to protect them. He didn't for a
moment contemplate that he himself was their greatest threat,
he himself was about to rape their memory by digging up their
past and transporting it in fragments into an unwelcome
present. He felt so much part of them that he forgot the two
thousand year time lapse between night and day.
By the time he faced Diane's door once more, he had lost
a certain amount of the confidence that he had felt earlier, that
would be able to find the souterrain again and despite his
excitement, he decided not to tell her about it yet. Not until he
had had another dream, had a chance to put it in perspective.
He was best not to say anything until he could be sure, for fear
of leading them all on a wild goose chase, wasting precious
resources and appearing to be too smart for his own good.
As he relaxed behind a mug of steaming coffee, slumped
comfortably in Diane's sofa, he smiled to himself. It all seemed
to be working out after all. Apart from the bog-body. His mind
shuddered as he thought of the poor man, lying alone and far
from home, dead on a slab, so much meat to be pawed over by
‘leading experts’ for whom a heart was controlled by the aortic
valve. He made himself a silent promise that he wouldn't
compromise anyone else on the settlement. He wouldn't
sacrifice Maedbh to the vultures of science, even if he knew
where she was buried. The thought brought him up short.
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Maedbh dead. He knew it had to be true, but he hadn't thought
of it before. He didn't like to think of it. She was so alive, so
important to him, so real. But the reality was that her corpse
had most likely been burned over two thousand years ago,
consigned to the flames to set her spirit free, as was the Celtic
custom. Burial was unlikely to be an option. He would not find
the bones of Maedbh anywhere. She did not exist anywhere any
more, except in his mind - and in the silver torc.
Diane broke his concentration. Diane, who was real, was
there; who could be touched and sensed and appreciated at any
time now. She kissed the back of his head.
‘Day-dreaming?’ she asked.
‘Thinking about the settlement,’ he replied.
‘That's good,’ she said.
He wondered if she would say that if she had known
what he was thinking. That he was mourning Maedbh, a lover
from another age, a woman who didn't even exist, who might
never have existed, yet with whom he had made love, with
whom he... He shut off his wandering mind, decided to
rationalise his fantasies over Maedbh as being desires for Diane.
She was here, now, he should take advantage of it.
He turned round to where she still stood behind him,
over him. He drank in her beauty. In triumph she was even
more beautiful, if that was possible.
‘Is there time...’ he indicated to the bedroom.
She laughed. ‘I wondered when you'd think of that.’
‘Well,’ he said. ‘It is a celebration after all.’
‘It'll have to wait, I'm afraid,’ she said, denying him in a
tone which seemed more like a promise. ‘We've got to get
things sorted out for the dig first.’
‘Of course.’
He accepted her without question and her refusal, her
promise of future pleasure, filled him with an uncontrollable
desire for her which quite put Maedbh out of his mind, for the
time being.
At three thirty Diane, Paul, Simon and Callum sat round
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the kitchen table, mugs of steaming tea in their hands and plates
laden with cakes and biscuits in front of them. The plotters.
Paul laughed silently, imagining himself in the company of those
earlier plotters Catesby, Wright, Percy and Fawkes. Did they sit
over tea and cake plotting the ‘terrible blow.’ It was stretching
the imagination to think of Harry as King James, but it excited
Paul to think that he was here, central to the action which
would blow the traditional theories of Celtic archaeology sky
high, taking men like Harry with them in the smoking pall.
The reality of the situation was that there were barely
twelve weeks to do achieve this task and a manpower of four,
plus whatever volunteers they could dredge up. Usually
volunteers were not difficult to come by but at this late stage in
the game and with the desire to keep things largely under their
hat, it looked like the project would be pretty much a four man
operation. They did not have time to guide inexperienced,
enthusiastic but potentially dangerous beginners and they had to
work with a high level of secrecy if they were to keep Harry off
their backs. The task began to look more daunting than
challenging, more challenging than exciting. But, Paul reasoned,
still more exciting than sitting in an office in Edinburgh in front
of a computer terminal.
It was agreed that Diane, Callum and Simon would each
try to recruit one or two diggers whom they could trust and
would supervise as many exploratory trenches as possible,
digging just far enough to determine whether the expected
features were there. Diane skirted round the awkward question
of how she had come to ‘expect’ certain features, inventing a
fictional geophysical survey and giving Paul a knowledge of
Celtic social history which he only wished he had learned in the
classroom. Paul was to take on the less glamorous function of
finds assistant, logging and recording finds. In this way Paul and
Diane would stay in total control of what was coming out of the
ground and Paul would be able to brief her as to where to dig
and then retire gracefully out of the limelight so that tongues
would not start to wag. Diane and Paul both knew how
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important it was for the real nature of their knowledge to be
hidden, and keeping Paul in the background seemed to be the
best way of doing so. It also meant he had most chance of
keeping out of Harry's hair - as well as ensuring that Harry
would not be snooping round the finds tent, eager to log the
finds from this alternative dig. Paul was the last person Harry
would want to bump into, never mind ask information from.
Tea over they toasted themselves in champagne in the
true manner of smug conspirators everywhere, preparing
themselves for the better world they were about to create. This
was in the way of a dry run for the reception, which was being
held at the end of the week, officially marking the beginning of
the dig. Simon had been working hard to get media attention
and it looked like there would be a fair turn out. They hoped to
get a good small find before the event to tote round the visitors
and justify themselves. Paul knew it would be up to him to
‘find’ the find, even though others would do the digging. He
wracked his brains for anything he could remember lying about.
He wished he could remember where the souterrain was, that
would provide any number of exciting artefacts. He convinced
himself that once he got back on the site he'd be able to work
out where it was. Until then, he'd best keep it a secret. But the
pressure was beginning to build already.
Simon drove back to Edinburgh that night to finish
rustling up a crowd for the opening. Callum went off to the pub
to consider whom he could trust to recruit to his team. This left
Paul and Diane alone together at last. Almost as soon as the
door had shut behind Callum, Paul dived on Diane and dragged
her to the bedroom. His passion was insatiable and the rough
triumph of their lovemaking seemed appropriate to the
situation. She joined in the spirit of his mood and they tumbled
on and off the bed entwined, kissing furiously, clawing at each
other in an almost animalistic frenzy.
It was only later, lying side by side between the sheets
that they considered the immediate future. Callum had
mentioned it on leaving.
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‘D' you want me to square it with Mrs. MacMurray for
you to move back in?’
Paul had begged off, claiming that this would be far too
embarrassing for Mrs. MacMurray and himself.
‘You gone off my company?’ Callum laughed, shrugging
it off. ‘Maybe Maedbh will put you up?’
Diane hadn't asked who Maedbh was, but Paul saw her
recognition at the name and thought he'd better get in there
quick to put her mind at rest.
‘I called out in my dream one night. He thinks I've got a
girlfriend locally,’ he said, trying to make it sound dully simple.
‘We'd better make sure we keep your sleeping self away
from people. We don't want them getting the wrong or the right
idea, do we?’
There was nevertheless a situation here which needed
resolving. Simon would need a place to stay and Diane had
three bedrooms in the cottage. She agreed to suggest that Simon
and Paul move into the cottage. Sharing the rent would mean
that they might be able to save a bit of money and dig for a
week or two extra. And every extra day could be valuable.
‘What about Callum?’ Paul asked. ‘Don't we have to ask
him too?’
‘I suppose so,’ Diane agreed.
‘We can ask him,’ said Paul. ‘He won't accept. It's too far
from the pub, from his girl and he won't fancy sharing a room
with me again, I'm sure.’
Paul felt he was making the ultimate sacrifice. It was
obvious to him that if Simon and Callum were living under the
same roof, he would have to move out of Diane's bed. He was
prepared to do it, for the sake of the dig.
‘Don't be daft,’ Diane said. ‘I want you where I can keep
an eye on you at night.’
He laughed it off, but was somewhat uneasy about what
she actually meant.
‘We'd best get the embarrassing bit over with as soon as
possible then,’ he said. ‘Will you tell Simon or shall I?’
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She laughed. ‘Simon knows,’ she said.
Paul was perplexed. If Simon had known all along about
his relationship with Diane, why he hadn't said anything, why he
hadn't treated Paul with a bit more respect, or camaraderie or…
or something. He remembered their drink in Edinburgh. The
hours Simon had spent talking to him about bio-archaeology.
Maybe all that was part of a favour to a friend, part of the
recognition that Diane had picked up a toy-boy. He wondered
what Simon thought of him, worried now that it would be
impossible for Simon to judge him on his own merits. To
Simon he had been and always would be an attachment of
Diane's. It didn't feel comfortable.
‘Don't worry,’ Diane smiled, noticing his frown. ‘It's
really no big deal. No one's that interested. I told you that.
Other people aren't as sensitive as you - they're perfectly
capable of living and letting live.’
Paul wondered if she meant older people, people with
more maturity. It made him wonder what she thought of him,
what she really thought of him. He felt insecurity moving
insidiously back into his mind. It was ridiculous. They had just
made wonderful love, they had been as close as two people
could get. Closer than he had ever been to anyone... except
Maedbh, but Maedbh wasn't real, Maedbh couldn't count... and
here he was, still feeling insecure.
‘You'll get over it,’ she smiled, seeming to read his
thoughts. ‘Do you want me to tell Callum for you?’
He turned to lean on his elbow, looking her firmly in the
eye.
‘No thanks mum,’ he said in what he hoped was a
flippant tone. ‘I can do that myself thanks. I'm a big boy now.’
He lay down on his back again, thinking that if he
smoked this would be the perfect moment to light up a cigarette
and watch the trail of smoke rise from the tip. Instead he folded
his arms behind his head.
‘Wonder what Harry will say when he finds out?’ he
mused.
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CHAPTER TWENTY
THE TRIUMPH OF INTEGRITY
‘I felt that heart, that great soul in whose presence I seemed to be
more than I was, because I was all that I could be.’
(J.W. van Goethe.)
It was all out in the open at last. And Diane was right. No one
gave a monkey's. Callum had said little more than ‘good on you,
you sly dog,’ and gone back to his own sexual pursuits. He had
also declined to join the community at the cottage, preferring to
be his own man. That left Simon, Diane and Paul in a cosy
threesome. Paul had begun to wish Callum had taken them up
on the offer; more than infrequently he felt that he was the
outsider in the trio. Not through anything that was said, or even
done. Just because the others had a sort of relaxed manner
together, a way of handling themselves, of dealing with the
world, which left Paul feeling inadequate.
Simon indeed, was the only one who was still managing
to keep a foot in both camps. He had been given responsibility
for the bog-body and thus still had some links with Harry
whose find it officially was. He would have to go over to
Denmark shortly to check up on progress. An autopsy was
scheduled and Harry wanted to make sure there was someone
who spoke ‘the language’ recording events ‘properly.’ Simon
was the best man for the job and so, despite the fact that he had
allied himself with the enemy, he would still have to go. Besides,
Harry reasoned, Simon off the dig would slow down his
opposition and soon the digging season would be over. The
more he could do to slow them down, to obstruct them
indirectly, the better. If they didn't find anything stunning
before September, they might be seen to be falling flat on their
faces and the chance of funding for the next year would be
remote.
Paul wished he were the one going to Denmark.
Increasingly he warmed to Simon, liked the man despite his
own insecurity but he still felt it should be himself there with his
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find. He knew it was an impossibility. At least with Simon away
he would have a few days alone with Diane. However
accommodating Simon was, passion was necessarily limited by
the presence of a third person in the cottage. Simon's departure
would also mean that Paul could get down into a trench again get his hands dirty. He was surprised how much he missed the
digging. Only four months ago as he had stood up to his knees
in mud, he had cursed the job; now it was something he craved.
Because now he knew why he was doing it. Every spadeful of
earth was a link to the past. To his past.
Before Simon went, however, there was the party to be
got through. The media event where they laid out their stall, got
people excited about their project and maybe even rustled up a
bit more money. They had dug a small exploratory trench close
to where the chariot had been found - where Paul knew the tack
room to be - and sure enough they had come up with some
remnants of horse accoutrement. There were bronze strap
distributors, terrets - rein rings- and phalerae - ornamental discsas well as bands of bronze from the axles of the chariot. It was
enough, with the bog-body, which they effectively claimed as
their own (despite Harry) to ensure a renewed interest from the
media and academics alike. Diane was at pains to point out that
she and Harry were working sympathetically, that the whole
thing had grown out of proportion because of a lucky find by a
young archaeologist (Paul) and that it was the only sensible
solution to get a separate dig off the ground in the same area,
because Harry was looking for a specific period and could not
spare personnel without damaging the chances of his own
results being compromised.
Paul listened to her speak and he was almost convinced
himself. Harry had been invited to attend and stood there,
stuffed uncomfortably into a tight collar, neck reddening
apoplectically under his collar with chagrin but unable to do
anything. Diane was playing the media successfully. And when
people asked Harry if he was happy to share his dig, to cooperate, he had to nod and make empathetic noises, even
though it was choking him. Simon stayed pretty much in the
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background but tried to act as a peacemaker between the two
factions. This was to be a vital role. So far the two digs had
been quite separate. Diane had been digging substantially
further south than Harry's A trench, which was pretty much
redundant by now anyway. But soon they would begin to
encroach upon the ground close to the trenches that were still
being worked. Diane and Simon would need their combined
diplomatic skills to carry that off without a major ruckus
ensuing.
The party went with a swing and the media went off
happy. Not as happy as they'd have been if they could have got
a good story of dissent and competition, but with the hot news
that a major Celtic settlement was being uncovered and that the
bog-body, which had seemed to be a one day wonder, was in
fact a thing of great importance. New pictures were handed out
by Simon of the body, cleaned up, eyes in situ. People didn’t
know, as Paul did, what had happened to those eyes. Or what
those eyes had seen. The morning papers carried these pictures
in colour, images of the bog-man gazing eerily out into the
unfamiliar world of rushed breakfasts and coffee tables.
Simon was guaranteed some coverage with the results of
the forthcoming autopsy and the hacks vowed to keep in touch
with the dig itself, all eager to be the first to record new, exciting
finds as they came out of the ground. Suddenly archaeology
became big business. It was August and nothing else was going
on. The media and marketing magnates cashed in on the current
news. Models of the bog-man were made in plastic, key ring
size, doll size. Replicas of horse bits were cast in plaster, flagons
in metal and glass and fanciful drawings of the settlement
abounded - for children to colour in, or gaze at in wonder. The
dig seemed to be spawning a whole new heritage industry in
South West Scotland. In a situation unusual for this largely
overlooked corner of Scotland, tourists became a problem.
Keeping them away from the dig an impossibility. This in itself
aided Harry's cause because it meant that vital time was wasted
dealing with ‘lookers’ when every hour of the day was needed to
dig.
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It was difficult to stay on an even keel, to maintain
integrity, when you were surrounded by bog-man tee shirts,
bog-man key rings and plastic Celtic ephemera. And it was even
more difficult to keep on an even keel when you had achieved a
cult status by dint of being involved in the dig. Paul told himself
that the experience wasn't changing him, wasn't affecting him at
all; he was too busy working to be affected by it, but he was the
person to whom everyone came wanting to view the latest find
and it was hard not to have a puffed up pride, knowing that you
had a secret, that you knew something they didn't- that you had
a direct link to the past.
Mostly though, there was too much going on to pay
attention to such things. The autopsy had been delayed because
some of the key players were away on holiday. It was now fixed
for the end of August. Until then, attention focused on the site.
Exploratory trenches were dug with indecent haste, Diane
sticking to a small team despite the hundreds of letters of
application she received each day for a place on the dig. Too
many of them were written in green pen or with eager teenage
hands, all of them wanting to find buried treasure and gain a
place in the history books. Most of them would be disappointed
if they hadn't uncovered a major artefact within two hours and
there was no time to weed out the few genuine enquiries there
might be amongst them all. The letters formed a pile beside the
fire and were used more often than not to light it with when
Diane, Paul and Simon finally crashed onto the sofa late at
night, to plan the next day’s dig.
Three main trenches had now been sunk. The first ran at
right angles to the top end of Harry's redundant trench A. It
covered the area of the entrance to the great hall. Evidence of
stone flooring and wooden post-holes was the least they could
expect there, from which they'd be able to build a picture of the
extent of the building. Working in from there they might find
some artefacts, casually chucked away after a particularly riotous
feasting. The second trench was on the west of the site, quite a
distance from any of Harry's trenches, and much closer to the
river. This was the area where a number of homes stood (in
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Paul's dream) and the trench covered a cross section of Maedbh
and Careadh's houses. The third, and most controversial trench,
was a large one which ran the length of the workshop areas. It
was at right angles to Harry's trench B and stopped just before
it bisected Harry's trench E. It was the trench Harry should
have dug and it lay there in front of his site office like a gloating
rival, satiated with gluttony. This trench was rich in finds. It
passed through the candle making workshop, the textiles
workshop, the pottery, the glassblowers and the wood turners.
Paul knew that to the east of this trench, nestling in between
Harry's trenches B and E lay the metalworkers workshop, but
this could not be touched for the present. It would be far too
combative a move.
Paul's finds tent itself was pitched as far south west as it
could be before it hit the river, behind the pig sties. He was
happy that to date only he knew the insalubrious nature of his
position. To the others he was lucky because he was close to the
hypnotic sound of running water, able to turn himself off from
the frenetic digging and tune himself into the rhythms of nature,
the flowing of the river. It was there, looking east across the
wasteland which had once been a thriving community, the land
which had grazed horses and cattle and sheep, that Paul
remembered where the underground storehouse was. It hit him
quite suddenly and in an instant made perfect sense. It couldn't
have been anywhere else. The souterrain was directly south
from the workshops. He remembered a path which led towards
it, walking along the path which led towards it, being in it,
marvelling at the treasure it held, the treasure he felt sure it must
still hold. His future.
‘Anyone home?’
He was brought to his senses by Callum, waving a large
grimy hand in front of his glazed eyes.
‘Too many late nights with the Goddess?’ The Goddess
was Callum's latest nickname for Diane - reference to her
Roman namesake and with the distinct overtone of sexual
proclivity - it was intended to get a rise out of Paul, but on this
occasion it did not.
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‘Sorry. ‘Paul dragged his thoughts back to the present. ‘I
was thinking about... oh, you know...’
‘I wish I did!’ Callum exclaimed. ‘I never thought you'd
get the class bird and I'd be left with the dregs.’
Only for an instant did Paul consider that this wasn't very
fair to the barmaid who by now was presumably putting up with
Callum's sweaty feet and snoring on a semi-regular basis. More
strongly to the fore of his mind was the thought of Maedbh. If
only Callum knew that not only was he sleeping with the
‘Goddess’ but with another mystical creature, a woman from
whom he was divided by more than class - a woman from the
past, from history. He toyed with the idea of telling Callum,
then thought better of it. Although it was something to boast
about, something spectacular, it was also a sign of complete
madness. He felt the need to tell someone other than Diane
about his dreams, to tell them the parts he had of necessity to
keep secret from her. He wanted another opinion about the
meaning of the dreams.
He found himself staring deep into Callum's eyes,
wondering if there was any way he could trust Callum with this
information. If there was any way Callum would understand, or
if he would simply dismiss Paul as the loony he was worried he
was in fact becoming. He decided against spilling his guts out to
Callum at this stage anyway. He paid minimum attention to
Callum's chatter about the find he had dug up - a belt buckle
from the doorway of the great hall.
‘Oh,’ Paul said absently, ‘I wondered where I dropped
that.’
It was a small slip, but a significant one. Callum probed
him for information.
‘What? You dropped it? What were you doing in the
trench?’ Callum paused for a moment, then realised the
impossibility of Paul's statement; he had scraped the buckle
from the ground himself, a painstaking task of half an hour.’
Paul realised what he had said and began to backtrack
speedily.
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‘I mean there was one just like that. I... I had it earlier and
was taking it to show Diane, and I dropped it... I thought that
might be it.’
He smiled sheepishly, hoping that this had done the trick.
In a way it had. Callum was now convinced that Paul was
incompetent.
‘Wasn't it in a bag?’
Paul was committed to his line of deceit, to digging
himself further into trouble.
‘No. I... I got excited about it and... I wanted her to see it
straight away.’
‘Christ Paul, I know you have no respect for method or
rules, but you've got to take more care. We can't afford to go
losing artefacts. Harry's looking for any irregularities as it is - we
don't need to give him cause for thinking we're incompetent.’
‘Sorry.’ Paul couldn't think of what else to say. He only
hoped Callum would leave it there because he hadn't found any
belt buckle. If Callum got the bit between his teeth they could
be in for a very long and unsatisfactory wild goose chase. He
was also frustrated because he didn't want to be bothering with
this ridiculous lie, wasting precious thinking time on it. He was
preoccupied by his own statement, and its implications for
himself. He had said that he had dropped the belt buckle. That
he had lost it in the doorway of the great hall. He almost
remembered the moment. He struggled to bring it to the
forefront of his mind, but Callum was there in the way, the
present intruding on the past.
Callum realised he was onto a loser, that he was going to
get no sense from Paul and left him with a simple, ‘Don't do it
again, eh? Or I might have to tell the Goddess that the Golden
boy is not such a wonder after all.’
Paul hardly noticed Callum leave. It was as if everything
in the present was floating somehow, floating in and out of
focus as he struggled to leave the reality of the ground upon
which he stood and to place his feet in that other time. He felt a
constriction on his throat and raised his hands up to free
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himself from it. He felt sick, tight in his chest as if he was being
squeezed hard. He struggled to free himself, felt himself being
pushed and jostled, out of control. He panicked, cried out and
fell to the ground.
Callum's face came back into focus, standing over him.
As Paul's eyes focused again he realised he was lying on the
ground, with a small crowd round him. His eyes moved from
Callum round the group until he finally met Diane's worried
gaze.
‘You fainted,’ she said. He thought this was unusual
coming from her. Diane never stated the obvious like that. She
was above such inanity. Obviously she was as panicked as he
himself had been, she had some way of knowing what had really
happened to him, where he had really been and she was nervous
that he might, in a semi-conscious state, blurt out something
which would be difficult to dismiss, to rationalise.
‘Okay. Show's over,’ she continued, gathering herself
once more. Paul saw that the moment of panic was over for
her, and with that he too relaxed somewhat.
‘Blood sugar level critically low,’ he joked as he picked
himself up and stood rather shakily on terra firma once more.
‘Get me a doughnut or something.’
A volunteer left to get the craved doughnut and as the
others dispersed Paul was aware of their low gossiping ‘I didn't
know he was a diabetic.’ ‘You can't tell you know, my cousin's
fiancée...’
He knew it was not something that should be important
to him at this moment in time, but he was intensely aggravated
by the thought that people should think he was a diabetic, that
there was something wrong with him. If only they knew. It was
nothing wrong, on the contrary, it was something special.
Diane helped him to sit down and ushered everyone
away.
‘Thank God the media weren't here today,’ she said.
‘They'd have a field day with all this.’
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‘Did Harry see?’ Paul asked, still hopeful he hadn't caused
too much of a scene.
‘Seeing's not the problem,’ she said. ‘They must have
heard you half way to Glasgow. What the hell happened?’
‘Heard me? What do you mean?’ Paul was genuinely
confused. He was finding it hard enough to keep his mind in his
present body. He was still disturbed by the flashback as he now
assumed it must have been - he wanted to know more than
anyone what it had meant. He was left with the taste of fear in
his mouth, intense fear accompanied by a racing pulse and he
didn't know why. It was shrouded in the darkness of time, a
darkness he feared he would not be able to cast off.
‘You screamed,’ she answered, looking close into his
eyes. He noticed that she had the look of concern that was the
province of the doctor. The kind of concern they tried to
disguise with their professionalism and which was more scary as
a consequence. ‘A blood-curdling, full blooded scream.’ She let
her guard down for a moment. ‘It was terrifying.’
‘I don't know what it was, he confessed. ‘I felt like
someone had me by the throat, was choking me, squeezing the
life out of me.’
‘We'd better save this for later,’ she said, looking round
concerned about the possible return of the doughnut bringers.
‘What are we going to tell people?’ he asked, relying on
her for a common sense solution.
‘I don't know.’ She was beaten. ‘Stress?’
It seemed to be the universal panacea for odd behaviour
in the latter part of the twentieth century. But Paul knew that
whatever his problem had been, it was not stress. It was not a
twentieth century problem at all. It was a problem from another
age - real, immediate and potentially deadly.
‘Callum said you'd been acting strangely,’ she added. ‘I
could say it's some kind of epileptic fit.’
‘What?’ Paul was shocked. Everyone seemed to want to
label him, to give him some ‘condition’ to explain his behaviour.
‘Well - it'd shut them up.’
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She paused. He realised that what was important for her
right now, more than his pride, or welfare, was a clean,
comfortable explanation. Something that wouldn't rock the
boat.
‘You'd best go home anyway,’ she continued. ‘We can tell
them you're going for tests or something.’
‘Yes,’ he replied somewhat testily. ‘I'll get going right
away. Don't want to upset things on the dig.’
‘Do you think you're fit to drive?’ she asked, missing, or
choosing to miss his childish jibe entirely.
‘Well if anyone else takes me, I will end up in the
hospital,’ he replied.
His pulse was still racing, his head still felt the way it did
when as a ten year old he used to impress girls by standing on it
for far too long, letting all the blood rush out. He didn't want to
end up in a hospital, he was sure of that.
‘And it might look a bit odd if you drop everything and
take me.’
He pulled himself upright, to his full height. His hands
involuntarily moved to adjust his trousers, pull them up slightly
because he had no belt and they were a bit loose. Bang - the
memory of the belt buckle. It was all coming back to him again.
He took a couple of deep breaths, tried to look unconcerned.
He realised now that the one thing he must have now was some
time alone, some time to get his head together.
‘I'll be fine,’ he lied, feeling anything but fine, hoping only
that he'd be able to concentrate on driving the few miles back to
the cottage.
Diane was torn between letting him go and breaking all
the rules she had made to keep things workable. She chose to
let him go.
He weaved his way across the site to where his car was
parked. He sensed dully that eyes followed his progress and he
could make out the under the breath muttering and shhsshing
that meant he was topic of discussion.
‘Of course they're all on drugs these young people,’
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wafted over to him on the breeze from a particularly indiscreet
volunteer on Harry's dig.
That was all he needed. Hadn't he been slandered
enough. Now Harry would champion the cause that Paul was
on drugs, discredit him and the dig by rumour and sleaze. If this
was what taking drugs was like, Paul reasoned, he was very glad
he hadn't dabbled on the numerous occasions he'd been offered
in the past. He was glad that, when all his friends had been
rolling around the floor laughing at nothing in particular as a
result of smoking a joint, or yelling out in fear that the car was
going too fast, as it did a steady fifty, because of the effects of
speed; that he had looked at them and thought what a waste of
time it all was. He knew exactly what all those people who were
now gossiping about him being a druggie felt like, because he
felt the same. Perhaps it would be better to let them think he
was an epileptic or a diabetic after all. At least that was a
situation for which he might gain some sympathy, not ridicule
or disgust.
His head hurt. It hurt to think. It took all his
concentration to focus on the road as he drove painfully slowly
back to the cottage. He still felt queasy and was sure that his
pulse rate was still far up. He'd never felt anything like this
before and this fear added to the hidden fear already lurking
somewhere in his semi-conscious. He couldn't call it a sub
conscious any more. For him there was no longer a distinction
between unconscious and conscious mind, only a sort of semiconsciousness over time, which felt like living death.
He stripped off his clothes and took a hot shower in an
attempt to clear his head. The beads of water seemed to sting
his body, every nerve ending chattering, so he turned it down.
He noticed that even at a setting of four, normally too cold to
stay in for any length of time, he still had the sensation.
‘Food poisoning,’ he said to himself. It was the only thing
he had ever really been sick from before and it seemed easier to
blame it on this, despite the fact that he couldn't even
remember what he had eaten the day before, never mind work
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out if any of the components could have brought this illness
about.
He staggered to the bedroom and lay down on the bed.
He hoped that when he closed his eyes all this pain would stop.
That it would all stop. It didn't.
~~~
I'm running. Running out of the passageway, running towards
the light. Towards the noise. Screaming, crying, the crackling of
flames and the panic of frightened people. I run, stumbling in
the dark, tripping over objects which until now seemed
precious. Now they are simply obstacles to be avoided.
The night sky is lit up with beacons. The beacons are the
roofs of our houses on fire. I can only think of Maedbh. Of our
baby. Where are they? I fight my way through the throngs of
people. I don't seem to recognise them. They are not my
people. Where is Maedbh? Where is she? Where is my little boy?
The child with the circle of downy hair on his head, who coos
and laughs when I speak to him, who smiles when I show him
blown glass, when I shine light through the glass and make
patterns for him on the walls. Where are they? I am shouting. I
don't know what the words are, or if they are words at all. They
are lost in the general hubbub and screaming.
Hands around my neck. A knife. I put up my hands to
fight them off. I am grabbed from behind. Someone is
squeezing the life out of me. It is dark. I cannot tell how many
there are, but there is more than one man trying to end my life
this night. The pain is great. However much I struggle I cannot
break free. As I choke, I keep looking for Maedbh and the child
- for my life.
~~~
Paul was sweating furiously as he recounted his dream to Diane.
She sat on the side of the bed, weary from a long day on the
site, unable to comfort him, curious and baffled and a bit
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frightened all at the same time. She tried to explain her confused
feelings to herself. She was slightly worried that above
everything she was interested. Just that. Interested. She could
see that Paul was distressed, personally distressed; for him this
was all real, a part of his life. However, no matter how hard she
tried, she felt isolated, removed, increasingly in an objective
position, as if he was a guinea pig. His situation, his distress
interested her and she wanted to feel guilty about that. But she
couldn't feel guilty. She could only feel interested. The ground
of their relationship subtly shifted while they were both too
concerned with other things to notice.
interested her and she wanted to feel guilty about that. But she
couldn't feel guilty. She could only feel interested. The ground
of their relationship subtly shifted while they were both too
concerned with other things to notice.
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CHAPTER TWENTY ONE
THE DANGER WITHIN
‘I fear thee and thy glittering eye
And thy skinny hand so brown...
Alone, alone, all, all, alone
Alone on a wide, wide sea.’
(Samuel Taylor Coleridge.)
Later, as he sat by the fire with his head in Diane's lap, Paul was
relieved that Simon was not there. At last the autopsy had been
timetabled, and so Simon had set off for Denmark the day
before with high hopes. Lying there, watching the flames play in
the grate, Paul felt calmer. When he closed his eyes it was
almost as if Maedbh was there, stroking his hair the way she
used to.
‘Are you dozing?’ Diane's voice broke his train of
thought. He sat up.
‘No, not really.’
It had been a difficult day. A number of long difficult
days. Diane had grilled him, gently of course, upon her return
from work. He supposed it was only to be expected. After all,
she arrived back to find him tossing and turning, dripping with
sweat and in the grip of something she had no way of
understanding. But she wanted to. They sat over dinner and
Paul tried to talk about his experience.
‘It was fear,’ he said. ‘Pure naked fear.’ For some reason
he didn't want to go into details, didn't want Diane to be
involved. So he changed tack and covered his tracks by offering
her a tasty titbit - the sort of morsel she would surely be unable
to resist. He told her about the souterrain. He flinched slightly
as he did so, the memory was so vivid of running out of the
place in total panic.
He was right in thinking that Diane would be interested,
but surprised by her response none the less. He thought she
would be all for digging it up then and there, if necessary leaving
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everything else undone until they had uncovered the big one.
For he was sure this was the big one. A treasure hoard of
unprecedented proportion, filled with articles which would blow
current thinking on the sophistication of early Iron Age man in
Britain apart, shatter it totally, herald a new era of archaeology.
Instead, Diane played the whole thing down.
‘We need to go very carefully on this one,’ she said. ‘We'll
do some low key exploratory work to establish if it is there.’
‘What do you mean if it's there?’ he queried. ‘Have I been
wrong yet?’
‘No,’ she replied. ‘Sorry, that wasn't what I meant.
Anyway, when we locate it, we'll leave it aside until Harry packs
up for the season. Then we'll get to it. I don't want him
anywhere near when the bomb goes up.’
Paul was pleased that she at least appreciated how
important this storeroom could be. He was disturbed by her
seeming lack of faith in him, however. This was something new.
Or had she lacked faith in him all along but was willing to
gamble just so far in order to get what she wanted.
He started to feel suspicious of her. He tried to
remember that first day in the museum, how he had felt then;
and after then, the first time they made love. But he couldn't
actually feel the memory. It didn't seem real. The events of
barely five months ago, which at the time had seemed so
significant, now paled into nothingness compared with his
nagging worry about Maedbh and the child. Love, which he
thought he had felt exclusively for Diane, now seemed to be
tugging him away from her; the raw nerve of frightened love
was touched by the illusory figures from his past. From the past.
From his dreams. He didn't know any more.
What he did know, however, was Diane kissing him
gently, suggesting that they go to bed. He obliged, hoping
against hope that making love to Diane would kill a number of
birds with one stone. That it would root him back in the
present, that it would stop him thinking of Maedbh and that it
would help him regain a sense of security in a relationship
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which appeared to be becoming strained just at the wrong time.
Just when things ought to be going so well.
For a time, free from the nagging knowledge that Simon
might overhear, Paul abandoned himself to Diane's multiple
charms. They made love with passion, not much tenderness; it
was almost like a challenge, a competition though Paul couldn't
work out which of them was throwing down the gauntlet, which
had something to prove. But the time was all too brief. The
moment was over and he was lying beside her in bed, separate
in time once more, frightened to close his eyes.
‘I don't want to dream about it any more,’ he said,
surprising himself with the words as they came out.
‘Don't worry,’ she reassured him. ‘I'll be right here.
You're quite safe. Nothing can happen.’
He wished he could believe her. He wondered why it was
so important for her that he dreamed about the settlement
again. Surely she had all she needed. He had provided her with
details, given her a plan of the settlement, allowed her to
desecrate the ground, allowed her and her team of pirates to
scavenge and steal things which they had no right to. He felt
incensed by her matter of fact approach, her failure to realise
the importance of things; then he realised that he too was one
of the pirates, that this rapine was all his fault. He had exposed
the site. He had brought this upon the peaceful villagers. He
realised that once again he was confusing the past with the
present. Whatever had happened in the past was not his
responsibility and he was doing nothing wrong in digging
ground which had been uninhabited for thousands of years. He
was doing the world a favour. He was finding answers at last.
‘I'm just so tired,’ he said. ‘I feel like I'm living two lives. I
just want a good night's sleep. No dreams.’
‘Plenty of time for that when the digging’s over,’ she
answered, somewhat uncharitably he felt, and then she turned
over and went to sleep herself.
He lay there, eyes glued to the ceiling, for what seemed
like hours. His mind was buzzing and sleep was far off. About
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two in the morning he got up, went through to the kitchen to
make a cup of tea and looked out of the window. It was a
moonlit night, though the wind was blowing heavy clouds
across the pale shining orb, creating eerie patterns in the sky. He
started. He was sure he had seen just this sky before. A sky
exactly like this, but not in this life.
He padded quietly back to the bedroom and gathered
together his clothes from where they had been scattered when
he first came in that afternoon. He didn't know what he was
planning to do, he just knew he had to get out of there. Be
alone. Think.
Diane didn't stir as he left the bedroom once more. He
stood in front of the last dying embers of the fire and dressed
himself then, taking his car keys from the hook by the door, he
gingerly unlatched it and even more gingerly pulled it shut
behind him.
In the manner of a terrified thief he pushed the car quite
a distance up the drive from the cottage before getting in and
starting the engine. He had the faint feeling that he was being
rather ridiculous as he let off the handbrake but his thoughts
were such a jumble that he didn't have time to worry about it
too much.
Within twenty minutes he was at the dig site. He'd
forgotten that since the last media furore someone had slept on
the site, to deter robbers. They took it in turns and it was not
the most sought after job. Even in August the nights could be
cold and inhospitable and often as not the site minder warmed
himself (or herself) up with a large tot of something strong and
liquid. He hoped that whoever slept there tonight had had ‘one
over the eight’ and would not stir. He decided to take as few
risks as possible and skirted round considerably to the south of
the dig, aiming to come up river and approach from the west as far away from the guard tent as possible.
He looked up at the sky. The same moon, the same wind
blowing the same clouds, the same familiarity. The ground
underfoot was soft, the wind blew through his hair, gently
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whipping strands of it in his eyes. As he crept along, it was hard
to know whether he was Paul Mackie, creeping into the
archaeological dig at night, or a man from a much earlier
existence, creeping home to his settlement. Was he awake or
asleep? Was this dream or reality? What was he doing here? He
almost expected, upon reaching the site, to find the houses still
there, laughter ringing from the hall - as if he could creep up on
the past when it was least suspecting him and consequently find
it all still there. As he finally reached the area of the pig sties,
now his finds tent, he was disappointed to realise that he was in
the present.
He didn't have long to remain disappointed. Something
hit him like a truck, knocking him to the ground and winding
him. Though it had come from in front of him, he had not seen
it coming so the surprise was complete. The attack happened
just as the clouds covered the moon, plunging all into darkness.
Paul struggled against the body that held him to the ground,
raining punches down upon him.
He cried out, ‘Get off me. Get off you lunatic.’
The punches stopped, as suddenly as they had begun.
Paul found a torch being shone in his eyes and the familiar
voice of Callum saying.
‘What the bloody hell are you doing creeping round here
at night?’
Callum was slightly the worse for drink. He had made
sure that he had gone to the tent liberally oiled with whisky and
he was annoyed at being disturbed. Especially since he was not
alone in the tent. Paul thought hard to come up with a
convincing story in his totally unconvincing situation.
‘What do you think?’ That was smart - throw it back at
Callum. Perhaps not so smart.
‘Looking for that bloody buckle I imagine,’ slurred
Callum. ‘Or testing out my security. Pointless in either case.’
‘Why pointless?’
Paul realised that Callum was far gone enough to have
lost most of his capacity for rational thought. That he could get
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away with a fair amount and it would be but a hazy memory the
next day.
‘Because I found that buckle you were on about. Lucky
for you. I didn't tell anyone either. So you can stop acting the
fool now.’
‘Thanks.’ Paul shook hands with Callum, assured him
that he was none the worse as a result of Callum's special
efforts, and reassured him that he was sure he would have been
the worse for it if he had been a robber.
His calm exterior belied his unease inside. How could
Callum have found a buckle he'd never dropped in the first
place? He decided not to take things any further. Best not to
question. As it was, no damage had been done. Callum just
thought he was losing it, but then Callum had always thought
Paul was pretty strange anyway. It would all fade into a drunken
memory, something to be laughed about in the pub.
He said goodbye, thanked Callum profusely for ‘getting
him off the hook’ and promised him a drink as a reward. Then
he made his way, the short way, back to the car, and returned to
the cottage.
He was surprised, on pulling up, to see all the lights
blazing. He quietly turned his key in the lock and called out in a
subdued tone ‘Diane?’ his hopes and expectations in conflict.
‘Where the hell have you been?’ came the response that
dashed his hopes and confirmed his expectations. ‘I've been
worried sick. I woke up and you were nowhere to be seen.’
‘I just went out for a drive,’ he said. ‘Couldn't sleep. I told
you.’
She didn't ask the obvious ‘Told me what?’ but instead
said, ‘I was really worried.’
He smiled. ‘No need to worry,’ he said, ‘I'm a big boy
now. Even my mum lets me out after dark.’
‘But you've been acting so... do you think you should be
driving... what with...’ Diane lost for words, unable to form a
sentence was something very unusual and Paul didn't know
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what to make of it. Suddenly he was overcome with tiredness
and couldn't be bothered to try to work it out. He walked past
her into the bedroom and within minutes was fast asleep without a dream in sight.
It took a few days for things to get back to normal. Paul
was aware on the dig of people talking about him, the way they
went quiet when he approached, looking furtively at him as if he
were something dangerous to be avoided. He found it all
slightly irritating. But more irritating was the way Diane treated
him. She drove him to and from the site, refusing to let him
drive himself. It was like she was guarding him and he resented
it.
However, Simon returned soon enough and took some
of the heat off. Paul had expected that the body would return
with Simon. This thought had kept him going, had made him
calmer over the last few days. He had had no repetition of the
panic attack, no misty visits to the past either awake or asleep
and his conscience was getting clearer every time he thought of
the body being returned - somehow it seemed that his
complicity in removing the man from his natural habitat would
be overridden by the return. But Simon came back alone.
Almost alone. Knowing that Paul was upset not to have been
present at the autopsy, Simon brought him the next best thing.
A video of the events.
Thus it was that one evening Simon, Diane and Paul
settled down on the sofa to watch the autopsy being carried out.
Being an amateur video the quality was poor and since the
pathologist spoke in Danish, Simon translated and explained
what was going on - though most of it was horrifically obvious.
The pathologist began with an incision in the top of the
chest and his scalpel tore down the skin, which he then folded
aside as if it were a jacket. Paul found himself looking straight at
the vital organs of the bog man. The years in the bog had
dissolved most of the bones, so it there were no ribs to hide the
heart. The pathologist cut at the aorta, removing the heart and
placing it on the table beside the body.
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In the background were sounds of people laughing and
squirming. Paul was disgusted by the holiday atmosphere in the
autopsy room.
‘What the hell is all that racket?’ he asked Simon.
‘Oh, people from the University, the Council, you know
all the hangers on who want to be there at the great event and
then get squeamish at the site of a corpse.’
Paul couldn't believe these people had been let in, that
the media circus was there scavenging over the body. There was
no respect for the dead here. No respect for the miraculous
man who had survived through the centuries. He was just so
much dead meat.
The liver was still largely intact and it joined the stomach
on a growing pile of human offal, removed for analysis. As the
scalpel moved towards the genital area Paul felt a wave of
sickness come over him. How could he have allowed this?
Whatever information they would gain from studying these
remains, could it possibly be worth the degradation of this once
fine man? A man worth more than all those people in the room,
peering over him in voyeuristic pleasure.
Paul stole a glance at Diane. She was watching the
proceedings with the calm detachment of the professional, no
emotion involved. She had no personal relationship with the
man after all. He was only important to her as a means of dating
the site, nothing more.
Things got worse. The pathologist got a saw and cut into
the head. He peeled the skin back from the forehead, revealing
the brain. This was too much, Paul thought. No matter if this
was a dead body, it was inhuman to rip the skin back like that,
carelessly cutting away parts of a man's face.
‘They're good at invisible sewing,’ Diane said, catching
his eye and trying to put his mind at rest. She didn't succeed.
‘They don't give a shit,’ said Paul. ‘They're just destroying
him.’
‘Not so,’ said Simon. ‘They've got to make sure that they
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don't mess up the outside, so that if he's displayed in the future,
he'll look all right.’
Paul couldn't believe what he was hearing. Simon used
the word ‘he’ but seemed to have no concept of what it meant
to be a man, of dignity even after death. It now seemed that the
best the man could look forward to was to becoming a freak
show exhibit.
Paul thought of the only bog-body he had seen before, in
the British Museum. Lindow man. Not nearly as complete as
this body, but fascinating. He began to question why it was so
fascinating. Why did people crowd round the case and marvel at
the hologram which reconstituted the flattened head into a
three dimensional image. He knew that there was a good reason,
that people could marvel, he had marvelled at the fact that he
was looking at a man from the past. But at what cost? He
thought back to when he had first seen his bog man, when the
head emerged from the peat, and then later when he had
touched him, caressing the skin in secret in the lab. He was torn
between two camps. He himself had been enriched beyond
comparison since making contact with this man from the past.
Could he deny others the same experience? But he was equally
sure that he had some special link. Something over and above a
casual curiosity and a moment of wonder before going off
home on the bus, standing with other people in queues, jostling
with them on underground trains, living a totally twentieth
century life.
His thoughts only took a moment and, as he turned back
to the screen, the bog-man's brain was severed from the spinal
cord and removed in the hands of the pathologist. He held the
man's life force in his hands. Paul's own head was spinning,
thumping, pounding. He wasn't sure if this was because of his
confused thoughts or something more sinister. He rubbed his
temples.
‘It's excellent,’ Diane commented ‘Slightly shrunken, but
amazing. The brain of a man from thousands of years ago.’
Simon smiled. He had the advantage of having
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experienced the event first hand, and he was enjoying being one
step further along the line than the others.
The video came to an abrupt end. Paul wished he could
have seen the body again, complete, sewn back together as if
never touched, as Simon promised would happen. He was
instead left with the image of destruction, of a man picked over
by carrion and left to rot by the roadside. A man who had
fearlessly driven chariots drawn by flying horses now fit only to
be squashed by car tyres.
‘So what happens now?’ Paul asked.
‘They'll get working on all the organs, the contents of the
gut, look at the brain, collect data,’ Simon said. ‘It'll be full time
work for a lot of people for a long time. I don't expect anything
will be published for a year at least.’
‘And when does the body come back here?’ asked Paul,
trying to hide growing unhappiness.
‘That's anyone's guess,’ Simon said. ‘It depends on so
many things. Harry was even talking about selling it to the
Danes.’
‘What?’ Paul and Diane spoke in unison, perhaps for
different reasons.
‘You know Harry. Money paramount as always.’ Simon
shrugged.
‘We can't allow that,’ said Diane. ‘It's a major find. And if
it is sixth century BC and links with our site, it's far too
important.’
Simon nodded. ‘You have a point. But who's going to
want to house it? Unless there is a major hoard with it. Too
much trouble.’
‘There is a major hoard,’ Paul blurted out.
Simon and Diane looked at him.
‘Oh, the souterrain,’ Diane said.
She told Simon that they were in the process of trying to
locate a souterrain and that hopes were it would hold more
important artefacts.
‘Paul's getting a bit overexcited about it,’ she said, trying
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to downplay his outburst. ‘He's impatient to start digging but
I've said we've got to wait till Harry's safely back in Edinburgh.’
Simon got up, took the video out of the machine and
replaced it carefully in its sleeve. He went towards the kitchen.
‘Don't count your chickens before they're hatched,’ he
said to Paul, smiling. ‘First rule of archaeology. Anyone want a
coffee?’
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CHAPTER TWENTY TWO
POTSHERDS AND POSTHOLES
‘Everything is spoilt by use.
Where's the cheek that doth not fade
Too much gazed at?’
(John Keats.)
The diggers worked in overdrive through the last week of
August and the first of September, oblivious to the hot weather
and holiday atmosphere around them. They took advantage of
the light and worked late hours, stopping only to fall into bed
and getting up into the same dirty clothes again day after day.
This time of year was always like a race against time. It was
never certain that the next year money would be available to
continue, even if it was promised. There was little time for
communication or confrontation between Harry and Diane's
camps because each was concerned with their own rate of
progress.
Diane's trench 1 was yielding great finds in the form of
postholes and a rock floor. Pouring plaster into holes and
rendering measurements into three dimensional hypotheses of
what the circumference and size of the hall was a source of
great interest for the whole team. Everyone except Paul of
course. He had seen the hall first hand. He had sat in it, drunk
in it, laughed in it and loved in it. No computer generated image
could match his own first-hand experience. They had no idea,
he thought, how sumptuous it was inside, what luxury, what joy
was contained in there all those years ago.
Trench 2 was yielding the expected fragments of glass
and pottery, shards were logged and would be pieced together
in the months ahead. It was a goodly collection, but they still
lacked the spectacular find that would justify the space and
money of setting up a major exhibition.
Tentative steps had been taken to locate the souterrain,
and by the time Harry and his team packed up, they were sure
enough to be ready to dig. But they were running terrifyingly
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short of time. The weather threatened to take a turn for the
worse, to return to the constant drizzling rain, which had
hampered them in April and May. Digging an underground
storehouse would be challenging, if not impossible under those
conditions and Diane was in two minds as to whether they
should attempt it.
Paul was adamant. He had to get into the souterrain. He
was still dogged by the vivid dark dream of standing in it,
running out of it and being attacked. It haunted him waking and
sleeping. He no longer enjoyed dreams of feasting and
communal laughter. Every time he revisited the past he was in
the souterrain - the same dream, with horrific repetition. He felt
that until he could stand in the souterrain, among the treasure,
trace his path out, stumble now as he had stumbled then, he
would not be free of the nightmare.
He did not confide this belief in Diane however. He just
pestered her continually with the necessity that they uncover the
storeroom, the certainty of finding a huge hoard of treasure. A
serious rift began to emerge between them. It was not that
Diane did not believe him, he had been proven right time and
time again, but she had other things to think of, longer term
aims to consider. Maybe if they could just get enough from the
trenches they had already started on, they'd get proper funding
for an extensive dig of the souterrain next year. She didn't want
to go at it half-cocked and ruin a major site. She didn't share
Paul's requirement for speed. She could take her time.
Late at night Simon stopped shutting his ears against the
muffled sounds of lovemaking and began shutting them against
the less muffled sounds of rowing. Always the same. Paul
insisting on digging as soon as possible, Diane resisting being
pushed into anything before she was ready.
Simon did not enjoy being pig in the middle of a strained
relationship. There were only three weeks to go before the dig
was over, but he decided in order for them all to keep sanity
and some semblance of dignity, he would move out. In a
remarkably uncharacteristic gesture, which showed how much
the rows at the cottage were getting to him, he moved in with
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Callum.
This left Paul and Diane free to yell at the top of their
voices at each other and they all too frequently took advantage
of the situation.
‘You can't leave the job half done,’ Paul complained, rerunning an already overtired argument.
‘We'll dig the souterrain when I'm good and ready,’ she
replied. ‘I'm still in charge of this dig remember.’
‘Just remember there wouldn't be a dig without me,’ he
replied. ‘And if you don't start digging that souterrain, I will.’
‘You can't do that,’ she said, her voice raised in
indignation at the mutiny she faced.
‘Watch me,’ he challenged.
It was agreed that they would dig the souterrain in the
last two weeks of September. Paul had won. But it didn't make
for improved relations. He felt he was seeing a side of Diane he
didn't like, but moodily he decided he didn't care. It was the
souterrain that was important, not her. He didn't stop to
wonder what side of him Diane was seeing. He didn't have time
to think about what was happening to their relationship, what
sort of future they would have. He was preoccupied with the
past and the present and future could go hang for all he cared.
In the meantime Paul spent his days logging finds. There
was now an impressive collection of potsherds, glass, the odd
bit of charred wood and gold, bronze and iron. The dig was
now focussed almost exclusively on trench 3, (the houses)
which Paul could not help but consider as ‘home turf’.
He stood in the middle of a patch of ground which had,
all those years ago, been Maedbh's hearth and tears welled up in
his eyes. For no reason he could understand, he was filled with
an overwhelming feeling of sorrow, of foreboding. This place,
sealed in his memory as a place of happiness, of love, of
belonging; now seemed empty and helpless. He knelt down in
the trench, deserted for the time being as Simon and Jessie,
good faithful Jessie, still working her fingers to the bone for no
reward or acknowledgement; had gone to lunch. He saw an
object, took his scraper from his back jeans pocket and carefully
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freed it from the surrounding earth, which clung to it like a
child to its favourite toy. And as he freed it, he felt the simile
particularly apt. It was a doll. The kind of thing usually referred
to as a votive offering or a shrine god, but which he knew had
been a child's toy. Maedbh's son's toy. His son's toy.
He straightened up. He could almost feel the child in his
arms. Almost sense Maedbh's kiss on the back of his neck - but
only almost. And the feeling floated away on the wind, leaving
him lonely, bereft, isolated in time.
He took the find back to his tent. It lay heavy in his hand.
Diane was waiting for him in the tent. He placed it on the table
silently. She picked it up. He watched her turn it over in her
hands. It was no longer an item of significance to him, as he
watched her fingers run over its smooth lines, feel the curves of
the carved material made to worship a god in the land across
the foam and given to comfort a child; it became just so much
terracotta. A lump. No symbolism, no significance, no real link
to the past. He felt like he was losing something, something
important, yet something that would be lost, that he had no
control over. That he could not possess, or cherish, or keep. A
deep sadness flooded through it.
‘I've got some good news for you.’ Diane smiled a
placatory smile.
‘What's that?’ he asked wearily, not really interested.
‘We're going to start digging the souterrain tomorrow,’
she said.
It was a gesture of reconciliation, or recognition of his
worth, or something. But he was no longer in the mood to fully
appreciate it. He felt that things were coming to an end, that
past and present were combining in pressing in on him, leaving
him no hope for the future. Since he could not give any
justification to these thoughts, he tried to behave in as cheerful
a mood as his victory demanded.
‘There's something else,’ she added and drew out a large
map. ‘Look,’ she said, pointing the features out. ‘We've got the
whole area significantly mapped out. It's impressive isn't it?’
‘Will it mean funding next year?’ he asked, half-heartedly.
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‘Should do,’ she said brightly, missing his mood. ‘We just
need the lab to come through with the date on the body and
we're set.’
He smiled. A half-hearted, false smile. He was pleased
that she was happy. But he stood outside her happiness,
watching it through a window that would not open, would not
let him in. A window through which a breeze would never
blow. As he looked at the map, the full extent of what they had
achieved dawned on him. Six months ago he would have been
cock of the walk, but now it all seemed pointless. It seemed like
betrayal. Emptiness. Caeradh had been right, what was the point
of writing down memories, or even drawing them. You couldn't
hold onto them, you couldn't render them into another form.
They existed only in the mind. And the minds which held these
memories were long gone. All except his. What use was his
isolated memory? He had no one to share his stories with, no
one to laugh at shared experiences. If he spoke he was only
speaking to interpreters, to re-creators, to people who thought a
child's toy was a votive offering and to whom it would be
unable to prove otherwise.
He longed for the past. He longed for the time when his
dreams brought him happiness, excitement, a sense of life and
belonging. He longed for the more recent past, when Diane had
been a lover not an adversary, when he had looked up to her
instead of feeling threatened by her. He wished there was a way
of turning the clock back. Of losing the sense of foreboding and
melancholy which washed through his whole body.
‘I couldn't have done any of this without you,’ she said.
He looked at her, hearing her clearly for the first time in
weeks, though she spoke more softly than he had become
accustomed to.
‘Thank you, Paul.’
She smiled.
He remembered that smile. He saw it again, for an instant
as if for the first time, for a moment he was transported. He
tried to cling to the moment like a desperate man going down
for the third time, but it slipped out of his hands and out of his
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mind. He was left with a kind of peace, or perhaps the
emptiness left after desperation feels like peace to the desperate
mind. He reflected in his desperation that maybe the Celtic past
was lost to him, and determined that if so, he would at least try
to hold onto something of his own past, his recent history. He
even thought he would come clean about the torc.
‘Let's go to the river,’ he said, taking her hand.
It was the first time they had walked over the site
together as a couple, as people not archaeologists, as man and
woman enjoying nature and each other. The leaves were ready
to fall from the trees and the cycle of nature moved towards
death - a death that was not sad because it presaged a new
beginning. Maybe this was what they needed, Paul thought, a
new beginning. They both needed to find each other again. He
knew he was as guilty as she, more guilty probably and she
seemed to be coming to him, offering the olive branch. It would
be churlish to refuse it.
He looked out over the water, followed the ripples
downstream. A man long ago had stood there watching for
boats to come up. A boat would not make it this far up any
more, would not have done so for years, for lifetimes, but once,
long ago, boats came up here.
‘The body will be coming back soon,’ she said as if
tapping into his thoughts.
‘When?’
‘End of the month. Harry's been overruled about selling
it off to the highest bidder. Thank God there's still some
integrity left in the profession.’
Integrity. A word that fell easily from her lips. A word he
believed in. They had tried to act with integrity, but would those
people from so long ago think that they had done so? He
doubted it. They would have wondered at all the fuss.
Wondered what was being proved by the ransacking of their
present by the future.
‘What's going to happen to him?’
‘He's going back to the lab in Edinburgh. Until
something more permanent can be sorted out.’
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‘Oh.’
He didn't know what to say. He wanted to see the body
again, but also felt a chilling fear of having to face it once more.
Having watched the autopsy, the systematic destruction, as
intrusive and cruel as any ritual sacrifice, he was worried about
what he would see. He didn't want to look into empty eye
sockets, to be confronted by the consequences of his precipitate
actions.
‘And it's been confirmed he's sixth century BC,’ she said,
triumphantly.
‘Good,’ he replied. He'd known that all along.
They walked back from the river hand in hand, for all the
world like a pair of lovers with nothing on their minds. But each
inhabiting a solitary world. They kept their solitude silent and
made a brave attempt at feeling together in superficiality that
was their present situation. They drove back to the cottage and
Diane cooked a splendid meal.
Afterwards they had an early night.
‘A big day tomorrow,’ Diane said.
They came together; an attempt to formalise their new
found relative position, rekindle the romance and re-establish
the friendship which had seemed to get lost somewhere along
the way. As he stroked the now familiar skin, ran his fingers
over erogenous zones he now knew instinctively were there,
Paul wondered why this didn't feel better than the first few
electric occasions of their lovemaking. It didn't feel samey Diane was experienced enough to add excitement and interest
to any sexual situation - but it just didn't feel as earth shattering
as he remembered it. Perhaps that was inevitable he thought
and then she surprised him. At the peak of his climax, when he
was about to lose himself in himself, as he had done before he
met her, and lately since they had started arguing; as she was
about to become insignificant, she did something, he didn't
know what it was, but somehow she brought herself, through
her body, through her inmost body, right back into his mind.
His thoughts became linked with her. Time stood still again as it
had before. They came together in an explosion of fireworks. It
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was not lost. It was not over. There was hope.
‘Don't think,’ he thought. ‘Don't think about it. Don't try
to work it out. That's what's wrong with you. You'll lose it if
you think about it.’
He felt from the inside the inane grin which had crossed
his face. He turned to her. He was about to tell her about the
torc, but she got in first.
‘Still got the old magic?’ she asked.
‘You bet,’ he said.
The moment was lost. As he opened his mouth to tell
her, she spoke the very words that would prevent her from ever
knowing what he now dearly wanted her to know.
‘Tell me about Maedbh.’
As she spoke he realised he would never be able to do
that.
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CHAPTER TWENTY THREE
LEAVES BEGIN TO FALL
‘I had a dream, which was not all a dream...
A fearful hope was all the world contained...
All earth was but one thought - and that was death.’
(Lord Byron.)
Now they were really working against the clock. The digging
was fast and furious. It was backbreaking, unrewarding
shovelling to begin with, fuelled only by the hope of treasure in
store. The storm clouds threatened but rain did not fall. There
was a war-time camaraderie as every other task was abandoned
in this last ditch attempt to uncover the miraculous. Paul and
Diane worked side by side, their rows forgotten they seemed to
be once more a happy couple. There was no one to hide this
relationship from now, no secrets to be kept, except of course
for the secret of why they were digging for a souterrain in the
first place.
On the second day of digging, roof stones were
discovered. It took another day to reveal the entrance point
however and then the work rate reduced. Spades were put aside
in favour of trowels and the earth shifting became more
painstaking, but that bit more exciting.
Evenings away from the site were short, but full of plans.
Success was assured so it was time to plan for the future. Paul
realised that he had no plans, no employment once this dig was
over. Nothing was certain. He was tied to Diane one way or
another, but nothing was formalised. He had always assumed
she would want him to go on working with her, but as her
sabbatical came to an end, she would be back at the University,
teaching undergraduates. What was going to happen to all the
exciting finds they were about to uncover?
He broached the subject to her on the evening of the day
they found the entrance stone. He took it as a good omen. They
showered together, for speed rather than any sexual pleasure
and flopped into bed, both exhausted with hard digging and
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excitement.
‘What's going to happen once we've finished here?’ he
asked, thinking it useless to cover up a blunt question with
fancy words. She'd see through that instantly.
‘There's plenty of work still to be done,’ she said. ‘Proper
logging of all the finds, liaising about money for next year,
keeping Harry off our backs and...’
‘I know that,’ he replied, playing with her hair which lay
spread out, still wet, encroaching on his pillow. ‘But who's going
to do all this work?’
She sat up, smiled at him playfully. ‘Don't you want to?’
‘Me?’ he paused. ‘What me? Do all that?’
‘I thought it's what you'd want,’ she said, laughing.
‘Yes, of course,’ he replied. ‘But what about you... and
what about money?’
‘Don't worry,’ she said. ‘I'll be back teaching of course
but I'll help all I can.’
‘It's going to be a bit difficult to co-ordinate,’ he
continued ‘You in Bath and me in Edinburgh.’
‘What are you going to be doing in Edinburgh?’ she
asked.
‘Well, if I don't have paid work, I'll have to live at home.’
He felt he was stating the obvious.
‘You can live just as cheaply with me in Bath as in
Edinburgh with your parents,’ she volunteered.
Finally it clicked. He realised he had just been
propositioned. That she thought it obvious they would move in
together after the dig. He had thought that the recent problems
would have put paid to that; that she would wave goodbye to
him quite happily at the end of the dig. Now it seemed she had
had other plans up her sleeve all the time.
It was a big step. A step he thought he would have been
making the decision on. Going to Bath, getting involved in her
regular life, it was all pretty serious. She must be pretty
serious about him. He couldn't help but feel flattered.
Then he remembered the job. This just got better and better.
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‘And how will it work... the work side of things I mean.’
He tried not to sound as surprised as he felt, tried to take
it all in his stride as she was doing, not make a big deal of it.
‘I've got some money for that,’ she said. ‘For an assistant
to work on the finds from this dig. It's not great wages I'm
afraid, but it'll keep you going. I won't charge you rent, that
should make it easier.’
For a moment the thought that he was about to become
a kept man flitted across his mind. He dismissed it. He would
be working after all, it was just the easiest arrangement. If he
were being paid properly he'd pay her rent of course. And he'd
pull his weight in other ways. He wasn't a toy-boy; this
relationship was far more sincere than that.
‘And at the University,’ he said, unable to dismiss the
worry nevertheless. ‘What will people say?’
‘About what?’ she asked.
‘About you and me?’
‘What is there for them to say?’
‘You know. The age difference.’
She laughed. ‘You know the score,’ she said. ‘It's
nobody's business but ours.’
He kissed her and then lay on his back trying to imagine
this new future; he hadn't thought about the future for so long
it was a strange sensation. He tried to imagine himself in Bath.
Walking along streets in Bath, working at a desk in Bath, making
love in Diane's house in Bath. It felt good. But it also felt a long
way away from Galloway and the Celtic settlement.
There was nothing he could do about that, he reflected.
He couldn't camp there like an itinerant over the winter. At least
he would have objects from the settlement to link him back to
it. The dreams seemed to have gone and he had nothing but the
objects left. So it didn't really matter where he was.
~~~
‘Don't take him. Don't. Don't take him from me.’
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A voice screaming out in the darkness. A feeling of pain,
intense pain, of a body in torment as it is dragged across the
ground, limbs numb with pain and unable to respond to the
dictates of the brain.
A glimpse, for one moment a glimpse of a frightened
woman. A baby clutching to her breast. Rough hands pulling it
away from her. Eyes meeting. Fear. Her cry was for the baby
and her man. Both were being taken from her. Looking back,
the last sight of her - fighting like a wildcat as a rough arm
pulled at her hair, dragged her into the one house not yet ablaze.
Mouth opening. Wanting to scream. Throat too tight.
Unable to respond, to fight. Impotent in the face of superior
strength and numbers. Pain. Once more searing pain. Slipping
away into darkness
~~~
Paul woke shaking with fear.
‘I dreamed it again...’ he stammered. ‘Worse than before.
It was... being dragged... in the dark... pain...’
‘Calm down.’
Diane sat up in bed beside him, stroking his hair which
was once more in dire need of a trim. She pushed the sweat
matted strands out of his eyes.
He took deep breaths. He tried to focus on the present.
He looked at Diane's large breasts, naked in front of him. He
stared at the nipples, losing himself to anything else, trying to
focus on something, to lose the fear of the pain in his memory.
Pulling him to her, she sank his head in her breasts, holding
him, rocking with him.
‘Don't worry,’ she said. ‘Just try to remember. Tell me
what you remember.’
‘I can't,’ he gulped. ‘I can't tell you... it's too...’
He was like a child, frightened that by vocalising his fears
they would become real. Somewhere in his present
consciousness, he realised he was acting like a child; that he
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must appear a fool to Diane, but he couldn't help it.
‘Okay,’ she reassured him. ‘Okay. When you're ready. Just
tell me when you're ready.’
He knew he would never be ready to tell her. Some
things just had to be kept in your own head, no matter how
frightening. Some things belonged in private memory. Should
not be talked about or written down, or shared with other
people.
‘I thought I'd stopped dreaming about it,’ he said. ‘The
site. I thought I'd got over it.’
‘There must be a reason,’ she said.
There was a reason all right. He was sure about that. But
what was it? Why was he haunted by this horrific scene again.
What did it mean?
‘Probably just over-excited about tomorrow,’ she said. It
couldn't help but sound patronising; like a mother talking down
to an overwrought child. He forgave her that though, since he
realised he was acting like a child. To her. To her it must seem
he was being childish. Because she could not know the full adult
horror of what he had just experienced. Of seeing the woman
you loved ripped apart from her child. Of seeing the child
dashed to the ground, his brains splatting out on a stone. Of the
cries of the woman as she was dragged indoors for what was
inevitably going to be a vicious rape. Of being in so much pain
that you could not help. Physically constrained and mentally
unable to offer any comfort. How could he explain that to
Diane?
~~~
We used to be so happy here. We had such plans for our lives.
We troubled no one and no one troubled us. We worked and
fell in love and raised children. We feasted and raced chariots
and milled grain. We tended horses and pigs and hunted boar
and deer and elk. We watched the sun rise and fall, the moon
rise and fall, the stars sparkle on a deep blue sky. The clouds
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obscured everything from view, the wind blew where it willed.
We stood in the river, the fast flowing river, catching fish,
gathering water, washing and swimming and laughing. We wove
linen and knitted wool, we made jewellery and pottery and
ornaments and we never once thought to make weapons. We
had no need of weapons. We were a threat to no one. We hurt
no one.
We had a life. A precious life. A worthwhile life. A life
unburdened by gods or war or unhappiness. A life where to sit
by a fire at the end of a long day was our greatest joy. To share
our food and our warmth and our love with all around us. That
was our life. It was a good life. It could have gone on forever.
Individuals would have been born and died but our people
would have gone on forever.
Then it was stolen from us. Our life was stolen from us.
Taken, ripped from our hearts. Dreams ripped from our heads.
Memories dashed to the ground. Past and future smashed into
nothingness.
~~~
The next morning Paul felt a certain sense of doom. As if he
knew what all his nightmares had been about but just couldn't
remember them. As if his subconscious was holding something
back, something too terrible for him to be told.
‘The body's back.’
Simon greeted him cheerily as he got out of Diane's car
and walked towards the entrance to the souterrain.
Was this why he had started dreaming again, he
wondered? The body was back. His link. His direct link to the
past. He felt a rush of adrenalin. A desire to drop everything,
forget everything and see the bog-man again. Touch him, run
his hands over the man's hair, tattoos, skin. Communicate with
him again.
But he couldn't go. Not today. Today was the big day
after all. The day they opened the souterrain. The day they
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found all the treasures that Paul knew had been stored there so
many years ago. The day he was finally spectacularly vindicated.
The day the hero came home.
There was an atmosphere of general excitement around
the site. Everyone had forgotten that they had no reason to
expect that this was to be the find of the century. They had
spent so much time digging where told and finding what was
expected that they had stopped questioning. They were on a
lucky roll. Diane was the goddess - no one, except Paul of
course, knew how she knew what she knew, but she knew her
stuff all right. She was remarkable.
Much back slapping and congratulatory jesting went on
as she strolled over to the entrance stone, trowel in hand.
‘Speech, speech,’ Callum called out.
Time slowed down to an almost grinding halt. Everything
went into slow motion. Trowels seemed to take minutes to
scrape at earth. The dislodging of stones was a painful,
laborious affair. Finally, by mid-morning, the entrance stone
was revealed in all its glory. A huge stone, with the remnants of
a rusted iron ring sunk into it. It was going to take a great effort
to move this. Principles of leverage were discussed and opinions
freely given on the best way, the right way and the safest way to
open the souterrain. Action was about to begin when the skies
opened and the rain came down.
The skies opened and the rain came down. The wind
blew gustily, in all directions at once, causing leaves to tumble
from the trees. There was nothing that could be done except
call for an early lunch.
Eager eyes watched from the tents, scrutinising the
clouds in the sky, making ill-informed judgements about when
the rain would abate, what direction the wind would move the
rain clouds to, when they could get back to work.
About three o'clock it lifted. By three fifteen it was
deemed that there would be no more rain for a while and it was
safe to get back to work. The last thing anyone wanted was to
open the stone door and waterlog the souterrain before they
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had a chance to get any of the treasures out. Cameras were at
the ready to record the auspicious moment. Paul was already
formulating his speech to the media about his feelings the exact
moment that he first stepped inside the souterrain. But he
found that his palms were sweating, that he was frightened of
stepping inside it. This moment he had waited for, for so long;
the moment he had been sure was going to give him all the
answers he personally needed, as well as providing answers for
people with less horrific questions; he realised it terrified him.
He had to know, but he didn't want to know. It was like being
confronted with your own death. Opening up your own coffin
and seeing your own body entombed there, a decaying corpse.
He decided he would hang back. Let the others in there
first. Once the souterrain was filled with excited archaeologists
it would surely lose its isolating fear for him. It was not difficult
to get to the end of the queue. Everyone else was clamouring to
be the first. The atmosphere was akin to Howard Carter's
opening of the tomb of Tutankhamen. This was real
archaeology. This was the kind of thing Harry hated and any
true archaeologist dreamed of. This was history in the making.
Excitement was only slightly deflated by the extreme
hard physical work of removing the stone.
By now it was four thirty and the September light was
fading fast. Callum, in charge of the camera - flash at the ready,
handed a torch to Diane. It seemed only right that she should
enter first.
She paused at the entrance, turned round, looking for
Paul.
‘Do you want to go in first?’ she asked him. He
shook his head.
‘Your privilege.’
She switched on the torch and stepped inside the
passageway. The others trooped in after her. They stumbled
their way along ten feet of dark, musty passage, marvelling at
how the stone roof was kept up only by the weight of stone
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itself, at how this could possibly have survived intact for so
many thousands of years. The snaking group of archaeologists
and would be archaeologists edged their way along the
passageway, Diane in the front and Paul taking up the rear, until
the passageway opened into a large chamber. Diane shone her
torch round the walls. She expected gold and bronze and glass,
a roomful of treasure. She had confidence in gold and bronze
and glass, believed Paul when he promised it to her. The torch's
faint beam picked out something. On the walls there were
remnants of painted decorations, daubed signs and pictures.
Other than that it was completely empty.
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CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR
THE LOSS OF THE HERO
‘I am but a voice,
My life is but the life of winds and tides
No more than winds and tides can I avail:
But thou can'st.’
(John Keats.)
No one knew what to say. There was nothing to say. The
discovery of the souterrain was remarkable, exciting in itself, but
when you had geared yourself up for a treasure trove, it was a
bitter disappointment.
Diane turned to look for Paul, flashing her torch beam
over the confused faces of her fellow workers. Eventually she
picked him out, standing at the back, his face a pale colour, not
only because of the pale light from the torch.
‘It's empty. How can it be empty? It wasn't empty. It
shouldn't be empty. I tripped over... when I ran out...’ Paul's
mind was racing. He was so preoccupied with his own
confusion that he hadn't begun to think of the ramifications of
his mistake. Hadn't thought what this might do to Diane. His
concern was only with himself. Himself and those people who
had worked so hard to make the things which should be in this
chamber, who had put them there before... before...
Just as he began to remember what had happened next,
why the treasure was no longer there, he was brought back to
the physical present by the intrusive flashlight, which Diane
trained on his face.
‘It's obviously been robbed.’
Callum could see the anger, which flashed between Paul
and Diane, and though he didn't understand it, he tried to
dissipate the situation. He knew how sure they had been that
something was there, that the souterrain had lain undisturbed
for two thousand years. Himself, he had thought it unlikely, so
he wasn't as surprised as they seemed to be. But he knew what a
disappointment this would be to both of them. They had, in his
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opinion, got in beyond their depth. They had fallen into the
same kind of trap as Harry, deciding what they wanted to find
and then going after it. It was after all, a common archaeologists
fault - discover the history you want to believe in.
Diane was not used to having egg on her face. She
couldn't help but blame Paul. She was furious with him. What
had gone wrong? Why had he done this to her? She couldn't
think straight through her blinding anger. She turned on her
heel and led the way silently from the chamber.
This was the end of the line. There were no more clues about
where to dig, what to look for. Diane and Paul weren't on
speaking terms it seemed and the whole thing had gone sour
despite the fact that to everyone else the dig had been a success.
They had disproved Harry's theories, they had discovered a
major new Celtic settlement and there was plenty of stuff to
chew over, look at, write up during the winter months. So why
was there this feeling of doom and gloom?
Paul knew that Diane blamed him. He could understand
it in a way. He had been hoist with his own petard. He had
pushed it too far, believing his dreams, forgetting that
generations of lives had been lived since he last saw the
souterrain, that he was only part of a story. That the story did
not revolve around him and his dreams. People had been living
lives of their own, of which he was no part, to which he had
somehow tapped in occasionally and that inevitably he had only
glimpsed a very few pieces of a very large jigsaw.
He tried to make amends. Tried to remind Diane that he
hadn't known that the treasure would still be there. That his
reason for wanting to open it up was more to do with the bogman, with his own dreams, than with the discovery of a treasure
trove.
‘But we were counting on that for funding next year,’ she
said bitterly.
‘Well perhaps we shouldn't have counted our chickens,’
he replied. ‘I told you it was only dreams. That we shouldn't put
too much credence on them.’
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He couldn't help feeling somewhat relieved that the
souterrain had been empty. His interest had not been in the
treasure, but in the memories. If he was to be unsatisfied, then
why shouldn't everyone else be?
‘We need to pull something out of the bag,’ she said. ‘If
we're not to be a laughing stock, we've got to come up with
something else. Something concrete.’
The pressure was on him. The recriminations had started
and the pressure was on. He had embarked upon this quest in
the hope of finding the answer and freeing the princess. Now
the princess had turned against him and it was all in danger of
collapsing around his head. But what could he do? He was
dependent on dreams, which he could not control. However
much he wished them to come, he couldn't bring them to order.
He found nothing. They found nothing. They packed up
their bags, put turf back in place, abandoned the site until
maybe, just maybe, they might see it again next year. But by next
year the world would be a very different place, and Paul was
convinced that he would never again set foot upon this
particular part of Galloway's muddy ground.
They had shaken that particular mud from their boots
and were trying to lose its taste on their tongues, its bitter
memory in their minds. To look forward instead of back. To
think of the future, but not too far into the future. To carry on
in a situation that had clearly become impossible. They found
themselves in a kind of limbo. Four days hung ahead of them
before they were due to go to Bath. If he was still going to
Bath? He didn't dare broach the subject. He assumed they still
would. He'd been offered the job, he needed a job, he would
take the job. But the consequences were too unpleasant to think
of. How could he bear to work for Diane, to live with Diane, to
be with Diane after all that had happened? Two silent days were
spent packing and on the third he had to get out - be on his
own. Think for himself.
‘I'll go to the lab,’ he said. ‘See the body.’
He got no response. He went.
It was with some trepidation that he entered the room
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where they had laid out the body for his inspection. Now that
the dates had been confirmed, and since Simon had been
working on Diane's dig, Paul was treated with a bit more respect
around the labs. When Paul suggested to Kieran that he would
be all right alone, perhaps Kieran would like to go out for a
coffee or a smoke, his offer was taken up without question.
He stood, as he had stood those few months ago, which
seemed like a lifetime, in front of the bog-man's glistening skin.
He had to admit they'd done a good job of patching him up.
You wouldn't have thought they had ripped him apart the way
he'd seem them do in the autopsy room. And they had put the
eyeballs back in the sockets. They were particularly proud of
that. They'd found a way of stabilising them so that they could
stay, looking out of the head into eternity. It would be a real
crowd puller should they ever find a place to display him.
Gazing at the eyes, Paul was hoping against hope for
some clue, some communication, some answer. But the eyes did
not look into his as they had before. No one was returning his
gaze. There was no brain. This man was now a shell, a nothing,
a sham. Disappointed, Paul stroked the man's hair - wanting to
feel some connection. So much had happened to him as a result
of touching this leathery bag of skin; a whole new world had
been opened up for him. Was it now about to close? To go as
dull as the lustre of the bog-man's eyes. Without him ever
knowing the answer. Without ever even knowing the man's
name.
‘What about Maedbh?’ Paul whispered. If his voice was
low it was not caution, but a desire to impart the intimate
importance of his question. ‘I need to know what happened to
Maedbh at least. You know. I know you know.’
The glazed eyes reflected dully back in his own. It was no
use. It was all over. Paul turned from the body, shoulders
drooping and made his way out of the room. His connection
with the past was over and it looked like his present and future
were shot to pieces as a result. He wanted to make a decision
about Bath, about Diane. But he no longer felt that it was his
decision to make.
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He wanted to feel aggrieved by Diane's behaviour, accuse
her of pettiness, unfairness. But he knew that she was justified
in every mood. He had let her down. He had promised her the
earth and delivered nothing. Nothing. To she, who had given
him so much. She had shown him a new world, given him hope
and strength and held him when he was frightened. He had
given her a silver torc, a symbol of their special, eternal love.
He paused for a moment in his reverie. Was he still
talking about Diane? Wasn't he confusing her with Maedbh. His
head hurt. He was losing it. He wondered, for a split second, if
while in Edinburgh he should call in on his dad; try to explain
things to him. Get an expert's advice. But this would be to
admit that he was crazy. That he couldn't handle his dreams.
Whereas his problem was not letting go of his dreams, but
accepting that they were dreams. This must be partly Diane's
fault. She had encouraged him, pushed him deeper and deeper
into the possibilities of quantum theory. He was sure she had no
better idea what it all meant than him. Hadn't she been playing
with him then? In some way hadn't she been using him as a
guinea pig?
He drove back to the cottage. He wanted to have things
out with her at last. To find out who she really was, what she
really wanted of him. He was no longer thinking of what he had
expected, wanted or found from her; the boot was on the other
foot now. He needed to know what she was doing with him, or
to him - and why. There had to be an agenda beyond
archaeology. This was lives they were playing with after all.
There was a relationship, a world, lives, things said which
changed everything for ever after.
Of course it was unlikely that a conversation planned out
in a confused mind was ever going to work, to make things
clear. Paul was in no mood to rationalise however. He wanted
results. He wanted his mind back from whoever it was that was
playing with it - even if it was himself.
Diane, as ever, surprised him. She listened. She was
patient and kind and generous. She didn't have any answers but
she was happy to help him keep looking. They made love as
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they had done in the early days; perhaps more vigour and less
union, but good all the same. And as he turned over to sleep she
said:
‘Maybe you'll get the answer tonight.’
‘What?’ he sat upright in bed. She had been playing him
all along, even today. She was trying to keep him on side just so
that they could get one more clue, one more chance at finding
something. It was archaeology all the way for her. She and
Harry were two of a kind. And he had tried to help her. He
didn't stop to consider if, in his own way, he was one of their
‘kind’ too.
He wanted to shout, but he was just unutterably
depressed. It had all been for nothing.
‘What answer do you want me to get?’ he asked, dully.
‘Whatever answer you want,’ she said.
‘And why should I tonight? Why now?’ he asked, furious
at his inability to rouse himself to rage at her. Feeling numbness
when he wanted to feel anger.
‘Because you touched the body again today.’
How could she know? How could she know that he had
ever touched the body. He'd never told her, would never tell
her. Was she guessing? How could she be so good at guessing?
He stopped his thoughts in their tracks.
Well it would be obvious to her now. The reddening of
his face would tell her, the look in his eyes as they tried to avoid
contact with her. Of course she knew now.
‘It doesn't signify.’
‘You believe it does.’
So now she was trying to psychoanalyse him. Not
enough to be an archaeologist. She had claimed his body and
wanted to claim free access into his mind too. He would not
allow it.
‘Anyway. I didn't see the body today,’ he lied. ‘They
wouldn't get it out for me.’
‘Ah, that's why you're so upset,’ she concluded.
So, she thought he was like a drug addict. That he
couldn't live without contact. That life wasn't worth living
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without the dreams. She had a point.
‘Don't patronise me,’ he said.
‘I'm just worried about you,’ she replied.
He didn't want to believe her. He didn't want to put the
genuineness of her words to the test. He didn't want to be here
any more. He turned over, grunted, and went to sleep.
~~~
‘You have to help me to find Maedbh. I know where she
is but I can't reach her. She is not with me. She cannot be with
me.’
‘Tell me where she is. Give me a clue.’
‘You know where she is. If you close your mind to
everything else, think only of love, think only of her, you will
find her.’
~~~
Diane woke in the morning to find the bed empty. Paul was
gone. At first she was not greatly concerned, she thought he'd
have gone to the lab. When he didn't return that evening she
began to worry somewhat. She rang Simon at home. He wasn't
in.
She felt uneasy. She didn't know why but she felt really
uneasy. She decided to go to the lab. Perhaps Simon and Paul
were there together, chatting over inconsequential things.
Perhaps they were sitting there discussing her and that was why
she felt so odd. She didn't waste a lot of time wondering why
she was so moved to go to the lab. Unlike Paul she didn't need
rational explanations. She just went.
She got past the security guard with relative ease, he was
used to the irregular hours and comings and goings of the
workers. He was more interested in his paper than in checking
her credentials. Who in their right mind would want to be
wandering round a load of corpses and rubbish in the middle of
the night anyway?
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Diane padded her way through the corridors until she
came upon the room where the body was stored. She entered
the room before switching on the light and thus it came as more
of a surprise when she found herself face to face with the body.
She had expected it to be in a box somewhere, not lying out on
the table. Who had left it like that?
She took it as a sign that Paul had been here, and
recently. Perhaps he was in one of the offices. She left the body,
without looking closely, and went off in search of Paul. It was
fruitless. There was no sign of anyone. No half-warm coffee
cup. No sign of any kind. So she returned to the body. She
might as well have a close look at it before she went home.
Diane had never actually seen the body close to. She had
been there when it was pulled from the ground of course,
packed in the peat and pretty indistinguishable from the element
which had done such a good job of preserving it, of clinging to
it through thousands of years. But she had never seen it close
to, only the pictures Paul and Simon had shown her, and the
autopsy video.
She too, as Paul had been, was interested to see how
perfectly they could restore the face having peeled the skin off
to expose the bone. She moved closer, leant over the body to
inspect the stitches. She looked into the eyes.
It was then she got a real shock. She looked into the eyes
of a man from a sixth century BC Celtic settlement and the man
that looked back out at her was Paul. She was sure of it. Her
mind was not playing tricks, she was not overtired or distraught
or imagining it; though all these options were real possibilities.
She stared long and hard. And the eyes gazed long and
hard back at her. Paul's eyes. Paul spirit. Paul's soul looking
back at her. Suddenly she knew where he was. She knew where
she would find him.
She raced through the night back to Galloway. Back to
the redundant site. Her journey was hampered by the
conditions. A freak weather front bringing freezing conditions
meant that she was driving into sleet and snow, flying towards
her windscreen, almost blinding her. She couldn't believe it -
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snow in September, but was too preoccupied trying to judge the
bends in the winding road in front, too busy trying to combat
her growing fear, to reflect upon the unusual weather.
As she pulled up at the familiar place, the weak sun
pushed through the whitewashed sky. She rubbed her eyes
against the sensation of snow blindness.
She ran across the hard, frozen ground, ran for all she
was worth, a speed which would not have looked out of place at
an athletics meet. She was heading for the river. Moving by
instinct. Then she saw it. By the bank of the river, at the north
west of the site, where the river ran close to the forest, she saw
it.
Paul had been there before her. He had dug, dug
furiously down four or five feet. She looked into the pit, a
feeling of terror welling up inside her. It was a find. Of course.
A find of great archaeological importance. A stone kist. The top
had been removed and inside the kist were the remains of a
skeleton. Of two skeletons - one a baby.
The skull grinned terrifyingly at her and she knew she
had found the answer as Paul before her had found the answer.
She knew that this was Maedbh. Of course there was no real
way of knowing. The skull could belong to anyone. Burial was
not the practice of the sixth century BC. They favoured
cremation, leaving the spirit free to soar out of the body. But it
being unusual did not surprise her. After all, everything else
about the dig had been unusual, out of place, different from the
wise dictates of the modern archaeologist.
But there was another reason how Diane knew that the
skeleton was Maedbh, that she was looking at her rival across
time. Beside the skeletons of mother and child lay a body. Paul's
body.
He was dead.
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PART THREE
EXALTATION OF THE HERO
‘To die! - what does it mean? When we speak of death we are only
dreaming. I have seen people die; but there are such constraints on human
nature that we have no feeling for the beginning and ending of our
existence.’
(J.W. von Goethe.)
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CHAPTER TWENTY FIVE
THE NATURAL CYCLE
‘He lives, he wakes, 't is Death is dead not he......
He is made one with Nature.’
(P.B. Shelley.)
Once Diane had buried her face in the chest of her lost lover,
held his cold body close to her, brushed the gentle snow from
his pale cheeks, kissed his cold, cold lips and cursed herself for
losing him, she became practical. She rang for an ambulance.
She didn't know whether to ring the police first, but her
instinctive thought was for an ambulance. She hardly knew how
much time passed until they arrived, blue flashing light breaking
the unearthly stillness of the early morning mist.
She had not moved the body. She stood helplessly beside
the grave as a burly ambulance man jumped into the pit.
‘Mind the skeleton,’ she said half-heartedly, not really
caring if vital archaeological evidence was being disturbed. What
significance was there in a death from thousands of years ago,
when there was a fresh corpse lying there, a death from her own
experience, linked to her own life.
‘When did you find him?’ the ambulance man asked,
peering up at her from the death-hole.
‘Umm, err, about...’
She wondered why it was important, supposed it was one
of these questions they had to ask, to establish the time of
death. The ambulance man broke into her thoughts, invading
her personal grief with questions of temporality.
‘How long do you think he can have been here?’
‘I don't know,’ she snapped. ‘All night certainly. Does it
really matter? He's dead now, that's all.’
‘But he's not dead.’
The ambulance man baldly stated a fact Diane knew
could not be true. She had held him, had felt his death coldness;
it was impossible. Involuntarily, large tears began to run down
her cheeks, drop off her nose. All she could see were the tears,
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dripping into the snow, losing themselves in its coldness.
‘There's a definite pulse.’
She could not believe it. Would not believe it. But she
had to believe it. The ambulance men sprang into action, lifting
the inert body, wrapping it tightly in blankets, running with the
trolley on which they placed it; running for the ambulance;
determined to combat the hypothermia, determined not to lose
this body to life.
The next few hours passed Diane by in a blur. She
travelled with the ambulance, witnessing the miracle of the men
attempting to bring Paul’s body back to life, watching the colour
slowly return from white, to blue, to pale pink. She dared not
hope. She knew it was possible, that these men could work
miracles, could bring hope to the hopeless. For a fleeting
moment she considered praying. Considered the possibility that
it had been herself who had saved his life. Not only by finding
him in time, but by holding him, by kissing him, by cradling him
back to life. Offering him the choice. He was down in the grave
with another woman- with Maedbh, and she, Diane had offered
him a choice. Was he taking the choice? Would he make it? And
if he did, would he thank her for it?
Unaware of how the day was passing, of anything outside
her immediate feelings, she sat beside Paul's bed. He lay in crisp
white sheets, so different from the snow, which had been his
blanket the night before. He looked peaceful. The colour was
slowly returning to his body, his temperature slowly rising and
the nurses seemed confident that he would pull through, that he
had had a ‘lucky escape.’ When it seemed clear that he would
live, Diane had to begin fielding awkward questions, which,
foolishly, she had not anticipated.
‘Why was he there? What was he doing out there in the
middle of the night?’
No longer surrounded by caring ambulance men and
hospital staff, committed to saving life whatever the cost,
without asking questions; Diane found herself the focus of
attention of the police, whose interest was less altruistic. They
did not mention a suicide attempt, nor even seem to imagine it,
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but Diane was quick to fabricate a reason for Paul's visit to the
site. The quickly constructed reason was largely
incomprehensible, but it was clear she was distressed and the
police took a pragmatic approach, treating her ramblings with a
pinch of salt - dreams, discussions, arguments which had led to
Paul storming off to ‘prove a point.’ To the police all that
mattered was that they could put this down to a ‘domestic’
when they reported back to the station and get on with matters
of more importance.
Of course it would not be that simple in the long run.
Paul had been on a listed site- in effect had been grave robbing.
But then he was part of the digging team. It might be irregular,
but it could surely all be explained. It was too complicated and
too uninteresting for the ordinary bobby, and if it were going to
be a long, involved legal wrangle, they would simply take notes
now and refer to them later. They were not really interested.
The passing excitement of finding a man in a grave with a
couple of skeletons waned when they detected that this was just
some more archaeological hocus pocus. It was hardly a crime and the police were interested only in crimes. Solving crimes
was how they got promotion after all, not playing silly games
with the hypothetical past.
It was about seven o'clock at night when Paul regained
consciousness. Diane swept back into his blurred field of vision
and he realised where he was. He tried to raise his head, but was
too weak; instead he barely managed what she took to be a
sheepish grin.
‘You scared me shitless,’ she said, uncharacteristically
inelegant.
‘Sorry,’ he mouthed. ‘Glass of water?’
She rang for the nurse. It seemed that now he was awake
he needed to rest, to be alone. So Diane was forced to leave his
bedside. As she walked down the corridor away from Paul's
room, she realised she had nowhere to stay. Her car was back at
the dig and there was no immediate way of getting back to the
cottage. Public transport in rural Galloway still leaves a lot to be
desired. Caught up in the minutiae of immediate decision
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making, Diane failed to notice a small, blonde woman who
brushed against her in the corridor as she bustled towards Paul's
door. It was his mother. So it was that two of the important
women in Paul's life never met.
The first thing Diane thought of doing was calling
Simon. But he was in Edinburgh, she in… for a moment she
wondered where she was. She looked around - Stranraer- of
course, the hospital here had been the closest. But it seemed far
away from anywhere Diane wanted to be. She felt stranded. But
she pulled herself together. By the time Simon got over there
from Edinburgh she could have taken a taxi back to the site and
picked up her car. Expensive, but it would demand fewer
answers. Simon would certainly want to know what was going
on, would have a right to know if she involved him. This was
better done alone. Sooner or later others would have to be
brought in, if only to verify the grave site. But until she had
spoken to Paul, Diane was reluctant to alert anyone else to the
latest findings. She just hoped the incident would not be
interesting enough to interest journalists. But then, late
September, in the wilds of Galloway, a young man being
brought into hospital with hypothermia was not a cause of great
interest. Well, it might perhaps reach the eyes and ears of an
enthusiastic cub reporter, but then again, the local jumble sale
or the campaign to save the cinema might be of more pressing
importance on such a person's time. She hoped so.
The taxi was expensive. Feeling like a criminal in her
furtive behaviour, Diane asked him to take her to the Bruce
Hotel. Driving to a dark, isolated spot at night and asking to be
left there seemed to be too potentially interesting for a taxi
driver to keep to himself. And he would probably turn out to be
the cousin or brother in law of the local reporter. Yet, for some
strange reason she couldn't face going back to the empty
cottage alone. In other circumstances it might have seemed
almost funny that she now viewed The Bruce Hotel as a place
of comfort when so recently it had been unbearably isolating.
But Diane was in no mood for irony tonight. She was scared.
Things were getting out of control and she was scared. Scared
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of her feelings for Paul, confused by her thoughts about
Maedbh, tired of the whole thing. She was in a situation she
usually walked away from, yet this time she didn't seem to be
walking away.
So she stayed the night at The Bruce, it being the only
hotel she could think of, planning to make her way to the site
under her own steam the next morning. Alone in the bar,
passing the time over a very large gin and tonic, Diane tried to
reassess the last six months, to make some sense of it. Alone in
his bed in hospital, Paul was doing the same thing.
His mother had fussed around his bedside in the
hopelessly optimistic way that uncomprehending mothers do,
until the nurse reappeared and suggested that Paul really needed
rest. While the nurse was giving him mother details of a local
B&B, he mustered up the energy to tell her to go home,
insisting he'd be all right. She left, but he didn't know if he'd
convinced her. It didn't really matter. Alone again, Paul had
plenty of time to think. His memory was rather hazy, but he
struggled to concentrate and fit the pieces together. He
remembered the row with Diane, whom he thought he'd seen
earlier in the hospital - but wasn't sure. He remembered
storming out, driving like a maniac all the way to the site.
Getting out of the car, taking a shovel from the boot and
beginning to dig. He remembered the stinging of the hailstones
as they fell on his face, the coldness of the metal handle on his
ungloved hands. It was all distant, unreal, as indeed it had
seemed at the time. He dug and dug until he hit reality. He had
uncovered the grave. He looked in and saw the stone kist. Saw
Maedbh and the baby inside. He had known it was them. He
had known they would be there before he began digging. He
remembered them lying there, Maedbh in her woollen cloak and
the baby wrapped in a type of swaddling - his head covered to
hide the hideous gash to his skull. Maedbh's eyes were closed
but her face seemed to call him.
He remembered clambering into the stone kist, his only
desire to be with her, to comfort her, to hold her and his child to go with them wherever they had gone. They were not
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skeletons then, they were his family. He remembered lying
beside her, hunched up in the small space, slowly, silently sliding
into the past with her - no, not the past, not the future, but
eternity - the only place they could be together.
Even while he was remembering it, he questioned his
memory. Was it really true that they lay there, preserved and
perfect, waiting for him to join them? If so, it was an amazing
discovery and he had to get back there. Somehow he had to
know for sure. He knew, somewhere deep beyond
consciousness, that Maedbh had gone against custom, had
demanded to be buried with her child so that one day she could
be with her husband. She did not want her spirit to be freed by
the flame while she knew that her husband's spirit was locked in
the bog. She hoped, against reason, for a time when something
might unlock both their spirits and set them free.
In a blinding flash Paul realised his part in the whole. His
role in history. He had set them free. He was supposed to set
them free. This was not about him, not about the love of a
twentieth century man for a woman from the distant past. He
was a vehicle, no more. A vehicle whose purpose was to get this
couple back together again, to put right the disturbance of the
natural order which murder had brought about all those years
ago.
He felt exhalant for an instant, then peaceful. There
seemed to be a purpose to his life after all. He had found some
kind of an answer. But as the long night dragged out and he
failed to slip back into sleep, he realised that the task was not
completed. He had not set the spirits free, he had removed
them from their resting place, but he had not brought them
together. There was still work to do. At three in the morning he
rose quietly from his bed and searched for his clothes. He was
padding silently down the corridor when he came face to face
with the night sister. She bundled him unceremoniously back to
bed, insensitive to his pleas that he had something important to
do, and when he would not settle she called for a sedative,
plunging him back into unconsciousness- the answer of the
modern world to problems too difficult to handle.
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When next he opened his eyes, he found Diane sitting
there beside him. He didn't know whether this was the first
time, or even what time it was, his mind was fuddled from the
effects of the sedative and the lucidity he had experienced at
three in the morning seemed far away, a dream in a distant land.
‘How are you feeling today?’ she asked, concern oozing
from her.
He was confused. He knew they had argued. It had been
a final argument, the end of things. What was she now doing
here, as if nothing had happened?
‘Okay,’ he mumbled. ‘I want to get out of here.’
‘They said you had a disturbed night.’
He waited for her to bring out the grapes. She was the
perfect visitor in this pastiche of a hospital scene, which seemed
to have enveloped them both, drawn them away from reality.
‘I want to get out.’
‘To get back to Maedbh?’
This cut him to the quick. She knew. She knew
something. How did she know? What did she know?
‘What do you mean?’ he said, unable to formulate
anything more substantive.
‘I went to the site,’ she said simply.
He struggled to sit upright. He began to remember last
night. To remember his memories of the night before that. He
needed to know. She could tell him. She must tell him.
‘What..? Were they..?’
‘Two skeletons,’ she said. ‘Nearly three if you'd had your
way.’
‘Skeletons?’
‘Yes. A woman and a baby. Maedbh. You found
Maedbh.’
But, skeleton? She was fully clothed. She was so
beautiful. The tears began to fall down his cheeks and he wept
like a child as he remembered her beautiful, soft, cold skin. How
he had held her, wanted her to live, wanted to be with her. And
now Diane told him it was all a lie. A skeleton. Was he going
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mad?
‘I know what you felt like,’ she said. ‘I felt the same,
holding you, wanting to bring you back to life. I was frightened
Paul, so frightened of losing you.’
It was a speech of infinite tenderness. The first time
Diane had ever really, really let her guard down and said what
she felt. She had been a free spirit, she had never been
demanding or possessive like other women, she had joined with
him in sexual and mental bliss but she had never, never really
given of herself, her innermost self. She had given him all she
had, but she had kept part of herself secret even from herself
and with her simple statement she now let even that barrier
down. She realised herself in that moment. Her fear - she had
articulated her fear- that most secret part of herself from which
she had grown adept at running.
‘You don't know what it felt like,’ he said brutally and
turned his face to the wall, away from her. At that moment, the
moment that might have joined them together, made them
stronger, helped them to go on into the future as bonded, whole
people - they cracked.
They remained there, alone, each lost in their silent tears,
their isolated realisation of their own individuality and the
inconsequence of that individuality on the other. They could
not reach out - they were reaching into their innermost beings
and it was a journey that they both had to take - alone.
After fifteen minutes or so, Diane stood up, preparing to
leave, as she now knew, forever. She had finally accepted her
loss and her inadequacy to mend anything other than her own
life.
‘What do you want to do with the bodies?’ she asked.
He turned back to her, realising that, as she was about to
walk free, she still held some power greater than his. He was a
prisoner, dependent on a boon from her.
‘Cover them over,’ he said. ‘For the moment. Until I can
get there.’
She nodded. ‘It's done,’ she added, ‘I did it this morning.’
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‘Does anyone else know they're there?’ he asked.
A conversation was building. Even after all this time, all
this distance, they still had to converse. They were still human.
There were things to be said.
‘No.’
‘Good.’
‘What...’ she faltered. She didn't know how far this could
go, how much more they could exchange words with each other
before reaching a cut-off point. She didn't want to waste
anything that was said and she struggled for something
significant enough to merit a response.
‘What are you going to do?’
She recognised it was in his control. Not ‘What do you
want to do?’ or ‘What would you like to do?’ or even ‘What do
you want me to do?’ but ‘What are you going to do?’ A
recognition of his determination, his power, his right over the
situation.
‘I don't know. I need to get out of here. Then I'll see.’
He was not going to tell her of his plan. She was not to
be let into the inner sanctum of his mind any more. It was over.
She turned from him and walked slowly, elegantly to the door.
He watched her move. He remembered all the times he
had seen her move before. How much it had meant to him. Her
elegance, her beauty, her sexuality. For a moment he wished he
could call her back. He wished he could tell her of his plans, the
plans he knew she felt excluded from. But he didn't know
himself. He was hiding nothing from her except perhaps the
fact that he was hiding nothing. It was enough. It separated
them and he knew that the separation was inevitable. He must
now work things out for himself.
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CHAPTER TWENTY SIX
THE HERMIT
‘I am gone
Away from my own bosom: I have left
My strong identity, my real self
Somewhere between the throne, and where I sit
Here on this spot of earth.’
( John Keats)
Christmas came and went in a haze. On leaving hospital, Paul
had been welcomed back into the bosom of his family, his
mother happy once more to have someone to care for. He
struggled hard to seem normal- to give his father no chance of
professional involvement. It was something he'd perfected as a
boy; a necessary protection mechanism required of the
offspring of psychologists - the same mechanism used by
children of vicars, politicians, social workers - all the ‘caring’
professions. All the professions who tried to get into the minds,
hearts and souls of the tortured young. Years of practice had
enabled him to hide his personality defects from the naked eye,
even the trained naked eye. His father, looking for a nervous
breakdown and scared in case he might find it, for once was
governed by his wife and took a softly, softly approach. An
approach so subtle Paul didn't even notice it.
Nephews and nieces and sisters and brothers-in-law filled
his days but not his nights. Not his thoughts. His thoughts
continued to be with Maedbh and the baby. Dangling his little
nephew Cameron on his knee, he thought of that other baby,
that other child in whose life he had played so vital a part. He
joined in the games, the festivities, the hundred little rituals each
family makes their own at Christmas, but he was distant from
them, isolated at the same time.
On leaving the hospital he had been too late to help
Maedbh and the baby. They had already been stolen away to
labs. He cursed Diane. Always the archaeologist, she had been
unable to keep the discovery silent; though he did not know
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how she had explained it away. He had not spoken to her since
she left him in bitterness in the hospital. He felt it was an act of
chagrin, of betrayal, which had led her to move the skeletons
and he did not feel like speaking to her. Who knows what she
might do if they had another argument? So he kept his distance,
finding out through Callum who was now back working at
Edinburgh University, what was happening to these new
discoveries - and to his old friend, the bog man. Other than
that, his time was aimless. His life pointless. Death brought
back to life but a meaningless life. Nothing to do. Nowhere to
go. No one to be. He didn’t care because he was near to the
bodies. He couldn’t see them, he couldn’t tell anyone, but he
was close by. It was enough. It had to be. He had no plan. He
couldn’t concentrate long enough for form one.
In the New Year things changed. As they have to. And thus it
was that in mid-January, Paul followed the finds to London.
The last stage of conservation was proving tricky and the British
Museum had specialist equipment and knowledge which were
necessary to get the body ready for display. So far there was still
no news of where that would be. Space at a premium and not
enough money to go around meant it was still far from certain
that the bog-body would find a permanent home in a British
collection.
What Paul did not know was that Diane was working to
get a small museum set up on the Celtic site itself, where they
could house the bog-body and the kist skeletons as well as the
many other artefacts which would otherwise be lost to the
backrooms of The Royal Scottish Museum in Edinburgh or The
British Museum in London. This was one reason that finds were
gathering in London. Work was being carried out to ‘make a
collection.’ It was the work that Paul would have been doing,
had he and Diane been on speaking terms, but instead she had
called in some favours and harnessed the good will of a couple
of colleagues within the British Museum who took the task on
as a sort of extra-curricula project. Diane was master-minding
things from Bath, but the burden of day to day work fell onto
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the capable if somewhat dull shoulders of Stuart Little and
Damian Crowe. Both were young, enthusiastic in a conventional
way and had considerable interest in Celtic archaeology. Neither
had Paul's scruples, nor his over-involvement. Diane felt this
was particularly useful. On reflection she thought that Paul's
special relationship with the finds was now dangerous, pulling
them away from objectivity.
She did not sit for long evenings alone in Bath, reflecting
upon whether she had used Paul, whether she had been equally
responsible for his increasing obsession. She, who was most
able to understand his ‘breakdown’, his strange behaviour; she
who had been there, knew the vividness of his dreams, now
dismissed him as a dangerous anomaly. She kept busy. It was
the best way not to think about her own motivations. She had
opened up to him in that one moment in the hospital and he
had thrown it back in her face.
Diane had enough experience of relationships going
wrong, and the bitterness and backbiting that ensued, to be able
to run away from such situations with speed and a certain
amount of style. She was not going to be brought down by Paul.
She was not going to allow him to make her question the deeper
motivations in her own character, the places she hid from
herself, the ruthless streak which sacrificed everything to career,
to making a name for herself. She was convinced that when she
had made that name, she would fit it and all her problems of
identity would be solved.
In her own way then, Diane was going through
substantially the same transformation as Paul, now facing his
own lonely sojourn in hostile London. But she was less aware.
She was allowing time to change her, not imposing her will, not
questioning. Paul, on the other hand, questioned everything. In
the most cosmopolitan of English cities, the bustling, thriving
heart of the capital, it was easy for him to be alone. To walk
unnoticed and to recreate himself out of the death that had
faced him in the southern uplands of Scotland.
He spent much time in the British Museum, wandering
the galleries, acting like any other member of the public. His
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days had a form of structure, imposed by himself, and noticed
by no one else. He went days without speaking to anyone
beyond the courtesies he considered natural. Pretty soon he saw
that even these courtesies were extraneous in London and he
stalked silently through the streets, just another misfit in a city
that didn't care.
He had taken a small bedsit in Camberwell on a short let.
He'd been lucky to find it, cheap at £75 a week, a sum which he
would not be able to keep up indefinitely; especially since he
had no justification for being there. His mother had lent him
some money. His father had reluctantly lent him some more.
For research. To help him looking for a job. For his future. The
money and the good will would run out about Easter time. He
had managed to kid his family that by that time he'd have a
proper job on another dig. The truth was he wasn't interested in
digging at the moment. He wasn't interested in job prospects, or
research, or anything. He just wanted to be near the bog-body.
His day started at around nine twenty when he walked
down to the local shop to get a one day travel card. He couldn't
organise himself to get a photo taken and buy a weekly pass,
instead he waited until cheap travel was allowed at nine thirty.
He invariably caught a number 12 bus to Elephant and Castle
and then swapped onto one of the variety of buses which took
him up to Holborn. As he crossed Waterloo Bridge, he looked
both ways down the ‘dirty old river’ and wondered how it could
be an inspiration to songwriters and authors. To him it was
simply moving dereliction.
He got off the bus opposite Holborn tube and made his
way along the grey, gloomy streets towards the British Museum.
It amazed him how many tourists there always were, even at this
inhospitable time of the year. He shuffled his way through the
parties of Japanese tourists, jabbering away from behind video
cameras and sidestepped the inevitable parties of children at
Key Stage 1, 2 or 3 who were being enlightened into the
excitement of creating a din in a huge arena. Their screams
carried on the air of the great hall as they jostled around looking
for somewhere to spend their money.
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He found the British Museum frustrating and friendly at
the same time. It was a sanctuary from the outside world. It was
free. You could go to slide shows or videos at eleven and three
and in between there were usually gallery talks or even lectures.
It passed the time. He applied for, and got a readers ticket,
enabling him to enter the hallowed portals of the British Library
Reading Room. He went there to think more than to read,
which was lucky because he found the method of requesting
books well beyond his capacity to understand. On the few
occasions when he got to a computer screen to search for a
book and the courage to go up to the wrong desk then the right
desk to request it, he invariably found that it was a book that
would take a day or even a week to arrive.
Unable to satisfy their curiosity as to which table he
would be sitting at tomorrow or next week, he usually failed to
complete the search. How could he know, he thought, where he
was going to sit. By the time he got into the library most of the
seats were usually occupied and he had to take pot luck. He
wasn't prepared to queue up to be let in first thing just to get
the right seat to obtain the book in which he had only a passing
interest. And he didn't feel strong enough to lurk round the
table when someone else was working there, waiting for the
book to be delivered. It was a case of convention gone mad. All
the politeness that had bothered him all his life seemed
encapsulated into this one domed room. It went round and
round for ever with no solution.
Getting in and out of the room was enough for Paul to
contend with. No matter where you started, you always seemed
to have to walk right round to find the exit. If you tried to cut
through the middle you got hopelessly lost and seemed to have
to walk round twice, once in each direction, panic building as
you wondered if you would ever escape the perpetual buzz of
people ‘being quiet’ which resonated round the ornate dome.
At lunchtime Paul usually left the Museum. Though food
was considered to be ‘reasonably priced’ there, he did not find
spending five pounds on lunch reasonable. Lunchtime became a
time of discovery for him as he sussed out the various little
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cafes around the area. There were a couple of nice, but rather
up market places in Museum Street, which he used if he felt in
particular need of cheering up. The pubs were too touristy for
him and he could not get used to being in a pub, buzzing with
noise but with so many people standing alone, ignoring each
other. It was like being on the tube and he avoided such
obvious signs of isolation as far as possible. It wasn't that he
didn't want to draw attention to himself as being alone, this was
unlikely in London in any case; no one looked at anyone else
long enough to notice or had the imagination to speculate. It
was that he didn't want to admit his isolation to himself. He
wanted to feel that he just happened to be alone, that any
moment he might bump into a friend. He was withdrawn from
society but still struggling to stay within its conventions.
Walking along Great Russell Street brought him to a
greasy spoon on the main drag and he often went in there for
egg on toast. Sometimes he went to the McDonalds on High
Holborn, but the crowded isolation it peddled with its
hamburgers was usually far too much for him to bear.
As time went on, he went on excursions further afield in
the afternoons. He became a master at finding out what was
free to do in London. Outside venues were usually off the list
because of the weather, although he spent a considerable
amount of time pounding the grim streets of the West End, all
the way from Oxford Circus to the top of the Strand. He found
a certain solace in the National Gallery, drinking in the free
lectures and slide shows, even if the draught often tasted like
medicine. He also found himself gravitating towards the
Scottish Tourist Centre just off Trafalgar Square. He hung
around there hopelessly, looking at brochures, trying to believe
that he was on Scottish soil as long as he remained inside the
glass doors which separated him from the English streets. The
Scottish accents were reassuring and there was a general feeling
of friendliness, though he rarely spoke to anyone, and then only
to ask for information on bus times for spurious journeys he
never intended to take. But it was a time of relief, a time to
relax, to feel at home and it was from here that he went,
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boosted with a level of bonhommie, to face the journey home
with the hundreds of thousands of other commuters, all of
whom had, he felt, been doing something more useful with their
days.
Sometimes he stopped off at the South Bank. A drink in
the relative calm of the Royal Festival Hall was expensive, but
then you could sit there for a couple of hours nursing that same
drink without being disturbed, so it became cost-effective in the
long run. Unfortunately this trick had been picked up by dossers
too and Paul felt compelled to move on when he realised that
he was sat, as he had been for over an hour, in the midst of a
bunch of people who had given up on life. He wanted to talk to
them, but he was fearful for what they might tell him; he felt it
would be so easy to be taken in by their option for existing
rather than living. He knew he was vulnerable, and something
inside him begged him to cling on, not to give in; to search
inside for the truth.
If an evening alone in Camberwell seemed too dreary to
bear, as it often did; he would go to the National Film Theatre
where he saw a wide range of art films which sought to give
answers to all of life's problems, but which could not seem to
touch on his. His brain was able to disengage for a short time in
the darkness, however, though he spent a lot of time wondering
what the other people were doing there. A lot of his time in
London was spent observing everyone else, wondering about
their lives, wondering if they had anything in common with his.
Days turned into weeks that he had been alone. Weeks of
isolation, of trying to turn inwards for an answer but always
managing to divert his attention by turning outwards. It couldn't
last. It didn't. He was on a gallery visit that took in the Lindow
man when the change came. Damian had been roped into the
task of entertaining what were usually retired men and women
who had come late to education but didn't want to miss out.
Who didn't really understand about learning, but knew they had
to learn something before they died. Who were therefore
indiscriminate about what they learned but who expected value
for money even from a free show. Thus it was that Paul found
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himself, standing head and shoulders above the crowd, staring
eyeball to eyeball with Damian.
At the end of the talk Paul forced himself to speak. He
didn't let on who he was. He just said he was interested in
archaeology, was new to London and would Damian like to go
out for a drink after work. To his surprise Damian said yes. Paul
had asked a couple of pertinent questions which showed
Damian that he was genuinely interested and informed and
Damian was always pleased to boost his own self-image by
talking to the informed and interested amateur. It made him feel
knowledgeable. He turned up at around five forty with a broad
smile and Stuart for company. Paul bought them both drinks
and they found a free table in the corner of the pub.
Things went better than Paul could have hoped to
imagine. Stuart and Damian were full of their ‘special’ task and
an interest in Celtic archaeology was all Paul had to admit to
before the floodgates were opened and they preened their
feathers in front of him, revealing their proximity to the finds
which Paul himself had dug out of the ground, dug out of his
mind. They spoke of Diane, in tones Paul felt were somewhat
over imbued with awed reverence, though they always played up
their own part in the whole affair. Paul decided that he would
keep his true identity secret in case Stuart and Damian had
heard of him, or worse still, been warned against him. He didn't
know what depths Diane would stoop to, to keep him away
from his finds, but he suspected her of gross calumny. He was
resolved to play it safe. It was the only way he could see of
getting back in contact with his lost world, his lost life.
It was surprisingly easy to get Stuart and Damian to agree
to take him behind the scenes at the museum to see the finds.
He told them that he was in the British Library researching
most days and they agreed to meet him there on Wednesday
around two thirty. As he wended his way back to Camberwell
that night, Paul was in high spirits for the first time in weeks.
He could not help but laugh when he anticipated seeing the
finds again. How Stuart and Damian would try to explain the
significance to him of artefacts he had seen first, had held and
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worked and wasted, both in this life and a former one. And
when he thought of the prospect of being close to Maedbh, or
the baby, or the bog-man, his pulse raced uncontrollably.
Wednesday seemed to take forever to come, but it
provided Paul with plenty of time to make up his persona. He
couldn't change his name, he'd already given that away. Not for
the first time was he grateful that he had a common name, that
at least he wasn't set apart by an Algernon or a Struan. He
worked out ways of being vague about his life so that whatever
personal question he was asked, he could answer as truthfully as
possible without giving anything away.
The puppets. This was how he thought of Stuart and
Damian. They were nice blokes, genuine blokes but they existed
to have their strings pulled. Diane was pulling their strings, and
they knew it, accepted it. But they didn't know that Paul was
about to pull their strings too.
By two thirty five on the arranged Wednesday, Paul was
following Stuart's ambling stride down the corridors ‘behind the
scenes’ at the British Museum. Stuart was tall, gangling with
lanky dark hair, which looked suspiciously like it had come out
of a bottle. Damian, grinning Damian, who swivelled
importantly round in his chair as they arrived at their joint
office, provided a contrast. Damian was the short side of
medium, with nondescript hair that was obviously growing out
of a student crew cut into a more serious working man’s short
back and sides. What both had in common was their sense of
importance, not only at being Grade F members of staff, but
having a special project, which under normal circumstances they
wouldn't be allowed to sniff at until they were at least Grade D.
They seemed happy with being graded, with being ordered, with
having their strings pulled. They had been trained into puppetry
throughout their various experiences in minor public schools,
second rate university rowing teams and ordered postgraduate
study, awarded and carried out at mundane establishments
within a comfortable set of parallel lines. They would not spend
weary nights worrying about the subtleties of conventional
politeness. Not for them the interview dilemma; shall I sit or
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shall I stand? Such things would not even enter their
imaginations. Life was straightforward for them. Like
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern they were unaware of their
significance and, Paul thought, unaware that perhaps they were
not really living at all. They seemed to suit each other. They
might well have spent their whole lives together since the first
night crying in the dorm at prep school. Paul realised it was
unlikely, but that in another way it was true. The Damians of
this world would always find the Stuarts of this world and they
would be happy to plod through their lives together, hoping to
find in each other's personality that part which was missing. The
elusive part which might make them real.
They were nice chaps all the same. Their youthful,
exuberant self importance was considerably more appealing
than the cynical, patronising attitude Paul had experienced with
Kieran all those months ago. And looking into their polished
faces and shining eyes as they began to bring out treasures from
his dig, Paul felt as if he was looking into his own eyes as he
remembered them before the dreams began, before his life was
taken from him, changed, given a purpose which stood outside
of his time or his previous experience.
By careful questioning, Paul was able to find out how
much in the dark Stuart and Damian were. Diane had not
mentioned anyone on the dig by name - except Simon. Simon
was the only person worthy of note, he was the only one who
had had work published, who could be looked up to. Paul, it
seemed was as much a non person as the plain, eager woman what was her name? Oh yes, Jessie. Paul and Jessie once more
seemed to have something in common, if only their
insignificance. Paul found, to his surprise, that he was relieved
rather than angry at the opportunity this snub gave him for
anonymity. Now he would be able to grill Stuart and Damian, to
become ‘one of the boys’ by default. To hang round them and
by hanging round them, hang round what he now considered to
be his family.
Of course on that first visit, Paul did not get to see either
the body or the skeletons. Such items were too important to be
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allowed out on show to any Tom, Dick or Harry. There were
procedures to be undertaken, forms to be filled out; and
anyway, Stuart and Damian wanted to keep something in
reserve, something to tempt back their new protégé.
Paul played heavily on the card that he was in London,
alone, killing time until the digging season, hoping to make
contacts and doing a bit of private research for himself unspecified - but something to do with trading patterns in pre
Christian Europe. The puppets took the bait. They invited Paul
out on Friday evening, the night they let their strings loose and
went out in search of women and/or a good time. Paul
accepted without a hesitation of doubt. Things were beginning
to look up.
Still isolated but with hope and unchallenging
companionship, Paul's mind became freer to consider the real
questions which had lain buried under his immediate misery.
What was he doing here? The question required a temporal and
spatial answer on levels beyond the ordinary. He was being
forced to really address, vitally address in order to retain his
sanity; who he was.
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CHAPTER TWENTY SEVEN
FOUNTAINS
‘How thou art changed! I dare not look on thee
I feel but see thee not. I scarce endure
The radiance of thy beauty.’
(P.B. Shelley)
Saturday morning found Paul walking through Regent's Park.
He had stayed overnight with Damian who shared a flat with a
couple of trainee accountants just west of Camden. It had been
a good night out all in all. They'd cruised the bars of Camden,
hung out as a group of ex-drama students turned out from a
pub theatre, eyed up the most attractive ones, failed en masse
and singularly to attract any of these elegant butterflies with
either their wit or their wisdom and staggered back to Damian's
with a take away curry to watch a movie somewhere between
erotic and pornographic.
It was the kind of evening Paul had known well before he
went to Galloway, before he met Diane and there was a kind of
security in this feeling that he was standing outside his past life,
looking back and watching other people live it. He felt like he
was participating in his own life on an externally superficial level
while inside he was someone else entirely. He had two lives but
no choice in which life he lived. He was fractured on a
fundamental level of being.
He stood looking at the jet of a fountain, unevenly
disgorging beads of water against gravity. A feeling of peace, of
tranquillity with nature filled him for a moment. It was only for
a moment before he began to question how, here in the middle
of the city he despised, he could feel something similar to that
which the hills of Scotland in all their primitive glory had always
given him. Then it struck him. The feeling was from inside. It
was triggered by external sights, but fundamentally it was a state
of mind. A state of being. It was he, his inner self, his true
being, spirit, soul (call it what you like) that was responding.
And the response was what was important. He realised that
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stimuli for the soul was all around, all the time, waiting to be
responded to.
It was an important moment. Things seemed to be being
put in context at last. While he was never going to understand
what had happened to him last summer, he was gaining a
distance, a perspective, which would enable him to cope. It had
happened. He had and still was playing a part in a game whose
rules he had no idea about. But all he could do was to keep
playing. He knew that he could not yet be split from Maedbh,
from the bog-man who seemed to be some kind of alter ego.
Whatever happened, he still had a job to do. He should look at
it like that. And stop worrying. He was in the grip of a power
far greater than he could imagine and he must learn to accept it.
He remembered a favourite saying of his father's, employed on
the many occasions they used to go climbing when he was a
schoolboy. ‘There is nothing to fear but fear itself.’
He realised that he had become almost catatonic in his
fear. He had been unable to see clearly because of it and he was
in danger of screwing everything up, the past, the present and
the future. And now, a moment, one insignificant moment,
watching water burst forth from a fountain had changed his
mind, fundamentally altered his inner being. Nothing would be
the same again. He had grown. He instinctively walked closer to
the fountain until he felt stray beads of water splash on his face,
flecking him with its coolness. The water washed him inside and
out, cleansing him for the next stage. It was softer but more
penetrating than the rain he remembered from the Galloway
hills. He realised that his journey was far from over yet but he
felt invigorated, ready to strike out again into the wilderness that
was his life.
He held onto the feeling until the next Wednesday, the
date arranged for him to revisit Stuart and Damian. The day
they had promised to show him the bog-body. He had expected
to spend the night before in a state of flux, perhaps even
dreaming about things. In an attempt to divert his mind he took
the unusual step of spending the Tuesday afternoon in one of
the mainstream cinemas in Leicester Square; no longer feeling
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isolated in the crowd. He then walked through Trafalgar Square,
cutting through past the Cenotaph towards Parliament Square
where he gazed for a moment at Big Ben. Walking a little way
down Victoria Street, he turned to the statue of Oliver
Cromwell standing with his eyes forever firmly fixed across the
road on a stone bust which could only be his lifelong adversary
Charles I. Paul enjoyed the irony. He soaked in the sense of
civilisation. Of order. Of the modern age. And he realised he
did not fit here any more than in the Celtic age. He stood
outside time, outside convention. He was an observer. Then he
picked up the number 12 bus, which whisked him back to
Camberwell and a Chinese takeaway.
Surprised to find he had slept peacefully, the next day he
made his way to the British Museum protected by a feeling of
relaxation, which had been missing for many months. There
was the underlying bubbling of excitement at the thought of
seeing the bog-body again as well as the nagging fear of what he
would look like, what they might have done to him, but these
feelings were small and deep. Outwardly his disposition was
sunny and the face of his watch glinted in the unfamiliar late
February sunshine. London seemed to have lost its pallor for a
day. Usually he felt dissatisfied when looking at a London sky. It
seemed as though someone had sucked the colour from it,
leaving it anaemic and sad - quite unlike the beautiful backlit
effect, which was the norm in Galloway even on the rainiest of
days.
He walked through the gates, past the wardens, past the
Japanese tourists and the school parties; past the controversial
new sculpture sited on the grass - a giant mask effect of a
woman's face. His mind jumped for a moment to that other
sculpture, the clean white marble of Jacob and Esau at
Kelvingrove - ‘Bless me, even me also, oh my father.’ He smiled
to himself. Edwin Mullins, 1904. He had noticed. He had made
himself notice because he felt it would impress Diane. He had
no need to impress her, or anyone now, so he deliberately gave
the dark woman a wide berth. He would call her Diane. She
needed no other name. Her face stood eternally outside the
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museum, ever watching over him, as Diane herself would
somehow always be there, would always be material to his life.
But she was outside and he was going in.
He realised he was early and was just deciding whether to
go and look in the bookshop or go through to the Library
collection and pore like many other tourists at the handwritten
manuscripts by the Beatles and other more traditional ‘classic’
authors, when a noise broke out.
A man stood at the top of the wide stone stairs waving
an umbrella and shouting in what sounded like Arabic, at least it
did to Paul, untutored in foreign tongues. It was a bizarre
incident. Because it was impossible to understand the man, it
was impossible to know what he was protesting about. And he
was just too far away to make out his gestures clearly. He
brandished his umbrella, waving it in the direction of a huge
wall mounted relief. He reached into his jacket and for a
moment Paul thought he was going to pull out a gun. Instead
the man took out a small box-like thing - maybe a bomb
detonator. Panic ensued downstairs as people noticed the
screaming banshee up the stairs. Paul stood in the midst of the
panic, uncertain whether he was in real danger and should exit
stage right with the fleeing multitudes or whether he should stay
where he was and see the incident through to a conclusion.
It was all over in a moment. The man was rugby tackled
from the side by a brave or foolhardy warden and escorted from
the building. Already a police siren wailed outside, ready to take
the man away to explain himself. Paul felt somewhat sorry for
him. Although it looked like he was ready to inflict damage
either on the relief or on himself, it was also clear that he was
protesting about something deeply felt - maybe he had good
cause.
Damian tapped Paul on the shoulder.
‘Show's over,’ he said and led Paul towards the offices.
‘Do you know what it was about?’ asked Paul.
‘Oh, some nutter wanting us to return something to his
country. Accusing us of thievery.’
They both laughed, though Paul felt there was a
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substantial difference in their understanding of the affair.
‘If we gave back everything we ‘stole’ there wouldn't be
any British Museum.’ Damian stated in clear defence of his
view.
‘And it's not as if they'd take care of it themselves,’ Paul
answered, carefully towing party line. He didn't want Damian to
think that he was another subversive, with ideas in mind far
more dangerous than the shouting man on the stairs.
‘I mean, our conservation record is second to none.’
‘You’re right.’
Damian nodded magnificently as if this was down to him
personally. ‘I mean, wait till you see the bog-body. You won't
believe it. He's better than when he first came out of the bog, I
bet.’
Paul's mind raced. Was there a photograph of him with
the body? Would Damian and Stuart have a way of recognising
him? Then he remembered. He'd cut his hair. It had been a
gesture of he didn't know what, just before Christmas. He'd had
it shaved to an inch all over and it was still growing out. It
wasn't that it made him look completely different, but it would
probably be enough. The difference between the young man
covered in dirt with tousled hair, who had discovered the body
and the smartly dressed, neatly trimmed hair he now sported
would probably be enough for puppets such as Stuart and
Damian. They were not expecting him and they were trained, as
all archaeologists, to see only what was expected of them, only
what they wanted to see. He hoped he was safe.
It seemed he was. Damian and Stuart were more
interested in showing ‘their’ treasure to Paul than in questioning
why he was there wanting to see it.
‘You see how perfectly preserved it is,’ Stuart gloated.
‘It went to Denmark for a while,’ Damian added.
‘They've had lots of finds there and they did the autopsy. Then
they used some new top secret technique for preservation.
‘That's one of the reasons it's here,’ added Stuart. ‘Our
labs are trying to find out exactly what they did.’
‘Why don't they just ask?’ Paul felt a naive question
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would be valuable at this point.
‘Well, it's a bit like industrial espionage,’ Damian added.
‘You know, we all like to keep secrets. Matters of national pride
and the like.’
Paul looked at the gleaming brown body, which lay
before him in a case, on a large trolley. He looked into those
eyes, which he was sure were looking back at him. It might have
been the way the light played off the glass, but he was sure that
when their eyes met, the bog-man's eyes glinted, responding in
recognition as his own did for the merest fraction of a second.
It was all right for him to be captivated, entranced. It was what
Stuart and Damian expected, what they wanted. What would
make it worth their while having obtained a special pass to have
the body out for a couple of hours - for recording purposes.
‘They've got so much information from him,’ Damian
said. ‘For example, they know what his last meal was. He ate
some kind of porridge, mixed with bran and chaff and there
were some traces of mistletoe. So it was probably a ritual meal.
Before a sacrifice.’
‘Yes, see here,’ said Stuart gleefully. ‘You can see where
his throat has been cut. And he's been garrotted. It's definitely a
ritual sacrifice.’
‘Definitely?’ Paul asked.
‘Well, as definite as one can be about these things. It was
two and a half thousand years ago. But I'm confident we'll come
up with all the answers,’ said Damian.
‘Well, not us personally,’ said the other puppet. ‘There
are specialists from all over working on him.’
‘And what do they say?’ Paul asked. He was genuinely
interested to see just how far off the mark these specialists
could be.
‘A male, mid twenties, about six foot tall - that's tall for
people those days. Doesn't appear to have been a manual
worker, because his nails, look, look here.’ Stuart pointed out
the bog-man's near perfectly manicured nails. He prodded at the
glass with a biro, tapping it to emphasise his point.
‘So the thought is that he was a prince. Maybe even
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trained from childhood to be a sacrificial victim in some
religious ritual.’
‘And what evidence do we have for these religious
rituals?’ Paul asked, in what he hoped did not sound too
challenging a voice.
‘Apart from the traces of mistletoe, which we know from
Roman records was used by druids in sacrifices. Apart from
that, there's a body of work which describes the Celtic religious
cults.’
‘But these written records. Surely they're from centuries
after this body?’ Paul found it impossible to keep completely
quiet in the face of such nonsensical justifications.
‘The disputed date is certainly a long time before that.
About five hundred B.C.’ acknowledged Damian. ‘But you must
realise that we have to work on what we have. I mean it's
amazing that the finds from this site are exploding the myth that
these people would have to be little more than Neanderthals.
They seemed to have a fairly well developed culture; beakers
which are remarkably similar to the Hallstatt culture. And if they
were that well developed, they'd certainly fit into the patterns of
religious behaviour already known for similar Celtic societies
from a slightly later period.’
‘I think the dating is probably way out anyway,’ confided
Stuart. ‘I mean, radio carbon dating is notoriously imprecise on
bog-bodies, and the rest of the evidence certainly points
towards a later period. In fact, between you and me, I think that
a lot of the dig was spoiled by enthusiastic amateurs. Diane is a
very experienced archaeologist, of course, but the lack of money
and the time pressures they were working under were amazing.
And I think that there wasn't enough care taken to confirm
dates while they were pulling things out.’
‘We're not saying that Harry was right,’ Damian added.
The puppet show was gaining momentum. They felt they had a
captive audience and were determined to put on a good show.
‘That it was a first century A.D. site. Oh no, that theory has
been blown out of the water and all credit to Diane for doing it.
But I think, had more care been taken on the stratification,
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instead of what frankly looks like a treasure seekers rampant
enthusiasm, we'd be talking about first century B.C. It has to be.
All the evidence points to it.’
Paul didn't know whether to laugh, to be insulted and
bang the puppets’ heads together, or to educate them. To truly
educate them. To tell them that he had all the evidence they
ever needed, primary evidence, in his memory. But they
wouldn't believe him. They could say the most ridiculous,
incredible things as long as they backed them up by the weight
of authority of the current trends of archaeological thinking.
But his method... it would be far too suspect for them, whether
it were true or not. It could not be admitted. Puppets couldn't
cut their own strings.
‘Surely,’ he said, trying to remain calm, to exude the
interested naiveté which had done him sterling service to date.
‘Surely all you're saying is that without proper evidence from the
time in question, you have to link your finds to the nearest time
that you have available evidence. That doesn't sound too good
to me. I mean, perhaps this civilisation did exist, in the fifth or
sixth century BC, perhaps there was a civilisation this advanced,
but which didn't fit all the rules you impute to it. Which didn't
leave all the signs you wanted to find, because the people were
too busy living their lives to think about leaving signs for the
future. Perhaps...’
Stuart cut him off. ‘Frankly Paul,’ he said, ‘your view is
startlingly naive. It might have a certain emotional appeal, but
then archaeology is not about emotion. It's about piecing
together a story from the available data. And there is, I'm afraid,
nothing to support your theory.’ He smiled, hoping he had
chastised without insulting.
‘I don't think there's much to support yours,’ Paul
retorted, sharper than he'd intended.
‘Well, of course at the end of the day it's all down to
personal opinion,’ Damian said, acting the peacemaker. ‘We're
all working in the dark after all.’
‘I'm not,’ thought Paul, but didn't say it. Instead he
changed tack. ‘Can I touch him?’ he asked.
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‘Oh, no. I'm afraid not,’ Stuart sounded genuinely
shocked. ‘You see the body is now kept under critical
conditions. No one can touch it.’
‘Even if you could,’ added Damian. ‘It would have to be
with gloves on.’ He laughed. ‘Archaeologists have to do
everything with gloves on.’
‘Gloves are more important to archaeologists than
condoms,’ Stuart added, laughing like a drain at his little joke. In
case Paul hadn’t ‘got it.’
‘Have you ever touched him?’ Paul asked, when the faux
laughter subsided.
The puppets shook their heads. Another one up on you
then, thought Paul. He leaned over the glass case as close as he
could to the body. He winked at the bog-man and whispered,
very low: ‘Sorry to leave you with such prats. It won't be for
ever.’
‘It is fascinating,’ Stuart accepted. ‘Much more interesting
than the skeletons.’
Paul knew there was nothing in the world, nothing that
had ever existed in the world that was more interesting than the
skeletons Stuart dismissed so lightly. For him at any rate. To
Stuart, Maedbh represented a pile of bones, to Paul she was a
real woman, a woman he had held in his arms, made love to,
raised a child with. What could be more interesting, more all
consuming than that?
‘Amazing to think that she actually lived. Imagine what
stories she could tell,’ Damian broke the silence.
Paul nodded. If only you knew, he thought. If only you
had the faintest idea what stories we all can tell.
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CHAPTER TWENTY EIGHT
BLINDED BY NOON-DAY SUN
‘I dreamt last night our love returned
And sooth to say, that very dream
Was sweeter in its phantasy
Than if for other hearts I burn'd
For eyes that ne'er like thine could burn
In rapture's wild reality.’
(Lord Byron)
Paul left Maedbh and the bog-man around four thirty and went
straight to the Scottish Tourist Board. This time his enquiry was
genuine. He was going back to Scotland. He had seen all he
needed to here. He knew that the remains were in safe, if
somewhat dull hands, and there was nothing more he could do
for the present. He felt a sense of peace, of security, but also a
deep, deep longing to be back in Galloway, back looking over
the hills, which he had looked over almost a year ago. Standing
by the river where he had stood a year ago with Diane, and two
and a half thousand years ago with Maedbh, in his dreams. It
felt wrong for them all to be displaced. He had to return. Pull
things together and go on. Finish the quest.
The puppets had been most useful. They had given
information they didn't even know was vital to Paul's future
happiness. Easily, without pumping, they had told him of
Diane's plans for the site. Of how she was going to turn it into a
visitor centre, putting the bog-body and the kist finds on display
along with the numerous artefacts. By charging entrance she
hoped to be able to keep a steady supply of cash coming in to
fund ongoing digging. The local Enterprise Board was keen to
give funding to anything that might add to tourist trade. They
knew they couldn't rely on Rabbie Burns for everything. And
there was talk of Lottery funding as well as grants from Europe.
A tie up with Denmark was also a possibility. There was a future
in the site and Paul needed to work out how he was going to get
back into the frame. It was time to build bridges.
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He booked a train to Dumfries for the next day. He'd go
straight to the site, then go home and think things over. He
reckoned he had about three weeks before the season began.
Easter was early this year, but he didn't reckon Diane would be
around before then. She surely had to honour her teaching
commitments at Bath. The University would only give so much
sabbatical, he was sure.
Somehow he had to make his peace with Diane, get a job
on the dig again. But not get too involved. That had been the
problem before. They'd got too involved. In one sense the
puppets had been right. Diane and he had been blinded from
objectivity but not in the way the puppets thought. Time had
given him a different perspective. He had had time to withdraw,
to contemplate. He would approach things differently this year.
And it would work. He'd stopped looking for answers, for
reasons; he was simply trying to follow his destiny, whatever
that would turn out to be; whatever it had turned out to be
already - it was only for him to recognise it. And for that, he had
to be in Galloway.
He spent the evening packing his cases, wishing he'd
brought less stuff. How was it that on films whenever anyone
left anywhere, even if it was their marital home after years of
residence, they somehow managed to fit all their worldly
belongings into one case. Paul was not a materialistically
motivated person. He did not accumulate things unnecessarily,
nor did he travel with more clothes than he needed. But he had
two large bags and a rucksack stuffed full of things.
Predominantly books he had to admit, which was even more
annoying because they were heavy and awkward. He'd have to
dump them all at Dumfries station.
It was about eleven thirty that he finally went to bed,
leaving his clothes ready for an easy get away in the morning.
He had to be at Euston by eight thirty, which meant leaving
Camberwell at least an hour before that. He didn't want to take
any chances. He didn't bother leaving his shaving kit or
toothbrush out - he could travel rough, no one was going to be
paying attention to him after all. He looked round the bedsit
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once more before slipping into bed, making sure that everything
was organised. He hated having to think on the morning of
departure. He would only get a good night's sleep if he knew
everything was settled. And even then, he probably wouldn't
sleep.
But he did sleep, and something, whether it was the
influence of the bog-man, or the skeleton, or just an overactive
mind, sent him spiralling back to the Celtic settlement; a place
he hadn't been for several months. A place he had got used to
being without, to having as a memory. This was no memory
though; this dream had the vividness of vital reality. And
through it he finally found the answer he had given up
searching for.
This time he stood somewhat apart from the dream,
watching it, watching the story in which he had previously been
a participant, in the more conventional dreamlike state of
floating looker on. It was as if his mind was telling him a story,
as if he were watching a film. It was engrossing but distant. He
could not change things as they unfolded; he was not a
participant.
He was in the souterrain with the bog-man. Watching, as
he checked over the stores in preparation for closing the door
for the winter. The chamber was literally knee deep in goods,
which would indeed have named the site as the greatest Celtic
find in history. Paul, in his distant state, laughed silently at the
fact that he had been right all along - there had been such
treasure.
Then he was by the river. Silently a boat grounded.
Silently men clambered out - armed to the teeth with swords,
spears and gleaming axes. They were not Celts. They were dark
haired raiders. In his mind, Paul recognised them as being the
traders who had chased the sailors earlier that year. He couldn't
have known this, he'd never seen them - the bog man had never
seen them. Again he stood back from events, realising that he
was dreaming, realising that he was powerless. Seeing the
progress but unable to warn. He ran along with the raiders, ran
into the centre of the village. They panned out. They seemed to
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know what they were looking for. Paul called out, tried to call
out, tried to raise the alarm. It was useless. He was not there. He
was watching the event with the dubious benefit of hindsight.
As the lighted torches landed on the thatched roofs and
the smell and sound of burning began, people ran from their
houses. Paul saw the bog-man emerge from the souterrain, only
to be grabbed from behind, held round the neck, the breath
squeezed out of his body as he tried to shout. He remembered
this, remembered the feeling - but he could not feel this time.
He could only watch with the helpless objectivity of a dreamer.
Several raiders made for the souterrain, taking lighted
torches with them. The others began the systematic destruction
of settlement and people. The air was filled with screams and
brutality. Paul watched impotently as the noose tightened round
the bog-man's throat, as he gasped for air. Then he saw Maedbh
rush from her house, baby in her arms. He knew what would
happen next - he could not help himself or her. He felt he was
shouting, his voice lost in the general hubbub. He tried to look
away, but his gaze was fixed on Maedbh as she shrieked for her
man. As a raider grabbed her child from her arms and dashed it
to the ground. Paul relived that experience, the nightmare he
had seen all those months ago. It was a horror reborn.
Something he could not avoid, could not influence, could not
stop. Then Maedbh was dragged into the house.
As if having floated through the walls, Paul was there
too; powerless as he watched her viciously raped by three dark,
long-haired raiders. Then he was back with the bog-man,
watching him being dragged across the settlement. All around
were cries, screams, the death of a community- a peaceful
community killed by the only thing that could challenge their
existence - the brutal greed of another culture. A hostile race
bend on their destruction at all costs. The movement of goods
from the souterrain was well underway. A chain of raiders
seemed to stretch from the treasure chamber right across to the
river. There must be upward of a hundred of them, Paul
thought. With the element of surprise, there was nothing to be
done by the settlers. They had no weapons, no skill in fighting
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and were half asleep to boot.
Back with the bog-man, Paul watched and almost felt the
man being dragged, feet scuffing the earth. His head was pulled
back by the man behind, who held the end of the knotted rope
which was restricting his breathing. Two other men held him by
the arms. They dragged him to the edge of the bog. How they
knew there was a bog there, or why they chose to take this man
there Paul was incapable of understanding. There were no
answers to these questions. Some things happened without
meaning or reason. His rational mind played on his dreaming
subconscious as he realised now that some things simply did
not have answers. But what answers there were, were being
revealed to him, unfolded in grim detail.
The small dark men stood close by the bog. They jeered
at the tall blond man. Taunted him for his lack of religion, for
his lack of faith in deities. Who would help him now? The bogman looked at them, choking, but his eyes full of hate and fear.
One of the raiders put a lighted torch close to his face, leering at
him. Then he drew a short bronze knife and cut his throat. The
bog-man twitched for a moment and was still. At that instant,
Paul felt a wave of grief, followed by an intense feeling of peace,
which on reflection he found most strange.
The torc was wrenched from the man's bloody throat
and his body picked up and flung headlong into the bog which
darkly consumed him whole. No ritual sacrifice. No religious
significance. Just economic greed. Naked brutality. The one
action which would never be proven in future times. A one off
night time raid. Men entering and leaving the scene without a
trace for future generations. Men changing the landscape of
history in a way that would never be challenged, because it
would never be known. Men, as they have done all through the
history of the world, acting impulsively, without reason, and
distorting the natural order. Chaos in a quantum world.
Archaeology and science were all powerless in the face of this
crime against history.
Paul wanted to wake up. He tried to shake the incident
from his mind. To move. But the story was not over. He floated
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through the deserted village, past corpses and the few small
items, which had been dropped by the fleeing raiders. Their task
over, their killing complete, they retreated to their boats, to
move on with the goods. To trade, to create another fiction for
archaeologists. To pervert the course of history further.
Suddenly history seemed to Paul to be no more than a sick joke.
The answer was there were no answers. You could not move
from the present. You could no more understand the past than
you could determine the future. You were locked in the present.
He shuddered as he passed the spot where the baby had
been murdered. It was no longer there. Suddenly he was in the
great hall, the shell of the great hall, for it had virtually been
razed to the ground. There were gathered the few survivors.
They were clinging together, frightened, hopeless.
Maedbh was there, holding her dead child. His head was
bandaged tightly. She held onto him with a fierce gentleness.
She wore the silver torc he had made her. Somehow, even when
forced to give up her body and her child's life to the raiders, she
had managed to keep as sacred the token of their eternal love.
She wore it with pride. It defined her. It gave her point and
purpose. To Paul it also gave her immeasurable pathos. A
sensation of love swept powerfully through him, like the melt
waters from the river. Flowed through his veins like the river
flowed through the settlement. How could he let her go? He
moved towards her - to hold her, comfort her - but she slipped,
ghostlike through his fingers even as she gazed dolefully into his
loving eyes.
Distanced once more Paul noticed that amongst the
pitiful band of survivors some kind of meeting was going on.
Even in the midst of this carnage, the people were trying to plan
a future. Make some sense. Find a way to go on. There could be
no more than fifteen of them left.
Paul sensed rather than heard their speech. It was
decided that a huge pyre would be built in the great hall. The
dead would be piled on it together so that their spirits would be
freed as one. The Celtic community would rise into the ether en
masse. The spirit of the world would groan as the full power of
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their freed spirits added to the power of the essence of
humanity. Some of the remaining settlers intended to throw
themselves onto the pyre, to be with their loved ones. Life had
no meaning for them any more. Death held no fear. The worst
that could be imagined had already happened. Life had been
shattered, stolen, destroyed. The most that they could do now
was cling together, in death if not in life.
Maedbh had a request. She did not want to be burned on
the pyre. She did not want her spirit to be set free. She had seen
what they had done to her man, to her love. He was buried in
the bog, his spirit held captive for eternity and she could not,
she would not betray him. She asked a final boon of her
community. Would they bury her and her child? She wanted her
body to rest near her man in the hope that some time in the
future they would be brought together, would be as one once
more.
It was agreed. Love conquered all. It was right that while
others flung themselves live onto the fire to be with the spirits
of the departed, Maedbh should sacrifice her spirit for her love.
They dug a grave. Tears filled their eyes as they dug, knowing
that Maedbh, her child and her man were now to be separated
from them for all eternity. But it was right that it should be so.
They carefully lined the grave with stone. Dressed stone taken
from the doorway of the hall. The same doorway that had
shuddered under the weight of little Eachen's wayward chariot
in the peaceful days.
But Maedbh was still alive. She held her child in her
arms. She lived. The pyre was built up further and further. The
putrefaction of bodies rent the air. The community would have
to depart soon. Maedbh would take her own life. It was her life,
her choice, her last decision. She needed no help. She had no
second thoughts. Love was more powerful than anything else.
She had to take the chance that one day she would be reunited
with her man. The immediate pain of death was insignificant
weighed against this hope. She found a piece of smashed glass.
A fragment of a vessel she had made with her own hands. With
her own hands she cut her own wrists, and also she cut behind
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her knees; cutting lengthwise, the way that the arteries ran, not
like the half-hearted criss cross attempts of the modern suicide.
Maedbh issued no cry for help. Maedbh meant business.
The life blood drained swiftly from her and within but a few
minutes she was dead. Her companions lovingly carried her
body to the kist. Wrapped her warmly in her woollen cloak
against the cold of the many years to come. Laid her and her
child in a final sleep - though never believing this was a final
resting place. There could be no rest for Maedbh or her child or
her man until their spirits were set free by the flames. There was
great sorrow but even greater understanding.
The top stone was placed on the kist and the turfs
replaced so that it was virtually impossible to see where the
mother and child laid. Amidst the burned out shells of buildings
and the churned up earth from scuffles with the raiders,
Maedbh's grave was a haven of comparative peace. As if she
had never been.
The few settlers left alive turned from the grave. They did
not pray, they did not question a god. They had no questions to
ask. There was no way to seek for answers here. They could
only accept. Among these last few survivors was Caeradh. She
took one look around the settlement. Her eyes seemed to light
on Paul. She stared right at him. She spoke to him without
moving her lips.
‘Give them peace,’ she said.
Paul nodded at her. ‘I will give them peace,’ he affirmed.
She smiled. Smiled at him. Then she turned and, with the
others, threw herself on the pyre.
The flames rose to the sky. Paul felt the rush of the wind
fuelling the flames. The rush of spirits being freed. He awoke.
He finally had all the answers he needed.
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CHAPTER TWENTY NINE
SUMMER ONCE MORE
‘Yet we shall one day gain, life past
Clear prospect o'er our beings whole.
Shall see ourselves, and learn at last
Our true affinities of soul.’
(Matthew Arnold)
It was Easter time before Paul made his move. He had sneaked
a look at the deserted site on his immediate return to Scotland,
just to reassure himself that things were as he remembered
them, but then he went back to Edinburgh to take stock, to
make plans. He was much more relaxed now; he no longer felt
the compulsion to be in the forest clearing in the heart of the
Galloway uplands. He had as many answers as he was ever
going to get and he knew what his immediate future held. He
had only to work out the details.
He phoned Diane. It didn't even require great courage.
He felt a calm distance on their relationship, much as the calm
distance he felt over the Celtic settlers from all those years ago.
It was true that time was a great healer. She was surprised to
hear from him. But she, motivated solely by thoughts of career,
was also prepared to be magnanimous, to forget the
unpleasantness of the past and renegotiate a working
arrangement. As long as it would be only a working
arrangement. He assured her that it would.
Diane had moved on. She did not consciously ally herself
with the man most useful to her career prospects at any given
time, but it so happened that she had finally got a ‘thing’ going
with Simon. The dark horse! Simon had been around before
Laurent. Simon had waited. He saw the big picture. He could
afford to wait. And sure enough, his turn had come around.
Things looked good for the resumption of the dig.
Funding bodies were falling over themselves to give money.
Simon had used his skills to gain significant press coverage and
the site was now being hailed as one of the greatest
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archaeological discoveries in the British Isles. Everyone wanted
a piece of the action. Even Harry was nominally on side. Harry
knew when to graciously admit defeat, when to change sides
and be lauded for his open-mindedness. He would keep well
away from the site, he would fume to himself but he knew he
could not fight city hall. One day perhaps when all the data had
been collected, assessed and written about, he would be able to
mount a challenge, but he would bide his time while the wheel
of fortune turned against him. Most of all he would not lose
face.
Paul assured Diane that the dreams had stopped. That he
was no longer intimately involved with the site, that there would
be no more embarrassments like the souterrain. That in fact he
was reconsidering his whole future; thinking about a complete
change. But that, just for old time’s sake, he would like to join in
the work getting the exhibition together. Diane agreed that his
‘special’ knowledge of the site would be most useful in writing
the more speculative items, which were important. Giving the
public a sense of immediacy was one thing that all recognised as
vitally important for a successful tourist attraction. They were
not going along the path of lifelike dummies, lifelike smells and
sounds; or indeed re-enactors, playing the part of ancient Celts.
So they needed something else. Paul's ‘imagination’ could come
in very useful in an interpretation of the evidence.
It was agreed that Paul would come and work on the site
from the beginning of April, but would not be involved in
further digging. To begin with he would arrange the exhibition
in the temporary museum. It was a quickly put up wooden
arrangement, not terribly inspiring but easily constructed. The
long term aim was to make a recreation of the Celtic great hall
and house the exhibits there but things had to be done one step
at a time. Depending on how many more finds there were over
the next couple of years, the idea was mooted of partial
recreation of a Celtic village; workshops, houses etc, maybe
even rare breeds. Pipe dreams perhaps, but with the interest so
far accrued, the sky seemed to be the limit. Once Paul had
planned out the exhibition space he would oversee the placing
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of the exhibits, which would be gathered together once more removed from the dull but meticulous hands of Damian and
Stuart in the British Museum and given over to Paul.
Paul didn't worry too much about what might happen
when they all met up again. He was sure there would be a way
round that problem and he had a good month to work out his
alibi. He could spin the puppets some yarn about how his
interest had been sparked off by them. Somehow he would be
able to keep last summer secret. It was not a topic Diane would
be keen to resurrect, and as long as they were all kept apart, it
would probably work.
June was the date set for the return of the main exhibits the bog-man and the skeletons. The skeletons would be
displayed complete with stone kist, as they had been found and
the bog-man would be kept in a special display case, enabling
the public to gaze in awe and wonder at the amazing
preservative properties of peat. Of course they would not be
able to touch, but it would be as near as most of them would
dare to imagine. They would be able to peer in at the man,
eyeballs and all, and shudder at the gory description of his
untimely end. It would give them all a sense of mortality, a
sense of the frailty of life.
Diane largely surrounded herself with a new team.
Callum had moved onto other things. He was spending the
summer in the heat of mainland Greece, broadening his
horizons and finding other, more exotic women to chase.
Doubtless he would miss a proper Scottish pint, but he would
be able to make up for it with ouzo and raki - the Greek
firewater, which made even rough whisky seem tame. Jessie,
poor Jessie had suffered the fate of many hopeful housewives.
Over the winter she had faced family crisis after family crisis.
Reality had pervaded her dreams to such an extent that she no
longer felt she deserved to have them. From time to time she
played Glen Campbell's ‘Everyday housewife’ and wept silently
to herself as she dusted and hoovered and cooked and mended.
But most of the time she forgot her moment of glory, held it in
the back of her mind like a secret affair. She knew that she had
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a more immediate purpose. To be loving wife to an indifferent
husband, sacrificing mother to ungrateful children. Such was
her life. Such had been the lot of women from time
immemorial, she reasoned. One day you signed a bit of paper,
promising to love forever. For the rest of your life you had to
stick to the promise, no matter what the cost. You had to put
others first. Even if you were capable of much more than them,
you had to subdue your own inclinations in order to raise them.
This was love. Sacrifice. Sacrifice of the deepest self for another
person. And learning to be happy with the sacrifice. Jessie was
not always happy but she usually managed to sink into a level of
mundanity which felt like happiness. As long as she didn't think
of the past. Her own or the distant past of the professional
archaeologists, which had threatened to set her free, which had
set her free albeit for an instant.
The new team looked up to Diane. Thanked their lucky
stars that they were part of the dig of the century and made sure
they didn't rock the boat. All talk of breaking the rules and
getting away with it was gone now. Diane ruled with a rod of
iron, although it was cunningly disguised in a smile and a sexy
walk. Diane would succeed. She had sacrificed herself to the
cause and would succeed. She had made the final sacrifice when
she walked away from Paul and from herself in the hospital.
When she had named and then betrayed her inner fear. Her
moment of bravery was encapsulated in her memory of dancing
with the Indians. It had been her truest moment, her one
defining action of bravery over caution. The one moment when
she gave herself up to the magic of a world she stood no chance
of controlling, or even understanding.
But life does not always dictate an upward path to greater
glory and Diane had been sliding downhill since she was five.
She didn't realise it of course, having hidden her truth; letting it
slip from her hand as she let go the grip of the Red Indian
Chief. She descended into a world created by her own fantasies,
but guarded by her greatest fear - the exposure of unreserved
love. She had become an expert at fooling herself and along the
way had learned how to fool others In the wee small hours
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when she allowed herself a moment to think and reflect on her
life, she thought she had lost her greatest prize when she walked
out on Laurent. She believed everyone had at least one chance
for love. Maybe not only one, but at least one. She recognised
Laurent as her real love and knew that she had not been able to
sacrifice her will to his. She could not subordinate herself to
him, or to Paul or to any other being. She could share, she could
give of her body, her mind to an extent, but not her spirit, not
her real essence. She thought of it rarely and when she did, she
immediately turned over to a sleeping Simon, woke him and
indulged in passionate lovemaking which left him convinced
that their spirits had met and mingled at the deepest level. Diane
was an expert at selling fiction as fact.
Paul engrossed himself in his work. It was precisely the
kind of work that would have bored him rigid had it not been
with these artefacts, in this place. As it was, he worked with the
most loving meticulous eye possible. He was lauded amongst
the others as a truly great archaeologist, his attention to detail
great, his enthusiasm for recording was without limit, his
passion for grubby, incomplete bits of metal and pottery
unsurpassable. A real wooden boy in the eyes of the puppets. It
seemed he had truly come into his own.
He still allowed himself to wander the site, from time to
time during his lunch break. He would sit on the large stones by
the churning river and eat his sandwiches listening to the
thundering roar of the water, his thoughts following its progress
downstream. But for the rest of the day, and sometimes late
into the night he metaphorically locked himself away in the hut,
poring over the finds, making decisions and writing up details to
assuage the thirst for knowledge of a hungry flock of tourists.
His own little British Museum. His last great work before he
rode off into the sunset and found another life to live.
He worked steadily and furiously. He was determined
that everything would be ready for the beginning of June when
the star turns were brought home to rest. He did not get
involved in evenings at the pub, he often rolled up in a sleeping
bag on the floor of the temporary hut and frequently put in
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eighteen hour days. It would be ready. It would be finished in
time. It would be right.
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CHAPTER THIRTY
DISCOVERY
‘You must begone’ said Death ‘these walks are mine’
Love wept and spread his sheeny wings for flight
Yet ere he parted said ‘This hour is thine
Thou art the shadow of life...
The shadow passeth when the tree shall fall
But I shall reign forever over all.’
( Alfred, Lord Tennyson)
It was right. It was right and it was ready on time. Everything
was laid out in place on the first of June awaiting only the arrival
of the bodies. The bog man travelled home in the regal
splendour of a specially chartered lorry, unlike the frantic escape
in Paul's boot of the previous year. Man, woman and child were
accorded the greatest dignity the twentieth century could afford
them - no expense was spared.
The cases were carefully manoeuvred into place. The
bog-man had lost none of his appeal, for all his prolonged
journeying. In context he still sent shivers down the spine of all
who saw him. The pathos of the mother and child in the stone
kist was unsurpassable. A family unit at last re-united - almost.
Diane was prevailed upon to make a speech at the
opening of the prototype museum. She spoke, with calm
confidence - her external face - in front of a huge crowd of local
dignitaries and press; a crowd so large that they had to hold the
event outdoors. It took hours for them all to file through the
hut in an orderly fashion. She spoke of hopes for the future, of
further finance, which would enable all the exhibits to be
displayed in their fullest glory. She paid tribute to the sterling
work of Paul, but stressed that there was a long way to go, a lot
of money to be spent before the museum would really be
worthy of the title. This was a small acorn, she said but with an
uncharacteristically theatrical gesture to the tall Scots pines to
the north of the site, from such a small acorn she hoped that a
mighty forest would grow. The fact that acorns did not grow
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into pine forests escaped the scribbling press, who rejoiced in a
truly Scottish triumph. An important archaeological site with
something to see for a change, not just wet stones huddled
incompletely in a wet field, failing to attract any but the most
hardy and most imaginative of visitors - and disappointing even
them.
The return of the bog man was the return of a hero, and
the triumph of a nation swelled with pride in the breasts of the
dispossessed nation. They had a treasure. An important figure,
preserved for all time. History suspended in time. Somehow
people seized upon this miracle, squeezing it into their
‘Scottishness’. Paul noticed it. Saw through the lie. But
understood the need these people had to believe - to belong - to
be part of a past they had no part in. Unaware of how little
reverence the bog-man would have paid to their views. Unaware
also that they were more likely to be descended from the raiders
than the settlers.
Nonetheless, the launch of the museum was a triumph.
And finds were still being scraped out of the ground at an
alarming rate. There were seven major trenches under
excavation and the whole area had taken on the aura of a three
ringed circus.
Paul's job was done. Almost.
In the deep azure of a midsummer night, a time when it never
really got dark, a fire added its light to the sum of light as it
raged out of control. Crackling smoke rent the air, sight and
smell and sound fused together in uncontrollable power. Fire
engines played water helplessly on the blaze. The remote region
of the Galloway uplands which had been thrust into superstar
status only recently for the discovery of an unprecedented Celtic
site ‘bound to bring a whole new perspective’ to academic study
of the period, achieved a new status. Cultural disaster zone.
Disaster struck as it so cruelly did, without warning, without
reason. The wind fanned the flames and made it impossible to
save anything. The museum hut which had been worked on by
Paul so diligently, which had provided the focus for the hopes
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and dreams of a nation and of individuals, was razed to the
ground complete with all the precious artefacts which had been
painstakingly recovered from the earth over the last eighteen
months. Consumed in the flames also were the perfectly
preserved bog-body and the bones of a woman and a child.
Diane had been called to the scene and stood looking on in
horror. She could do nothing else. She had ventured her soul
against glory and she had lost. She broke down and cried. All
around her archaeologists, men and women stood and cried or
stared in dumbstruck amazement at the cruelty of fate, robbing
them of their past achievements and filling them with
uncertainty at the prospect of the future. Perhaps Harry had
won after all.
Paul was amongst the crowd. But he alone among the
crowd was silent. It was dark and no one was looking at him,
but if they had been they would have seen a secret smile play
across his face. If they had been silent like him, they too might
have heard the sigh of spirits being set free. The nameless bogman, Maedbh and the baby were not the only spirits set free
that night. Paul was also set free.
He did not know what the future held. He only knew that
he had fulfilled his destiny to the past and present and that he
was free to begin his life afresh. It was little over a year since he
had first stood on this site, but he walked away that night much
more than a year older.
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